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ABSTRACT 
All commercial property stakeholders have a strong interest in forecasting as property market forecasts 
have become an integral part of the investment processes supporting asset allocation and property fund 
investment strategy. It is critical that a wide range of techniques is employed to forecast the performance 
of real estate assets (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998; Brooks & Tsolacos 2010) in terms of predicting 
reasonable estimates of key dependent property variables (demand, supply, rent, yield, vacancy, and net 
absorption rate). However, accurate forecasts can be conducted in a situation when ample quantitative 
data are available with a few uncertainties. For this type of problem, statistical methods in the standard 
risk analysis can be employed, with identified events and assigned probabilities (Aven 2015b; Bralver 
& Borge 2010). But surprises occur, and econometric results are unsettled by unknown risk factors. For 
this reason, well formulated theories of forecasting are still being conjectured that can be proven 
incorrect by one random event. Although risks can occur in either tail, downside risk associated with 
the lower tail is mainly focussed on risk management than the symmetric case of upside potential. To 
advance real estate decision making practice in this area, there is a need to improve forecasts through 
conceptualising downside risk integration in commercial property market forecasting. To do this, the 
study employed quantitative–qualitative sequential strategies (mixed method research design) aimed at 
developing a decision making model for improving the accuracy of the Australian commercial property 
market forecast. 
In the quantitative phase, prime and secondary office market data and economic data for 2001-2011 
were analysed statistically to test the forecast accuracy using various scale dependent/independent 
statistics, descriptive analysis and time series regression analysis. Secondary data was obtained from the 
premier Australian office markets. The quantitative evaluation was limited to office market data due to 
the sector’s good performance data coverage, compared to retail and industrial sectors. The 10-year 
timeframe is due to the discontinuation of the Australian Financial Review quarterly survey of 
economists, the source of reliable economic forecast data. The accuracy measurement revealed that 
rental movement and net absorption forecast errors were critical, illustrating limited predictive capacity 
in forecast models. Further, a scale-independent analysis that involves benchmarking, identified that 
naïve forecasting strategies outperformed the forecasters. In this study, naïve assumption is the last 
observed value six months ago. As per the outlier analysis, the timeframe around the Global Financial 
Crisis (GFC) has witnessed a significant inaccuracy, as with key manmade Black Swan events. For 
instance, January 2009 was identified as a worst-case scenario with a high over-estimation of prime 
office rental movements, where the 6-month forecast was 9.93% with an actual movement of -0.07%. 
Therefore, forecasting uncertainty has become a highly critical issue.  
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The quantitative study also revealed that property forecast errors deviate significantly from economic 
forecast errors without any consistency in the underlying relationships from mainstream economics. 
Hence, forces beyond economic factors need to be integrated into property forecast modelling. Apart 
from the effects of the GFC, the quantitative analysis lacks the explanation of causal factors for property 
forecast errors. The results needed further exploration. As such, a qualitative investigation (semi-
structured interviews) was undertaken with 22 leading property and financial market experts to gain 
insights into the current Australian commercial property market (office, industrial and retail) forecasting 
practices. Thematic analysis was done with the view to identifying strategies to aid forecast accuracy 
for commercial property market performance. 
The qualitative results show that 45% of experts interviewed are regularly over optimistic about their 
forecasts. Whilst forecasting with confidence is deemed important, forecast accuracy checks are 
underrated in the market due in part to unrealistic self-assurance about the forecast models. The analysis 
was triangulated with findings from literature and quantitative analysis, explaining that leading 
underlying macroeconomic determinants can be impacted by short-lived Black Swan events and long-
term structural changes (key causes of forecast errors). The difficulty in understanding the timing and 
the magnitude of Black Swan events resulted in a willingness to accept the unexpected downside when 
it occurs, rather than spending on unrealistic and impractical modelling of one-off effects. With the due 
consideration of root causes and effects of the GFC, it was identified by interview respondents that the 
current property market is reaching the peak of the property cycle, reflecting the pre-crisis situation. 
Such similarities include low vacancy levels, strong face rents, strong construction pipeline and yield 
compression. Positively, the leverage is relatively low in the present market, but it has the potential to 
revert to a highly geared condition in a structurally low interest rate environment. Furthermore, the 
qualitative analysis involved identifying and mapping the potential impact of structural changes in 
Australian commercial property market performance. Key commercial property specific findings 
include rise in cross border capital flows, emerging outer suburb cities, property conversions, integrated 
property facilities and the ‘Give and Take’ effect (for example, retail market (give) to industrial market 
(take) by offsetting the effects of online retail). 
The analysis shows that an accurate forecast requires both powerful algorithms and following best 
practices to improve the forecasting process. Therefore, this research proposes an innovative ‘Ten best 
practices’ empirical framework based on industry expert recommendations to improve commercial 
property market forecasting: (i) clear objective setting, (ii) collaborative approach to knowledge sharing, 
(iii) market data analysis to capture the changes in the determinants, (iv) atheoretical quantitative (data-
driven) approach, (v) adhering to the parsimony principle, (vi) qualitative overlaying, (vii) eliminating 
biases to predict independent estimates, (viii) forecast validation, (ix) integrating an error positive 
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culture, and (x) reviewing, redefining and remodelling. However, forecasting is challenged with the 
increasing level of downside risk. Thus, in addition to the ‘Ten best practices’, a protective layer of 
strategies to reduce forecast errors associated with downside risk is also proposed to retain forecast 
credibility. These strategies include historical referencing for errors and risks, stress testing, identifying 
warning flags, and comprehensive analysis of investment decision makers’ responses to risk. Finally, 
the overall findings were presented in an Applications > Determinants > Strategies > Validation (ADSV) 
decision making model, illustrating the recommended approaches and the deliverables for key steps in 
forecasting to improve forecast accuracy. 
This research makes significant contributions to knowledge for both academia and industry practitioners 
by offering a methodological approach to how commercial property market forecasting can be 
improved. As deductive reasoning dominated in the real estate literature, this research predominantly 
employed a qualitative approach to capture the behavioural information. The models developed from 
the research will enhance academic theory. A better understanding of tail risk integration results in 
higher reliability of forecasts about the performance of commercial property market across different 
regions and sectors that in turn is beneficial for property investment managers in their investment 
decision making. Property developers are particularly interested in the market performance, when 
setting up feasibility studies. When making credit approvals, banks and other real estate financiers are 
benefitted from reliable market moves based on improved forecasts. Furthermore, identifying and 
mapping unknown risks are important in asset allocation strategies that are relevant for property fund 
managers and investors.
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CHAPTER 1.  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH 
In Australia, the total volume of direct commercial property investment transactions is estimated at 8% 
of GDP (JLL 2016) which is evidence of its popularity as a form of investment. The commercial property 
marketplace is broadly categorised under office, industrial and retail streams, while the major 
institutional investors are real estate investment trusts (REITs), pension funds, life insurance companies 
and foreign investors. Compared to alternative asset classes, there are several disadvantages in direct 
property investments: high transaction cost; decentralised trading; lower liquidity; less transparency; 
and direct management responsibility (Baum & Hartzell 2012; De Francesco 2007; Rowland 2010). 
Thus, non-predictive decision making under uncertainty can result in extensive financial losses. In these 
circumstances, rational decision making on real estate would not be possible without the quantified 
evidence of past performance and a reasoned assessment of probable future performance of the real 
estate asset, precinct and broader market based on accurate historical and real-time market information. 
Property market forecasts have become integral to the decision making processes supporting asset 
allocation and property fund investment strategy. Therefore, all stakeholders active in the property 
market have a strong interest in forecasting because their profitability and success depends on decisions 
made based on the reasonable estimates of market performance (Adair & Hutchison 2005; Brooks & 
Tsolacos 2010; Gallimore & McAllister 2004; Higgins 2013b). 
It is more important to deploy wide ranging models and techniques to forecast the performance of 
commercial real estate markets. These property market models have an overriding aim of producing 
reasonable estimates of key dependent property variables based on the available information. The most 
common classes of variables of interest to real estate analysts include demand, supply, rent, yield, return 
and vacancy rates (Brooks & Tsolacos 2003; Chaplin 2000; Matysiak & Tsolacos 2003). Changes in 
commercial property market performance can be quantified by internal and external determinants within 
which decisions are made in the market (Higgins 2000b). The commercial property market is best 
described as a composition of two interlinked submarkets: space market and capital market that set out 
economic relationships mostly relevant to the modelling of future performance (Archer & Ling 1997; 
Geltner & De Neufville 2015; Rowland 2010). The statistical techniques employed for studying 
problems in real estate markets are collectively known as real estate econometrics. These techniques 
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include exponential smoothing, single-Equation regression, simultaneous Equation regression, 
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), and vector autoregression (VAR). Econometric 
packages for modelling real estate data include EViews, SPSS, Stata and Matlab (Ball, Lizieri & 
MacGregor 1998; Brooks & Tsolacos 2010). 
In the past, key underlying macroeconomic indicators have been the driving forces behind the trend in 
real estate performance. This has implications for modelling property market performance using 
macroeconomic variables as systematic risk factors. These indicators are used as warning signals for 
retrospective and prospective performance appraisal of the property market (Higgins 2014b; Ming-Chi, 
Yuichiro & Kanak 2004). The studies conducted by Huang and Wang (2005) revealed that GDP growth 
rate, fixed assets investment, loan balances of financial organisations, and individual mortgage loans, 
reflect the macroeconomic situation of the property market. In the Australian context, macroeconomic 
factors such as inflation, industrial production, interest rates and employment significantly influence 
office, retail, industrial and listed property trust returns (Tracey & Worthington 2006). 
However, property studies are generally based on standard assumptions of mainstream economics: 
stable preferences acting on a perfect market; accessible information; and homogenous products derived 
from historic data. Thus, they can fail when stable assumptions cease to hold, and extreme volatility 
occurs, as exemplified by recent severe price swings associated with the Global Financial Crisis (GFC). 
Hence, past research has demonstrated limited predictive capacity for real estate performance, indicating 
the existence of degrees of uncertainty (Higgins 2013b, 2014b; Mandelbrot & Hudson 2004; Newell & 
MacFarlane 2006). Further, the effects of extreme volatilities were caused by features integral to real 
estate markets: heterogeneity; structural inflexibility; illiquidity; long time lags; and opaque markets 
that can generate price and value volatility (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998; Dent, Patrick & Ye 2012).  
These emerging disruptive factors directly and indirectly challenge core economic activity and are 
intertwined in the determination of real estate outcomes (Higgins 2014b; Trahan & Krantz 2011). 
Similarly, the Known, unknown and Unknowable (KuU) framework for analysing risks in real estate 
suggests that a number of economic and noneconomic factors are knotted together in real estate 
appraisal, including socio-cultural factors; technological developments; economic/regulatory changes; 
and changes in the financial system (Bardhan & Edelstein 2010). Therefore, leading underlying 
macroeconomic determinants are now overlaid by long-term structural changes and short-term 
unexpected (Black Swan) events, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Hence, Ming-Chi, Yuichiro and Kanak 
(2004) identified that modelling long-run and short-run property market fluctuations have become a 
great challenge. 
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Figure 1.1: Modelling the Economic Environment 
Source: Higgins (2014b) 
As Figure 1.1 shows, underlying economic drivers are overlaid by structural changes and 
transformational forces. Structural changes, often initiated by policy decisions and innovation, appear 
to have long-term economic implications. Further, structural breaks which permanently affect 
performance resulted in market behavior deviating from the historical pattern. Moreover, increasing 
digital business innovation requires new economic metrics due to the fact that the wrong gauges will 
lead to poor decisions (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; Brynjolfsson & McAfee 2014, p. 122; Higgins 2014b) 
Besides, core economic activity and structural changes are clouded by extreme, short-lived, 
unpredictable events. Short-term unexpected events are termed ‘Black Swan’ by Taleb (2008) to 
describe random events that have three characteristics: (1) outlier, being outside the realm of regular 
expectations; (2) carries an extreme impact; and (3) explanations for the occurrence are concocted after 
the fact, making it explainable and predictable. Similarly, Brooks and Tsolacos (2010) identified such 
unpredictable, short-lived events as ‘noise in the market’. Further, these shocks extended into a broader 
depth that cover natural, manmade and hybrid disasters. Events such as hurricanes, tsunamis, 
earthquakes, and threat of pandemics are often termed ‘Acts of God’ while manmade disasters include 
financial threats (GFC), technological threats (Chernobyl), digital threats (cyber-attacks) and acts of 
terrorism (Higgins 2014b; Miller, Engemann & Yage 2015; Shaluf 2007). In commercial occupational 
leases, natural disasters can disrupt cash flow from lessee to lessor. If the premises are functionally 
unusable or totally inaccessible, rent and other monetary obligations (for example, outgoings, services, 
rates and taxes) are typically abated under the damage and destruction provisions of a commercial lease. 
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In any event, the tenant should obtain and maintain business interruption insurance (Ashurst 2015; 
Calverley 2017). Yet, it remains as a major downside risk that can impact the property market. 
These major downside risks are often outside regular expectations and are commonly referred to as 
statistical outliers (outside ± 2 standard deviations), and are also termed as risk associated with the lower 
tail in the normal curve (Granger 2010; Higgins 2014b). Further, such models have been developed 
based on smoothed and filtered data to remove outliers which are contaminated by noise. These extreme 
events are far from the central cluster of a bell curve and therefore may follow a ‘power law’ distribution 
with a fat tailed distribution that can cover higher probabilities of unknown risk events. With great 
emphasis, Mandelbrot strongly rejected normality as a distributional model for asset returns where 
normality can lead to an underestimation of the true risk of direct property, and so an overestimation of 
the associated performance (Mandelbrot & Hudson 2004; Rachev, Menn & Fabozzi 2005). 
The inability to forecast property market performance precisely indicates serious issues with the current 
approaches (Higgins 2013b). As a forecasting solution, Brookes and Tsolacos (2010) emphasised the 
requirement to intervene and use judgement to adjust forecasts obtained from econometric models. 
Further, Gigerenzer (2015) emphasised that in an uncertain world, simple rules of thumb, or heuristics, 
give smarter solutions aligned with the parsimony principle. The apparent paradoxical phenomenon is 
that ‘less is more’ (in terms of less information, less computation or less time) can lead to better 
judgements. Therefore, complex problems do not always require complex solutions.  
According to Taleb, Goldstein and Spitznagel (2009), instead of trying to anticipate low-probability, 
high-impact events, the most appropriate response is to reduce the vulnerability by building systems that 
can handle unpredictability. Hence, an event beset by extreme noise necessitates more redundancy by 
including extra components compared to events which have milder noise. In the Cynefin decision 
making framework, Snowden (2003) suggests crisis management through a novel practice. It provides 
a more rigorous meaning by which entrainment of thoughts can be disrupted by breaking down the 
assumptions on which expertise is based. Further, Antifragility has a singular property of building a 
systematic and broad guide to non-predictive decision making, defined as a positive sensitivity to 
increase in volatility, as opposed to fragility which suffers from the variability of its environment beyond 
a certain pre-set threshold (Taleb 2009, 2012). Hence, the success of modern risk management in many 
instances is associated with understanding and managing downside risk events.  
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1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
A wide range of real estate forecasting models was developed, based on drivers of core economic 
activity. The interlinked commercial property markets set out economic relationships that are most 
relevant to the modelling of future performance (Archer & Ling 1997; Geltner & De Neufville 2015). 
Accurate predictions can be carried out when ample quantitative data are available with fewer 
uncertainties. For this type of problem, statistical methods can be employed for standard risk analysis, 
with identified events and assigned probabilities (Aven 2015b; Bralver & Borge 2010).  
However, possible disruption from structural changes and Black Swan events can make the econometric 
results upset by unknown risk factors. These emerging disruptive factors are marginalised as statistical 
outliers in real estate modelling. For this reason, well formulated theories are still being conjectured that 
can be proven incorrect by one random event (Taleb 2005). Moreover, finance theories designed for a 
world of known risk are susceptible to be a cause of financial crises. In addition, policy makers and 
forecasters need to be aware that complex systems tend to produce a wild type of noise (Gigerenzer 
2015; Taleb 2009). Although mathematical models of the stock market were developed to support price 
and return with heavy tail distributions (Rachev, Menn & Fabozzi 2005), such analytical tools are still 
underdeveloped in the property market scenario. Therefore, this study shall seek to answer the primary 
research question:  
How do we integrate downside risks to improve the accuracy of forecasting the Australian 
commercial property market performance? 
1.3 RESEARCH AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
As influenced by the research rationale, and given the purpose of this study, the aim of this research is 
to develop a decision making model for lower tail risk integration to improve forecast accuracy in the 
Australian commercial property market. This can be constructed by accomplishing the following 
objectives: 
1. To examine and evaluate commercial property market forecast theory and models used in forecasting 
market performance. 
2. To define and analyse downside risk exposure and strategies to manage risks in a real estate 
environment. 
3. To test the accuracy of commercial property market and economic forecasts and to determine whether 
they capture downside risks. 
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4. To analyse and discuss the relationship between property forecast errors and economic forecast 
errors. 
5. To explore the current state of the Australian commercial property market forecasting practice and 
its exposure to downside risks. 
6. To develop a decision making model to improve forecast accuracy of Australian commercial property 
market performance. 
1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Based on the purpose and objectives, this research was undertaken in four key phases: literature review; 
quantitative phase; qualitative phase; and model development with validation. An extensive literature 
survey was undertaken to gather existing literature on concepts and theories to achieve objectives one 
and two of the study. To derive knowledge about the problem, this study followed pragmatism 
knowledge claim using a pluralistic approach. According to Huang and Wang (2005), quantitative 
approaches do not facilitate the investigation of irregularities in the economic environment; hence a 
combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches was recommended. Thus, in this mixed approach 
sequential strategies of inquiry begin with archival research in the quantitative mode of inquiry, followed 
by a phenomenological inquiry as the qualitative method.  
In the quantitative phase of the research, secondary economic and property data, including both actual 
and forecast data, were collected for a 10-year period (2001-2011) to statistically test the accuracy of 
economists’ forecasts. The forecast accuracy evaluation involved measuring economic and property 
forecasts under the following phases: (i) testing for forecast accuracy, (ii) analysing outliers of forecast 
errors, and (iii) testing for causal relationships. The time boundary limited the analysis due to the 
discontinuation of the main source of economic forecast data, the Australian Financial Review quarterly 
survey of economists. The latest data analysis toolkit in Microsoft Excel 2016 software, and EViews 9.5 
Student/Lite Version software, were used for this quantitative quality analysis. 
Deductive reasoning has dominated real estate economics research, focussing on constructing 
sophisticated models using quantitative techniques. However, accurate predictions can only be 
conducted when high quality quantitative data are available with fewer uncertainties. Therefore, a 
qualitative investigation was undertaken with 22 leading property and financial market experts (property 
analysts, economists, fund managers and property market lenders) to explore the current state of 
Australian commercial property market forecasting practice and its exposure to downside risks. This 
was done with the view of proposing strategies for improving the quality of forecasts. The 
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phenomenological approach to the qualitative research is based on a paradigm of personal knowledge 
and subjectivity, and emphasises the importance of personal perspective and interpretation (Creswell 
2014; Giorgi 2009; Lester 1999). The purpose of qualitative research is to gain in-depth knowledge to 
identify the spread of diversity, not its magnitude (Kumar 2004). Therefore, the sample size was not 
predetermined. The data collection phase is extended until the researcher reaches a point of data 
saturation. Thematic analysis was used to identify patterns and relationships in the primary data with 
the aid of QSR NVIVO 11 software. 
Subsequently, the validity and reliability of the research findings was ascertained. Firstly, the research 
evaluates the validity and the reliability of secondary sources based on overall suitability and precise 
suitability. Then, the final research output was validated through member checking of key participants, 
while reliability was achieved through conducting inter-coder agreement of random data in transcripts. 
Figure 1.2 summarises the proposed research design for the study.  
 
Figure 1.2: Research Design 
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This research provides significant contributions to knowledge for both academia and industry 
practitioners in forecasting commercial property market performance. The research evaluates the current 
state of Australian commercial property market forecasting to propose best practices for improving the 
quality of forecasts. The research aims to offer strategies to integrate uncertainties and the tail behaviour 
of the empirical distribution. 
The conceptual models developed from the research enhance academic theory in forecasting commercial 
property market performance. The research proposes a ‘Ten best practices’ model that is empirically 
demonstrated to improve forecast accuracy. Therefore, good forecasting does not require powerful 
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algorithms, but following the best practice is inherently useful for forecasters in improving each step in 
the forecasting process. In an environment of increasing incidence of unknown events, these types of 
risk events should not be dismissed as statistical outliers in modelling. Understanding and embracing 
the exposed downside risks in the real estate environment, and mapping their potential impact on 
property market performance, is an important part of a real estate manager’s decision making toolkit. 
Further, a protective layer of strategies to reduce forecast errors associated with downside risk is 
proposed to retain forecast credibility. Finally, key findings were presented in a decision model 
illustrating recommended approaches to improve forecast accuracy aligned to their deliverables. It is 
anticipated that research findings will offer an educated view for the future decision making process in 
that it will better support asset allocation and property fund strategy. 
1.6 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
While the proposed research makes an important contribution to knowledge, the research design and 
findings were restricted by practical limitations. Many of the limitations are due to the short research 
timeframe and the nature of the study by a single researcher. 
The research investigated the Australian commercial property market which forms an important part of 
the global capital market and is ranked as the second most transparent property market in world by JLL 
in a recent research study (JLL 2016). Although the office, industrial and retail sectors are generally 
regarded as comprising the commercial property market, the quantitative evaluation of forecast accuracy 
in this research was limited to office market data only. This was mainly due to the sector’s good 
performance data coverage, compared to retail and industrial sectors.  
Secondary data was obtained from six premier Australian office property markets: Canberra, Sydney, 
Brisbane, Adelaide, Melbourne and Perth, while excluding Hobart and Darwin due to their relatively 
lesser total stock, as per office market report produced in July 2011 by the Property Council of Australia 
(PCA). A limited 10-year timeframe (2001-2011) was used in the ex-post analysis for comparing 
economic and property variables. Forecasts ceased from 2011, due to discontinuation of the Australian 
Financial Review quarterly survey of economists which was the main source of economic forecast data. 
Further, 10-year bi-annual property data publication (January and July) limits the length of the time 
series to 20 data points. However, the relatively small number of observations in this case negates 
appropriate testing for cointegration and defining lag lengths in the vector auto regression (VAR) 
estimates. Unlike actual data collection, there are limitations of collecting forecast data. Thus, forecast 
data availability restricted the choice of variables in the quantitative analysis. Further, the scope of 
regression analysis was limited to economic versus property forecasts, while interdependencies among 
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property variables have not been retested. 
In the primary data collection, it is acknowledged that the qualitative analysis reflects the respondents’ 
views during the period November 2016-March 2017, and may change. Further, the findings could be 
subjected to other interpretations due to the nature of qualitative studies. Also, the primary data 
collection will be constrained by time, administrative and financial limitations. 
1.7 THESIS LAYOUT AND STRUCTURE 
The research study is documented in seven chapters; a brief overview of chapter content is as follows: 
Chapter One outlines the background to the research together with the research question, aim of the 
study, research objectives and methodological approach. This chapter further presents the scope and 
limitations of the research and the thesis outline.   
Chapter Two presents the literature review to evaluate commercial property market forecasting and 
downside risks in the real estate environment. Subsequently, the research gap in forecast modelling is 
explored to provide the next direction to the research.  
Chapter Three outlines the research methodology adopted for this study and justifies the research 
design and approach. Further, this chapter presents the rationale for choosing the mixed method research 
design which is used to achieve the objectives of this study. 
Chapter Four presents the quantitative data analysis and discussion to test the accuracy of economists’ 
forecasts and analyse whether they capture downside risk events. A comparison between economic and 
property variables is made to analyse the causal relationships. 
Chapter Five covers the qualitative data analysis and discussion. In particular, this chapter evaluates 
the state of Australian commercial property market forecasting process, downside risk exposure and 
mapping their potential impact on commercial property market performance. The evaluation provided 
useful insights into the factors that improve commercial property market forecast accuracy. 
Chapter Six presents the conceptual models developed from the research to improve forecast accuracy. 
As part of downside risk integration, a shield of strategies is recommended to retain forecast credibility 
in an uncertain environment. This chapter further discusses industry experts’ comments and feedback 
to assess the validity of the models and recommendations to improve the credibility of the models. 
Chapter Seven summarises the research process and presents conclusions with reference to the 
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objectives, contribution to knowledge, and recommendations to the property industry for improving the 
quality of forecasts. The chapter concludes highlighting areas for further research.   
Figure 1.3 outlines the thesis structure with reference to achieving the objectives at each stage. 
 
Figure 1.3: Thesis Layout and Structure 
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1.8 PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS 
As part of disseminating the research findings, results from literature review, quantitative analysis and 
qualitative analysis were published in journals (See Appendix 1) and also presented in international 
conferences, including doctorial colloquiums. Also, the researcher was awarded number of highly 
recognised awards during the Ph.D. research candidature. 
1.8.1 AWARDS 
The Best Paper/ Post-Graduate Research Scholarship, Ph.D. Colloquium, 24th Pacific Rim Real Estate 
Society (PRRES) Conference: Property Research for Our Changing World, 21-24 January 
2018, Auckland, New Zealand: University of Auckland. 
Highly Commended Ph.D. Presenter on the Day, Ph.D. Colloquium, 24th Pacific Rim Real Estate Society 
(PRRES) Conference: Property Research for Our Changing World, 21-24 January 2018, University of 
Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand. 
The Best Ph.D. presenter, Ph.D. Colloquium, 23rd Pacific Rim Real Estate Society (PRRES) 
Conference: The Built Environment and Health, Infrastructure and System Resilience Planning, 15-18 
January 2017, University of Technology Sydney, Sydney, Australia. 
A finalist in the RMIT Three Minutes Thesis Competition 2017. 
1.8.2 JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS 
Higgins, D & Perera, T 2018, ‘Advancing real estate decision making: Understanding known, unknown 
and unknowable risks’, International Journal of Building Pathology and Adaptation, vol. 36, no. 4, 
pp. 373-384. 
Perera, T, Higgins, D & Wong, W. W 2018, ‘The evaluation of the Australian office market forecast 
accuracy’, Journal of Property Investment and Finance, vol. 36, no. 3, pp.259-272. 
Higgins, D & Perera, T 2016, ‘Corporate real estate antifragility strategy: Beyond probability and 
resilience’, Corporate Real Estate Journal, vol. 5, no. 3, pp. 226-237. 
1.8.3 CONFERENCE PUBLICATIONS 
Perera, T & Reddy, W 2018, ‘Ten best practices for improving Australian commercial property market 
forecasting’, 24th Pacific Rim Real Estate Society (PRRES) Conference: Property Research for Our 
Changing World, 21-24 January 2018, Auckland, New Zealand: University of Auckland. 
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CHAPTER 2.  
LITERATURE REVIEW –  
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET FORECASTING AND 
THE OUTLOOK ON DOWNSIDE RISK EXPOSURE 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter synthesises the literature in the research area to provide background and context to the 
research problem. As identified in the statement of the problem, leading underlying macroeconomic 
determinants of commercial property market modelling are now overlaid by long-term structural 
changes and short-term unexpected events (Black Swan events). However, modelling long-run trends 
and short-run property market fluctuations have become a great challenge. Therefore, the aim is to 
achieve Objectives One and Two of the study.  
Objective One: To examine and evaluate commercial property market forecast theory and models used 
in forecasting market performance. 
Objective Two: To define and analyse downside risk exposure and strategies to manage risks in a real 
estate environment. 
In doing so, this chapter evaluates commercial property market forecasting, threats to forecast accuracy, 
particularly downside risks that directly and indirectly challenge real estate performance, and finally a 
critical appraisal of different downside risk management strategies. To achieve the objectives stated 
above, the literature review chapter is structured under two main headings as indicated below.  
Section One: Commercial Property Market Forecasting  
• Sub-section 2.2: Commercial Property Market Structure and Features – provides an overview of 
the property market, presenting different theories and concepts to elaborate its interconnectedness 
with other markets. The literature review then narrows down to the key sectors of the commercial 
property market: office, industrial and retail markets. At the end of this sub-section, the current 
state of Australia’s commercial property market performance is discussed. 
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• Sub-section 2.3: Principles of Forecasting – presents the fundamentals of forecasting, the available 
methods of forecasting, and forecast accuracy measures to analyse errors. 
• Sub-section 2.4: Commercial Property Market Forecasting – details the application of forecasting 
in the commercial property market, forecast models and forecast determinants of real estate 
performance variables. Further, pitfalls in real estate forecasting are identified and the way forward 
in forecasting is discussed, putting forth the initial step to bridge the research gap. 
Section Two: Downside Risk in the Commercial Real Estate Environment 
• Sub-section 2.5: Downside Risks in Commercial Property Market – presents theories and concepts 
of risk and uncertainties, measures of downside risk, and deep uncertainties related to Black Swan 
risk scenarios in real estate market. Further, structural changes in real estate, mainly under the 
PESTEL factors, are reviewed.  
• Sub-section 2.6: Decision Makers’ Imperatives for Downside Risks – details the outlook of 
strategies for downside risks generally, and property strategies for downside risks more 
specifically. 
In summary, this chapter examines and evaluates the literature on the current state of commercial 
property market forecasting and the theoretical perspective of real estate forecasting, with attributes that 
include Black Swan events and structural changes and transformation forces. 
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COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET FORECASTING  
2.2 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET STRUCTURE AND FEATURES 
2.2.1 FUNDAMENTALS OF PROPERTY 
Holding interest in land and building is a key form of investment, creating wealth or economic prosperity 
for investors, representing 30-40% of all the underlying physical capital in developed countries 
(Fabozzi, Shiller & Tunaru 2010). However, in the past, some fund managers were reluctant to use less 
liquid and management intensive property assets in their portfolio. Now the situation is reciprocated by 
diversifying into a liquid and more tradable form of property investments known as indirect property 
investment (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998; Higgins 2013a). 
Direct property investment is the traditional form of investment which involves direct ownership of the 
physical asset. That may include buying vacant land and building improvements with an intention to 
sell, or alternatively buying premises to redevelop or buying premises to hold. However, direct property 
investments have several disadvantages due to their inherent characteristics which distinguish them from 
alternative asset classes. These characteristics mainly include complexity, lower liquidity, decentralised 
trading, inefficient markets, high transaction costs, heterogeneity and direct management responsibility 
(Baum & Hartzell 2012; Dent, Patrick & Ye 2012; Rowland 2010). 
To counter the disadvantages of direct property investment, attempts have been made to produce more 
liquid, tradable and transparent assets backed by property such as securitised property and fund of funds 
(property securitised funds). Securitised property is a term used to describe professionally managed 
investment vehicle including both listed and unlisted property funds that offers investors access to the 
property sector at a low entry cost and with a lower capital requirement. Fund of funds arrangements 
invest in direct properties and other securitised property investment assets. The securitisation of assets 
has enabled property to compete with other accessible forms of investment more effectively, such as 
shares (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998; Higgins 2007, 2013a; Rowland 2010). 
The key elements of property funds are the underlying assets, investors who benefit from the trust, and 
the entity that is responsible for the fund’s performance and the compliance. Figure 2.1 sketches at-a-
glance an overview of the direct and indirect property investment frameworks which offer different risk-
return profiles and investment styles (active and passive). 
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Figure 2.1: Property Investment Options for Investors 
Source: Higgins (2013a, p. 2) 
Property investment products can be further divided into four categories, according to their trade 
platform, as outlined in Table 2.1; either on public or private markets and their asset type; either equity 
or debt assets. 
Table 2.1: Four Quadrant Investment Market and Property Investment Products 
 
Public markets Private markets 
Eq
u
ity
 
a
ss
et
s Shares: 
• REITs 
• Securitised property funds 
• Mutual funds 
Private equities: 
• Direct property 
• Unlisted property (Wholesale property 
funds and Syndicates) 
D
eb
t a
ss
et
s 
Traded debt securities: 
• Commercial mortgage backed securities 
(CMBS) 
• Property trust bonds 
• Property derivatives 
Bank loans: 
• Wholesale commercial property mortgages 
• Direct lending 
• Venture debt 
Source: Higgins (2013a p. 3); Geltner and Miller (2001, p. 13) 
Public markets are those in which small, highly liquid homogeneous units of ownership in assets trade 
in public exchanges. In contrast, the average size of individual transactions is very large and less liquid. 
Generally in the private markets, property products are traded among wealthy individuals and wholesale 
investors, often through the aid of intermediaries and fund managers (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998; 
Geltner & Miller 2001). 
Those property investment products are exposed to different risk and return profiles. Equity investments 
offer investors return on equity based on the returns on the underlying direct property assets. The return 
Direct property 
Securitised property 
Fund of funds 
Property securitised funds 
Investor profile Risk focus 
Active investment 
Passive investment 
Individual building 
Diversified portfolio 
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for debt instruments is based on the agreed interest rates, independent of returns on the underlying 
investment that is mostly tied to the price of risk associated with the investment relative to the adopted 
risk free rate and the risk of default, whereas hybrid vehicles include a combination of both equity and 
debt returns (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998; Higgins 2007). 
2.2.2 REAL ESTATE MARKET SYSTEM  
A market is an environment that allows demand and supply forces to operate, and buyers and suppliers 
interact to conduct a commercial deal. Although physical marketplaces are still vital, virtual 
marketplaces supported by the internet have become the larger and liquid. Similarly, the property market 
is made up of several interlinked submarkets. These markets represent an arena in which trade occurs 
and the prices are determined by the interaction of demand and supply (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998; 
Keogh 1994; Wyatt 2007). Two major markets are relevant for analysing commercial real estate: (i) 
space market, and (ii) asset market. The two markets, driven by different factors, are linked as shown in 
Figure 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.2: Links between Space and Capital Markets 
Source: Rowland (2010, p. 22) 
The space market is often referred to as the real estate usage market or the rental market that reconciles 
occupier demand with investor supply. On the demand side, individuals, households, and firms use space 
for either consumption or production. On the supply side, real estate owners/landlords lease space to 
tenants. The invisible hand that drives demand and supply to an equilibrium point is the rent, the price 
of the right to use the space (Archer & Ling 1997; Geltner & De Neufville 2015; Rowland 2010). 
Of equal importance is the asset market which is for the ownership of real estate assets. Fundamentally, 
the asset market is where future streams of cash flows are evaluated arithmetically by discounting into 
present value terms. From the economic perspective, these real estate assets indeed compete in the 
capital market with other forms of capital assets such as stocks and bonds. Therefore, the real estate 
market is driven by the capital market because investors use their own and borrowed capital to earn a 
rate of return from rented properties (Archer & Ling 1997; Geltner & De Neufville 2015; Geltner & 
Miller 2001). 
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Several articles offer elegant diagrammatic expositions of the two-market models, but they impose 
limitations on the linkages between real estate markets and capital markets. For example, two-market 
models generally assume that the market values are determined by capitalising current net rental income 
at an externally determined capitalisation rate which is independent from the linkages between markets. 
Thus, Archer and Ling (1997) considered the importance of three markets by separating specific 
property market components from the general capital market, as illustrated Figure 2.3. This framework 
introduces property specific multi-period discount rates, and their capital market and space market 
determinants.  
 
Figure 2.3: The Relationship of Space, Capital and Property Markets 
Source: Archer and Ling (1997, p. 3) 
Recently, Geltner and De Neufville (2015) published the modified real estate system which was 
originally developed by Archer and Ling (1997). There are three major parts of the system: space market, 
asset market and the productive industry that links them, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. As the real estate 
system depicted in the illustration, the output of the asset market such as prices (values) of existing (or 
proposed) real assets, including the prices of land sites necessary for construction of spatially-fixed real 
assets (physical capital), is a key input in the physical development industry. The development industry 
takes financial capital from the capital markets and converts it into spatially-fixed real assets that add to 
the stock of supply in the space market, thereby completing the central loop in the overall system. 
This central loop is characterised by a negative feedback mechanism that acts to help keep the entire 
system in balance. The negative feedback occurs as the development industry makes a crucial 
comparison between the expected value of the benefits and the costs of development. The development 
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will be only undertaken if the benefit exceeds the cost (Archer & Ling 1997; Geltner & De Neufville 
2015). Further, it is change (largely exogenous to the real estate system) that governs the demand in the 
space market; and the pricing and capital flow in the asset market which is also depicted in Figure 2.4. 
 
Figure 2.4: The Real Estate System 
Source: Geltner and De Neufville (2015, p. 253) 
2.2.3 PROPERTY MARKET CYCLE 
A long-term review of the cyclical effects of real estate markets has been explored extensively by past 
researchers. The property cycle consists of recurrent upswings and downswings that vary in length, scale 
and composition, similar to the economic cycle  (Wyatt 2007). However, it is not typically synchronised 
with the economic cycle (Appraisal Institute, cited in Wyatt 2007). Figure 2.5 is a graphic representation 
of Mueller’s findings, cited in McMahan (2006), which  reveals four phases: recovery, expansion, hyper 
supply, and recession. 
• Phase I: Recovery: The growth of the demand slowly absorbs the existing oversupply, while 
supply growth is non-existent or very low. Subsequently, vacancy rates fall, allowing rental rates 
to stabilise or even begin to increase as positive expectations rise. 
• Phase II: Expansion: As the market moves through equilibrium, vacancy rates fall and rents 
rise, so investor optimism increases until they reach a cost-feasible level that allows new 
development. Demand growth continues to lead supply growth due to construction time lags. 
Moreover, capitalisation rates fall, as a result of lower interest rates, lower expected risk, and 
higher expected rental growth.  
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Figure 2.5: Property Cycle 
Source: Mueller, cited in McMahan (2006, p. 16) 
• Phase III: Hyper supply: As a result of new developments reaching the market, rising vacancy 
rates and flattening rental growth could be observed in the market. Eventually, the players realise 
that the property cycle turns downwards, and commitment to new construction slows and ultimately 
stops. 
• Phase IV: Recession: The fall in demand for new space coincides with the peak in supply in this 
phase. The cycle eventually reaches the bottom as new buildings are put on hold due to decline in 
demand. Consequently, developers are unable to generate returns on their completed developments, 
leading to disinvestment from the property market. 
According to McMahan (2006), the real estate cycle varies between property types and location. 
Generally, office, industrial and hotel property markets are more susceptible to cyclical extremes than 
retail or residential property markets. In consideration of the location, markets located in metropolitan 
areas with constrained growth policies will be less volatile. 
2.2.4 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET  
The commercial property market is broadly categorised under three key sectors: (i) office, (ii) industrial, 
and (iii) retail. REITs, pension funds, life insurance companies, foreign investors, sovereign wealth 
funds and high wealth individuals are the major institutional investors that dominate the commercial 
property investment landscape (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998; McMahan 2006). The three sectors 
are interdependent and market activities in each are influenced by signals from the others. The ability 
of a property to provide a satisfactory return to investors and developers, is predicted on its value to 
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users; thus, rental value is the key financial driver of commercial property market activities in all sectors. 
The three sectors of the commercial property market are briefly discussed below: 
• Office: This primarily applies to space created for service jobs as opposed to an industrial facility. 
Offices serve business and professional services, administrative and government activity. Some of 
the nodes of business and community activities located in CBDs, around shopping centres and also 
near non-office nodes like schools, hospitals, airports, are particularly effective in attracting office 
properties (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998; McMahan 2006). 
• Industrial: Industrial space is utilised for manufacturing, light manufacturing and assembly, 
warehouse storage and distribution. The primary focus of investors is on distribution facilities. 
These include warehouses and office-oriented facilities located in industrial buildings since the 
manufacturing and assembly facilities are usually supported by corporate tenants. These are often 
located in metropolitan areas with close proximity to transportation hubs (McMahan 2006).  
• Retail property: Retail property is utilised for consumption activity (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 
1998) which is primarily located in shopping centres, CBDs and strip retail. Shopping centres are 
the primary type of retail preferred by potential investors. The major types of shopping centres are 
neighbourhood, community, power, regional and super-regional centres. Neighbourhood centres 
provide customers with necessities while at the other end, super-regional centres offer a diverse 
product range (McMahan 2006).  
2.2.5 AUSTRALIAN COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET PERFORMANCE 
Since this research study is conducted within the Australian context, it is necessary to review the state 
of the commercial property market in Australia to understand the current standing of property market 
variables that are empirically modelled in the real estate market. Therefore, global significance and the 
sectoral performance of the Australian commercial property markets are outlined in sub-section 2.2.5.1. 
Finally, commercial property market studies conducted in Australia are reviewed briefly in sub-section 
2.2.5.2. 
 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE AUSTRALIAN COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET 
The Australian property market is characterised by high quality, granularity, frequency and geographical 
spread of performance measurements, coupled with high standards for valuation methods and accurate 
market information with long data time series (JLL 2016). According to the Global Real Estate 
Transparency Index 2016, the Australian property market is ranked as the second most transparent 
property market globally with a composite score of 1.27, behind the UK (1.24) (JLL 2016). For this 
reason, Australian real estate markets continue to attract global investors. The high level of global 
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transparency deemed to reflect the use of high quality data for modelling and forecasting the long-term 
performance in commercial property market. According to Redmond, cited in Higgins (2000), high 
quality data ensures accuracy, flexibility, reliability, timeliness, transparency, global standardisation, 
and market coverage. Table 2.2 outlines the overall and sub-index ranking of highly transparent 
countries. 
Table 2.2: Global Real Estate Transparency 2016 
Highly 
transparent 
countries 
Overall 
rank 
Rank in each sub-index 
Performance 
measurement 
Market 
fundamentals 
Governance of 
listed vehicles 
Regulatory 
and legal 
Transaction 
process 
UK 1 1 6 3 4 11 
Australia 2 3 5 5 3 1 
Canada 3 7 1 9 1 9 
US 4 2 2 1 5 13 
France 5 4 8 14 2 4 
New Zealand 6 9 3 8 9 1 
Netherlands 7 6 4 13 13 16 
Ireland 8 19 9 1 6 1 
Germany  9 10 10 12 16 12 
Finland 10 12 13 5 14 5 
Author, adapted from JLL (2016)    
According to MSCI, cited in Harrington (2018), direct real estate total return for the calendar year 2017 
is 11.9%, while unlisted real estate had the highest total return (12.8%) outperforming infrastructure 
(11.1%), listed real estate (8.5%) and bonds (5.8%), but underperforming equities (13.1%), as illustrated 
in Figure 2.6. Dividend yield hunting investors were well rewarded if they invested in infrastructure and 
direct real estate which produced income returns of 8.6% and 5.8% respectively. 
 
Figure 2.6: Asset Class Return for the Year Ended 31st December 2017 
Source: MSCI, cited in Harrington (2018) 
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In the direct real estate context in Australia, the Property Council/IPD Australian Property Index 
produced by MSCI is computed at the building level. The index tracks the performance of 1,387 property 
investments, with a total capital value of AUD 171.7 billion in 59 portfolios, as at March 2017 (MSCI 
2017). Property sector weights, computed by aggregating the market value of individual assets across 
the main property sectors, are shown in Figure 2.7. As illustrated, retail and office sectors equally have 
a great impact on the overall index performance. 
 
Figure 2.7: Property Sector Weights as at 31st March 2017 
Source: MSCI (2017, p.3) 
PCA/IPD Australian Property Index, published by MSCI, measures unlevered total returns ofdirectly 
held property investments. The total return indicates performance in the Australian commercial property 
market. As illustrated in Figure 2.8, Australian commercial property market total return equated to 
11.9% as at June 2017. This is above the 5 and 10-year averages of 11.5% and 8.3% respectively. 
 
Figure 2.8: Australian Commercial Property Market Total Returns 1987-2017 
Source: MSCI, cited in Folkestone (2017 p.1) 
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As illustrated in Figure 2.9, the best performing commercial property sector was ‘Other’ (medical, 
health, seniors living, and car parks) with a total return of 19.8%, followed by hotels at 14.5%. The retail 
sector underperformed all other submarkets with a total return of 10.1%, mainly due to structural (online 
retailing, Amazon effect) and cyclical (low wage growth, high household debt) challenges faced by the 
sector. 
 
Figure 2.9: Commercial Property Sector 12-Month Total Returns 
Source: MSCI, cited in Harrington (2018) 
Furthermore, Authorised Deposit-taking Institutions (ADIs) held commercial property exposures worth 
AUD 270.5 billion as at 31st December 2017. This is a 3.9% increment (AUD 10.9 billion) to the amount 
on 31st December 2016. Exposures within Australia represented 86.6% of total commercial property 
exposures. Office, industrial and retail property exposures within Australia amounted to AUD 179.4 
billion as at 31st December 2017, which was 66.3% of total commercial property exposures (Australian 
Prudential Regulation Authority [APRA] 2018). As per Figure 2.10 (in million AUD), the largest 
property exposures were office property (AUD 81.1 billion) and retail property (AUD 66.7 billion). 
These represented 30% and 24.6% of all exposures respectively. 
 
Figure 2.10: All ADIs’ Commercial Property Exposures 
Source: APRA (2018) 
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The outlook of the sectoral performance of the Australia commercial property market is reviewed under 
the next part of this sub-section. The cross-sectional analysis of the current state is discussed separately 
under the headings of office, industrial and retail property investment markets. 
• Australian office investment market review and outlook 
In the year 2016, total office transaction volumes were AUD 14.46 billion. This is the third highest level 
recorded over 2006-2016, and almost double the pre-GFC level. According to the PCA office market 
report 2016, Australia’s total stocks of office space increased by 22.6%, to over 25 million m2 of space 
over the ten years to December 2016. Of this total, roughly 18 million m2 (71.2% of space) is homed in 
Australian CBD office markets (PCA 2016). Further, investment mandates were more diverse across 
non-CBD office market precincts. The movement of capital into suburban office markets accounted for 
AUD 5.17 billion worth of transaction volumes, representing 36% of total volumes, above the long-term 
average (30%). Some 42% of office asset transactions by value were raised by offshore investors (AUD 
6.19 billion). However, the volatility of the AUD has become a major consideration for offshore 
investors. Transaction evidence provided support for yield compression for all submarkets, as illustrated 
in Figure 2.11. In particular, since the cyclical yield peak in 2009, yield compression for prime grade 
office assets has reduced by 164 basis points to the 4th quarter of 2016.  This was driven by yield 
compression of 162 basis points and 175 basis points in the Sydney and Melbourne markets respectively. 
As a result of the sharp yield compression, Sydney and Melbourne are rated as leading international 
investment destinations in the Asia-Pacific region (JLL 2017b). 
 
Figure 2.11: Property Yield compression over the Timeline 
Source: AMP Capital (2016) 
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Yield compression was a key factor that affects average capital values going forward. Further, the spread 
between property yields and the real risk-free rate is wider than historical benchmarks. Furthermore, 
investors’ confidence has risen for rental growth outlook in Sydney and Melbourne. As a result, yields 
are expected to tighten further over the medium-term. Strong demand in Melbourne and Sydney, and 
the recovery of Brisbane, pushed vacancy levels lower to 11.9%, despite very high completions which 
saw approximately 489,300 m2 of stock added to the market in 2016. On the other hand, the 
counterbalance to this high construction activity was high level of withdrawals (approx. 255,700 m2) 
from the market in 2016 (JLL 2017b). 
• Australian industrial investment market review and outlook 
Year 2016 recorded the highest total transaction volumes, portfolio sales and inbound cross-border 
capital in the industrial and logistics sector for the 10 years from 2006. Offshore participation remained 
at the forefront with over AUD 2.64 billion of inbound capital deployed throughout the industrial market 
(40% of overall investment volumes in 2016). Thus, the Australian industrial market has benefited from 
cross-border capital flow. The Sydney (Outer Central West), Melbourne (West and South East) and 
Brisbane (South) precincts remain the most dynamic markets with significant levels of investment 
underpinned by high levels of supply and absorption. Furthermore, prime rental growth was reduced by 
increased institutional competition for pre-lease deals. In a period of heightened supply, owners have 
actively sought to expand income profiles through new developments. In 2016, over 1.21 million m2 
was absorbed out of total 1.52 million m2 of industrial floor space (JLL 2017a). 
Weighted prime yields have reached record lows in every city except Perth and Adelaide. The overall 
blended national yield is 10 basis points below the recorded low-level in the 4th quarter of 2007. This 
was driven by prime yield compression in the east coast markets of Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane 
which fell to 6.35%, 6.38%, and 6.63% respectively, whereas secondary yield movements were more 
divergent by market. As a result of capitalisation rate compression, national industrial total returns have 
continued on a path to normalisation since peaking at 14.5% in the 4th quarter of 2015 (JLL 2017a). 
• Australian retail investment market review and outlook 
In the year 2016, Australian retail investment market total transaction volume reached AUD 7.3 billion. 
This was approximately 18% below the transaction volumes in 2015. However, it was not all gloom for 
the retail sector. CBD shopping centre transactions set a record of AUD1.9 billion in 2016. Sub-regional 
centres accounted for the largest share of AUD 2.1 billion (28% of the total transaction volume). 
Investors gradually set their return expectations to reflect a lower growth and a lower return 
environment. Despite this fact, investor demand has remained strong for core and core-plus assets from 
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both domestic and offshore capital sources. Acquisitions by domestic buyers were led by private 
investors, followed by A-REITs and to a lesser degree, superannuation funds and unlisted funds. 
Offshore institutional investors accounted for 32% of transactions in 2016. The low-risk condition, the 
depreciation of the Australian dollar, stability of the economy, and the highly transparent investment 
process have become fundamental factors which make Australia attractive relative to many developed 
and emerging economies (JLL 2017c). 
Over a three-year outlook, supply is approximately 20% below the previous construction cycle in 2009, 
while 1,418,800 m2 of completions is expected over next three years. Furthermore, Sydney and 
Melbourne are expected to have the greatest undersupply over 2017-2021, driven by population growth 
(above historical 15-year average) and the refurbishment and expansion of existing shopping centres, 
rather than deploying capital into extensive development pipelines (JLL 2017c). 
 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET STUDIES IN AUSTRALIA 
Given the stature of commercial property in Australia as outlined in the preceding section, it is important 
to assess the significance and performance of direct and indirect commercial property market. While 
previous studies (Newell 1996; Newell & MacFarlane 1996; Newell & Peng 2007) have largely 
concentrated on the performance characteristics of commercial property, Higgins (2007, 2013a), 
evaluated the size and composition of the Australian investment grade commercial property and 
associated property investment products within the Australian investment market. Over a long 28 years 
data series (1985-2012), investment grade commercial property is shown to be one of the best risk-
adjusted performers (joint second) of the eight leading investment asset classes, although this can vary 
depending on economic conditions and levels of new supply (Higgins 2013a). Yong and Khoi Pham 
(2015) studied the linkages between direct and indirect Australian property sectors from 1985 to 2013 
and found that direct property performance adjusts to information transmitted from market-traded A-
REITs and stocks. Further, Higgins (2010); Newell (2005b, 2006); Newell and MacFarlane (1996) 
identified the importance and dynamics of indirect property performance in Australia. The dynamics of 
commercial property portfolio performance in Australia have witnessed a reduced risk and enhanced 
diversification benefits (Newell 2005a). Property type and geographic diversification are seen to deliver 
significant diversification benefits (Newell & Peng 2007; Newell & Tan 2003) that enables LPTs to 
adopt successful sector specific strategies.  
The impact of a range of leading economic indicators and risk factors on Australian commercial property 
market performance was also assessed in a number of scholarly studies (Higgins 2000b; Higgins & 
Newell 1996; Newell, Kupke & McGreal 2013; West & Worthington 2006). Insights concerning the 
impact of these underlying economic drivers were used to forecast commercial property market 
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performance. Empirical studies on the extent of forecasting, model structure, and evaluation techniques 
have concentrated on Sydney CBD (Higgins 2000a) and there is limited research has been undertaken 
to find the reliability and consistency of the model performance. Newell, Acheampong and Karantonis 
(2002) assessed the accuracy of real capital growth over 1991-2000; Newell and MacFarlane (2006) 
assessed the accuracy of actual returns over 1999-2005. These studies concluded that the naïve 
forecasting strategies generally performed better than the forecasting procedures. 
While confirming the predictive capacity of naïve strategy, Higgins (2013b) examined the Black Swan 
events and their impact on the accuracy of short-term forecasts. The variations in the margin of forecast 
error across the GFC (a significant man-made Black Swan event) suggested that experts examine the 
selected property determinants independently. Further, a number of studies explored the effects of Black 
Swan events on commercial property market performance (Eves 2010; Higgins 2014a; Newell & Najib 
Razali 2009; Newell & Peng 2009). As outliers, Black Swan events appear not to form part of the 
commercial property forecasting process. 
2.3 PRINCIPLES OF FORECASTING 
2.3.1 REASONING BEHIND FORECASTING 
The natural idea of forecasting is to form a probabilistic estimate of a future value or condition. This can 
be defined as a set of hypothetical statements about future macroeconomic development, including the 
assumptions underpinning the forecast and an investigation of the risks that could materialise. It is 
fundamentally a structured way of envisioning the future using all available information and prior 
knowledge of economic relationships (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; DeLurgio 1998). However, there 
are alternative approaches instead of forecasting, such as insuring, hedging or adopting just-in-time 
systems (Armstrong 2001). 
The demand for forecasts stems from a need to form an educated view of the future before decision 
making. According to Carnot, Koen and Tissot (2005), in the economic sphere, forecasts offer a 
structured framework for addressing four basic facts:  
• Lags: The impact of actions initiated today may not materialise immediately. Therefore, forecasts 
anticipate these effects before they materialise. 
• Complexity of economic links: It is harder to grasp the combined picture of the economic system 
that emerges from aggregating many interactions. Forecasts enable actors to picture the flow of the 
economic outlook. 
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• Irreversibility of many decisions: Many decisions are largely irreversible. For example, outlays 
predetermined in the budget will be disbursed even if evolving circumstances during the execution 
of the budget depart from what was foreseen in the forecasts underpinning the budget. 
• Uncertainty: The future is inherently uncertain, and unforeseeable shocks are the most difficult to 
quantify. Forecasts cannot eliminate the uncertainty, but forecasts can reduce, or at least better 
circumscribe, uncertainties influencing the future. 
However, forecasting does not eliminate risk. Rather, forecasting but provides a way to identify and 
rank risks, to assess the likelihood of alternative scenarios, and to quantify the impact of various possible 
courses of action. According to DeLurgio (1998), forecasts are necessary because of implementation of 
lead times. If a decision requires a long time to implement, such as strategic business planning, then 
long horizon forecasts are necessary to provide long range information. In contrast, if a decision takes a 
short time to implement, it only requires short horizon forecasts which in turn improves forecast 
accuracy, such as in a situation of implementing the Just-in-time systems. 
Since every economic decision implies an underlying future expectation, forecasting forms an integral 
component, and sometimes a decisive role, in the decision making process. Operations planning and 
control, marketing, economics, financial speculation, financial risk management, capacity planning, 
budgeting, demography and crisis management are some areas for which forecasts are used and point to 
the corresponding diversity of decisions aided by forecasts. (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; Diebold 2006; 
Granger & Machina 2006; Joyeux & Abelson 2000). 
Decisions based on forecast results can emerge in two non-mutually exclusive ways: adaptation or 
retroaction. Adaptation means agents will seize an opportunity or try to protect themselves from the 
threats as per the forecasts. Retroaction means agents can influence what is forecasted. This leads to the 
difference between conditional and unconditional forecasts. Conditional forecasts (ex post forecast) 
incorporate unrealistic assumptions about the values of explanatory variables over the forecast horizon. 
The idea is to explore the decision maker’s implications for the shape of the forecast, often by trying out 
alternative hypotheses. On the other hand, unconditional forecasts (ex ante forecast) are closer to what 
is commonly understood by forecasts when no actual data from the situation are used to produce the 
forecasts. Therefore, unconditional forecasts are typically framed by agents who adapt, while 
conditional forecasts follow the retroaction behaviour (Armstrong 2001; Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005). 
The following Figure 2.12 illustrates the ex post and ex ante forecasting periods.  
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Figure 2.12: Ex Post and Ex Ante Forecasting Periods 
Author, adapted from Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1991) 
2.3.2 THE PROCESS OF FORECASTING 
Armstrong (2001) demonstrated a cyclical process of forecasting that involves continuous revisions to 
improve model performance. The revision should be made against the plans; however, in practice many 
organisations revise their forecasts instead of plans. The process of forecasting is developed based on 
six types of questions that include decision environment and loss function, forecast object, forecast 
statement, forecast horizon, information set, and the methods and complexity (Diebold 2006).  
According to Carnot, Koen and Tissot (2005) preparing an economic forecast follows three steps: 
deciphering the facts, selecting a model/s to interpret the facts, and finally building up the forecast. 
Forecasting is initiated with a phase of active observation and interpretation of facts. Subsequently, 
suitable models are selected, followed by an adjustment for judgemental values, to determine a forecast. 
Armstrong (2001) commenced the process with formulating the problem, followed by the aforesaid 
three steps developed by Carnot, Koen and Tissot (2005), with an additional evaluation of forecasting 
methods, before arriving at forecast results. According to DeLurgio (1998), the forecasting process is 
further expanded, as shown in Figure 2.13, followed by a brief description of each step. 
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Figure 2.13: Scientific Methods of Forecasting 
Source: DeLurgio (1998, p. 27) 
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(i) Problem definition: The general statement of the problem usually involves formulating a 
theoretical model. For that, the purpose of the forecast is defined initially, which includes 
determining plans, objectives and decisions, defining variables within the boundaries of the system, 
understanding the proposed decisions and actions to be taken based on the forecasts, determining 
forecasts constrains such as horizon length/time periods, and addressing the principles of 
forecasting (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; DeLurgio 1998). 
(ii) Information search: Uncertainty arises due to the lack of knowledge and information. Therefore, 
a collection of information about the behaviour of the system in which the problem resides is done 
in this phase. Thus, economic forecasting is an attempt to anticipate the future, relying on measuring 
and interpreting the variety of sources of the past (back cast) and incoming information. The quality 
of the forecast is limited by the quality and quantity of information on hand. Such information 
includes general characteristics of the system, important trends, seasonal and cyclical influences, 
casual relationships and unusual events (outliers) (Adair & Hutchison 2005; DeLurgio 1998).  
Information set can be either univariate or multivariate when forecasting a series of y. In a univariate 
data set, the set of historical and present values of y will be used over the period from 1 to T, while 
a multivariate data set includes a set of additional variables X that are potentially related to Y, as 
shown in the Equations 2.1 and 2.2 below (Diebold 2006). 
	
 =  ,  … … … … … ,  
Equation 2.1: Univariate Information Set  
		
 = , , ,  … … … … … , ,  
Equation 2.2: Multivariate Information Set 
Quantitative tools such as macroeconomic models assist the storing of historical knowledge to 
facilitate the interpretation of fresh observations by offering benchmarks. For instance, when 
abnormal volatilities seem to occur, a comparison of past movement helps explain likely future 
developments (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; DeLurgio 1998). 
(iii) Hypothesis/Theory/Model formulation: A hypothetical model is formulated to describe the 
critical factors that influence the problem, bringing forth, for example, a graphical exploration to 
postulate most important causes, the strength of the influencing variables, and the form of the 
relationship. Further, appropriate forecasting methods are discussed at this stage, in addition to 
formulating an hypothesis (DeLurgio 1998). 
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There is an impressive range of forecasting methods to use in many different applications. Broadly, 
they can be categorised into two types: quantitative approaches and qualitative approaches. These 
are further divided into different approaches ranging from simple trend fitting methods to complex 
expert methods. As far as possible, it is advisable to test different methods to obtain more robust 
forecasts instead of relying on a single method (Armstrong 2001; Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; 
Joyeux & Abelson 2000). 
(iv) Experiment design: Experiments are designed to test the hypothesis, commencing with selecting 
an in-sample subset to construct the model, and then out-of-sample data to validate the model in a 
simulated forecasting environment (DeLurgio 1998).  
(v) Execute the experiment: Experimental forecasts are carried out using various tools, such as 
advance indicators, simple or more sophisticated extrapolations, and structural models. The models 
that fit to in-sample data are used to forecast the out-of-sample data. For example, fit the model to 
the data before last year, then see how well the model worked in forecasting last year’s performance 
(Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; DeLurgio 1998). 
(vi) Results analysis: Divergences will typically surface when the results are generated through the 
models, highlighting the problems associated with the approach. Subsequently, the results of the 
experiment are analysed to accept or reject the model through calculating appropriate error 
measures and performing statistical significance tests (DeLurgio 1998). However, according to 
Carnot, Koen and Tissot (2005), such problems do not necessarily disqualify the tool used since it 
is often possible to adjust results: for instance, methodological pitfalls associated with the tested 
approach are marked for technical refinements and more robust evaluations. At the same time, 
forecasting requires some degree of judgement to reflect information that is not precisely embodied 
in the model. Depending on the results generated through the model, several iterations could be 
made in the forecasting process. 
(vii) Ongoing maintenance and verification: This is the process of ensuring the validity and 
effectiveness of the model. Incorporating real time judgements enhance the validity which can be 
achieved through building scenarios to ask and answer what-if questions, such as experimenting 
with subjective adjustments, using Monte Carlo simulations to generate confidence intervals, 
exploring combined procedures with multiple models, tracking residual plots to calculate tracking 
signals. To ensure the effectiveness of the model, it is necessary to refit, update and revise the 
model on an ongoing basis (DeLurgio 1998).  
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(viii) Continue use: The validated model can be used for successive forecasting. Generally, routine data 
collection and assigning responsibilities are the next phases in the procedures. However, 
management acceptance is an underlying constraint (DeLurgio 1998). 
2.3.3 FORECASTING METHODS  
The complexity of real world phenomena is sometimes taken to imply the need for sophisticated 
forecasting methods which, it is assumed, generate significantly better forecasting results than simple 
methods (Joyeux & Abelson 2000). In contrast, a variety of forecasting applications use a small set of 
tools and models, as suggested by decades of professional experience adhere to Zellner’s KISS principle: 
‘Keep it Sophisticatedly Simple’. Hence, the parsimony principle: other things being equal, simple 
models are preferable to complex models. There is a number of reasons why simple models are more 
attractive. By virtue of their parsimony, simple models enable precise estimation of the model’s 
parameters; the results can be more easily interpreted and communicated, understood and scrutinised; 
and anomalous behaviour is more easily spotted. However, simple models perform poorly in out-of-
sample forecasting due to a poor relationship with future (Allen & Fildes 2001; Diebold 2006).  
Forecasting methods are primarily based on statistical (quantitative) sources, and on subjective 
judgements (qualitative) (Armstrong 2001; DeLurgio 1998), as illustrated in Figure 2.14, with their 
direct relationships (solid lines) and possible relationships (dotted lines).  
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Figure 2.14: Forecasting Methods and Their Relationships 
Source: Armstrong (2001, p. 9) 
In another classification, forecasting methods can be divided into non-structural forecasting and 
structural forecasting. Non-structural forecasting is largely based on the reduced-form of correlations in 
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observed macroeconomic time series with little reliance on economic theory, and structural forecasting 
aligns itself with economic theory and hence rises and falls with the theory (Diebold 1997). 
This sub-section previews the remainder of this thesis by introducing the most common methods of 
forecasting which estimate the future on the basis of past patterns, past relationships or subjective 
predictions. As illustrated in Figure 2.14, these three ways to estimate the future are used to classify 
forecasting methods as statistical/quantitative and judgemental/qualitative. (DeLurgio 1998; Joyeux & 
Abelson 2000). The two methods are briefly discussed next. 
 QUANTITATIVE FORECASTING METHODS  
In quantitative analysis, different types of data are used: time series data, cross-sectional data and panel 
data. As the name suggests, time series data have been collected over a period of time on one or more 
variables, associated with a particular frequency of observation (for example, monthly, quarterly, 
annually). Cross-sectional data is collected at one point in time. Panel data have the dimensions of both 
time series and cross-sections. For instance, the monthly prices of a number of Real Estate Investment 
Trusts (REIT) in UK, USA and Australia over two years (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; Gujarati & Porter 
2009). 
Quantitative methods are divided into univariate and multivariate, using past patterns and past 
relationships respectively. Both univariate and multivariate methods are further divided into stationary 
and non-stationary time series. A stationary time series could be stationary or trend stationary. A 
stationary series fluctuates around the mean, while a trend stationary series fluctuates around the trend. 
A constant variance is a common feature for both types of series. Conversely, a non-stationary series 
rarely returns to an earlier point, but there is a possibility of converting to stationary series through 
differencing (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; Joyeux & Abelson 2000). The following literature review 
expands the univariate and multivariate methods, including different techniques under quantitative 
forecasting methods. 
• Univariate forecasting methods 
These are also known as time series models or extrapolation methods which model future values of a 
variable solely from the patterns of its own past values. Equation 2.3 shows this basic concept 
mathematically as a function (ƒ) of past values. 
Future values = ƒ (Past values) 
Equation 2.3: Simple Univariate Forecasting Model  
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The common patterns that are modelled by univariate methods include random, trend, seasonal, cyclical, 
auto-correlated, outlier, promotional and combinations of these patterns. Such forecasting techniques 
include simple techniques such as moving averages, smoothing algorithms and decomposition methods, 
and also more general approaches such as Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) 
models. When a time series is plotted, common patterns are frequently found and therefore, these 
methods encompass naïve forecasts in which the forecasted growth equals average past growth 
(Armstrong 2001; Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; DeLurgio 1998; Joyeux & Abelson 2000).  
• Multivariate forecasting methods 
Also known as causal methods, multivariate forecasting methods make projections of the future values 
of a variable from its own past, but also from other variables. This makes it possible to take into account 
the correlations between variables. The term causal indicates that the purpose in using multivariate 
methods is to model the causes of variations to better predict future values. The multivariate branch is 
split into models derived primarily from theory, and those derived primarily from statistical data, as 
illustrated in Figure 2.14. Theory based econometric models will be discussed later in sub-section 2.3.3.3 
(Armstrong 2001; Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; DeLurgio 1998; Joyeux & Abelson 2000).   
Multivariate methods include single and multiple regression, multivariate time series, econometric, 
multi-equation econometric, computable general equilibrium models, and other advanced techniques. 
Vector auto regressive (VAR) models are the most popular among such methods, being very simple to 
use (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; DeLurgio 1998). This basic concept can be shown mathematically, 
as in Equation 2.4 below. 
Future values = ƒ (Past values, Values of other variables) 
Equation 2.4: Simple Multivariate Forecasting Model 
Unlike univariate methods, multivariate methods are designed to model the cause and effect relationship 
of the past so as to forecast and explain the behaviour. These models are costly to develop due to the 
external data collection and analyst time (DeLurgio 1998). 
• Quantitative econometric forecasting techniques 
Univariate and multivariate methods revealed five main forecasting approaches: exponential smoothing 
methods, single-equation regression models, simultaneous-equation regression models, ARIMA models 
and VAR models. The following text provides a brief introduction to these five commonly encountered 
models. 
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Exponential smoothing methods: These methods fit a suitable curve to the historical data of a given 
time series. Single exponential smoothing, Holt’s linear method and Holt-Winter’s method are some of 
these methods. Exponential smoothing derives the forecast as a weighted average of past observations, 
with the weights declining geometrically. Therefore, the weighting scheme puts more emphasis on 
recent data. The following Equation 2.5 will give the forecast (Y) of the X variable at time t+1, where 
α is the smoothing constant which is an arbitrary parameter. X1, X2,……Xt-1, Xt are the actual past 
observations (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; DeLurgio 1998; Gujarati & Porter 2009). 
	 = 	 + ( − )	 
Equation 2.5: Exponential Smoothing 
To forecast Yt+1, the forecaster should know YT but that is derived from the preceding forecast, Yt-1. 
Likewise, the preceding forecast is needed to proceed with this equation. Therefore, forecasting should 
be commenced from a known/assumed Y1 and subsequently forecasting the values for Y2, Y3……YT-1, 
YT, YT+1. Equation 2.5 can be written as the following Equation 2.6. Moreover, the sum of declining 
geometric progression of the weighting scheme is equivalent to 1, as shown in Equation 2.7 where 0< α 
<1. 
 = [ + ( − ) + ( − )! + ⋯ +  ( − )] + ( − ) 
Equation 2.6: Expanded Equation of Exponential Smoothing  
[ + ( − ) + ( − )! + ⋯ + ( − )] =  
Equation 2.7: Sum of Declining Geometric Weights of Exponential Smoothing 
Though α is an arbitrary value, various values for α can be tested to figure out the most robust α value 
for explaining past observations and lessening this arbitrariness (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005). 
Single-equation regression models: In these models, the dependent variable is expressed as a linear 
function of one or more explanatory variables. It assumes implicitly that a causal relationship between 
the dependent and explanatory variables flow in one direction only, namely, from the explanatory 
variables to the dependent variable (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; Gujarati & Porter 2009). The linear 
regression function of Y (dependent variable) and X (explanatory variable) can be expressed in Equation 
2.8 where β0 and β1 are fixed parameters known as regression coefficients; β0 and β1 are also known as 
intercept and slope coefficients respectively, while ε is the stochastic disturbance (error) term. 
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 = $% + $ + & 
Equation 2.8: Theoretical Linear Regression Function 
However, when β0 and β1 parameters of the theoretical regression model can be estimated in such a way 
to minimise ∑ ε)*+,- , then those estimators are called ordinary least square estimators, β/0 and β/-. 
Simultaneous-equation regression models: In a situation where there is a two-way flow of influence 
among economic variables; that is, one economic variable influences another variable(s) and, in turn, is 
affected by it (them). Therefore, this leads to consideration of simultaneous-equation models; models in 
which there is more than one regression equation should be established for each interdependent variable 
as shown in Equation 2.9 where Y1 and Y2 are mutually endogenous (dependent) variables and X1 is 
an exogenous (non-stochastic or predetermined) variable (Gujarati & Porter 2009). 
 = $% + $! + 1 + &	 
! = $′% + $! + 1! + &′	 
Equation 2.9: Simultaneous-Equation Regression Model 
However, unlike in single-equation regression models, the application of the classical ordinary least 
squares to these equations individually will lead to inconsistent estimates. 
ARIMA models: ARIMA models are well-known as the Box-Jenkins methodology. These models are 
not derived from any economic theory based on constructing single or simultaneous equation regression 
models, but on analysing the probabilistic or stochastic properties of their own time series. In ARIMA 
terms, time series is a linear function of past values and random shocks. ARIMA model notation is 
designated by the level of auto-regression (AR), integration or differencing (I), and moving averages 
(MA). This standard notation identifies the order of AR, I and MA by p, d and q respectively, thus 
denoted by ARIMA (p, d, q) (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; DeLurgio 1998; Gujarati & Porter 2009). 
The following equations give time series forecasting, where c is a constant, ap is the coefficient for the 
lagged variable in time t-p, and bp is the coefficient for the lagged error in time t-q. 
	 = 3 + 4 	5, + &	 
Equation 2.10: Autoregressive (p) Model 
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	 = 3 + 4 6&	7, + &	 
Equation 2.11: Moving Average (q) Model 
An AR model is one in which the value of a variable in one period is related to its values in previous 
periods, plus an error term. An AR model of order p denoted by AR (p) can be expressed as in Equation 
2.10. A MA model is simply a linear combination of white noise processes so that Yt depends on the 
current and previous values of white noise disturbance terms. This can be expressed using sigma notation 
as in Equation 2.11. ARMA models combine both p AR and MA, also called ARMA (p, q) as written 
in Equation 2.12. The ARMA model states that the current value of some series depends linearly on its 
own previous values plus a combination of the current and previous values of white noise.  
	 = 3 + 4 	5, + 4 6&	7, + &	 
Equation 2.12: Autoregressive Moving average (p, q) Model 
However, modelling an ARMA (p, q) process requires stationarity. When a variable Yt is not stationary, 
it is converted to a stationary series by differencing. This is at the core of ARIMA (p, d, q) models, when 
differenced d times morph into ARMA (p, q) processes and can be expressed in the full model, as given 
in Equation 2.13 where Y9: is the differenced time series.  
;: = 3 + 4 ′	5, + 4 6&	7, + &	 
Equation 2.13: Autoregressive Integrated Moving average (p, d, q) Model 
The standard procedure of the Box-Jenkins model involves three steps: (i) identification, (ii) estimation, 
and (iii) verification. Once a stationary process is obtained in the identification process, it must be 
decided how many p and q parameters are needed to yield an effective but parsimonious model of the 
process. For that, the correlation properties of the AR and MA process are used (that is auto-correlation 
and partial auto-correlation functions). The next step is estimation of the parameters; generally, an 
algorithm is used that maximises the likelihood of the observed series. The last step prior to using the 
model is to determine the adequacy of model specification and estimation (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; 
Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; DeLurgio 1998; Gujarati & Porter 2009). Further, the ARIMA model is 
extended by introducing the X component that incorporates a vector of other explanatory variables 
which aﬀects the series. This developed technique is the integrated autoregressive-moving average 
model with exogenous explanatory variables (ARIMAX) (Karakozova 2004), as given in Equation 2.14 
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where Xt is a vector of the explanatory variable and ∮n is the coefficient for the lagged explanatory 
variable in time t-n. 
	: = 3 + 4 ′	5, + 4 6&	7, + 4 ∮	, + &	 
Equation 2.14: ARIMA Model with exogenous explanatory variables (ARIMAX) 
VAR models: VAR methodology provides a linear interdependency among multiple time series, which 
superficially resembles simultaneous-equations modelling considering several endogenous variables 
together. Each endogenous variable is explained by its past values and the past values of all other 
endogenous variables in the model. This approach is pioneered by Sims (1980) as an alternative to 
structural macroeconomic models (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; Gujarati & Porter 2009). Equation 2.15 
explains how a VAR is estimated, assuming Y1 and Y2 variables have bilateral causality and each 
equation contains k lag values of Y1 and Y2. 
	 = 3 + 4 $	>, + 4 !	>, + &	 
!	 = 3′ + 4 $!	>, + 4 !!	>, + &′	 
Equation 2.15: Vector Autoregressive Model  
The term autoregressive is due to the appearance of the lagged value of the dependent variable on the 
right-hand side of the equation, and the term vector is used due to the consideration of two or more 
variables. Instead of having only two variables, Y1 and Y2, the model could also be defined to include 
several variables. This model could be further extended to use the case in which the model includes first 
differenced terms and co-integrating relationships in a vector error correction model (Brooks & Tsolacos 
2010; Gujarati & Porter 2009). 
Moving forward with the autoregression concept, forecasting the prices of financial assets is 
characterised by the phenomena known as volatility clustering (that is, periods in which the prices 
exhibit wide swings for an extended period followed by a period of comparative tranquillity). 
Autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) or generalised autoregressive conditional 
heteroscedasticity (GARCH) are used to model cycles that can capture volatility clustering (Gujarati & 
Porter 2009; Joyeux & Abelson 2000). 
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 QUALITATIVE FORECASTING METHODS  
These forecasts are primarily based on subjective judgements which split into those that predict one’s 
own behaviour (self) versus those in which experts predict how others will behave (others), as shown in 
Figure 2.14. Looking at the behaviour of oneself, forecasts are done with or without the influence of a 
role. Role playing, which simulates the interactions among key people, is an influential forecasting 
approach. Conjoint analysis helps to determine how people value different attributes by trade-offs 
among conflicting considerations (Armstrong 2001). 
The branch labelled ‘others’ in Figure 2.14 draws upon experts’ knowledge of how people or 
organisations act in various situations. These methods call exclusively upon a forecaster’s judgement, 
intuition or experience to make long-run predictions without bringing any explicit model to bear. 
Techniques used include Delphi, market research, panel consensus, scenario analysis, and history 
analogy methods for predicting the future. Further, according to Armstrong (2001) it is possible to infer 
experts’ rules using regression analysis, called judgemental bootstrapping which is an expert system. 
However, formal qualitative methods are not used as much as quantitative methods due to their higher 
costs, lower accuracy, and readily available data for other methods (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; 
DeLurgio 1998).  
According to Figure 2.14, the methods display an increasing amount of integration between judgemental 
and statistical procedures when moving down. Similarly, many researchers stated that it is crucial to 
tailor forecasting methods, typically to a specific situation, and in doing so the methods must be 
supplemented by the forecaster’s judgement (Diebold 2006; Joyeux & Abelson 2000). According to 
Armstrong (2001), analogies are useful for time series with a few observations in hand, and the 
forecasting involves merging statistical and judgemental approaches. Similarly, rule-based forecasting 
integrates domain knowledge with knowledge about forecasting procedures in a type of expert system 
that extrapolates time series.  
Qualitative and quantitative forecasts can each bring advantages to the forecasting process. The 
economy is more or less continually affected by a variety of events. Such events have implications which 
are not captured by standard quantitative models describing past behaviour of the economy. It is difficult 
to incorporate all information with predictive content. Hence, individuals adjust their models to 
compensate their model deficiencies. Therefore, the in-house judgemental overlay based on domain 
knowledge tend to provide more accurate results, although important exceptions can be found as related 
to the general bias towards error of overestimating the value of their personal insights (Fildes et al. 2009; 
McNees 1990). According to Sanders and Ritzman (2001), forecasters should consider six principles in 
deciding to use judgemental adjustments to statistical forecasts:  
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i. Adjust statistical forecasts if there is important domain knowledge.  
ii. Adjust statistical forecasts in situations with a high degree of uncertainty. 
iii. Adjust statistical forecasts when there are known changes in the environment.  
iv. Structure the judgemental adjustment process. 
v. Document all judgemental adjustments made and periodically relate to forecast accuracy. 
vi. Consider mechanically integrating judgemental and statistical forecasts over adjusting (p. 404). 
Moving further towards expert systems, econometric models provide an ideal way to integrate 
judgemental and statistical sources, which is discussed in the following literature. 
 ECONOMETRIC FORECASTING MODELS 
The origins of econometrics are rooted in economics and are driven by theory. Economic theory makes 
statements or hypotheses that are mostly qualitative in nature. Therefore, econometrics is mainly 
interested in the empirical verification of economic theory. Econometrics is interpreted as an economic 
measurement aiming at an integration of theory and actual measurements, using theory and techniques 
of statistical inference as a bridging pier. This converging of mathematics into econometrics requires a 
great deal of ingenuity and practical skill (Allen & Fildes 2001; Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; Gujarati & 
Porter 2009).  
The process of building a robust empirical model is an iterative exercise and it is certainly not an exact 
science. Gujarati and Porter (2009) demonstrated the traditional or classical econometric methodology 
which still dominates empirical research in economics and other social and behavioural sciences. The 
methodology begins with the statement of theory or hypothesis which then moves to the specification 
of theory’s mathematical model and econometric model. Data are then obtained to estimate the 
parameters of the econometric model to test the theory or hypothesis, and finally, the model is used to 
forecast for its intended purposes. Although there are many different ways of formulating the 
econometric model, a logical and valid approach, as per Brooks and Tsolacos (2010), would be to follow 
the steps is illustrated in Figure 2.15. 
Quantitative approaches as discussed in the sub-section 2.3.3.1 are used extensively to provide these 
econometric models. Fortunately, most modern computer aided econometric packages can be employed 
to estimate econometric models in a user-friendly environment (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; Gujarati & 
Porter 2009). A set of widely used econometric packages for modelling financial data includes EViews, 
Gauss, LIMDEP, Matlab, RATS, SAS, Shazam, Splus, SPSS, Stata, and TSP. 
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Figure 2.15: Steps in Formulating an Econometric Model 
Source: Brooks and Tsolacos (2010, p. 4) 
These packages can usually be categorised as menu-driven, command-driven or somewhere in between. 
Menu-driven packages are considered more user-friendly, with graphical user interfaces. However, 
some such packages are often least flexible as the available options in menus are fixed by the developers. 
EViews is an econometric package that has a command-based programming language as well as a menu-
driven interface which offers flexibility and user-friendliness. 
However, choosing an econometric software package is a difficult task as the packages become 
strengthened with more additions to their original intended applications. Therefore, in choosing an 
econometric software it is necessary to keep certain questions in mind, such as suitability, user-
friendliness, cost and time effectiveness, accuracy, technical support (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010). Since 
accuracy is one of the key parameters of forecasting, it is discussed next. 
2.3.4 ACCURACY OF FORECASTING 
Many researchers have witnessed the need for increased forecasting accuracy in quantitative methods. 
Aligning with the parsimony principle, these studies have shown that more complex and more expensive 
methods are not significantly more accurate than simple time series methods (DeLurgio 1998). 
According to the literature review of Makridakis, Hogarth and Gaba (2009), an extensive body of 
empirical evidence has led to the following conclusions regarding the accuracy of forecasts. 
i. The extrapolation of historic patterns or relationships cannot provide accurate predictions. 
ii. Complex models fit past data well, but do not necessarily predict the future accurately. 
iii. Simple models do not necessarily fit past data well but predict the future better than complex 
statistical models. 
Economic theory (previous studies) 
Formulation of an estimable theoretical model 
Collection data 
Model estimation 
Is the model statistically adequate? 
No Yes 
Reformulate 
model 
Interpret model 
Use for analysis 
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iv. Both statistical models and human judgemental models have not been able to capture the full 
extent of future uncertainty. 
v. Expert judgement is typically inferior to simple statistical models. 
vi. Forecasts made by experts are no more accurate than those of knowledgeable individuals. 
vii. Averaging the predictions of several individuals usually improves forecasting accuracy. 
viii. Averaging the forecasts of two or more models improves accuracy. 
Defining accuracy is not straightforward and should not be confused with certainty. A higher degree of 
accuracy does not mean that the forecast is absolutely correct; rather it means that the risk of error is 
limited (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005). The following sub-sections detail how to analyse errors and the 
measure forecast accuracy. 
 ANALYSING ERRORS 
According to Carnot, Koen and Tissot (2005), there are many causes of forecast errors: mismeasurement 
of problems; misspecification of the model that include statistical complications; decisions or reactions 
and biases related to the forecasters’ behaviour; and unforeseeable shocks. Forecast errors due to 
behavioural biases have been addressed by many researchers (Ashiya 2003; Carnot, Koen & Tissot 
2005; Gell 2012; Ting & Wenjuan 2012). For instance, people may tend to be very optimistic about 
their knowledge and tend to over-rate small probabilities, and under-rate larger probabilities of negative 
events. They also display herding or contagion type behaviours, and be excessively conservative in some 
ways, irrationally shying away from or delaying admission of losses (Geltner & De Neufville 2015). 
Based on the interpretation of different scholars, Brooks and Tsolacos (2010) categorised four influences 
that determine the size of the forecast error as listed below: 
i. Poor specification of the model. 
ii. Structural events: Major events that permanently change the nature of the relationships. 
iii. Inaccurate inputs to the model. 
iv. Random events: Short-lived unpredictable events (Black Swan events). 
Further, Kahneman and Tversky stated that risk is perhaps the major source of error in forecasting 
(Flyvbjerg 2006). Therefore, forecast errors should be analysed to improve understanding of economic 
mechanisms and the quality of future forecasts. There are several methods commonly in use: ex ante 
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versus ex post forecast comparisons, post mortem analysis, and time series decompositions, each of 
which is briefly discussed below.  
• Ex ante versus ex post analysis 
Ex ante versus ex post forecast comparison involves decomposing the error, so as to separate what can 
be ascribed to the properties of the forecasting model from what is due to the forecaster’s other choices 
(Pindyck & Rubinfeld, cited in Higgins 2000b). The ex ante error is equal to the summation of ex post 
error, error on the exogenous variables, and the contribution of residuals. The ex post error is the 
difference between the outcome and the forecast by simply plugging into the model the values of the 
exogenous variables observed and ex post, without any judgement. The second error is the one made on 
the values of the exogenous variables which are assumed or forecasted. The third error ensues from the 
contribution of the residuals, which are also based on a forecaster’s judgement (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 
2005). 
• Post mortem analysis 
Post mortem analysis is a way to learn from past forecasting errors. The purpose is to understand the 
nature and causes of unforeseen exogenous shocks on stakeholder’s reactions. Their impact is then 
quantified to ascribe differences between prediction and outcome in terms of changes in exogenous 
variables and changes reflected in residuals. Though this appears similar to ex ante versus ex post 
analysis, the aim differs in that it gives less to separate the sources of errors, but rather infers a measure 
of a stakeholder’s change in behaviour (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005). 
• Time series decompositions 
In the absence of a model, forecast errors can be analysed using VARs representing key endogenous 
variables that are suspected of having played a role in the errors. Specifically, a VAR representation 
allows identification of variable-specific innovations. By doing this, it can be visualised that innovations 
changed between the time of the forecast and the outcome, and thus their contribution to the forecast 
error can be quantified (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005). 
 ACCURACY MEASUREMENT 
The accuracy of a forecast is assessed by measuring the size and magnitude of the error. According to 
Hyndman (2006), there are four metrics for gauging the accuracy of a forecast: (i) scale-dependent 
metrics, (ii) percentage-error metrics, (iii) relative-error metrics which average the ratios of the errors 
from a designated method to the errors of a naïve method, and (iv) scale-free errors which express each 
error as a ratio to an average error from a baseline method. Carnot, Koen and Tissot (2005) classified 
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these measures into four methods: (i) goodness of fit statistics determining the specification of the model 
to explain the dependent variable, (ii) summary statistics describing past errors which include scale-
dependent metrics and percentage-error metrics, (iii) benchmarking against simple or naïve projections, 
and (iv) the directional test showing whether turning points in activity are well predicted and testing 
whether errors tend to be one-sided or correlated. A brief description of each type is provided below. 
• Goodness of fit statistics  
The literature on quantitative approaches revealed there have been different explanatory variables used 
to determine the dependent variable. However, it is desirable to have some measure of how well the 
model containing the explanatory variables explain variations in the dependent variables. Hence, 
goodness of fit statistics is available to test how well the sample regression function fits the data. The 
most common goodness of fit statistics is known as R2; that is, the square of the correlation between the 
values of the dependent variable and the corresponding fitted values from the model. Another definition 
of R2 requires a consideration to explain the variability of the dependent variables around its mean value, 
where the mean acts as a benchmark. In this definition, R2 is given by the ratio of the explained sum of 
squares (ESS) to the total sum of squares (TSS). R2 value must lie between zero and one. If the R2 is 
close to one then the model fits the data well (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; DeLurgio 1998; Diebold 2006). 
However, there are three main disadvantages with R2 as a goodness of fit measure: (i) R2 is not sensitive 
enough to yield reliable comparisons between models with different dependant variables; (ii) R2 never 
falls if more explanatory variables are added to the regression; and (iii) R2 quite often takes on values 
0.9 or higher for time series regressions, hence is it not good at discriminating between models. 
Therefore, R2 is modified and in modified form is known as adjusted R2 or R)@@@ as expressed in Equation 
2.16. 
A!@@@@ =  − B −  − > ( − A!)C 
Equation 2.16: Adjusted R2 for the Goodness of Fit Statistics 
R)@@@ is the adjusted R2 where k is the number of parameters in the model and T is the sample size. If an 
extra explanatory variable is added to the model, adjusted R2 will fall unless R2 increases by more than 
the offsetting amount. Hence, R)@@@ can be used as a decision making tool for determining whether or not 
a given variable is included in a regression model, with the rule being: include the variable if R)@@@ rises 
and do not include the variable if R)@@@ falls. 
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• Summary statistics  
Accuracy is often measured via the size of past errors. Errors are defined as the difference between 
forecasted and actual realised values. This is shown in Equation 2.17, where Et, Yt and Xt represent the 
error, forecasted and actual realised values at period t respectively. 
D	 = 	 − 	 
Equation 2.17: Summary Statistics Describing Past Errors 
The statistical properties of Et over the period can be described by two methodologies: scale-dependent 
and scale-independent metrics. Scale-dependent metrics include mean error (ME), mean absolute error 
(MAE), mean square error (MSE), root mean square error (RMSE) which is the square root of MSE, 
and geometric mean absolute error (GMAE) which is defined as the nth root of the absolute errors of n 
numbers (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; Higgins 2013b). 
ED = ∑ D		,  
Equation 2.18: Mean Error  
EFD = ∑ |D	|	,  
Equation 2.19: Mean Absolute Error 
EHD = ∑ D	!	,  
Equation 2.20: Mean Square Error 
The MAE is often abbreviated as the mean absolute deviation (MAD). The use of absolute or squared 
values of the forecast errors prevents positive and negative errors from offsetting each other. For 
assessing the forecast accuracy on a single series, MAE is preferred because it is the easiest to understand 
and compute. However, summary statistics are not meaningful for assessing accuracy across multiple 
series. Therefore, a variant is often reported in the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) (Equation 
2.21 and 2.22). The MAPE is used to compare forecast performance between different data series. 
However, if there are zero values in the series, MAPE has a disadvantage of being undefined (Carnot, 
Koen & Tissot 2005; Hyndman 2006). 
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EFID = ∑ | D		 |	, %%%  
Equation 2.21: Mean Absolute Percentage Error 
To address this issue in MAPE, the mean arctangent absolute percentage error (MAAPE) was proposed 
as a new measure of forecast accuracy (Kim & Kim 2016). MAAPE (Equation 2.23) inherently 
preserves the understanding of MAPE, overcoming the problem of being undefined, due to the division 
by zero actual. Fundamentally, MAPE is a slope as a ratio (the ratio is the tangent of the angle), while 
MAAPE is a slope as an angle (arctangent or inverse tangent). The conceptual justification of MAPE 
and MAAPE is illustrated in Figure 2.16. Clearly, the slope can be measured either as a ratio of |D	| to 
|	|, ranging from zero to infinity; or, alternatively, as an angle, varying from 0 to 90°. 
EFID = ∑ |;KL(ɵ;)|	, ∗ %%%  
Equation 2.22: Mean Absolute Percentage Error as a ratio 
ɵ 
E
X
 
Figure 2.16: The Tangent Illustration for MAPE and MAAPE 
EFFID = ∑ (ɵ;	, ) ∗ %%%  
Equation 2.23: Mean Absolute Arctangent Percentage Error as an angle 
• Benchmarking 
A drawback of scale-dependent measures is that they cannot be readily compared across variables to 
determine which is more accurately presented. One way to overcome this problem is to use percentage 
errors as discussed above. Another way is to normalise the values, which involves dividing them by a 
statistic describing how large the values of the variables are (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; Theil 1966). 
Alternatively, scale-independent measurements involve dividing each error by the error obtained using 
some benchmark method of forecasting. Median relative absolute error and geometric mean relative 
absolute error can also be used by dividing the forecast error by the errors obtained from a benchmark 
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method of forecasting. Similar to the MAPE being undefined, using the naïve method as a benchmark 
is no longer possible because it would involve division by zero (Hyndman 2006). A naïve forecast is the 
most recently observed value. 
Theil (1966) proposed scaled independent inequality coefficients (U1 and U2) that involve 
benchmarking. Theil’s U1 is expressed in Equation 2.24 where the denominator restricts the variations 
of the coefficient between zero and one. The closer that the arrived U1 for the forecast is to zero, the 
better the prediction. Alternatively, U2 (Equation 2.25) assesses the contribution of the forecast against 
the naïve rule. U = 0 indicates the perfect accuracy of the forecast which can be compared with the U 
value of other variables. According to Newell and MacFarlane (2006), Theil’s U-statistic has been 
widely used in benchmarking commercial property forecasting ability.  
O =  √EHD
Q∑ 	!	,L + Q∑ 	!	,L
 
Equation 2.24: Theil’s U1 
O! = Q∑ R
(	 − 	)! S	,
Q∑ T((	) − 	)! U	,
 =  √EHD√EHD
 
Equation 2.25: Theil’s U2 
Even if a model performs best, the analyst still needs to have some information about the source of the 
forecast error. A common practice is to decompose the U1 statistic into three parts: (i) the bias 
proportion, (ii) the variance proportion, and (iii) the covariance proportion of the forecast error, that 
collectively sum up to 1. The bias proportion explains how much the mean of the forecast differs from 
the mean of the actual series. The variance proportion measures how much the variation of the forecast 
differs from the variation of the actual series. The covariance proportion computes the residual 
unsystematic forecasting errors (Brooks & Tsolacos 2000; EViews 2017; Tsolacos 1998). These 
statistics are defined in following Equations 2.26, 2.27 and 2.28 where YV is the mean of the forecast 
values in the forecast period, XV is the mean of the actual values in the forecast period, σ is the standard 
deviation, and ρ(Y, X) correlation coefficient between X and Y in the forecast period. 
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Bias proportion = (V − V)!EHD  
Equation 2.26: Bias Proportion 
Variance proportion = (X − X)!EHD  
Equation 2.27: Variance Proportion 
Covariance proportion = !XX[ − Y(, )]EHD  
Equation 2.28: Covariance Proportion 
The mean absolute scaled error (MASE) as another scale-free error measurement was proposed by 
Hyndman and Koehler (2006). This method involves scaling the errors based on the in-sample MAE 
from the naïve forecast method. The MASE is defined in Equation 2.29 below. 
EFHD =  
 Z∣ D	 −  ∑ ∣  −  ∣,! ∣\ 
Equation 2.29: Mean Absolute Scaled Error 
MASE method involves scaling the errors based on the in-sample MAE from the naïve forecast method. 
The denominator of MASE is the MAE of the naïve method. The only circumstance when MAE would 
be undefined is when all the historical observations are equal. The only difference between U2 and 
MASE is the use of the square root in U2. Apart from being scale-independent, the main advantage of 
the MASE is its suitability even when the data exhibit a trend or a seasonal pattern (Hyndman & Koehler 
2006).  
• Directional accuracy 
A considerable number of studies have investigated the directional accuracy of macroeconomic 
forecasts. Directional tests seek to establish that the forecasted points are in the right direction, especially 
the turning points (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; Greer 2003). Schnader and Stekler (1990) introduced 
a contingency tabulated approach to evaluate the value of forecast and directional accuracy as displayed 
in Table 2.3 where actual outcome, forecasts, change in values, and number of observations, are 
represented by Xt, Yt, Δ and N respectively. 
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Table 2.3: Contingency Table for Directional Accuracy Test 
  Forecasts (F) 
  ΔFt  > 0 ΔFt  ≤ 0 Sub-total 
Outcomes (X) ΔXt  > 0 N (F+, X+) N (F-, X+) N (X+) 
ΔXt  ≤ 0 N (F+, X-) N (F-, X-) N (X-) 
Sub-total N (F+) N (F-) N 
Author, adapted from Carnot, Koen and Tissot (2005) 
A good forecast should have the prediction and outcome move in the same direction that means the sum 
of N (F+, X+) and N (F-, X-) should be large compared to N. The chi-squared independence test can be 
used as a statistical tool to test independency of X and F values. Therefore, the first step is to state the 
null hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis, where the null hypothesis is that X and F are independent. 
The process includes finding the degrees of freedom, expected frequencies, test statistic, and the P-value 
associated with the test statistic. If the null hypothesis is rejected, the forecast is deemed to be 
directionally accurate. 
2.4 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET FORECASTING 
Sub-section 2.3.1 detailed the reasons for forecasting in general. In this section, literature on commercial 
property market forecasting techniques is reviewed. As forecasting is an integral part of the larger 
process of planning and strategic management, all property market stakeholders have a strong interest 
in forecasting as the future performance of their business depends on decisions made based on estimates 
of market performance. According to Brooks and Tsolacos (2010), the key objectives of forecasting in 
real estate are as follows: 
i. Point forecast: The forecaster is seeking the actual forecast value for rent growth or capital growth 
at one particular time. 
ii. Direction forecast: The forecaster is interested in the direction of the forecast to determine 
whether the trend is upward or downward. 
iii. Turning point forecasts: the aim of the forecasts is to find turning points or the possibility of a 
turning point. 
iv. Confidences: The forecasting process is used to attach a confidence interval to the forecast 
indicating the probability of varying the forecast results. 
v. Scenario analysis: This is the sensitivity of the forecast to the drivers of the model. 
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2.4.1 DETERMINANTS OF COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET FORECASTS  
Changes in commercial property market performance can be quantified by the internal and the external 
determinants within which decisions are made in the market (Higgins 2000b). The interlinked 
commercial property markets set out economic relationships that are most relevant to the models of 
forecasting the performance. The most common classes of variables of interest to real estate analysts are 
illustrated in Table 2.4. These variables are empirically modelled in the real estate market. 
Table 2.4: What Do We Model and Forecast in Real Estate? 
Class  Variables 
Demand Take-up, Net absorptions 
Supply Stock, Physical construction, New orders 
Vacancy Direct vacancy, Natural vacancy (in physical terms or as a % of total stocks) 
Rents Effective rent, Equivalent rent, Transaction and Valuation based rents 
Performance variables Income return, Yields, Capital growth, Total return 
Author, adapted from Brooks and Tsolacos (2010) 
 DEMAND VARIABLES 
According to Table 2.4, demand variables in the real estate market can be split into different measures. 
On the demand side, take-up is the amount of space taken up which does not necessary equate to a new 
demand. Therefore, if an occupier is vacating existing premises to move to a better premise, it is recorded 
as take-up. Unlike take-up, net absorption represents a new demand that reflects a measure of demand 
strength in the market. This variable can be observed or it can be estimated from the vacancy rate and 
stock (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010). PCA (2017) defined net absorption as the volume of occupied stock 
at the end of the period, less occupied stock at the beginning of the period. An alternative definition 
belongs to CoStar Group (2014), in which net absorption is defined as, ‘the net change in occupied space 
over a given period of time, calculated by summing all the positive changes in occupancy (move ins) 
and subtracting all the negative changes in occupancy (move outs)’ (p. 4). 
Ball, Lizieri and MacGregor (1998) hypothesised the total demand or new demand measured by net 
absorption (new take-up less space vacated) in the user market as a function of the level of output, the 
space used by each worker (employee to floor space ratio) and cost of space (rent). In the econometric 
analysis of the office rental cycle in Dublin area, D'Arcy, McGough and Tsolacos (1999) included gross 
domestic product (GDP) and service sector employment to capture the demand for office space. The 
level of output is a sector specific determinant; for instance, retail sales volume and industrial production 
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output are particularly related to retail market and industrial market respectively, while GDP as a 
measurement of the level of output is applicable in common to all the sectors. 
 SUPPLY VARIABLES 
On the supply side, stock refers to the total amount of space in the market (that is occupied and vacant). 
Physical construction is the amount of physical supply, and new orders are the new permits or value of 
building output. These supply side variables depend on the level of aggregation or geographical 
coverage (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010). In particular, Archer and Ling (1997), Ball, Lizieri and MacGregor 
(1998), and Geltner and De Neufville (2015) stated that the amount of development is based on the 
profitability of development; that is, the difference between the new property capital value (CV) and the 
cost of replacement (CR). CR includes the cost of site clearance and construction, land costs and the 
cost of finance. The development will not occur unless the CV is greater than or equal to the CR. 
Development supply can be expressed in the following Equation 2.30 as a function of more input 
determinants. 
Development supply = ƒ (CVe, CCe, LCe, RCe, ɸ, RP) 
Equation 2.30: Supply Variables in the Development Market  
CVe is expected Capital value; CCe is expected construction cost; LCe is expected land cost; RCe is 
expected real cost of capital; ɸ is the ratio of the value of the option to wait to replacement cost; and RP 
is the risk premium. The dependent variable can be one of several measures of development activity: 
new development permits, new construction orders and completed developments (Ball, Lizieri & 
MacGregor 1998). 
 VACANCY 
According to PCA (2017), direct vacancy is defined as the vacant space available for occupation directly 
from the owner, excluding sub-lease vacancy. Further, vacant space is only counted in existing or 
already built facilities, while under construction or proposed space is excluded from this definition. 
Vacancy is considered as an indicator of the demand and supply conditions which can be either measured 
in physical terms or is expressed as a percentage of total stock (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; Rosen 1984; 
Rowland 2010). According to Rosen (1984), the level of vacancy expressed in terms of location and 
space grades is the best short-term predictor, closely and inversely linked to changes in the rental value. 
Historic and current vacancy rates are available for many types of properties published by real estate 
analysts. However, those published data are sometimes insufficiently disaggregated to capture an 
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accurate picture of the submarket. For instance, mainly in city offices, tenants can seek to sublet surplus 
space, which should not be ignored in assessing vacancy (Rowland 2010).  
 RENTS 
Rent is split into different measures: transaction rents are the levels achieved in transactions in the 
occupier market, while the other source of rents is derived from valuations. This source of valuation-
based rents is often used in empirical modelling (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010). According to Australian 
Property Institute (API) definitions, effective rent or market rental value is actual liability for rent and 
outgoings after adjustments for any incentives to the face rent are considered. Equivalent rent refers to 
the rent being adjusted for the effects of any market rent reviews (Australian Property Institute 2018). 
Rent plays a central role in the modelling and predicting the performance of the property market. It is 
highly dependent on regional differences. Therefore, spatially disaggregated rent prediction models have 
been developed which are capable of accommodating diverse regional performances (Chaplin 1998; 
Hendershott, Macgregor & Tse 2002). Further, scholarly studies have clearly demonstrated that the rent 
can change depending on the market size and characteristics (D’Arcy, McGough & Tsolacos 1996; 
Wheaton & Torto 1994).  
Rental values have been modelled commonly using two principal theoretical frameworks: demand-
supply framework (UK model) and theory of natural vacancy rates (US model) as explanatory variables. 
It is well established that demand and supply variables cannot be ruled out from any viable rent model. 
Demand side explanatory variables influencing rents, and considered to be highly influential and 
independent from any regional differences, are GDP, employment rates and interest rates. Supply side 
variables include new supply either completed or planned. (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998; D'Arcy, 
McGough & Tsolacos 1997; Hendershott, Macgregor & Tse 2002; Murray 2000; Oven & Pekdemir 
2006). Further, D'Arcy, McGough and Tsolacos (1999) pointed out the misspecification problems in 
particular serial correlations if a rent model is estimated in levels. To overcome this problem, model 
equations need to be reformulated by taking account of differences/changes (∆), particularly, in a data 
series with long-term trends. 
Since the interaction of demand and supply is captured through the vacancy rate, the theory of the natural 
vacancy rate involves modelling the rental movement as an outcome of the gap between actual and 
natural vacancy rates (Hendershott 1996; Rosen 1984; Shilling, Sirmans & Corgel 1987; Wheaton & 
Torto 1988). The natural vacancy rate is the level of vacancy that leaves landlords indifferent in terms 
of the vacant units held. It is the vacancy rate that prevails in the long run demand-supply equilibrium 
(Clapp 1993). The determination of rents through these two principal theories can be expressed in the 
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following Equations 2.31 and 2.32 where R is the rent, V^ is the natural vacancy rate, V9- is the vacancy 
rate in period t-1, α is the speed of adjustment parameter, and Δ is the first difference operator. 
R = ƒ (demand side variable(s), supply side variable(s)) 
Equation 2.31: Demand-Supply Framework 
`A	 A	⁄ = (b − b	) 
Equation 2.32: Theory of Natural Vacancy Rates 
The percentage change in real effective rents is a function of both the divergence between natural and 
actual vacancy rates, and the difference between equilibrium and actual rents. Therefore, the Equation 
2.32 is extended as given in Equation 2.33 where Rc is the equilibrium rent and β is a second speed of 
adjustment parameter (Murray 2000). 
`A	 A	⁄ = (b − b	) + $(A
 − A	) 
Equation 2.33: The Extended Theory of Natural Vacancy Rates 
There have been many studies carried out to analyse the determinants of rents. Brooks and Tsolacos 
(2010) presented a theoretical structure that captures key relationships to determine office rents. In 
Figure 2.17, arrows indicate the pathway to developing empirical models.  
 
Figure 2.17: A Theoretical Structure for the Determination of Office Rents 
Source: Brooks and Tsolacos (2010, p. 195) 
However, the availability of data plays a significant role in the formation of the model. In markets with 
an abundance of data, the solid black arrows show that the rent can be modelled by economic variables, 
demand, supply, vacancy and other determinants. In markets with limited data, office rents can be 
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modelled on economic variables directly, or through vacancy as represented by dotted lines through 
reduced-form models. 
The conceptual framework for principal determinants for net effective rent forecasts, developed by 
Higgins (2000b), was further extended to industrial and retail market rent determinants. Principal 
determinants are categorised in broader terms and grouped under three main headings: property, space 
and capital markets, as tabulated in Table 2.5 below. It could be argued that Australian Securities 
Exchange (ASX) indices partially reflect both economic performance and capital market performance. 
Table 2.5: Principal Determinants for Net Effective Rent Forecasts 
 Office market Industrial market Retail market 
Property market Historical rents 
Construction activities 
Construction costs 
Lease incentives 
Workspace ratio 
Vacancy rates 
Historical rents 
Construction activities 
Construction costs 
Historical rents 
Construction activities 
Occupancy costs 
Space market GDP 
Employment 
Job advertisements  
GDP 
Employment 
Estimated utilisation 
capacity 
GDP 
Employment 
Retail turnover 
Population 
Private disposable income 
Consumer sentiment index 
Capital market Interest rate 
ASX indices 
Interest rates 
Inflation 
Inflation 
Author, adapted from Higgins (2000b) 
In addition to the determinants given in Table 2.5, rent value is defined by a vector of attributes which 
relates to physical characteristics of the building, location and contract terms. Physical variables include 
building age, rentable floor area, number of stories, building amenities, and parking facilities. Distance 
to freeways, CBD, transit lines, prestigious areas, land value, and pollution rate are some of the factors 
that represent location factors. Property tax rate, elapsed time to record the lease date, consumer price 
index (CPI) escalation, operating costs, and expense stop clauses in the lease, represent contract 
variables (Brennan, Cannaday & Colwell 1984; Neil & Colin 1998; Clapp, cited in Oven & Pekdemir 
2006; Wheaton 1984). According to Ozus (2009), the number of floors of a building is the key factor 
that affects office rents, based on ranking determinants according to their importance. 
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 RETURNS AND YIELDS   
Rent, which is comprehensively addressed in the preceding sub-section, has become the core 
determinant in assessing income return, capital return and yield. Each of these performance variables is 
discussed below. There is a more comprehensive account of the various performance measures in the 
commercial property market than there is for performance measures in other investment asset classes. 
Hargitay and Yu (1993) illustrated the total performance of the property portfolio which is disaggregated 
into income return and capital return.  
• Income return 
Income return is objective evidence which refers to net operating income over value (or value of the 
preceding period) which is the only realised return component during the holding period of the property 
asset. The net income is the gross income less all the expenses of owning and running the property, 
excluding the borrowing costs and any income or capital gains tax (Baum & Crosby 2008; Brooks & 
Tsolacos 2010; Hargitay & Yu 1993; Rowland 2010). The gross (potential) income is the amount that 
the tenants are required to pay under the lease agreement. The vacancy allowance is generally quoted as 
a percentage of gross (potential) income which is allowed for likely losses due to vacancy and bad debts. 
Subsequently, the total expenses are deducted from the gross (effective) income to arrive at net 
(operating) income. The property expenses are generally split into statutory charges and operating 
expenses (Rowland 2010). Therefore, these factors determine the income return from property assets. 
• Capital return 
Capital values are available at the sale of the property or it can be assessed through the valuation process. 
The capital value of property assets is a result of the interaction of market determined factors: net 
income, estimated rental value, lease structure of rent review patterns, discount rates and yield (Brooks 
& Tsolacos 2010; Hargitay & Yu 1993). Further, Hargitay and Yu (1993) emphasised that rental growth 
not only contributes to the income returns, but also comes into the process of assessing market values. 
• Yields 
The focus has been made on initial yields and equivalent yields. PCA (2017) defined the initial or 
passing yield as ‘the percentage return on value or price derived from the current net passing income. 
No allowance is made for any future rent growth’. It is the ratio of current income net of operating 
expenses (I) to the current value (P) which is derived from the present value of the perpetuity formula. 
It is the rate at which rent derived in the user market is capitalised in the investment market. It is 
analogous to the user’s cost of capital and can be explained as a sum of the variables in Equation 2.34, 
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where Kp is the initial yield, RFN is the nominal risk free rate, RP is the risk premium, gp is the expected 
average income growth in perpetuity of a hypothetical continually real estate property, and d is the 
expected average depreciation rate in perpetuity (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998; Brooks & Tsolacos 
2010; Rowland 2010). 
dI = eI = Afg + AI − hI + i 
Equation 2.34: Initial Yield  
According to PCA (2017), ‘the equivalent yield is an annualised yield that is derived from the current 
net income and future changes to the net income over time but no allowance is made for future rental 
growth’. Alternatively, equivalent yield is the internal rate of return (IRR) of the cash flow (Ball, Lizieri 
& MacGregor 1998; Brooks & Tsolacos 2010) which is the discount rate that makes net present value 
(NPV) of the discounted cash flow (DCF) equal zero. It is also called the target rate/hurdle rate/required 
rate (Baum & Crosby 2008). IRR is given in the following Equation 2.35, where rk is the lower discount 
rate, rl is the higher discount rate, NPVk is the NPV at rk and NPVl is the NPV at rl.  
eAA =   + gIbgIb − gIb6 ∗ (6 − ) 
Equation 2.35: Equivalent Yield  
Higgins (2000b) identified principal determinants for equivalent yield forecasts as shown in Table 2.6.  
Table 2.6: Principal Determinants for Equivalent Yields Forecasts 
 Office market Industrial market Retail market 
Property market Historical yields 
Rents 
Sales trend 
Vacancy rates 
Historical yields 
Rents 
Sales trend 
 
Historical yields 
Rents 
Capital growth 
 
Space market   Consumer sentiment index Consumer sentiment index 
GDP 
Retail turnover 
Capital market Interest rates 
Inflation 
Interest rates 
Inflation 
Interest rates 
Inflation 
Source: Higgins (2000b, p. 64) 
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 THE ROLE OF MARKET SENTIMENT IN PROPERTY FORECASTING 
Market performance is often fraught with irrational behaviour and trends that cannot be explained by 
fundamental drivers of the sectors. Rational economic agents use market information to form their 
individual expectations that shape the agents’ actual behaviour in the marketplace. The real estate market 
influenced by sentiment, due to the lack of transparency, illiquidity, short sell constraints and the firm 
segmentation of the market (Clayton, Ling & Naranjo 2009). Commercial real estate investors differ in 
their sentiment due to factors such as market expertise, investment strategies and expectations about 
future market conditions (Marcato & Nanda 2016). Thus, an emerging class of literature focuses on the 
forward-looking sentiment of commercial real estate investors as a property forecast determinant. 
The academic literature is divided between two types of sentiment measures: (i) direct and (ii) indirect 
measures. Direct measures extract agents’ expectations by asking focused questions to construct 
sentiment indices through surveys and interviews. On the other hand, indirect measures are derived from 
indirect sentiment proxies such as closed-end fund discounts, liquidity metrics, trading volumes, the 
interest rate, GDP and likewise (Heinig & Nanda 2018; Ling, Naranjo & Scheick 2014; Marcato & 
Nanda 2016). These can, therefore, be considered precursors of economic activity in the near future. 
There is a well-established body of literature around possible channels through which these sentiment 
indices may provide useful information on property market performance. The sentiment of commercial 
real estate investors contains information that has been found to predict commercial real estate returns, 
REIT returns and market turning points. According to Ling (2005), consensus opinions contained in 
Real Estate Research Corporation’s quarterly real estate investment survey among institutional owners 
and managers were useful in forecasting commercial property return in major metropolitan markets. 
Similarly, Ling, Naranjo and Scheick (2014) found a positive effect of direct sentiment measure on 
private real estate returns in the short run. However, long-horizon regression evidence suggested that 
private commercial real estate markets are susceptible to prolonged periods of sentiment-induced 
mispricing, due to limits to arbitrage and credit constraints in the private market as compared to the 
REIT market. However, Marcato and Nanda (2016) indicated that price changes in the non-residential 
sector do not show any significant effects as compared to the residential sector. This may reflect a greater 
responsiveness of the residential market to shocks in pure sentiment. The extent of information 
asymmetry in the residential and non-residential sector, and the nature of contracting in the non-
residential sector (long-term contracts and complex price-setting exercises) may also prevent sentiment 
from influencing the pricing in the non-residential sector in the short run. 
Freybote and Seagraves (2017) provided evidence that changes in REIT and private real estate investor 
sentiment lead to changes in institutional investor sentiment in the suburban office and office REIT 
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market. Thus, institutional investors rely on the sentiment of specialised real estate investors to make 
real estate investment decisions. Further, the consideration of a human factor leads to an improvement 
in the basic yield model. The model performance is improved, and forecasting ability is stronger through 
this integration (Heinig & Nanda 2018). The sentiment of investors in the commercial property market 
not only affects their pricing decisions in the REIT stock market but also the bond market. Freybote 
(2016) found that the institutional investors in the REIT bond market rely on institutional investor 
sentiment to derive their bond yields of REITs irrespective of S&P index inclusion or credit rating.  
Moreover, Tsolacos (2012) found that sentiment data derived from business tendency surveys produce 
acceptable early signals of turning points in three major European office markets: La De´fense, London 
City, and Frankfurt. This inclusion of sentiment data enables flagging the probability of market shifts 
that might have gone unidentified. Therefore, traditional forecasting models can benefit from the 
inclusion of sentiment indicators. 
Although the application of sentiment indicators provides promising results, there are some inherent 
drawbacks. Most of these indicators are published with a time lag and the data collection is expensive 
and time-consuming. Lately, new forms of sentiment measures have emerged. Much improved 
computing ability and widespread use of online search volume data provided by Google Trends can be 
a rich source of information at significantly reduced cost of search (Beracha & Wintoki 2013; Dietzel, 
Braun & Schäfers 2014). Beracha and Wintoki (2013) revealed that abnormal search intensity for real 
estate in a city can help predict the city's future abnormal housing price change. Similarly, Dietzel, Braun 
and Schäfers (2014) constructed various forecast models and found that the inclusion of Google data 
significantly improves the one-month-ahead forecasts of commercial real estate prices and transactions 
for the US market. Thus, authors concluded that Google Trends search volume indices (SVI) can be 
applied effectively to commercial real estate and thereby improve market transparency. 
2.4.2 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET MODELS AND FORECASTS 
 THEORY OF EXPECTATION 
Property market models must incorporate behavioural theories of expectations. If property market 
decisions are simply based on the current values of important variables affecting their decisions, 
assuming such key variables remain constant in the future, they would be termed ‘naïve expectations’. 
This is an unrealistic and short-sighted expectation, particularly in property markets with sharp and 
substantial changes. Therefore, instead of using constant expectations, ‘rational expectations’ involve 
using versatile knowledge of the property market, the wider economy, and the best available theories, 
to formulate the future (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998). 
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The dynamics of market adjustments are affected by the theory of expectations. Figure 2.18 illustrates 
a cobweb type of market adjustment in which the solid line represents the adjustment process. This 
process assumes naïve expectations which limits its theoretical usefulness. The market fluctuates on 
temporary equilibrium points and when the market has received unexpected shocks that pushes prices 
down to their level at A. However, property users, investors and developers are likely to have different 
expectations of the process of adjustments from those suggested by a cobweb process. For instance, at 
cycle peaks in property values, rational investors and developers are likely to expect subsequent decline, 
which they price into their developments. Similarly, if there is a positive demand shock, it will not lead 
to increased development activities in response to the temporary price uplift (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 
1998). This demonstrates why some models cannot cope with unexpected exogenous infiltration. 
 
Figure 2.18: A Cobweb Market Adjustment Process 
Source: Ball, Lizieri and MacGregor (1998, p. 37) 
 MODELS AND FORECASTS 
Property market research and forecasting was widely progressed as a response to the property market 
crisis situation (Harris & Cundell 1995; McDonald, J 2002). Extensive studies have been carried out in 
property market modelling and forecasting based on the previously discussed input determinants. These 
models offer a variety of choices in terms of methodology that can be applied to real estate forecasting. 
For example, the forecaster can use single equation models that include exogenous variables such as 
output, employment and combinations of financial variables to model rental growth, returns or yield. 
Simultaneous equation models can also be used to estimate, in which all the segments (demand, supply, 
prices, and the like) of the market are modelled, thereby jointly providing a dynamic description of the 
market. Another set of methods offers a framework to model property performance based on past 
performances and disturbances (Matysiak & Tsolacos 2003). 
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Property market forecasts are an integral part of the investment process at the strategic, tactical and 
individual asset levels. There has been a significant amount of statistical work employed in real estate 
literature investigating local office market rents and aggregated national and regional office rental 
income models to aid property investment decision making. Models based on alternative methodologies 
and incorporating a variety of variables have been used in different market profiles. Table 2.7 list 
examples of empirical models developed in the scholarly studies to estimate rental relationships. 
Rent and rental income forecast models in Table 2.7 mainly follow two approaches: the UK model and 
the US model (refer sub-section 2.4.1.4). Murray (2000) revealed the popularity of single and multi-
equation regression models over univariate time series models (ARIMA). Furthermore, Gardiner and 
Henneberry (1991) developed a habit persistence model which was categorised under single equation 
regression method. In the model, historical information about tenants’ prior leasing experience was used 
in generating the behaviour and expectations of rent levels. Therefore, the model assumes the current 
rent as a function of rent levels in the previous two periods, current output and a moving average error 
term. 
Table 2.7: Commercial Property Market Rent and Rental Income Models 
Model Authors 
Single eq. regression Buttimer, Rutherford and President (1997); D'Arcy, McGough and Tsolacos 
(1999); Dobson and Goddard (1992); Gardiner and Henneberry (1989, 1991); 
Giussani, Hsia and Tsolacos (1993); Hendershott (1995, 1996); Hetherington 
(1988); Key et al. (1994); McGough, Tsolacos and Olli (2000); Orr and Jones 
(2003); Thompson and Tsolacos (1999); Tsolacos, Keogh and McGough (1998) 
Simultaneous eq. regression Ball, Lizieri and MacGregor (1998); Benjamin, Jud and Winkler (1998); Blake, 
Lizieri and Matysiak (2000); Dobson and Goddard (1992); Gardiner and 
Henneberry (1989); Hekman (1985); Hendershott, Lizieri and Matysiak (1999); 
Hendershott, Macgregor and Tse (2002); Pollakowski, Wachter and Lynford 
(1992); Rosen (1984); Shilling, Sirmans and Corgel (1987); Thompson and 
Tsolacos (2000); Wheaton (1987); Wheaton and Torto (1988); Wheaton, Torto 
and Evans (1997) 
Hedonic eq. regression Brennan, Cannaday and Colwell (1984); Dunse and Jones (1998); Frew and Jud 
(1988) 
ARIMA Karakozova (2004); McGough and Tsolacos (1995); Stevenson (2007); Tse 
(1997); Wilson et al. (2000) 
VAR Brooks and Tsolacos (2000); McGough and Tsolacos (1994); Stevenson and 
McGarth (2003); Tsolacos (1998) 
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Property yield and capital return models in the existing literature are shown in Table 2.8. A range of 
interest rates as capital market determinants govern in these models. Like the rent models, regression 
methodology is frequently applied in modelling and forecasting yields.   
Table 2.8: Commercial Property Market Yield, Capital Return Models 
Model Authors 
Single eq. regression Atteberry and Rutherford (1993); Dobson and Goddard (1992); Dunse et al. 
(2007); Hetherington (1988); Higgins and Newell (1996); Key et al. (1994) 
Simultaneous eq. regression Tsolacos, Keogh and McGough (1998) 
Sensitivity analysis Schofield (1997) 
VAR Ball and Grilli (1997); McCue and Kling (1994) 
Preference has often been given to forming a model that accepts the regression based on a good fit and 
determination with high o@), low autocorrelation of the residuals, and high t-statistics. While these 
indicators may be desirable for properties in any technically robust model, they may not yield the best 
predictive model. To carry out statistical inference, additional assumptions such as normality are 
typically made, but this was identified as a great intellectual fraud by Taleb (2008). Consequently, it is 
also necessary to enter into a set of analytical tools which inform how good the predictions are (Ball, 
Lizieri & MacGregor 1998; Chaplin 1998). 
In a study that measured the UK property market forecast accuracy, Newell et al. (2003) concluded that 
persistent overestimation and underestimation manifested in forecast errors suggested a smoothing 
effect in which significant new information is needed before major revisions to property forecasts are 
carried out. As discussed under the sub-section 2.3.3.2, the quality of property forecasts will also reflect 
the quality of the producing in-house judgement interventions applied in the formation of the model and 
to its output. To date, most of the work on property market forecasting has focussed on statistical 
techniques and there has been limited use of judgement in forecasting. Gallimore and McAllister (2004) 
explained the role of judgement, in which property forecasts are mediated and contested within property 
organisations. Similarly, Murray (2000) detailed JLL’s preference for including the provision of 
managerial judgment over the modelled property forecasts. Figure 2.19 represents the opportunities for 
such judgemental intervention, as the forecasting process progresses. However, dimensions of herding 
behaviours might be expected to be present in property market forecasting. 
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Forecast variable selection
- What is the spatial unit?
- Is it prime or average?
- Is it hypothetical or actual?
- Is it real or nominal?
- What is the forecast horizon?
Identification, collection and 
evaluation of required data
- Observed or estimated variables?
- What is the source of macro-economic forecasts?
- How are outsourced forecasts amended?
- What is the appropriate length of time series?
Development of predictive model
- What are the causal variables?
- What are the suitable proxies for variables for 
which there are inadequate data?
- What diagnostics are acceptable?
Acquisition of market intelligence 
from market participants
- Feedback on data quality, market levels and 
market sentiment.
- Feedback is evaluated.
- Model may be amended to incorporate new 
information
Production of preliminary 
forecasts
- Are forecasts credible?
- Should model output be overwritten?
Consultation with market 
participants and users
- Feedback on forecast credibility, market levels 
and market sentiment.
- Feedback is evaluated.
- Forecast may be amended to incorporate new 
information.
Review and amendment of 
preliminary forecasts - Should preliminary forecast be overwritten?
Implementation of forecasts - How do users apply forecasts to individual assets?
-Do users accept forecasts for market?
Process Judgemental Intervention
 
Figure 2.19: Judgemental Intervention in the Property Market Forecasting Process 
Source: Gallimore and McAllister (2004, p. 354) 
2.4.3 FORECAST ACCURACY STUDIES IN REAL ESTATE 
As discussed earlier in sub-section 2.3.4, forecast errors can have many causes: mismeasurement of 
problems; misspecification of the model that includes statistical complications, decisions or reactions 
and biases related to the forecasters’ behaviour; unforeseeable shocks; and structural events (Brooks & 
Tsolacos 2010; Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005). According to Newell and MacFarlane (2006), uncertainty, 
disagreement, conservative forecasting and inertia have led to serious issues and concerns regarding the 
accuracy of commercial property forecasting. Recent studies focus on ex post and ex ante forecasting to 
determine the accuracy and effectiveness of forecast results, conditional however on perfect 
information. Ex post evaluation is very common as it reveals the error arising from the model 
specification which can then be used to control the error from the future out-of-sample values  (Tsolacos 
2006). This section focusses on evaluating the accuracy of models. 
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Though numerous property market forecast models have been proposed, limited research has been 
undertaken to find the reliability and consistency of the model performance (Tonelli, Cowley & Boyd 
2004). An important task for property analysts is the application of various methodologies to identify 
the best performing models that provide better forecasts. However, this task requires time and 
knowledge to apply various methodologies in different scenarios. In addition, the characteristics of the 
data (for example, strongly trended, non-trended) can also determine the extent to which various 
methodologies can be used (Brooks & Tsolacos 2000; Matysiak & Tsolacos 2003). There have been 
several scholarly efforts to determine the outperforming models based on the common measures of 
forecast accuracy as summarised in Table 2.9. 
The exponential smoothing technique has been evaluated with other methodologies in different studies. 
Matysiak and Tsolacos (2003) examine whether naïve methods that contain leading economic indicators 
outperform those simple models. They found that naïve methods, especially the Holt-Winters method 
containing interest rates as a leading indicator, produce satisfactory short-term forecasts for the office 
and industrial rents but less satisfactory short-term forecasts for retail. Hence, the success of a forecast 
method depends on its sector and forecast time horizon. Moreover, Wilson et al. (2000) made a 
comparison between exponential smoothing and ARIMA and concluded that exponential smoothing is 
highly comparable and generally outperforms the other complex models, but only in a stable trend.  
However, early studies revealed that regression models indicate a stronger forecasting ability over 
exponential smoothing techniques. D'Arcy, McGough and Tsolacos (1999) compared the forecasts 
derived from the estimated econometric specification through a regression model with those derived 
from two commonly used naïve models: double exponential smoothing and the Holt-Winters procedure. 
The results demonstrated the superiority of rent forecasts based on an econometric methodology, 
especially if more than a single period of forecasts is required. Further, the forecast performance of the 
regression model was examined by comparing the values of the standard error of the full sample 
regression estimation. The value of the RMSE is about 0.30 times that of the regression standard error 
which is an indication of strong forecasting ability. 
The comparative analysis by McGough, Tsolacos and Olli (2000) concluded that the single equation 
regression model achieves the highest accuracy. They compared office rent forecasts generated from an 
error correction model, a regression equation and a naïve technique. Again, the forecast evaluation took 
the form of comparing the forecast with the realised values, examining the accuracy. Furthermore, 
Jadevicius and Huston (2015) confirmed that increased complexity does not yield higher predictive 
capability through a comparative analysis of five forecasting techniques: ARIMA, ARIMAX, simple 
regression, multiple regression and VAR.   
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Table 2.9: The Evaluation of Accuracy of Competing Models 
Authors Models Accuracy 
measurement 
Outperforming model 
Matysiak and 
Tsolacos (2003) 
Holt-Winters exponential 
smoothing  
Random-walk 
Historic mean 
ME 
MSE 
Holt-Winters exponential 
smoothing 
 
Wilson et al. 
(2000) 
Exponential smoothing 
ARIMA  
 
MAPE 
RMSE 
RMSPE 
Exponential smoothing 
D'Arcy, McGough 
and Tsolacos 
(1999) 
Double exponential smoothing  
Holt-Winters 
Regression equation 
RMSE Regression equation 
 
McGough, 
Tsolacos and Olli 
(2000) 
Regression equation 
Error correction model  
Naïve technique 
PE 
MAPE 
MSE 
Regression equation 
Jadevicius and 
Huston (2015) 
ARIMA 
ARIMAX 
Simple regression 
Multiple regression 
VAR 
MAPE 
Theil’s U 
Simple Regression 
ARIMA 
Karakozova (2004) Regression equation 
ARIMAX 
PE 
MAPE 
RMSE 
Theil’s U 
ARIMAX 
Stevenson and 
McGarth (2003) 
ARIMA 
Bayesian VAR  
Single equation regression 
simultaneous equation regression 
ME 
MAE 
MSE 
MSPE 
Theil’s U 
Bayesian VAR  
 
Brooks and 
Tsolacos (2000) 
VAR 
AR 
ME 
MSE 
VAR (LIM rents series) 
AR (CBHP rents series) 
% of correct 
predictions of the 
sign 
AR 
Tsolacos (2006) Consensus forecasts (containing a 
high degree of judgement) 
Regression model 
ME 
MAPE 
RMSE 
Theil’s U 
Consensus forecasts  
(1-year horizon) 
Regression model  
(2 years horizon) 
McAllister, Newell 
and Matysiak 
(2008) 
Investment Property Forum’s 
Consensus forecasts 
Naïve forecasts (same return) 
Theil’s U Naïve forecasts (same 
return) 
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Though the more complex VAR model provided higher R-squared (goodness of fit), Theil’s U statistic 
showed that VAR specification does not produce accurate estimates for out-of-sample forecasts. The 
evaluation suggested that less complex simple regression and ARIMA models produce greater 
modelling accuracy. These results are on par with Zellner’s KISS principle (‘Keep it Sophisticatedly 
Simple’) as despite the increased complexity in forecast methodologies, simple models outperform 
complex structural modelling. However, Karakozova (2004) analysis suggested that the ARIMAX 
model has a better forecasting performance over short and long horizons compared to regression models. 
Forecast results derived from VAR and ARIMA models also have been critically analysed in the 
literature. Stevenson and McGarth (2003) examined four alternative rental forecasting models in the 
context of the London oﬃce market using out-of-sample testing, as given in Table 2.9. The study 
revealed that Bayesian vector autoregression (BVAR) provides the most accurate forecasts, while the 
ARIMA consistently produces the worst forecast over a long forecasting horizon, and especially at 
turning points or when major movements occur. The flexibility present in the VAR model affirms its 
suitability; however, the requirement of relatively longer time series has become a limitation.  
Furthermore, Brooks and Tsolacos (2000) evaluated the performance of VAR and AR. This study used 
eight period forecast points with a rolling window to run the tests in two series of retail rents: LaSalle 
Investment Management (LIM) rent series and CB Hiller Parker (CBHP) rents series. The results 
indicated that the VAR model was more successful in forecasting LIM rents and the AR model more 
successful forecasting CBHP rents, whereas the percentage of correct predictions of the sign for changes 
in rent indicated that the AR is preferable. 
Quantitative forecasting plays an important role since future outcomes are conditional on identifiable 
drivers and their future trends. Yet, property investors assess both quantitative and qualitative evidence 
to arrive at their final decisions. Tsolacos (2006) assessed whether consensus forecasts, containing a 
high degree of judgement, are better than forecasts produced by uncomplicated time series and 
econometric models. The results revealed that the consensus forecast outperformed rival models when 
the forecast horizon is one year, but it is outperformed by the regression model and a combination of 
the statistical models for the two-year horizon. Likewise, McAllister, Newell and Matysiak (2008) 
evaluated the accuracy in Investment Property Forum’s consensus forecasts of the commercial property 
market. The Theil’s U2 statistics in this study used the ‘same return’ forecasting strategy, in which the 
previous actual annual return was used as the property forecast for the subsequent period. However, 
naïve forecast strategy outperformed consensus forecasts. 
All these techniques have their own pros and cons and would be used for various situations. For example, 
error correction models would be used when one has good reasons to believe that the time series contains 
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a unit root. Also, it is useful if one is trying to determine how quickly the time series reverts to a long 
run mean following a shock. However, regression (for example pooled Ordinary Least Squares) might 
be useful if dealing with a simple cross-section of data. 
In the Australian context, assessing commercial property market forecast accuracy is limited in the 
existing real estate literature. Newell, Acheampong and Karantonis (2002) assessed the accuracy of real 
capital growth over 1991-2000; Newell and MacFarlane (2006) assessed the accuracy of actual returns 
over 1999-2005. They used Theil’s U2 statistic to benchmark commercial property forecasts against 
naïve forecasting strategies. Higgins (2013b) examined the Black Swan events and their impact on the 
accuracy of short-term forecasts based on MAPE, RMSE and Theil’s U statistics. However, the scope 
of the study was limited to GDP, 10-year bonds and CBD office vacancy rates over 2005-2011. Similar 
to earlier research findings by Chaplin (1999), they all concluded that the naïve strategies (previous 
period’s actual value) outperform the models developed based on their historic fit, in particular the CBD 
office market models. In particular, the effects of the GFC on Australian commercial property market 
forecast accuracy were not captured in previous Australian studies. There were many scholarly efforts 
which identified the impact of the GFC, but empirical proof of limited predictive capacity had not been 
undertaken through a quantitative assessment. Thus, this study addresses this research gap and also offer 
strategies to integrate the tail behaviour of the empirical distribution to improve forecast accuracy. 
There are some common pitfalls that an empirical researcher in real estate is likely to run into. 
Specifically, forecasting techniques usually rest on several assumptions made about the model and data. 
If these assumptions are not fulfilled the results could be prone to misinterpretation and the accuracy is 
questionable (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010). 
2.4.4 PITFALLS IN REAL ESTATE MODELLING AND FORECASTING 
In general, poor specification of the model, structural events, inaccurate inputs to the model and random 
events have threatened the accuracy of forecasts as discussed in the previous sub-section 2.3.4.1. The 
following literature discusses the pitfalls specifically in real estate modelling and forecasting. 
• Quality of data 
The quality of data is important to an information-driven property performance measurement. Though 
econometric model specifications developed around a theory, the practical problem is that available data 
may provide poor empirical measures of the theoretical concepts being modelled (Ball, Lizieri & 
MacGregor 1998; Brooks & Tsolacos 2010). Redmond, cited in Higgins (2000b), established criteria to 
describe the quality of data. The criteria include accuracy, flexibility, reliability, timeliness, 
transparency, global standardisation, and market coverage. 
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• Modelling at the local level 
Aggregation due to the dissimilarity of local level factors may obscure the true behavioural relationships 
(Ball & Grilli 1997; Chaplin 1998; Hendershott, Macgregor & Tse 2002). However, the level of 
difficulty increases with the level of disaggregation. Defining appropriate boundaries for the area of 
study, overlapping demand and supply from proximate centres, the availability of quality data, the 
lumpiness of supply, and the importance of specific local factors, are difficult or impossible to 
incorporate into a formal model (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998). 
• Small sample and sampling error 
The testing procedures of econometrics rely on asymptotic theory which the results in theory hold only 
if there is an infinite number of observations. In practice, an approximation of the asymptotic behaviour 
of the test statistics can be obtained using finite sample, provided they are large enough to deliver results 
close to the population. Therefore, the sampling error can be minimised by increasing the sample size 
to draw firm conclusions about the direction and strengths of any relationships in the series (Brooks & 
Tsolacos 2010). 
• Trends in the series and spurious relationships 
Most empirical work is based on the assumption that the underlying time series is stationary. If the series 
under examination contains a trend, then the usual framework for making inferences from the sample to 
the population is invalid and the problem of spurious regression arises. To remove spurious correlation, 
the variables have to be made stationary or have to be co-integrated (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998; 
Brooks & Tsolacos 2010).  
• Short-lived unpredictable events 
Short-lived unpredictable events result in extraordinary behaviour and adjustments in the market. There 
are many causes outside the real estate market; for instance, the economy, wider investment markets 
and the geopolitical environment (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010). Taleb (2008) coined the term ‘Black Swan’ 
to describe random spikes in the environment. These three characteristics of Black Swan events can be 
summarised as rarity, extreme impact, and retrospective predictability. These major downside risks are 
often outside regular expectations and referred as statistical outliers (Granger 2010; Higgins 2014b). 
This is detailed further under sub-section 2.5.2. 
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• Structural breaks 
Many time series in real estate undergo structural breaks in which the behaviour changes quite 
dramatically compared to that exhibited previously. They involve relatively subtle changes in 
discretionary behaviour rather than well measured shifts. It may change for a period of time before 
reverting to its original behaviour or switching to another style of behaviour, and the latter is termed a 
regime switch/shift. Substantial changes in the properties of a series are attributed to large scale events 
such as government policies and innovation which appear to have long-term economic implications 
(Ball & Grilli 1997; Brooks & Tsolacos 2010). This is further elaborated under sub-section 2.5.3. 
Such changes are extremely difficult to quantify. A single model over the whole sample covering the 
change would be inappropriate. Also, splitting the data around the change and estimate each portion in 
separate models would result in an efficiency loss. Therefore, it would be sensible to keep all the 
observations together, but allow sufficient flexibility in the model-building to cope with different 
behaviours at different points in time (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010).  
• Non-normality 
Since hypothesis testing about the underlying population parameters is based on the sample estimates, 
it is necessary to make an assumption that the series under investigation is normally distributed. If μ is 
the mean and σ is the standard deviation, 68.27% of the values are within 1σ, 95.45% are within 2σ and 
99.73% are within 3σ. This is known as 68–95–99.7 rule in statistics. As the σ grows, outliers are 
marginalised within the thin tails. In each tail of the distribution, only 2.27% and 0.13% of the values 
are beyond the 2σ and 3σ respectively. As per the central limit theorem, sampling distribution of the 
mean will increasingly approximate to a normal distribution as a sample size increases, even if the 
original series is not normal (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; Mandelbrot & Hudson 2004). 
On the contrary, the normality assumption works well in theory under stable conditions, but it can fail 
when stable conditions cease to hold and extreme volatility occurs. Taleb (2008) devised this normality 
assumption as the Great Intellectual Fraud. The frequent misuse of Gaussian distributions is that it 
misses many risk characteristics, including asymmetries in loss distributions and fat tails representing 
low-probability, high-consequence outcomes. Hence, normality is strongly rejected, knowing that the 
probabilities of outsized events are much higher than predicted by a normal distribution. 
Further, price changes are far away from the bell curve where the far edges flare too high with many big 
changes. Thus, the normal bell curve tails do not become imperceptible, but follow a Power Law with a 
fat tailed distribution that can cover higher probabilities of extreme values (Casti 2011; Higgins 2014b; 
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Mandelbrot & Hudson 2004; Paté-Cornell 2012). Figure 2.20 illustrates the comparison between normal 
(A) and Power Law distribution (B) given in probability and cumulative probability plots.  
 
Figure 2.20: Comparison between Normal Distribution and Power Law Distribution 
A Power Law distribution is a mathematical relationship between two variables which provides an 
exponential relationship that exhibits the property of scale invariance. The relationship between X and 
Y variables can be written as in the following Equation 2.36, where k is a constant (constant of 
proportionally) and α is the scaling (Power Law exponent). The application of natural logarithms (ln) to 
the formula can produce a linear relationship. 
 = > 
Equation 2.36: The Power Law Distribution 
The aforesaid pitfalls have resulted in an increase in judgemental intervention in forecasting. When the 
judgement is deployed, the intervention can be done at different stages in the process, such as at the 
initial stage of choosing the model, at the input level, intervention in the model coefficients, using 
judgement to combine models, as well as to alter the forecasts obtained from an econometric model. 
However, there are certain issues with judgemental intervention that include exaggerating impacts, 
anchoring, double counting, overconfidence, inconsistency, inefficient use of past relationships, and 
domineering  (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010). 
2.4.5 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET FORECASTING: THE WAY FORWARD 
Macroeconomic factors have been the driving forces in modelling and forecasting real estate 
performance, which was revealed in the past scholarly comparative analysis of the determinants (Brooks 
& Tsolacos 1999; D'Arcy, McGough & Tsolacos 1997; Giussani, Hsia & Tsolacos 1993). These drivers 
are independent and themselves will be subjected to forecast uncertainty and, where two or more are 
procured, will display disagreement (McAllister, Newell & Matysiak 2008). In the model development, 
statistical independency, stationarity and normality are the critical assumptions that are vehemently 
argued and criticised in the past literature due to the uncertainties (Mandelbrot & Hudson 2004). For 
A B 
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these reasons, past researchers demonstrated a limited predictive capacity of estimated real estate 
performance due to uncertainty and disagreement in the forecasting process. These limitations are due 
in particular to the effects of structural shifts and unanticipated events, and are exacerbated by problems 
of data availability and reliability (McAllister, Newell & Matysiak 2008). For instance, Gell (2012) 
reviewed the exceptionally inaccurate and overoptimistic forecast during the most recent GFC and raised 
serious doubts on the reliability of forecasts.  
The error is intrinsic to econometric models, since estimates are essentially a point drawn from a 
probability distribution. In developing the research agenda, Aven (2015) and Taleb (2012) detailed a 
broader non-probability-based analysis with a sharp distinction between risk as a concept and how this 
concept is measured, rather than a narrow risk perspective based on probabilities and expected loss. 
While leading underlying macroeconomic indicators have provided a basis to future economic 
conditions, Trahan and Krantz (2011) explain that these forces do not exist in a vacuum, as emerging 
factors both directly and indirectly challenge these core economic activities and are intertwined in the 
determination of real estate outcomes (Higgins 2014b). A number of economic and noneconomic factors 
(socio-cultural factors; technological developments; economic/regulatory changes; and changes in the 
financial system) are merged in analysing KuU risks (Bardhan & Edelstein 2010). Figure 2.21, 
reproduced from Chapter One, identifies key external drivers which can impact on real estate 
performance. 
 
Figure 2.21: Modelling the Economic Environment 
Source: Higgins (2014b) 
Long-term structural changes, often initiated by policy decisions and innovation, appear to have 
permanent, far-reaching real estate implications for the requirements of design and space. The degree of 
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technical innovation has created challenges for many global organisations to adjust or perish. In addition, 
economic cycles and structural changes are clouded by extreme, large, unpredictable, short-lived events. 
These Black Swan events can have tremendous effects on the wider economic environment and create 
doubt. They often lead to market crashes and can have a domino effect, leading to a cycle where those 
directly involved, and the wider community, incur considerable losses. These clusters of negative price 
movement can vary over time alongside extended periods of stability. 
According to Rowland (2010), real estate forecasting is difficult without a proper understanding of the 
dynamics of property markets. This can be explained in three concepts. First, the interaction of the 
property market with space and capital markets, as discussed in the section 2.3.2. Second, there are long-
term trends, medium-term and short-term movements in real estate performance. In forecasting, the 
emphasis is on medium-term influences because forecasting beyond five years is largely impractical, 
although long-term structural changes occur. This lacuna is also identified in the above Figure 2.21 as a 
way forward in real estate forecasting. Third, market forces operate at different geographical scales: 
national, regional, local, as well as being increasingly dominated by global influences. Hence, 
understanding market dynamics and interpreting imminent changes should be captured in real estate 
forecasting. 
Hence, there should be an attempt to integrate those untouched pitfalls in commercial property market 
modelling. Diebold, Doherty and Herring (2010) explained that the inability to specify the tail of a 
distribution might be due to the absence of data and to deficiencies of statistical theory. Thus, 
innovations are essential to upgrade knowledge, both in terms of measurement and theory. Therefore, 
the next part of the literature synthesis is focussed on understanding Black Swan events and structural 
changes, and their impact on real estate forecasting. 
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DOWNSIDE RISKS IN THE  
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE ENVIRONMENT 
The identification of Black Swan events is a recurrent theme throughout this research and a primary 
motivation for the identification of emerging disruptive events related to investment risk. This section 
of the literature synthesis briefly discusses risk and uncertainties generally, and then more specifically 
for the real estate environment. Further, this section explores existing literature on risk management 
strategies. 
2.5 DOWNSIDE RISKS IN COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET 
2.5.1 RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES 
 DEFINING THE RISK AND UNCERTAINTY  
The word ‘risk’ originated from the early Italian word risicare which means ‘to dare’. In this sense, risk 
is a choice rather than a fate and it is the actions we dare to take. Since the beginning of recorded history, 
gambling has been cast as the very essence of popular risk taking, and often noted as an addiction. It 
was a game of chance that broke through into the laws of probability. Whereas the modern concept of 
risk is rooted in the Hindu-Arabic numbering system, the serious study of risk was initiated during the 
Renaissance. This was the significant period during which much of the world was discovered and its 
resources exploited. Until human beings discovered the boundaries, the future was a mirror of the past. 
The radical idea that defines the boundary between the past and the modern is the mastery of risk 
(Bernstein 1996). 
In general, Oxford Dictionaries (2011) defines risk as ‘a situation involving exposure to danger or loss, 
the possibility of something unpleasant will happen.’ Uncertainty is defined as ‘not known, reliable or 
definite, not completely confident or sure.’ In depth, risk is grounded in the literature as something 
concerned with known outcomes and probabilities, whereas uncertainty means known outcomes but 
unknown probabilities. Risks can occur in either tails: upside risk and downside risk. A risk associated 
with the lower tail will be called downside risk and is what is mainly focussed on in risk management 
(Granger 2010). Irrespective of different definitions, there are four important points to remember in 
dealing with the risk: ‘(i) the probability that an event will occur, (ii) the event and its nature, (iii) the 
consequences of that event and (iv) the period of exposure to the event (and to its consequences if that 
is also relevant)’ (Edwards & Bowen 2013, p. 11). 
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In the downside risk definition: if there is risk, there must be uncertainty; but if there is uncertainty there 
need not be risk (Granger 2010). In simple terms, Smith, cited in Edwards and Bowen (2013), stated 
that uncertainty is associated with the ‘unknown’ as compared to the ‘known’ properties of risk. 
According to Gigerenzer (2015), if risks are known, probabilities can be measured empirically with aid 
of logical and statistical reasoning. Whereas in an uncertain world, if risks are unknown, good decisions 
also require intuition and smart rules of thumb.  
Moreover, it must be emphasised that the illusion of certainty has two faces, as illustrated in Figure 2.22. 
The zero-risk illusion occurs whenever known risks are mistakenly used for absolute certainty. Modern 
methodologies using high-tech vehicles propagate illusory certainty; in other words, they may end up in 
false positives. The second one is the calculable risk illusion (or turkey illusion) that mistakes 
uncertainty for known risks, as illustrated here.  
 
Figure 2.22: Illusions of Certainty 
Source: Gigerenzer (2015 p. 33) 
The story behind the turkey illusion is Nassim Taleb’s, and it illustrates the turkey’s unexpected disaster. 
Though a farmer will feed the turkey every day, the next day’s disaster is unknown even though the 
probability of being fed is higher than ever before. Similarly, an expert’s inability to anticipate a 
financial crisis is on a par with the turkey illusion. The models might work in the short run, but cannot 
foresee the disaster looming ahead (Gigerenzer 2015). 
 KNOWN, UNKNOWN AND UNKNOWABLE RISK FRAMEWORK 
The ‘knowns and unknowns’ is a famous adage from former U.S. Defence Secretary Donald Rumsfeld 
in response to a question raised at the U.S. Department of Defence news briefing on February 12, 2002, 
about the lack of evidence for the supply of weapons of mass destruction to terrorist groups by the 
Government of Iraq. According to Rumsfeld, there exist three forms of knowledge and non-knowledge 
associated with risk. It is useful to categorise future risks into three main groups: known (K) risk, the 
unknown (u) risk, and the unknowable (U) risk, and alternatively termed in different ways: known 
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knowns, known unknowns and unknown unknowns; white swans, grey swans and Black Swans (Casti 
2011; Daase & Kessler 2007; Diebold, Doherty & Herring 2010; Sikich 2010). It is instructive to 
examine KuU risks separately, addressing their conceptual ideas and matching them with measurement 
principles, together with real world examples. 
• Known risks 
The risks associated with Known can be measured and disruption forecasted. The form of the risk and 
any related distribution can be specified in detail. The corresponding co-risks would have usually been 
established from prior experience and their usefulness understood and appreciated (Granger 2010). 
According to Sikich (2010), these events normally occur as a result of incompetence. For example, 
urbanisation, the rise of global middle class, the shift of economic power from West, ageing 
demographics, and global interconnectedness, are demographic related K risks in real estate. 
Dynamical models, with the use of tools from applied mathematics and computational analysis, 
effectively address many questions of practical concern, such as the theory of chaotic dynamical 
systems. In another direction, network analysis offers the possibility for understanding the deep, 
connective structure of systems like the internet, and to identify pressure points in that structure whose 
removal could lead to catastrophic systemic collapse. However, it is worth pointing out that there is no 
guarantee of being able to effectively predict a system’s behaviour. Even having good models and 
excellent data, there are normally limitations of applicability in every model (Casti 2011). For instance, 
real estate in developing countries is skewed in favour of K risk knowledge, primarily because of limited 
local historical event data and the focus on comparative market performance benchmarking methods. 
• Unknown risks 
This type of known unknown event is certainly the most commonly encountered situation, but its extent 
and full implications remain unclear due to the lack of judgement. These events may be quantifiable, 
but the time of occurrence is unknown. However, there are events where the location, timing and extent 
of the event are difficult to quantify (Granger 2010). Possible examples are a virus that evolves into a 
new and unexpected form, a natural event of an unusually large magnitude in a location where it is not 
expected. For example, in real estate, natural disasters (tsunami, earthquakes, hurricane, volcanic 
eruption) or a new virulent form of computer virus. Terrorist attacks could belong to this category, but 
most are in the known classification.  
 ‘Perfect storms’ is another term used to describe unknown risks, which are mostly aleatory uncertainties 
(randomness) in conjunctions with rare but known events. The story of the perfect storm arose with a 
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devastating storm in the Northern Atlantic that caught some boats by surprise and killed 12 people in 
October 1991. It was the result of a conjunction of a storm that started over the United States, a cold 
front coming from the north, and the tail of a tropical storm coming from the south. All three types were 
known before and occur regularly, but their conjunction is very rare (Paté-Cornell 2012). 
There are a lot of measured data which are to be processed using statistical and actuarial techniques to 
either construct a model that fits the data or to be able to infer what is more or less likely to turn up when 
we next observe the system; for example, severe weather events. The important point to note about this 
uncertainty is that the data are generally aggregated (that is, not expressed at the level of individuals), 
and is processed without the benefit of any underlying dynamical model (Casti 2011; Sikich 2010). 
• Unknowable risks 
This is the risk associated with unknown unknown events which is difficult, if not impossible, to model 
due to lack of knowledge in hand. These risks that cannot be identified in advance. No probabilities can 
be specified for some or all events, and no realistic boundaries can be stated for the consequences. The 
whole thing sounds like an oxymoron waiting to happen. For examples, alien invasion or grey goo 
catastrophe (hypothetical world’s end scenario involving molecular nanotechnology). The science 
fiction shelf is littered with imaginative scenarios for how this type of global shock might take place. In 
recognising the unknowable category, it is worth pointing out that if an event occurs, the level of 
awareness afterwards can be included in the unknown category and so some form of 
provision/adjustment can be made in future decisions (Casti 2011; Granger 2010; Makridakis, Hogarth 
& Gaba 2009; Taleb 2008).  
• Unknown known risks 
In addition to the aforesaid three categories of uncertainty, US Defence Secretary Donald Rumsfeld in 
2002 concealed the fourth category which is ‘unknown knowns’. These are the risks which it is decided 
not to know by forgetting, suppressing or repressing them. This type of uncertainty is quantifiable, but 
without data. The resolution of this uncertainty appears as a paradox that rests on the distinction between 
implicit versus explicit knowledge. Methodological tools are available to bring out emergent properties 
with a set of background assumptions. A particular scenario of the world in 2020 can be taken as an 
example. One possibility is computer simulation. The simulation may often produce unexpected 
emergent properties that make explicit what is implicit in the rule and background constraints imposed 
by the scenario. The model is the structure and the rules of the scenario, while the data actually has to 
be generated by a simulator (Casti 2011; Daase & Kessler 2007). 
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• At a glance view of KuU framework 
The introduction of probability in the definition of risk automatically implies its evaluation, which can 
be done only in situations where data is to hand. The deconstruction of model/data dichotomy into its 
constituent parts – model/no model, data/no data – can be used to analyse risks in various situations 
(O'Roarty 2005). The aforementioned four classes of uncertainties are summarised in Table 2.10, along 
with the possible models/data combination and methodologies appropriate to each category. These 
elements, then form the backbone of any scientific study of the unknown. 
Table 2.10: Model/ Data Dichotomy of Four Classes of Uncertainties 
  Empirical Knowledge 
   Data No data 
M
et
ho
do
lo
gi
ca
l 
K
n
o
w
le
dg
e 
Model Known knowns – Threat 
(dynamic system theory; network analysis) 
Unknown knowns – Risk 
(simulation) 
No 
model 
Known unknowns – Ignorance 
(statistical techniques) 
Unknown unknowns – Disaster 
(imagination and scenarios/stories) 
Source: Casti (2011); Daase and Kessler (2007) 
Similar understanding is made available by Snowden (2003) with the Cynefin framework which has 
four quadrants to explain complex social environments: known/simple, knowable/complicated, 
unknown/complex, and unknowable/chaotic. In other words, these four environments are also aligned 
with the aforesaid classification. These four domains are illustrated in different levels in the Cynefin 
model. In the Known domain, the relationship between cause and effect is obvious to all. In the 
Knowable/complicated domain, the relationship between cause and effect requires analysis or a form of 
investigation, and/or the application of expert knowledge. In the Unknown/complex quadrant, the cause 
and effect can only be perceived in retrospect. In the unknowable/chaotic domain, there is no 
relationship between cause and effect at systems level. 
Walker, Marchau and Swanson (2010) distinguished extreme levels of uncertainty into determinism and 
total ignorance. The following Table 2.11 tabulates four levels of uncertainties with two extremes that 
separate deep uncertainties (U) from the more tractable uncertainties (K). These levels are defined with 
respect to knowledge about the various aspects: the future world, the model of the relevant system for 
the future world, the outcomes from the system, and the weights that the various stakeholders will put 
on the outcomes. 
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Table 2.11: The Transition of Levels of Uncertainty from Determinism to Total Ignorance 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
   Deep uncertainty 
Context A clear enough 
future 
Alternate futures with 
probabilities 
A multiplicity of 
plausible futures 
Unknown futures 
    
System model A single system 
model 
A single system model 
with a probabilistic 
parameterisation 
Several system 
models with 
different structures 
Unknown system 
models; know we 
don’t know 
System 
outcomes 
A point estimate 
or confidence 
interval of each 
outcome 
Several sets of point 
estimates or confidence 
intervals of outcomes, 
with a probability attach 
to each set 
A known range of 
outcomes 
Unknown 
outcomes; know 
we don’t know 
Weights on 
outcomes 
A single 
estimate of the 
weights 
Several sets of weights, 
with a probability attach 
to each set 
A known range of 
weights 
Unknown weights; 
know we don’t 
know 
Determinism    Total ignorance 
Source: Walker, Marchau and Swanson (2010, p. 919) 
In a reduced form of classification, Makridakis, Hogarth and Gaba (2009) made a similar distinction 
between two types of uncertainty – ‘Subway Uncertainty’ and ‘Coconut Uncertainty’ – based on whether 
the uncertainty can be quantified or not. Hence, the deep uncertainties that cannot be quantified belong 
to the classification of ‘Coconut’ uncertainty. These are rare and unique events that are simply hard to 
envision. Uncertainties for which reasonable probabilistic predictions can be incorporated belong to the 
group ‘Subway’ uncertainties. The ‘Coconut’ uncertainty is termed in honour of a fictional character 
who died when a coconut dropped onto his head while he was enjoying the shade of a palm tree. 
Therefore, ‘Coconut’ uncertainty is the occurrence of a rare event with critical consequences. Though it 
is very unlikely, it cannot be considered as a negligible occurrence. Further simplifying these two terms, 
tossing a coin is a ‘Subway’ uncertainty while bubbles in the financial market is a ‘Coconut’ uncertainty. 
The word ‘Coconut’ is plagued not by Black Swans. Black Swans are only a small part of it, which by 
definition are inconceivable a priori and occur very rarely. 
A 
B 
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In other words, Oberkampf et al. (2004) made a clear distinction between aleatory and epistemic 
uncertainty in theory and in practice. Aleatory uncertainty is also referred to in the literature as inherent 
variation in the environment, irreducible uncertainty and stochastic uncertainty. When substantial 
experimental data are available, there is no argument that the correct model for aleatory uncertainty is a 
probability distribution. On the other hand, epistemic uncertainty derives from the level of ignorance 
and is also termed reducible uncertainty, subjective uncertainty, and state-of-knowledge uncertainty. 
The key feature that describes epistemic uncertainty is the lack of knowledge in modelling.  
As a result of increasing the level of awareness, the knowledge transits from total ignorance to 
determinism. When the data are available for U events, then it transits to the simple u category, further 
with the development of models, the knowledge is subsequently transited to the known category. A 
similar illustration of knowledge transition is made available by Snowden (2003) with the Cynefin 
framework as shown in Figure 2.23. With the availability of empirical and methodological knowledge, 
knowledge transits from U to u, then to knowable, and finally to K. However, the Obvious domain is 
next to Chaos because the extreme obviousness easily produces catastrophic failure. Thus, the boundary 
is represented by a cliff. The transition from K to U is like falling off the cliff due to loss of control. 
 
Figure 2.23: Knowledge Transition in Cynefin Model 
Source: Snowden (2003) 
 MEASURES OF DOWNSIDE RISK 
According to Gomory (1995), the taxonomy of knowledge is both measurement and theory. The KuU 
paradigm given in Table 2.12 is envisioned as measurement and theory. Knowledge as measurement 
focusses on measuring possible outcomes with probabilities, while knowledge as theory focusses on the 
conceptual model that helps to understand the underlying phenomenon. These are two mutually 
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reinforcing pillars as better measurement provides grist for the theory and better theory stimulates 
improved measurement (Diebold, Doherty & Herring 2010).  
Table 2.12: Knowledge as Measurement and Theory 
 Knowledge as measurement Knowledge as a theory 
K Risk – Both events and probabilities are known  Successful theory – The underlying model is well 
understood and termed as paradigm 
u Uncertainty/Ambiguity – Events are known but 
the probabilities cannot be assigned 
Hypothesis or, weak conjecture – The models has not 
come to the status of paradigm 
U Ignorance – Neither events nor probabilities are 
known 
No underlying model (or no model with scientific 
credibility) 
Author, adapted from Diebold, Doherty and Herring (2010) 
Data can get better in three main ways: (i) more accurate and timely measurement of already measured 
phenomena, as for instance with increased coverage of data once it moves from preliminary GDP release 
through to the final GDP release; (ii) better data can correspond to intrinsically new data about the 
phenomena that previously did not exist; and (iii) technological advances in data capture, transmission 
and organisation, as for example with ultra-high-frequency (trade-by-trade) data drawn from financial 
asset processes. Perhaps most importantly, better financial data can result from the determinants of risks 
and returns. However, better data in dealing with U is necessarily much more a conjecture (Diebold, 
Doherty & Herring 2010). 
Better measurement includes better econometric models to interpret the data. For instance, Colacito and 
Engle (2009) constructed a model of time varying volatility that incorporates non-stationarity and 
changing distributions, and so nudging statistical volatility modelling closer to addressing u and U. 
Similarly, Litzenberger and Modest (2008) developed a model allowing for regime switching in the 
data, with different types of trading strategies exposed to different crisis regimes and with regime 
transmission probabilities varying indigenously. However, there are always contrasting scholarly views 
to the sophisticated models. With the aid of rules of thumb/heuristics, Gigerenzer (2015) aligns better 
measurement with the principles of parsimony in increasing uncertainties.  
In the recent past, a great deal of attention has been paid to modelling the tail behaviour of the empirical 
distribution. The mathematical representation most generally used for aleatory uncertainty is a 
probability distribution. The dissemination of these distributions through modelling and simulation 
processes is well developed and is described in many texts (Oberkampf et al. 2004). This section 
identifies a range of possible measures of downside risks available in the existing literature. 
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• The Variance and Standard Deviation  
The variance (V) is a typically favoured measure for two-tailed risk, expressed in Equation 2.37, for a 
time series of xt, t = 1, 2……, n where x@ is the sample mean. 
b = ∑ (	 − @)!	, −   
Equation 2.37: Variance 
The variance is the correct measure of spread if the data are taken from the Gaussian distribution 
(normal), but practically Gaussians rarely occur in financial series (Granger 2010). The variance as a 
measure of risk gives equal importance to above and below the expected or mean return. This is not an 
issue if the distribution is normal. However, if the distribution is skewed, there is more uncertainty on 
one side of the mean than the other, while investors are more worried about the downside risk. 
Standard deviation as a square root of variance is extensively used in finance as a measure of investment 
risk. However, according to Taleb, Goldstein and Spitznagel (2009), risk managers should avoid using 
measures connected to standard deviation, such as regression models, R-squares, and betas. Risk 
management using standard deviation assumes that in a world of mild randomness, around two-thirds 
of changes should fall within the ±1 standard deviations. However, this is inapplicable in real life, where 
movements can exceed 10, 20, or sometimes even 30 standard deviations.  
• The Semi-variance 
Variance measures the variation around the mean. Markowitz (1959) argued a better measure of risk 
ought to be variance below a certain threshold. To deal with this limitation of variance, semi-variance 
was introduced. Semi-variance is one measure of the downside risk as it considers only the unfavourable 
variations below reference point (τ) (Rowland 2010). It is expressed in Equation 2.38 where max [ ] 
indicates the higher of the values separated by the comma and Ft(x) is the cumulative distribution 
function. If τ = x@, then it gives the semi-variance below the mean. 
Hbu(f) = v [%, (u − )]!if()uw  
Hbu = ∑ [%, (u − )]!	,  −   
Equation 2.38: Semi-variance  
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• The Lower Partial Moment (LPM) 
The traditional mean-variance concept has two main limitations: asset returns follow a symmetric bell 
shaped distribution, and investor risk aversion is ignored. Bawa, cited in Sing and Ong (2000) 
generalised the semi-variance measure of risk to reflect a less restrictive class of decreasing absolute 
risk averse utility functions. The generalised concept of downside risk is called lower partial variance 
of moment. LPM explicitly reflects the asymmetry and skewness of the probability distribution. LPM 
simply examines the k number of moments of degree below a certain threshold τ. A particular case is 
the k lower partial moment, as expressed in Equation 2.39. The variable k can also be viewed as a 
measure of risk aversion where risk aversion increases with k. By choosing the degree of moment, an 
investor can specify the measure to suit her or his risk aversion. Semi-variance is a special case of LPM 
for which the degree of the moment (k) is set to two (Sing & Ong 2000). 
xIE(>)(f) = v [%, (u − )]>if()uw  
xIE(>) = ∑ [%, (u − )]>	,  −   
Equation 2.39: Lower Partial Moment  
• The Sortino Ratio 
An investment with normally distributed returns will have the same level of riskiness under both 
standard deviation and semi-variance because the upside and downside risks will be treated equally. The 
use of downside deviation addresses this limitation. As developed by Dr. Frank Sortino, the Sortino ratio 
used a performance metric designed to measure downside deviation and the risk of failing to achieve an 
investor’s minimum accepted return (MAR). The Sortino ratio is calculated in the same way as the 
Sharpe ratio, except that the MAR replaces the risk-free rate and downside deviation replaces standard 
deviation (Kidd 2012). The calculation for the Sortino ratio is expressed in Equation 2.40. 
Sortino ratio = (Mean portfolio return - MAR)/Downside deviation 
Equation 2.40: Variance 
• Mean Absolute Deviation 
The mean absolute deviation (MAD) is another favoured measure for two-tailed risk expressed in 
Equation 2.41 below. The MAD is the relevant measure of dispersion when the data are taken from the 
double exponential distribution. However, MAD supersedes the variance due to poor statistical 
properties of variance that badly estimate the data which have a long-tailed sample. Further, the mean 
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could be replaced by a truncated mean or by the median if the series contains many outliers, but such 
changes are rarely required  (Granger 2010; Rowland 2010).  
EFy = ∑ |	 − @|	, −   
Equation 2.41: Mean Absolute Deviation 
• Value at Risk 
An obvious alternative measure of downside risk is to use lower-tailed quartile estimates, which is the 
basis for Value at Risk (VaR). VaR measures the worst expected loss from an investment over a given 
holding period at a certain confidence level, and expressed in Equation 2.42. However, VaR is measured 
by using normal distribution theory, and therefore limitation in the normality applies here. As a further 
limitation, VaR does not satisfy the subadditivity axiom and the use of VaR could thereby lead to excess 
risk taking (Granger 2010; Wojt 2009). Assume that the stochastic loss X follows the distribution Fz. 
Given α ∈ (0, 1), VaR}(X) is given by the smallest number x so that the probability that the loss X 
exceeds x is not greater than 1-α. 
bA()  = ~ ∈ ℝ: I( > ) ≤  −  
                  = ~ ∈ ℝ:  − f() ≤  −  
      = ~ ∈ ℝ: f() ≤  
Equation 2.42: Value at Risk 
• Expected Shortfall  
New ways of assessing risk have emerged due to the limitations and the weaknesses of VaR. Expected 
shortfall (ES) is one such subadditive method. ES is also known as tail VaR which combines aspects of 
the VaR methodology with more information about the distribution of returns in the tail. ES is defined 
as the expected value of the portfolio loss given a VaR exceedance has occurred. This is done by 
examining the conditional expectation and capturing the severity of not achieving a certain threshold 
value. Alternatively, it is the expected deviation of return falling below the target rate (Harlow 1991; 
Wojt 2009). Given the stochastic loss X and α ∈ (0, 1), ES is given by the following Equation 2.43. 
DH() = (| ≥ bA()) 
Equation 2.43: Expected Shortfall  
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• Monte Carlo Simulation 
Further Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) can be run to avoid the tremendous number of calculations that 
might be required for a realistic analysis of the uncertainties of variables. MCS is a computerised 
technique that picks at random from the probability distribution of each variable and works out a single 
cash flow and a level of return. However, this has not been widely adopted in property evaluation. Many 
investors are suspicious that the method operates like a black box into which data is fed and from which 
results appear (Rowland 2010). 
• Stress Testing 
Stress testing is a tool that equips management with the knowledge to make informed decisions by 
helping decision makers to evaluate the what-ifs, and to more efficiently weight risk and opportunity. 
Traditional stress testing is usually done by selecting an arbitrary number of worst case scenarios from 
the past. Whenever one sees a large movement in the past, one can conclude that a fluctuation would be 
the worst one can expect for the future (Creech 2016; Moody's Analytics 2013). There are distinct ways 
to categorise stress testing: sensitivity testing, scenario testing and reverse stress testing. 
- Sensitivity testing is performed by stressing one assumption at a time and gauging the magnitude of 
that individual assumption or risk (Creech 2016). 
- Scenario testing is conducted by stressing multiple assumptions, often historical or hypothetical 
scenarios that enable people to be creative by imagining alternative futures to capture dependencies 
among risk factors. The objective of scenario planning is to see the expected outcomes, thus enabling 
investors to make contingency plans (Gibson & Luck 2006; Rowland 2010).  
- Reverse stress testing inverts the approach taken under scenario testing. The outcome is defined and 
then the loss it would take to result in the outcome is assessed (Creech 2016; Moody's Analytics 
2013). 
Almost exclusively, K risk drives existing risk management theories and decision making. However, a 
large fraction of real-world risk management challenges falls in the domain of the unknown category. It 
is believed that known situations are often of relevance, but the most present risks are ranged from u to 
U which foreground attention to epistemic uncertainty. As opposed to aleatory/stochastic uncertainty, 
the mathematical illustration of epistemic uncertainty has proven to be a challenge. The standard 
approach is to replace the distributions of the extremes with a theory when data are rare. However, it is 
questionable whether it is relevant to apply such developed theories of independent series in a real case 
scenario (Bralver & Borge 2010; Diebold, Doherty & Herring 2010; Granger 2010; Oberkampf et al. 
2004). Therefore, the next section details the epistemic uncertainty surrounding the Black Swan theory.   
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2.5.2 BLACK SWAN EVENTS 
 DEFINING A BLACK SWAN 
Unpredictable events are labelled as a concrete and precise category of knowledge named ‘unknown’, 
‘improbable’ or ‘uncertain’. According to Taleb (2008), this category is simply characterised by a lack 
of knowledge. For instance, before the discovery of Australia the world was convinced all swans were 
white. The sighting of the first black swan illustrates the fragility of knowledge. Taleb (2008) coined 
the term ‘Black Swan’ to describe random events which have three key characteristics: ‘First, it is an 
outlier, as it lies outside the realm of regular expectations, because nothing in the past can convincingly 
point to its possibility. Second, it carries an extreme impact. Third, in spite of its outlier status, human 
nature makes us concoct explanations for its occurrence after the fact, making it explainable and 
predictable’ (p. xvii). 
Earlier, rare and extreme consequences associated with Black Swan events were included in the 
definition of disaster. The Oxford dictionary defines disaster as: ‘a sudden accident or a natural 
catastrophe that causes great damage or loss of life, an event or fact that leading to ruin or failure’ (p. 
407). Similarly, the United Nations international strategy for disaster reduction (2009) defined disaster 
as ‘a serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society involving widespread human, 
material, economic or environmental losses and impacts, which exceeds the ability of the affected 
community or society to cope using its own resource’ (p. 9). 
Similarly, Aven (2013) defines a Black Swan as a surprisingly extreme event relative to one’s 
belief/knowledge. The following Figure 2.24 illustrates this. Let Activity C denote the consequences of 
the activity in relation to values such as life, health, environmental care, assets and the like.  
 
Figure 2.24: The Black Swan’s Surprising Aspect: Micro Perspective 
Source: Aven (2015b) 
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Risk assessment of the activity is conducted at present, and as time goes by C may be realised. If the 
consequence deviates from the risk assessment, then it has become a surprise. Such surprising accidents 
are Black Swan events which a risk analyst had not predicted before. From a macro perspective looking 
at several similar activities, one cannot say it is a Black Swan event if such an occurrence was already 
predicted through risk analysis (Aven 2013). 
There exists a number of different approaches, strategies and measures that can be used to confront such 
events. Aven and Krohn (2014), following Aven (2013), identified three main types of Black Swan 
events which are defined as: 
i. Events that are completely unknown to the scientific environment (unknown unknown). 
ii. Events not on the list of known events from the perspective of those who carried out a risk analysis 
but known to others (unknown known). 
iii. Events on the list of known events in the risk analysis but judged to have a negligible probability 
of occurrence and therefore not believed to occur (known). 
The term Black Swan is used to express any of these types of events, implicitly assuming it carries an 
extreme impact (Aven 2015b). Black Swan logic makes what is unknown far more relevant than what 
is known. Higgins (2013b) formed a framework of uncertainty surrounding Black Swan events together 
with examples of such events, as illustrated in Figure 2.25. The framework separates Black Swan events 
into K, u and U based on the availability of models and data. 
 
Figure 2.25: Distinguishing the Knowns and Unknowns: Black Swan Event Framework 
Source: Higgins and Perera (2016, p. 231) 
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With reference to the previous discussion on K, u and U in sub-section 2.5.1.2, the known known is 
where it is known exactly what could happen and when; for example, the year 2000 millennium bug can 
be measured, and the disruption can be forecasted. Known unknown events can be quantifiable; for 
example, structures can be designed to withstand strong earthquakes, but the time of occurrence is 
unknown. The unknowable events are difficult, if not impossible, to model. For instance, there was no 
quantifiable information prior to the terrorist attack on the World Trade Centre on September 11, 2011 
(9/11). 
 WILD RANDOMNESS OF BLACK SWAN EVENTS 
Low predictability and large impact have made the Black Swan event a great puzzle. However, what is 
more surprising is not the magnitude of the forecast errors of the impact, but the absence of awareness 
of such events. There are two possible ways to study the phenomena of rare and extreme events with the 
use of two mutually exclusive types of randomness. The first is to rule out the extraordinary events as 
outliers and focus on the normal, which is the mild or Gaussian approach. The second approach is to 
consider the extremes, particularly if they carry an extraordinary cumulative effect, which is the wild, 
fractal or scalable power law approach (Mandelbrot & Taleb 2010; Taleb 2005, 2008). 
In a population that follows a mild randomness, one single observation with large deviation from 
normality may seem impressive by itself, but it will not disproportionately impact the aggregate due to 
averaging. The bell curve has thin tails where large events are too rare to be consequential. In simple 
words, using the Gaussian model is like focusing on the grass while missing the gigantic trees in the 
landscape (Mandelbrot & Taleb 2010). The probability of exceeding multiples of σ (standard deviation) 
is presented in the following Table 2.13. 
Table 2.13: Probability of Exceeding Multiples of Sigma 
0 σ 1 in 2 times 6 σ 1 in 10*108 times 
1 σ 1 in 6.3 times 7 σ 1 in 78*1010 times 
2 σ 1 in 44 times 8 σ 1 in 16*1014 times 
3 σ 1 in 740 times 9 σ 1 in 89*1017 times 
4 σ 1 in 32*103 times 10 σ 1 in 13*1022 times 
5 σ 1 in 35*105 times 20 σ 1 in 36*1087 times 
Source: Mandelbrot and Taleb (2010) 
The probability of exceeding 22 σ hits the probability of 1 in 10100 times. With a mild type of randomness 
such as height and weight, this type of probability is reasonable. It should be emphasised that the ratio 
varies with respect to a scale in the Gaussian model where the frequencies drop rapidly in an accelerating 
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way. Thus, the Gaussian model is termed non-scalable. Taleb (2008) devised this normality assumption 
as the Great Intellectual Fraud. However, the same cannot be said for variables in financial markets. For 
instance, the probability of exceeding 22 σ as per the Gaussian model has been exceeded with the stock 
market crashes in 1987 (Black Monday-Tuesday) and the European interest rate moves in 1992.  
Whereas, wild randomness is an environment in which a single observation can impact the total 
disproportionately. Those that are susceptible to wild randomness can only be expressed accurately 
using a fractal scale. Technically, fractal distribution defined by the following Equation 2.44 where  
is the probability of exceeding a variable x and α is the asymptotic power law exponent. Mandelbrot and 
Taleb (2010) demonstrate the fractal distribution of wealth in Europe as an example given in Table 2.14. 
I = d 
Equation 2.44: The Fractal Distribution 
Table 2.14: A Fractal Law with a Tail Exponent (α) of 2 
Richer than 1 million 1 in 62.5 P- = 1/62.5 ∗ 1) 
Richer than 2 million 1 in 250 P) = 1/62.5 ∗ 2) 
Richer than 4 million 1 in 1,000 P = 1/62.5 ∗ 4) 
Richer than 8 million 1 in 4,000 P = 1/62.5 ∗ 8) 
Richer than 16 million 1 in 16,000 P- = 1/62.5 ∗ 16) 
Richer than 32 million 1 in 64,000 P) = 1/62.5 ∗ 32) 
Richer than 320 million 1 in 6,400,000 P)0 = 1/62.5 ∗ 320) 
Source: Mandelbrot and Taleb (2010) 
The α can be changed to generate additional scenarios: lowering the α means increasing the probabilities 
of large deviations and increasing them will reduce the chance of occurrence. For example, if the α is 
one, the probability of exceeding a variable will decline by half in the above scenario. Since scalable 
laws do not yet yield precise forecasts, instead of relaxing on a bell curve an alternative methodology 
should be used where large deviations and stressful events dominate the analysis (Mandelbrot & Taleb 
2010). 
 TYPES OF BLACK SWAN EVENTS 
There is a growing significance of Black Swan events around the world. These Black Swan events can 
be grouped into three types: (i) natural, (ii) manmade, and (iii) hybrid disasters (Shaluf 2007). 
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(i) Natural disasters are catastrophic events resulting from natural forces which are an unplanned 
and socially disruptive event with a sudden and severe disruptive effect. These are often termed 
Acts of God where there is no human control. The impact of a natural disaster is localised to a 
geographical region and a specific period. A disaster can be high-impact if it has a greater direct 
effect on the community over a longer period (Shaluf 2007; Turner & Pidgeon 1997). 
(ii) Manmade disasters are those catastrophic events that result from human decisions. These non-
natural disasters can be sudden or occur over a prolonged period. Sudden manmade disasters 
include socio-technical disasters which arise due to the interaction between internal factors and 
external factors, and due to the accumulated unnoticed facts. The impact of a socio-technical 
disaster sometimes transcends geographical boundaries and can even have transgenerational 
effects. On the other hand, long-term manmade disasters tend to refer to national and international 
conflicts involving either conventional or unconventional warfare (Higgins 2014a; Richardson 
1994; Shaluf 2007; Turner & Pidgeon 1997).  
(iii) Hybrid disasters result from both human error and natural forces. These could include: 
deforestation resulting in soil erosion and subsequent heavy rain causing landslides; floods 
ravaging communities built on a known floodplain; locating residential premises and factories at 
the foot of an active volcano, or in an avalanche area (Shaluf 2007). 
The Emergency Events Database (EM-DAT) distinguishes between two generic categories for 
disasters: natural and technological. The natural disaster category is divided into 5 sub-groups: 
geophysical, meteorological, hydrological, climatological, biological, and extra-terrestrial (hazard 
caused by asteroids, meteoroids, and comets). The technological disaster category is divided into three 
sub-groups: industrial, transport and miscellaneous (Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of 
Disasters [CRED] 2018). Table 2.15 summarises disaster types along with their sub-disasters and forms. 
Table 2.15: Types of Disasters 
Type Sub-disaster Forms 
Natural Geophysical phenomena Earthquakes, Tsunamis, Volcanic eruptions 
Topographical phenomena Landslides, Avalanches 
Meteorological, Hydrological, 
Climatological phenomena 
Windstorms, Tornadoes, Hailstorms and 
snowstorms, Sea surges, Floods 
Droughts, Famine, Heatwaves/cold waves 
Biological phenomena                                                  Infestations, Epidemics  
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Type Sub-disaster Forms 
Manmade Socio-technical   
Technological disasters Fire, Explosions, Leakage, Toxic release, 
Pollutions, Structural collapse 
Transportation disasters                   Air disasters, Land disasters, Sea disasters 
Other Digital Threats, Financial Threats, Computer system 
breakdown, Distribution of defective products 
Warfare  
National Civil war, Civil strikes, Civil disorder, Bomb 
threats/terrorist attack 
International  
Conventional war    War between two armies from different countries, 
Sieges, Blockades 
Non-conventional war    Nuclear, Chemical, Biological 
Source: Higgins and Perera (2016, p. 229)  
• Black Swan events around the Globe 
There is significant evidence of wild randomness. In the first half of 2017, there were 350 natural 
catastrophes. The top three natural catastrophes in the first half of 2017, ranked on the basis of total 
economic damage, include floods in Peru (15-19.03.2017), severe storm in the US (across Colorado, 
New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma) (08-11.05.2017), and Cyclone ‘Debbie’ in Australia (27.03-
06.04.2017). The following Table 2.16 compares the natural catastrophes against the average and the 
top year.  
Table 2.16: Comparison of World Natural Catastrophes in the First Half of 2017 
 The first 
half of 
2017 
The first 
half of 
2016 
10-year average 
of the first half 
2007-2016 
30-year average 
of the first half 
1987-2016 
Top Year 
1985-2014 
Number of all the events 350 390 310 240 620 (2012) 
Overall losses (USD m) 41,000 111,000 102,000 66,000 210,000 (2011) 
Insured losses (USD m) 19,500 32,000 29,000 16,000 37,500 (2011) 
Fatalities 3,200 5,100 47,000 28,000 222,570 (2010) 
Source: Munich Re (2017a); CRED (2018) 
The amount of economic losses in the first half of 2017 is lower than 2016 but above the average. The 
highest amount of losses is marked in 2011, caused by the earthquake in Japan, whereas the earthquake 
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in Haiti in 2010 resulted in the highest number of fatalities (Munich Re 2017a). Top three natural 
catastrophes, based on the total damage recorded in the second half of 2017, include hurricane ‘Harvey’ 
in the US (25-29.08.2017), hurricane ‘Maria’ in Puerto Rico (20.09.2017), and hurricane ‘Irma’ in the 
US (10-28.09.2017). 
Many natural disasters occur in defined locations. With the advancement of geological sciences, 
environmental parameters become apparent, but the timing and magnitude of occurrence remains 
unclear. Further, there may be new forms of unknowable futures without any prior evidence (Bardhan 
& Edelstein 2010). For instance, seismic activities occur with movements of Earth’s tectonic plates, 
though timing and intensity are unknown (Higgins 2015). The following Figure 2.26 shows the 
geographical dispersion of the natural catastrophes around the globe in 2017. 
 
Figure 2.26: The Dispersion of Worldwide Natural Catastrophes in 2017 
Source: Munich Re (2017b) 
Many organisations, led by the United Nations Environmental Program and the Centre for Research on 
the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED), maintain databases of historic disasters. According to CRED, 
for a disaster to be entered into the database at least one of the following criteria must be fulfilled: 
(i) Ten or more people reported killed. 
(ii) 100 people reported affected. 
(iii) Declaration of a state of emergency. 
(iv) Call for international assistance. 
According to the sigma terminology, a catastrophe is identified in the sigma database when insured 
losses, total economic losses, or the number of casualties, exceed a certain threshold. The following 
Table 2.17 presents the thresholds for 2016. 
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Table 2.17: Sigma Event Selection Criteria for 2016 
Insured losses thresholds  
Maritime disasters USD19.9 million 
Aviation USD39.8 million 
Other losses USD49.5 million 
or Total economic losses threshold USD99.0 million  
or Casualties  
Dead or missing 20 
Injured 50 
Homeless 2,000 
Source: Swiss Re Institute (2017, p. 2) 
Based on the sigma criteria, Figure 2.27 shows the level of recorded natural catastrophes and manmade 
disasters during the period 1970-2016.  
 
Figure 2.27: Natural Catastrophes and Manmade Disasters: Number of Events 1970-2016 
Source: Swiss Re Institute (2017) 
The chart above shows an upward trend, where the number of recorded events has increased from 94 to 
336 in the past 40 years. The highest reading in the upswing in manmade disasters occurred in 2005, 
related to fires and explosions in industrial operations and in the oil and gas industry. 
Black Swan events are increasingly dominating the environment. The increasing complexity of the 
world is made up of a tangled web of relationships such as internet and globalisation. This complexity 
not only increases the incidence of Black Swan events, but also makes forecasting even the ordinary 
events impossible (Taleb, Goldstein & Spitznagel 2009). 
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• Black Swan events in Australia 
Australia experiences a range of natural disasters which cause great financial hardship for individuals 
and communities and can result in loss of life. Hence, the following Figure 2.28 categorises the number 
of events which occurred in Australia in the period 1970-2017. This longitudinal history uses the EM-
DAT disaster definition criteria to categorise natural disasters into climatological events, geophysical 
events, meteorological events, and hydrological events. Across the period 1970-2017, there were 113 
meteorological events (storm and extreme temperature), 63 hydrological events (flood and landslide), 
44 climatological events (drought and wildfire), and 3 geophysical events (earthquakes). Figure 2.28 
show that meteorological events occur frequently across the country, whereas geophysical events are 
less common in Australia.  
 
Figure 2.28: Total Reported Natural Disasters around Australia between 1970-2017 
Author, adapted from CRED (2018) 
According the year book of Australia, 2008 published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 
(2008), common disasters in Australia include tropical cyclones, floods, severe storms, bushfires, 
landslides, and moderate sized earthquakes. Out of these, floods are estimated to be the costliest natural 
disasters in Australia. As tropical cyclones are seasonal, the majority occur between December and 
April. Bushfires are an intrinsic part of the ecosystem of Australia, and they can originate from hybrid 
sources. The top 10 events that occurred in Australia during the period 1980-2014, ordered by overall 
economic losses, is given in Appendix 2.1.  
 BLACK SWAN EXPOSURE ON REAL ESTATE 
Sophisticated institutional investors have a complex system of asset allocation that is divided into two 
broad categories: (i) strategic allocation, and (ii) tactical allocation. Strategic asset allocation is primarily 
concerned with partitioning investment capital into fixed percentages for allocation into different asset 
classes that best meet the long-term strategy of an investor. On the other hand, tactical asset allocation 
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responds to changes in short-term capital market expectations rather than to investor circumstances. 
When intrinsic value changes materially out of line with economic fundamentals, there is pressure to 
make tactical adjustments, thus offering investment managers the opportunity to generate improved 
returns (Canto 2006; Reddy et al. 2013). Thus, investors’ risk appetite fluctuates in the presence of short-
lived Black Swan exposure.  
As per Figure 2.29, the quarterly time series of risk appetite from the empirical estimation conducted by 
Gai and Vause (2006) for the period of 1983-2005 provides evidence that UK investors’ risk appetite is 
likely to be stable during tranquil periods. However, risk appetite moves sharply in response to particular 
exogenous manmade disasters, such as the stock market crash, the Asian crisis, the Russian crisis, and 
the bursting of the internet bubble. 
 
Figure 2.29: Estimated Risk Appetite 
Source: Gai and Vause (2006, p. 179) 
Moving further in the timeline, the GFC of 2007-2009 had direct and indirect impact on the commercial 
property market from ownership and investment perspectives, as identified in the voluminous scholarly 
research. It is evident in the existing literature that this impact resulted from the liquidity hoarding 
behaviour of the banks for the financing of commercial property. The fear of  inaccessibility to the 
interbank market resulted in liquidity hoarding which was the rational response to a build-up of cash 
positions in banks (Acharya, Gromb & Yorulmazer 2012; Ashcraft, McAndrews & Skeie 2011). This 
impact was further compounded by the strong relationship between the property markets and the capital 
markets. Increased cost of capital due to the credit crunch had resulted in an increased risk premium 
attached to property which reduced investors’ viability in retaining their existing portfolios. At the time, 
large fund managers, including superannuation funds in the overall investment market, reported 
significant declines in value in the US, Europe and Australia, despite government actions to stimulate 
the economy (Adair, Parsa & Grissom 2010; Eves 2010; Newell & Najib Razali 2009).  
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According to Thangaraj and Chan (2012), and Newell and Najib Razali (2009), property developers and 
REITs were the most affected sectors in the GFC where significant erosion in market capitalisation was 
observed. The GFC eroded the peak market capitalisation of Australian REITs (A-REITs) from AUD 
147 billion in 2007 to AUD 74 billion in 2010 (Australian Securities Exchange, cited in Thangaraj & 
Chan 2012). The steep decline of asset values during the GFC was magnified by high leverage in the A-
REIT sector. The average gearing level for the A-REITs sector was around 10% in the mid-1990s, 
increasing to 45% by the end of 2007. In the post-GFC period, the sector average gearing level reduced 
to 32% as many funds have improved their capital management (Reddy & Woon-Weng 2017). 
For property fund managers, the impact of Black Swan events can be twofold: place/location and 
space/operation. First, place risks (earthquakes, hurricanes, and the like) can damage physical buildings. 
Secondly, space risk (global financial crisis, cyber-attacks) associated with the economic loss for the 
space occupier may spread across several unrelated locations (Higgins 2015). To avoid place risks, 
investment policies will exclude certain geographies that will likely have a material impact on 
investment risks and returns (Queensland Government 2017). The known unknown Black Swan events 
relating to impact on place and space risks are presented in Table 2.18. 
Table 2.18: Place and Space Risks of Black Swan Events 
Form Place Risk Space Risk Comments of Vulnerability 
Natural Disasters    
Seismic activity √  Location with factors of urban growth and 
limited planning and building policies 
Weather related √  Highly localised impact, coastal areas 
(hurricanes) and low-lying areas (floods) 
Infectious virus √ √ Variations in relation to disease, environmental 
condition and treatment capability 
Manmade disasters    
Investment strategies  √ Insecurity of scientific approaches within 
unpredictable markets 
Armed conflicts √  Interwoven with religion, social instability and 
economic poverty 
Violence (Terrorism) √  Normally, specifically focussed relating to 
perceived compensation and rewards 
Technical (Infrastructure) √ √ Failures in design, operation and management 
Cyber attacks  √ Critical internet infrastructure can be attacked 
leading to failure of systems 
 Source: Higgins (2014a, p. 249) 
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The modern world is technologically well advanced, but it makes things a lot more unpredictable. 
Advances in digital technology can lead to increased connectivity, making a secondary space impact 
significantly more evident after a major Black Swan event. Increasing application of artificial 
intelligence, and the loss in robustness, resulted in complications (Buhl 2012; Higgins 2014a, 2015; 
Taleb 2012). Thus, manmade complex systems decrease, even eliminate, predictability and cause 
outsized events by developing chains of reactions due to interconnectedness in the system. The 
following section details manmade structural changes in the commercial real estate market. 
2.5.3 STRUCTURAL CHANGES  
 DEFINING A STRUCTURAL CHANGE 
A structural change implies a change in the structure of the economy in one or more dimensions which 
is primarily concerned with the distribution of output across sectors, industries, states or regions. Since 
these segments of the economy are mutually interdependent, drivers of structural change that directly 
impact on a particular sector/industry may have significant repercussions on another. In conjunction 
with compositional change across sectors, transformations of the economy related to geographic 
distribution of activities, the workforce and the population may also exhibit structural changes (Connolly 
& Lewis 2010; Downes, P & Stoeckel 2006; Productivity Commission 2013). 
According to Prescott (2006), there must be a change in one or more of three key variables: endowment, 
technology, and preferences. Endowment refers to the factors of production available to the production 
process at a point in time. Technology includes the knowledge embodied in the hardware as well as 
intangible factors such as management practices and know-how. The preferences refer to the consumer’s 
utility level for different goods and services, in different quantities and combinations. To these three 
economic fundamentals a fourth, ‘institutions’, is often added which refers to the set of laws, rules and 
regulations, governance frameworks and policies that constrain or encourage the acts of production and 
consumption (Productivity Commission 2013). These sources of structural changes positioned a new 
equilibrium on the production frontier (See Appendix 2.2). 
Generally, structural changes are measured over medium to long-term, even though short-term shocks 
are common in nature, such as driven by changes in capacity utilisation, lumpy investment, market 
bubbles, cyclical crises, natural disasters, and other irregularities. There is a risk that measuring 
structural change over a short run could provide an inaccurate picture of economic transformations. 
These medium to long-term structural changes can happen with varying intensity. Some of them occur 
gradually over time; for instance, population ageing, rising educational attainment, or resource 
depletion. Another set of structural changes may occur rapidly, such as innovations, policy decisions, or 
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international developments such as a financial crisis (Productivity Commission 2013). 
Structural change in the Australian economy is measured using the structural change index (SCI). The 
SCI summarises information about changes in the distribution of economic activity, usually output or 
employment, into a single indicator (Connolly & Lewis 2010; Productivity Commission 2013). The SCI 
computation is given in absolute terms, as shown in the following Equation 2.45 where Sit is the 
percentage employment share of the sector i in the economy at time t. The total is divided by two so as 
to avoid counting the same shifts twice. The value of SCIt is ranged between zero and 100, with a value 
of zero representing no structural change between time t-1 and time t, and a value of 100 representing a 
complete change in composition over the period. 
He	 = ! 4 |H	 − H	|,  
Equation 2.45: Structural Changes Index 
 CORPORATE REAL ESTATE STRUCTURAL CHANGES 
Since 1993, the University of Reading has undertaken an annual survey of corporate real estate practice. 
In consideration of the real estate sector of the economy, there are structural changes in the property 
market that had, or will have, flow-on effects on real estate globally over years and decades. A 
longitudinal analysis over a long period enabled a detailed analysis of the major trends in corporate real 
estate. According to Bardhan and Edelstein (2010), the historical background of a KuU real estate 
frontier highlights how several non-economic sources of uncertainty have interacted with the property 
market and driven major changes, as demonstrated by following examples: 
(i) The development of property rights for land created the first defensible property and marks an 
influential moment in real estate markets. 
(ii) Socio-cultural developments intricately intertwined with the demand for land, such as 
unforeseeable situations including massive rural-urban migration, the changing feudal structure, 
and industrial capitalism. 
(iii) The evolution of the structure of family and the household has been a source of unexpected change 
in the real estate market. 
(iv) The creation of specialised real estate assets brought about by the rise of professionalisation, as 
well as by organisational imperatives. 
(v) Technological advances have also altered the uncertainty frontier, such as the invention of new 
material and advanced engineering techniques. 
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(vi) Development in the field of finance leads to the emergence of modern finance, such as real estate 
finance. 
The R&D team of TIAA Henderson Real Estate (2014) undertook research to identify a long list of 
megatrends and assess their potential impact on real estate. The research findings revealed the ‘Famous 
Five’ demographic focused megatrends which have high impact on real estate: urbanisation, the rise of 
global middle class, the shift of economic power from the West, ageing demographics, and global 
interconnectedness, as shown in Figure 2.30. 
 
Figure 2.30: Ranking of Demographic Focussed Megatrends 
Source: TIAA Henderson Real Estate (2014, p. 3) 
Gibson and Luck (2006) classified them under four major trends in corporate real estate: new working 
practices, outsourcing, technological infrastructure, and corporate real estate management and strategy. 
According to Bardhan and Edelstein (2010), major structural changes in real estate are driven by a 
number of economic and non-economic factors, as featured in Figure 2.31. 
 
Figure 2.31: Major Driving Forces in Real Estate 
Source: Bardhan and Edelstein (2010, p. 147) 
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In addition to the four drivers illustrated in Figure 2.31, structural changes in real estate discussed in the 
literature also include demographic factors, such as population growth, household formation and ageing 
population demographics (McMahan 2006; Rowland 2010), and environmental factors such as land 
degradation, responses to the climate change, and preferences for green concepts about sustainability 
(Rowland 2010). Moreover, the driving forces of change are identified by adopting an environmental 
scanning technique. Environmental scanning technique is a six sector approach where driving forces 
can be categorised as demography, society, economy, governance, technology, and environment 
(Haynes & Nunnington 2010). 
Similarly, strategic analytical techniques include: PESTEL (Political, Economic, Social, Technological, 
Environmental and Legal) analysis; SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) 
analysis; and Porter’s five forces analysis (Threat of potential entrants, Bargaining power of suppliers, 
Bargaining power of buyers, Threat of substitutes and Competitive rivalry). These techniques are used 
to evaluate the potential impacts of the main drivers for change in the business environment. Haynes 
and Nunnington (2010) adopted the PESTEL approach to assess these changes in the real estate 
environment, as summarised below: 
- Political factors include changes in government policy and regulations that may have a direct 
consequential effect on real estate strategies. 
- Economic factors relate to changes in economic activity, such as GDP, employment, interest rates, 
money supply, that may need to be considered in property procurement. Further, Rowland (2010) 
adds growth in household wealth, disposable income, and changes in industrial productivity, as 
economic factors related structural changes. 
- Social factors embrace changing working patterns and leisure patterns that relate to cultural 
differences, health and employee welfare. 
- Technological factors enable organisations and employees to use technologies to be more 
productive and profitable. 
- Environmental factors relate to energy efficiency, recycling and sustainability, which are directly 
linked to sustainable developments and the green building agenda. 
- Legal factors create legal boundaries within which organisations operate. 
Megatrends tap into sustained evolutionary trends that impact at a global level across the PESTEL 
factors. Although these factors influence real estate performance, the extent and timing of changes are 
generally hard to predict. Yet, real estate investors need to consider the industry drivers of a city’s 
economy to anticipate the scale and nature of demand for real estate, and to gain benefits from structural 
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changes (Rowland 2010; TIAA Henderson Real Estate 2014). The following sub-sections give a brief 
real estate environmental scan, adopting the PESTEL approach. These factors are not mutually 
exclusive, but one factor may be related to another as a driving force for a change.  
• Political and legal structural changes 
Financial deregulation in Australian in the 1980s created the credit expansion that heavily bank-financed 
new supply of offices, as well as adding to demand for financial and non-financial businesses, 
particularly in Sydney CBD. However, imprudent debt finance with low-level of tenant pre-commitment 
and inadequate research were some of the key factors which caused the economic recession, with the 
office market being the most vulnerable. Real capital values were 60% below the 1989 peak and the 
vacancy rate spiked to 23.3% in December 1993 (World Economic Forum 2015a). Hence, financial 
market regulation can play a significant role in market correction. According to the World Economic 
Forum (2015b), examples of public sector policies that potentially impact on real estate at international, 
country and local levels are: 
(i) Urban planning policies potentially drive up land and, then, asset prices, leading to investors and 
homeowners acquiring larger mortgages. 
(ii) Taxes on transactions reduce market liquidity and limit the market signalling mechanism through 
capitalisation rates and rents. 
(iii) Policies that delay supply-side responses, such as planning requirements and construction 
approvals, up-front taxes, infrastructure fees. 
(iv) Public sector requirements for office and other uses of space that can change property market 
demand-supply fundamentals. 
(v) Policies addressing financial distress and insolvency can have an impact on the probability of a 
boom, and the profile of the following downturn and recovery. For example, fire sales of 
distressed assets can reduce investment and output due to the dislocations of security prices and 
the reduction in bank balance sheets. 
• Economic structural changes 
According to Haynes and Nunnington (2010) and Rowland (2010) economic structural changes include 
changes in macroeconomic drivers such as GDP, employment, interest rates, inflation, money supply, 
household wealth, disposable income, and changes in industrial productivity. One of the most significant 
macroeconomic drivers that affects real estate is interest rate movements. The impact is significant as 
high level of leverage may contribute to increased cost of capital (Bardhan & Edelstein 2010). In 
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addition to the changes in economic variables, the R&D team of TIAA Henderson Real Estate (2014) 
identified urbanisation, the shift of economic power from the West, and the rise of the global middle 
class, as demographic focused megatrends which have high impact on real estate. 
- Urbanisation: The great urbanisation wave will inevitably require major private and public sector 
investment in infrastructure for cities to be successful. The early movers will benefit from this wave 
of urbanisation by identifying the most promising markets and understanding local planning 
legislation, environmental and other fundamental drivers of real estate supply and demand. 
- The shift of economic power from the West: The economic power in the West is challenged by 
emerging markets in the East and South. Asia’s role is particularly significant, mainly in China and 
India due to huge populations and rapid urbanisation (Connolly & Lewis 2010; Downes, P & 
Stoeckel 2006). This change will require more commercial space as they attract new businesses. 
Early movers will be rewarded when those emerging markets are seeing phenomenal growth. 
Therefore, it is important to identify new growth markets before they become saturated. 
- The rise of the global middle class: The rising middle class will generate robust growth in 
consumer spending, which attracts opportunities for real estate investors or developers. Having 
identified the most compelling opportunities, the key to investment success lies in execution. 
Understanding local market dynamics and consumer preferences, as well as considering the wider 
rules of international real estate investment, are the keys. 
• Social structural changes 
It is evident that the ageing population is a key demographic factor in social structural change. According 
to TIAA Henderson Real Estate (2014), ageing of the population results in declining economic growth 
which can negatively affect the demand for real estate. As per the ABS (2017), between 1996 and 2016, 
the population of people aged 65 years and over increased from 12.0% to 15.3%, and the population of 
people aged 85 years and over almost doubled from 1.1% to 2.0% in 2016. Despite common perceptions, 
the elderly population represents a significant spending group. Thus, real estate investors should take a 
proactive approach in meeting their expectations. Further, in the light of longer life spans, more people 
tend to postpone their retirement or choose to work part-time. These shifts in working patterns need to 
be accounted in real estate decision making. 
Further, the last century has been witnessed three structural changes in workplace environments. First, 
the separation of ownership and management was established as a breakthrough in organisational 
structure. Second, the command and control chain was set up to form bureaucratic patterns of workplace 
hierarchy aligning to the concept ‘Fordism’. The third initiative is reshaping the organisation by shifting 
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from Fordism to ‘Post Fordism’ (Drucker, cited in Duffy, Laing & Crisp 1993). The concept of 
‘flexibility’ has occupied an increasingly important role in social scientific and managerial thinking 
related to ‘Post Fordism’. The workplace should be designed for increased organisational flexibility in 
the use of space and time, quicker response to market needs and higher expectations for quality held by 
employees. Hence, workplace flexibility is a broad concept that enables staff to be more productive in 
the right location and on the right device. This has resulted in a more flexible, Post-Fordist structure of 
work (Laing 1993; Vallas 1999).  
Workplace flexibility evolved due to several factors: economic pressure, productivity pressure, pressure 
on talent, environmental pressure and technological pressure. A significant proportion of teleworking 
brings economic benefits by reducing employee-related costs such as travel (53%) and reductions in the 
cost of real estate (48%). Further, the empirical results revealed that the productivity of flexible workers 
is better than office-based staff. Also, companies have benefitted from flexible working by expanding 
their talent pools beyond what can be attained within limited geographical boundaries. Moreover, the 
environmental pressure of establishing green credentials is achieved through flexible working. Flexible 
working enables a lower carbon footprint per employee and fewer overall commuting kilometres every 
working day (Logicalis 2012). 
The most critical pressure has evolved with technological advancement which is the root of all the other 
pressures imposed on workplace flexibility. Technology is enabling innovative companies to support 
working patterns that alter traditional concepts of workplace design, use, and management. Therefore, 
geographic distance and borders are increasingly irrelevant and transparent. Technological 
developments are enabling mobility in a way not seen before through cloud computing and hot desking, 
activity based working, a robust suite of collaboration tools, and the development of national 
infrastructure (Brynjolfsson & McAfee 2014; Duffy, Laing & Crisp 1993; Logicalis 2011, 2012; 
Rowland 2010; TIAA Henderson Real Estate 2014). The impact of technology on real estate’s footprint 
is detailed in the next sub-section. 
• Technological structural changes 
The process of discovery or innovation, or technological progress itself, depends on antifragile tinkering 
and aggressive risk bearing rather than formal education (Taleb 2012). Technology has significantly 
changed the way people live, work and communicate, but also has created an interconnected global 
village. Information technology improves the transparency of real estate markets, which effectively 
shrinks the world, causing it to become more homogeneous and making the global real estate market 
more accessible. Greater market transparency and accessibility to information will also continue to 
support a higher volume of international capital flows. The continual technological revolution has 
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radically altered functionality and the operationality of the built environment. Interconnectedness has 
reversed well-established trends in the commercial property market. For example, the 
telecommunication revolution altered the trend towards increased office space per worker, and the 
traditional distinction between retail and wholesale logistics (McMahan 2006; Rowland 2010; TIAA 
Henderson Real Estate 2014). Roulac (1996) described these structural breaks from past patterns as 
‘transformation forces’ which make forecasting more difficult. According to Downes, L and Nunes 
(2014) defined this as the ‘big bang disruption’ which is the result of disruptive technologies with the 
power to undermine stable businesses. 
However, obsolescence can be rapidly induced by technological advancement. Joseph Schumpeter 
coined the term ‘creative destruction’ to denote the continual product and process innovation mechanism 
by which new production units created value and replaced outdated production units (Brynjolfsson & 
McAfee 2014). In the real estate context, obsolescence increases the likelihood of prolonged vacancies 
and subsequently may lower long-term growth in rents and capital values of investments (Rowland 
2010). Thus, the property industry’s survival and continued development relies on an integrated 
understanding of how technological advancement is continually influencing real estate demand. 
Globalisation is a driver of the real estate economy with increasing economic and financial integration 
while bringing an elevated risk of contagion. The global shift toward e-commerce is changing how the 
retail and logistics industries operate. Technological advancements, social media platforms, 
globalisation and cost aspects have significantly changed the consumers’ channels of purchasing. Thus, 
global sourcing of industrial supply chains can impact on the demand for real estate space, as with 
increased interconnectedness with technology. The conventional way of using real estate has changed 
from distribution centres to stores (Bardhan & Edelstein 2010; JLL 2017a; Prologis 2015). The shift 
from in-store to online creates a shift in how retailers use real estate, substituting logistics space for 
retail storefronts. 
• Environmental structural changes 
Environmental factors relate to energy efficiency, recycling and sustainability, which is directly linked 
to sustainable development (Haynes & Nunnington 2010). The concept explores the relationship among 
economic development, social equity and environmental friendliness, which are frequently known as 
the triple bottom line (Rogers, Jalal & Boyd 2012; Wheeler 2013). The most widely used definition is 
that of the Brundtland Commission: ‘development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (Brundtland 1987 p. 41). 
However, this definition is open to criticism as it is difficult to define the boundaries of needs and it 
represents the interests of industrialised countries. According to the World Bank, ‘Sustainable 
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development means basing developmental and environmental policies on a comparison of costs and 
benefits and on careful economic analysis that will strengthen environmental protection and lead to 
rising and sustainable levels of welfare’ (World Bank, cited in Rogers, Jalal & Boyd 2012, p. 44). 
Acknowledging this normative foundation implies a transition from economic to ecological perspective.  
Sustainable development applies to buildings and constructed works. A sustainable built environment 
can be achieved by: reducing environmental impacts and hazardous substances; minimising lifecycle 
costs through optimising structural potential; efficient use of energy, water, building materials and land; 
and enhancing a building’s serviceability and functionality. Thus, sustainability brings together a set of 
multidisciplinary indicators into a single agenda (Kibert 2016; Kulatunga & Amaratunga 2010; 
Lützkendorf & Lorenz 2005). Currently, various interlinking developments and movements on an 
international level, as well as recent research outcomes, indicate the trend towards sustainable 
development under four coherent sections (as illustrated in Figure 2.32): motivation in the financial and 
investment sectors, empirical evidence from property research, government interference, and 
standardised and harmonised indicators. 
 
Figure 2.32: Trends for Sustainable Development in Property and Construction 
Source: Lützkendorf and Lorenz (2005, p. 219) 
Increased motivation for financial and investment sectors supports sustainable development through the 
introduction of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) or Socially Responsible Investment (SRI) 
policies (Lützkendorf & Lorenz 2005; Schaefer, Gromer & Neligan 2012). Further, property 
researchers’ success in empirically proving the financial benefits of sustainable buildings also indicates 
the trend towards sustainable development. Also, energy efficiency directives, tax credit schemes, and 
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subsidy programs, indicates the endeavour of governments to promote sustainable development. 
Furthermore, the development of standardisation and harmonisation indicators (for example, green 
building challenge, green building rating systems, the International Standardization Organization (ISO) 
rating system) are used to assess the integrated environmental performance of buildings (Lützkendorf 
& Lorenz 2005). Hence, the demand for greener properties has increased due to the growing acceptance 
of this trend. 
 REVISITING THE STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE AUSTRALIAN ECONOMY 
Structural change in the Australian economy in recent decades has been driven by both global and 
domestic developments. These structural changes can be elaborated by reference to the changes in 
factors discussed in the preceding sections. However, these factors are interrelated and change in one 
may reflect on another. 
Over time, structural change in the factors of production is highly visible in the economy. The structure 
of the Australian economy has gradually shifted away from agriculture and manufacturing towards 
services, with the mining industry growing in importance. The rate of structural change appears to have 
increased in the past, driven by the rise in resource export prices and mining investment. Thus, economic 
activity shifted towards the resource-rich states of Queensland and Western Australia. Further, 
endowments of labour can bring about changes in the available supply of labour. The increased labour 
force participation of women and older Australians, combined with rising average educational 
attainment, are likely to have been both causes and consequences of structural change. Also, Council of 
Australian Government reforms have pursued a reduction in regulatory burdens on firms and an increase 
the national stock of human capital (Connolly & Lewis 2010; Productivity Commission 2013). 
Global connectedness is expected to contribute to the relative expansion of industries that are more 
capital and high-skilled labour intensive. Improvements in communications and transport technologies, 
combined with more open economic policies in Australia, have led to a growth of international capital 
inflows, increased trade, and greater labour mobility. Since the 1990s, policy changes and 
microeconomic reforms have exposed Australian firms to increased competitive pressures, stimulating 
greater efficiency and fostering reduced prices. On the demand side also, there is dramatic change in 
tastes and preferences due to the ageing population and rising income levels. These changes have 
resulted in an increased demand for household services such as health, education, housing and 
communications, while spending on food, clothing and consumer durables have declined (Downes, P & 
Stoeckel 2006; Productivity Commission 2013). Since economic drivers have been identified as key 
determinants in the real estate forecasting, these structural changes must be considered rather than 
simply relying on a static view of the past. 
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2.6 DECISION MAKER’S IMPERATIVES FOR DOWNSIDE RISKS 
There are both exogenous and endogenous sources of uncertainty that cause volatility in real asset prices 
and valuations (Geltner & De Neufville 2015). With a view to modelling purposes, Figure 2.33 presents 
a list of typical sources of uncertainty in the real estate frontier. The list needs to collapse all such 
fundamental sources into one or a few key resulting variables for modelling purposes. In particular, 
volatility in real asset value is one variable which typically reflects, and is caused by, all or most of the 
underlying specific sources of uncertainty. However, there is another source of uncertainty which is 
perhaps the most difficult for empirical measurement. That includes historical jumps or Black Swan 
events, reflecting the fat tails of a non-Gaussian stochastic process (Geltner & De Neufville 2015). 
 
Figure 2.33: Modelling Uncertainty in Real Asset Development Projects 
Source: Geltner and De Neufville (2015) 
The need to assess uncertainty in resulting variables underlines the need to look at strategies which can 
deal with uncertainty. The following sub-sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 respectively describe strategies for 
uncertainties in general, and specifically in the real estate frontier.  
2.6.1 AN OVERVIEW OF STRATEGIES FOR UNCERTAINTIES 
 PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT 
Successful financial risk management requires constant coping with KuU risks which can promote 
improved decision making. Decision makers go through difficult scenarios due to the absence of analytic 
models that provide sufficient grounded descriptions of reality, and different views of presenting reality 
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and future possibilities. Decision makers implicitly or explicitly assess K, u and as much of U as 
possible. They have to act upon their beliefs about all the important variables, not just the hard facts 
known to them (Bralver & Borge 2010; Diebold, Doherty & Herring 2010). The three broad categories 
of KuU are divided into six distinct types of risks as illustrated in Figure 2.34. 
Regardless of the type of risk, the decision maker converts them all into assessed risks with identified 
events and assigned probabilities. Decision makers use logical and analytical methods, data and 
information, forward looking intelligence, opinion and judgement based on experience, common sense, 
intuition, imagination, beliefs and preferences. All decisions are made based on the assessed risks, either 
implicitly or explicitly (Bralver & Borge 2010). 
 
Figure 2.34: KuU Risk Assessment with Associated Probabilities 
Author, adapted from Bralver and Borge (2010) 
Accurate predictions can be made only when adequate quantitative information is available with a few 
uncertainties. For this type of problem, statistical methods can be employed for standard risk analysis 
(Aven 2015b). According to Makridakis, Hogarth and Gaba (2009), uncertainties can be assessed  by 
studying the distribution and independence of forecasting errors, while also assuming that the future is 
a mirror of the past. For the model to be statistically accurate, its forecast errors must (i) follow a normal 
distribution, (ii) be constant, and most importantly, (iii) be independent of each other. If these three 
conditions do not hold, then uncertainty cannot be assessed appropriately. 
However, this assumption works well only when the change is slow, there is a lesser number of Black 
Swans in the environment, and the elements of the system are not tightly connected. Further, it raises a 
question about whether judgements about the errors can be derived from false negatives (no indication 
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of risk situation when one is actually present) and false positives (erroneous signals indicating some risk 
situation when that risk is actually not present) (Aven 2015b; Walker, Marchau & Swanson 2010). In a 
real scenario, surprises and Black Swans may occur. It is obviously not straightforward to assess and 
manage the Black Swan type of risks, and therefore different approaches are recommended. 
In an uncertain world, risks cannot be assessed in a way of gambling in casinos. One may argue that it 
would at least be possible to calculate the risk. But surprises happen and trying to calculate precise risks 
can lead to disasters. In fact,  the uses of theories of finance designed for a world of known risk is 
susceptible to be a cause of financial crises (Gigerenzer 2015). Similarly, Taleb (2005) stated that well-
educated theories are still hypotheses that can be proved incorrect by one random event. 
Therefore, according to Taleb, Goldstein and Spitznagel (2009), instead of trying to anticipate low-
probability, high-impact events, the most appropriate response is to reduce the vulnerability to them: in 
other terms, building systems that can handle unpredictability. For instance, there was no quantifiable 
information prior to the terrorist attack to the World Trade Centre on September 11, 2011 (9/11). Testing 
and research are generic measures to meet this type of unknowable Black Swan event. Consequently, 
the level of awareness has been increased and such events are included in the u category. As a provision, 
new building design features can limit the impact of airborne terrorism (Aven 2015b; Higgins 2013b; 
Taleb 2008). Taleb (2012) coined this concept as ‘neomania’ that makes humans build Black Swan-
vulnerable systems. 
Hence, risk management should be about lessening the impact of U, instead of developing sophisticated 
techniques that perpetuate delusions about the social and economic environment. To change this view, 
Taleb, Goldstein and Spitznagel (2009) identified six mistakes that should be avoided in risk 
management: 
i. Managing risk by predicting extreme events. 
ii. Using hindsight as foresight. 
iii. Ignoring the recommendations of the don’ts. 
iv. Assuming that risk can be measured by standard deviation.  
v. Disregarding what’s mathematically equivalent isn’t psychologically so.  
vi. Efficiency and maximising shareholder value don’t tolerate redundancy. 
The limitations of the traditional approaches recommend new approaches under deep uncertainty. The 
literature offers three approaches (not mutually exclusive) of dealing with deep uncertainty: adaptation, 
resistance, and resilience (Leusink et a, cited in Walker, Marchau & Swanson 2010). 
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According to Aven (2015b), it has proven helpful to distinguish management strategies for handling the 
risk agent (such as a chemical or a technology) from those needed for the risk-absorbing system (such 
as a building, an organism, or an ecosystem). Risk assessment, and cautionary and precautionary 
strategies, are useful management strategies for the risk agents and include principles such as 
containment, substitution, safety factors, the concept of ‘as low as reasonably practicable’ (ALARP), 
redundancy and diversity in designing safety devices, and use of best available technology. For the risk-
absorbing systems, robustness and resilience are the two main classes of strategies for risks characterised 
by moderate or large uncertainties.  
 ADAPTIVE RISK ANALYSIS  
Adaptive risk analysis confirms that one best decision cannot be made; rather a set of alternatives should 
be dynamically tracked to gain knowledge about the effects of different scenarios. On an overarching 
level, the basic process is straightforward: one chooses an action based on a broader perspective (Aven 
2015b; Smit et al. 1999). 
Types of adaptations are mainly divided into purposefulness and timing. Purposefulness is further 
divided into planned adaptation (purposeful/intentional/policy/active/strategic) and autonomous 
adaptation (spontaneous/automatic/natural/passive). Planned adaptation is the result of deliberate policy 
decisions, whereas autonomous adaptation is an internal system reaction due to changes. Timing is 
divided into anticipatory adaptation (proactive/ex ante) and reactive adaptation (reactive/ex post). As 
the name implies, anticipatory adaptation takes place before negative impacts are observed, while 
reactive adaptation takes place after negative impacts are observed (Smit et al. 1999; Walker, Marchau 
& Swanson 2010). 
Analyses conducted by Walker, Marchau and Swanson (2010), Lempert and Groves (2010), Marchau, 
Walker and Van Wee (2010), McCray, Oye and Petersen (2010), and Swanson et al. (2010), emphasise 
the prominence of the planned adaptation through the methodical update of key policy parameters with 
the availability of new information, as opposed to ad hoc policy review and change. The first three 
papers recommend scenario planning as a vital element in developing planned adaptation. Whereas, 
Moench (2010); Swanson et al. (2010) (to a certain degree), and Wardekker et al. (2010), proposed that 
adaptation should be linked to local capacity, where stakeholders are the first to detect change and self-
organise to cope up with emergent stresses. 
Adaptive risk analysis is useful in non-trivial systems where surprises will occur. It is useful to analyse 
information and take adequate actions in response to risk. This is termed abductive thinking which 
follows a three-step process, as explained by Walker, Marchau and Swanson (2010) p. 238: 
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i. A surprising fact is noticed. 
ii. An aesthetic (unfettered) exploration of qualities and relationships is made. 
iii. Abductive reasoning is applied to make a guess that could explain the surprising fact. 
The process of abduction takes place between the observed fact and the explanation, and concludes with 
a satisfactory hypothesis. The approach aligns with the fundamental idea of quality discourse, which 
highlights that knowledge is built on theory. Rational prediction and analysis requires theory and 
knowledge through revision and extension based on a comparison of prediction with observation 
(Deming, cited in Aven 2015b). 
Once a hypothesis is formed through abductive reasoning, both deductive reasoning and inductive 
reasoning are also needed. Deductive reasoning is the method by which that idea is explicated and 
readied for testing. The idea is then tested, evaluated, and eventually secured through induction. These 
three inference methods of abduction, deduction, and induction are overarched under one umbrella term, 
‘retroduction’  (Walker, Marchau & Swanson 2010). 
 ROBUST RISK ANALYSIS 
The robustness problem can be written as (c, Pr, u, a), where ‘c’ are the consequences of the actions, 
‘Pr’ the probabilities of consequences, ‘u’ the utility function, and ‘a’ the actions. A robust approach is 
required when it is difficult to assign some of these values. However, robust analysis often excludes the 
possibility of many forms of Black Swans, as the framework reflects the current knowledge and beliefs. 
There are many ways of looking at robustness, and it is difficult to find reasoning about why some are 
better than others (Aven 2015b; Cox 2012). 
Measures to improve robustness include inserting safety factors as an assurance against variation, 
introducing redundant and diverse safety systems to meet multiple stress situations, avoiding high 
vulnerabilities, and establishing building codes and zoning laws to protect against specific hazards. 
However, according to Taleb (2012), robustness is certainly not good enough when it comes to random 
events, elaborating his argument as: ‘In the long run everything with the most minute vulnerability 
breaks, given the ruthlessness of time – yet our planet has been around for perhaps four billion years 
and, convincingly, robustness can’t just be it: you need perfect robustness for a crack not to end up 
crashing the system’ (p. 8). 
According to (Cox 2012), two main strategies are proposed – robust decisions and adaptive risk 
management – for making decisions when correct models are unknown. Several practical options are 
available for robust risk analysis: generating plausible models or scenarios; optimising decisions; 
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resampling; and combining/averaging different decision recommendations to allow some performance 
assurances regarding the quality of the result. 
 RESILIENCE STRATEGIES 
It is an objective to make risk-absorbing systems resilient, so they can withstand surprises. Resilience is 
a protective strategy against unforeseen or unthinkable events. To be resilient, a system must have the 
following four qualities (Hollnagel, Woods & Leveson 2007): 
i. Responding to regular and irregular threats in a robust, but flexible manner. 
ii. Monitoring what is going on, including its own performance. 
iii. Anticipating risk events and opportunities. 
iv. Learning from experience. 
According to Wardekker et al. (2010), various options were generated to increase resilience with the use 
of six resilience principles: Homeostasis, Omnivory, High flux, Flatness, Buffering, and Redundancy. 
Homeostasis involves incorporating feedback loops that stabilise the system to external distresses by 
creating greater clarity on responsibilities, early warning, response, and spatial planning strategies. 
Omnivory comprises diversified ways of fulfilling one’s needs; therefore, when one becomes 
unavailable, other ways can be used to accomplish the need. High flux allows quick responses to threats 
and changes by reducing planning horizons, possibly combined with cradle-to-cradle approaches, and 
planning easy-to-modify land uses in areas that may need quick modification. Flatness allows local 
populations to self-respond to disturbances without being overly hierarchical. Buffering entails the 
ability to absorb disturbances to a certain extent. Finally, Redundancy involves having multiple 
instances; when one fails, others can be used by duplicating vital functions. 
 ANTIFRAGILE TINKERING 
A mechanism is required by which the system regenerates itself continuously rather than suffering from 
random events, unpredictable shocks and volatility. The focus on improvements leads us to the concept 
of Antifragility. According to Taleb (2012), Antifragility is beyond robustness or resilience. The 
resilient resists Black Swan events and remains the same, but the antifragile gets better and better. 
Hence, Antifragility is defined as a convex response to a stressor, leading to a positive sensitivity to 
increase in volatility as opposed to fragility which suffers from the variability of its environment beyond 
a certain pre-set threshold. 
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This property is behind every major shift with the time, such as evolution, culture, revolutions, political 
changes, and technological innovation. The key is to love randomness, variation and uncertainty to some 
degree, and thus also errors (Taleb 2012). In this researcher’s point of view, Antifragility aligns with the 
positive error culture defined by Gigerenzer (2015). Positive error culture admits errors in order to learn 
about the causes and create a safer environment, as opposed to a negative error culture which hides 
errors thus resulting in repeating the errors in the future. Good errors always speed up learning and lead 
to innovation. 
Antifragility has a singular property of building a systematic and broad guide to non-predictive decision 
making under any situation where there is uncertainty, randomness, unpredictability, opacity, or 
incomplete understanding. The process of discovery or technological progress depends on antifragile 
tinkering and aggressive risk bearing, rather than formal education. Thus, Antifragility is not a mere 
antidote to the Black Swan; understanding Antifragility makes us less intellectually fearful in accepting 
the role of these events. This solution, sensitivity to harm from volatility can be tractable than forecasting 
the event that would cause harm (Taleb 2012).   
A system can be recognised as fragile, robust/resilient or antifragile depending on which type of stresses 
are included (See Appendix 2.3). As shown in the Figure 2.35, nonlinearity comes in two kinds: concave 
(curves inward) and convex (curves outward). The image of a smile is a better way to understand these 
two differences, as expressed by Taleb (2012), where the happy face is the Antifragility with the positive 
convexity effect, and the sad face is the fragility with the negative convexity effect (concavity). For 
instance, the human body is not resilient towards some types of viruses, but that does not mean the body 
is fragile. The idea behind Antifragility is well-known and it is the fundamental principle in physical 
training (impose stressors to become good). Therefore, Antifragility as a strategy involves a 
development over time by loving randomness and uncertainties (Aven 2015a). 
 
Figure 2.35: Nonlinearity of Fragility and Antifragility 
Source: Taleb (2012) 
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 CYNEFIN DECISION MAKING 
As discussed previously under the types of uncertainties,  Snowden (2003) Cynefin framework can be 
used for decision making under four complex social environments: simple, complicated, complex and 
chaotic. Each domain requires a different form of management style as summarised below: 
• Obvious/Known   Sense, Categorise and Respond > Best Practice 
• Complex/Knowable  Sense, Analyse and Respond > Good Practice 
• Complicated/Unknown  Probe, Sense, Respond > Emergent Practice 
• Chaotic/Unknowable  Act, Sense, Respond > Novel Practice 
Known space is the only legitimate domain of best practice. This domain requires the categorisation of 
incoming stimuli, and then response in accordance with predefined procedures. The knowable space is 
the domain of experts, whose expertise enables management by delegation which leads inevitably to 
entrainment of thinking. The complex domain is the management of patterns. These patterns are 
emergent properties of the interactions of the various agents. By increasing information flow, it is 
possible to create the conditions under which new patterns will emerge, although the nature of 
emergence is not predictable. The final domain, chaos represents the consequence of excessive structural 
or massive change. It is the space which requires crisis management. More rigorously, it provides a 
means by which entrainment of thinking can be disrupted by breaking down the assumptions on which 
expertise is based. 
 RULES OF THUMB/HEURISTICS  
Gigerenzer (2015) emphasised that in an uncertain world, simple rules of thumb, or heuristics ignore 
part of the information to make better decisions. It enables the making of decisions quickly with little 
information searching yet with high accuracy. Heuristics are indispensable where probability theory is 
insufficient in a world where not all risks are K. The widespread idea of heuristics is to keep away more 
information, defensive decision making (second best option) and computation. Hence, the apparent 
paradoxical phenomenon ‘less is more’, in terms of less information, less computation or less time, can 
lead to better judgements. ‘Less is more’ highlights that complex problems do not always require 
complex solutions as illustrated in Figure 2.36. Simple rules, in contrast, can give smarter solutions. 
This statement is on par with the parsimony principle where simple models are preferable. 
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Figure 2.36: Simple-Complex Model Considerations 
Source: Gigerenzer (2015) 
The bias-variance dilemma is a statistical theory that explains less-is more effects. The key idea is that 
the total error consists of three components: (i) bias, (ii) variance, and (iii) noise, as given in Equation 
2.46. Bias is the difference between the mean estimate and true state, and variance is the variability of 
individual estimates around the mean estimate. Noise is irreducible error that cannot be eliminated 
completely while other two components can be influenced by the number of parameters. Models with 
many free parameters tend to have less bias, but more variability (Gigerenzer 2015). 
Total error = bias2 + variance + noise 
Equation 2.46: Bias-variance Dilemma 
 FOUR QUADRANTS OF DECISION MAKING 
According to Taleb (2009), decisions vary depending on the type of distribution: mild randomness vs. 
wild randomness. The following Table 2.19 tabulates the four quadrants of decision making that can be 
either simple payoffs or complex payoffs, with the effects of such decisions varying between safe, 
extremely safe or dangerous. 
Table 2.19: Four Quadrants of Decision making 
 Simple payoffs Complex payoffs 
Distribution 1 – mild, thin tailed non-scalable 1st quadrant: Extremely safe 2nd quadrant: Safe 
Distribution 2 – wild, fat tailed scalable, or fractal 3rd quadrant: Safe 4th quadrant: 
Dangerous 
 Source: Taleb (2009) 
Simple decisions, under mild distributions, made forecasting extremely safe. However, this type of 
randomness is more common in laboratories and games than in real life economic decision making. 
Complex decisions under the same distribution may work satisfactorily with the aid of statistical 
High uncertainty 
Unstable 
Globally connect world 
Many risk factors 
Small amount of data 
High certainty 
Stable 
Predictable world 
Few risk factors 
High amount of data 
Simple rules of thumb Complex risk models 
Make it simple  Make it complex  
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methods, although there are some risks. In the 3rd quadrant, simple decisions, under the wild type of 
distributions, are safe but there is little harm in being wrong. The 4th quadrant is where the problem 
resides. Complex decisions under fractal distributions endangered the situation. Payoffs from remote 
parts of the distribution are more difficult to predict than closer parts. 
A general principle is that in the first three quadrants the best model can be adopted, but this is a danger 
in the 4th quadrant. So, the idea is to exit the 4th quadrant. The recommendation is to move into the 3rd 
quadrant because it is not possible to change the distribution; but it is possible to change the payoff and 
mitigate the forecast errors. One central attribute of a complex system is being redundant by the 
inclusion of extra components. Hence, an extreme spike/wild type of noise necessitates more 
redundancy (Taleb 2009). 
Since it takes much longer for a fat-tailed time series to reveal its properties, but knowing the nature of 
the pay off, it is possible to have a much clearer idea about the Black Swan that can hit on the left (losses) 
or right (profits). This point can be used for climatic analysis which over a long period reached their 
ergodic states. In econometrics and signal processing, a stochastic process is asserted to be ergodic if its 
statistical properties can be concluded from a single, sufficiently long, random sample. Border portfolio 
diversification is also recommended as a solution to mitigating forecast errors. Furthermore, 
conventional metrics such as standard deviations and linear regression do not measure anything in the 
fourth quadrant, yet truncating payoffs blunt the effects of the inadequacy of the metrics (Taleb 2009). 
 TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR SUPER-FORECASTING  
According to Tetlock and Gardner (2015), super-forecasting offers the demonstrably effective way to 
improve the ability to predict the future. The output, drawing on decades of research, revealed that some 
groups of people have turned out to be extremely good at predicting global events. They have even 
beaten the collective judgement of intelligent analysts with access to classified information.  
In summary, good forecasting does not require powerful computer methodologies, but involves 
gathering evidence from a variety of sources, thinking probabilistically, working in teams, keeping 
score, and being willing to admit error and change course. The list below summarises the themes 
experimentally demonstrated to boost accuracy in real-world forecasting. 
(i) Triage: concentrating on questions where the effort pays off the most. 
(ii) Break seemingly intractable problems into tractable sub-problems. 
(iii) Strike the right balance between inside and outside views. 
(iv) Strike the right balance between under- and overreacting to evidence. 
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(v) Look for the clashing causal forces at work in each problem. 
(vi) Strive to distinguish as many degrees of doubt as the problem permits, but no more. 
(vii) Strike the right balance between under- and overconfidence, between prudence and decisiveness. 
(viii) Look for the errors behind mistakes made, but beware of rear view-mirror hindsight biases. 
(ix) Bring out the best in others and let others bring-out the best in you, and 
(x) Master the error-balancing bicycle. 
Further, Tetlock and Gardner (2015) stated that it is impossible to lay down binding rules in a world 
where nothing is certain or exactly repeatable. Hence, super-forecasting requires constant mindfulness 
when trying to dutifully follow these commandments.  
2.6.2 PROPERTY STRATEGIES FOR UNCERTAINTIES 
Research on Information Technology (IT) project planning has identified the devastating impact of 
Black Swans and the requirement for more precise analysis of the outliers. For example, Flyvbjerg and 
Budzier (2011) found that one in six IT projects outruns its budget by about 200%, which highlights the 
true pitfall of IT initiatives. To mitigate the Black Swan effect, stress testing that covers statistical 
outliers and extreme values is recommended. Even if the company successfully passed through the stress 
test, smart mangers take additional steps to avoid Black Swans related to IT advances. They split big 
projects into ones of limited size, complexity, and duration; they implement contingency plans to deal 
with unknowns; and they avail themselves of the best possible forecasting techniques – for example, 
‘reference class forecasting’, a method based on the Nobel Prize winning work of Daniel Kahneman and 
Amos Tversky. These techniques take into account the outcomes of similar projects conducted in other 
organisations (Buhl 2012; Flyvbjerg & Budzier 2011). 
Reference class forecasting attempts to utilise all the available distributional information from previous 
ventures like the one being forecast. This involves the following three steps to establish the most likely 
outcome (Flyvbjerg 2006; Gupta 2009). 
(i) Identify a reference class of past similar projects. 
(ii) Establish a probability distribution for the selected reference class. 
(iii) Compare the specific project with the reference class distribution. 
For Black Swan management in a real estate environment, reference class forecasting can be undertaken 
with the aid of prediction-based disaster indices based on information about similar past occurrences 
(Higgins 2015). In mapping place risks, the World Health Organisation Collaborating Centre for 
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Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters has maintained EM-DAT to assess various types of natural 
catastrophes and manmade disasters (primarily those relating to industrial and transport accidents, and 
armed conflicts and acts of terrorism) above an estimated USD100,000 since 1988. Based on the EM-
DAT, Hollnagel, Woods and Leveson (2007) designed a prediction based Disaster Risk Index (DRI). 
Figure 2.37 demonstrates the statistical evidence of the vulnerability around the world. Six of the top 
ten vulnerable countries are in Africa while the remainder is in Asia. 
 
Figure 2.37: Disaster Risk Index: Global Map 
Source: Source: Hollnagel, Woods and Leveson (2007, p. 1157) 
However, according to Taleb, Goldstein and Spitznagel (2009), instead of trying to anticipate these 
Black Swan events, the most appropriate response is to reduce the vulnerability to them. Risk 
management should be about lessening the impact of these events instead of developing sophisticated 
techniques that perpetuate illusions about the environment. Further, research on IT project planning can 
assist in identifying requirements for more precise analysis of the outliers and suggestions for 
establishing risk management tools to reduce the complexity and decrease the variability of 
performance. Real estate examples within the Antifragile outlook are discussed in detail. 
• Designing for flexibility 
As discussed in IT Black Swan management, Flyvbjerg and Budzier (2011), and also Taleb (2012), 
suggest Black Swan management tools should attempt to simplify the payback function derived from 
meeting the project objective by reducing project complexity, size and duration, and simultaneously 
thinning out fat tails of extreme risks. These modes of excellence can challenge traditional workplace 
practices, leading to new corporate space strategies with design hubs and campus-style office 
accommodation. Introducing modularity enhances independent operation of many functions, whereas 
digital networking enables access from different locations.  
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For Black Swan events, the key is mobility, as technical innovations can lower fixed costs, thereby 
allowing many functions to operate independently, and digital networks can provide access to similar 
operations in different locations. This can lower the impact of place (locational risk), although increasing 
the impact of space (operational risk) failures from both the initial and secondary features of a Black 
Swan event (Higgins 2015; Taleb 2012). 
• Implementing safety barriers 
PwC (2012) considered the of resilience global organisations to external shocks by detailing an 
organisation’s preparedness and adaptive capacity. Simple approaches to standardising language and 
reporting offer a framework to better inform operators in different locations. Imposed globally, one 
framework tool set and a single vocabulary can improve knowledge sharing across multinational 
organisations (Higgins 2015). 
In developing this research area, more information on the impact of Black Swan events would be 
valuable for those seeking information for their global real estate strategies. Recognition of leading 
cities’ resilience to adverse events forms part of Grosvenor’s (2015) report on resilient cities. The 
resilience derives from the interplay between vulnerability and adaptive capacity for the measurement. 
Dimensions of vulnerability include: climate change; threats to the city from population growth; over 
consumption of land resources; access to energy, food and water; infrastructure that enables cities to 
function optimally; and community related performance measures (that is the provision of affordable 
housing, education and health facilities, religious and cultural freedom, and the likes). On the other hand, 
the dimensions for adaptive capacity include: governance; institutions; technical expertise; planning 
systems; and funding structure. Adaptive capacity to levels of vulnerability is a key research feature to 
look beyond classic definitions of property risk measurements.  
• Corporate real estate partnership 
As technical innovations create lower fixed costs, and advances in digital networks improve 
communications, corporate real estate strategies are changing to offer consistent, integrated service 
delivery with sophisticated property management IT for global coverage. At a global level, the 
integration involves real estate partnerships between leading real estate service providers to provide a 
global property service delivery model covering: risk management and standards; sophisticated property 
management information systems; legal, accounting and operational expertise; capital asset planning; 
workplace productivity (for example: ANZ Bank, Bayer Pharmaceutical, DB Schenker and Microsoft).  
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At national/regional level, the integration involves real estate partnerships with a single strategic partner 
for property developments and property portfolio ownership. The focus is on improving supply chain 
infrastructure for manufacturers, retailers and third party logistics companies. This can: cover long-term 
collaborative relationships; can deliver flexible and high quality logistic space solutions; and support 
the rise of global logistic clusters (Higgins 2015; Prologis 2015). 
These partnerships can develop to provide a key component in a global organisation’s real estate 
strategy, to the extent that they are part of the response to changing operational space needed. Offering 
flexibility regarding space and location is a key global real estate model for risk management in an 
increasingly challenging Black Swan world. However, the challenge consists of operational and 
logistical barriers which appear to limit these large real estate organisations from providing solutions 
for corporate real estate risk management (Higgins & Perera 2016). 
2.7 SUMMARY 
This section presents the summary of the literature review linking to the objectives of the research. This 
study references five key words/phrases: commercial property market; forecasting; econometric models; 
Black Swan events; and structural changes. To achieve Objectives One and Two of the study, the 
literature review chapter is split into two parts: commercial property market forecasting, and downside 
risk in the commercial real estate environment, as summarised below. 
The initial drivers of the literature search were to gain a thorough understanding of the principles of 
forecasting, and the commercial property market. This intent was realised. Subsequently, the literature 
review focussed on commercial property market forecasting. Commercial property market forecasting 
is effected to form an educated view of the future value of performance variables such as demand, 
supply, vacancy, rent, return, and yield. Changes in commercial property market performance variables 
can be quantified by different input determinants, with economic indicators regarded as the key driving 
forces. There have been extensive studies carried out in property market modelling and forecasting 
methods which are based on two or more of the input determinants. Single equation and simultaneous 
equation regression methods are frequently used in forecasting commercial property market 
performance. Though several property market forecast models have been proposed in the past, limited 
research has been undertaken to assess the reliability and consistency of model performance. Assessing 
the performance of forecast models is based on the evaluation of forecast accuracy. There are common 
measures of forecast accuracy available in the literature that could be categorised under goodness of fit 
statistics, summary statistics describing past errors which include scale-dependent metrics and 
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percentage-error metrics, benchmarking against simple or naïve projections, and the directional 
accuracy test. 
However, there are some common pitfalls that an empirical researcher in real estate is likely to run into. 
In general, the accuracy of forecasts is threatened by poor specifications of the model, inaccurate inputs 
to the model, structural events, and Black Swan events. Further, the normality assumption of statistical 
models has been identified as the great intellectual fraud where normality works well in theory under 
stable conditions but can fail when stable conditions cease to hold, resulting in econometric outputs that 
are upset by unknown risk factors. Although mathematical models of the stock market were developed 
to support price and return with heavy tail distributions (Rachev, Menn & Fabozzi 2005), such analytical 
tools are still underdeveloped for the property market scenario. Hence, the research gap is phrased at the 
end of the first half of the literature review to pursue a better way forward in commercial property market 
forecasting. To advance real estate decision making practice in this area, conceptualising the downside 
risk integration in commercial property market forecasting is significantly important.  
Therefore, the second section of the literature evaluates the theoretical understanding of downside risk 
that directly and indirectly challenges real estate performance. The deconstruction of the model/data 
dichotomy categorises future uncertainties into three main groups: known (K) risk, the unknown (u) 
risk, and the unknowable (U) risk. Risk management and decision making rely exclusively on K. 
However, a large fraction of real-world risk management challenges falls in the domain of u and U 
events. Though leading macroeconomic indicators are driving forces of real estate market performance 
in the past literature, they are now overlaid by long-term structural changes and short-term Black Swan 
events. 
The growing significance of Black Swan events (natural, manmade and hybrid disaster) represents low 
predictable occurrences with extreme impacts. For property asset managers, the impact of Black Swan 
events can be related to the impact on place/location and space/operation. Place risks can damage the 
physical buildings, whereas space risk is associated with economic loss to the space occupier that may 
spread across several unrelated locations. Thus, property investors’ risk appetite fluctuates in the 
presence of short-lived Black Swan exposure and it makes forecasting a lot more difficult. Low 
predictability and major impact make a swing in the magnitude of Black Swan events an important 
factor when producing property market forecasts. However, the preferred property forecast models 
traditionally depend on input data constructed on a normal condition. As outliers, Black Swan events 
appear not to form part of forecasting the property market performance. 
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Manmade structural changes decrease, even eliminate, predictability and cause outsized events by 
developing cascades with chains of reactions. There are some gradual changes in the property market 
that have been recorded in the past as well, as they impact the future use and demand for real estate 
globally over decades. Therefore, the researcher synthesised the existing literature on structural changes 
under the PESTEL factors, as shown in Figure 2.38. 
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Changes
Social 
Ageing population
Workplace flexibility
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Artificial intelligence
Environmental 
Sustainable development
Political 
Mandatory compliances
Changes in Government policy
Lobbying
Economic 
Changes in macroeconomic drivers
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Reduced real estate footprint
Legal 
Urbanisation
Economic shift from West
Rising middle class
GDP
Employment
Interest rate
Inflation
Disposable income & Saving
Industrial productivity
Money supply
New regulations
Governance
Sentiment
 
Figure 2.38: Summary of Structural Changes in the Property Market 
The literature offers many strategies for downside risks that range from probabilistic risk assessment to 
a more antifragile outlook. According to Taleb (2012), Antifragility has a positive convexity effect 
between the size of the event and the benefit from the event. Real estate examples identified in the 
literature related to the Antifragile outlook include designing for flexibility, implementing safety 
barriers, and corporate real estate partnerships. 
The research gap in commercial property market forecasting forms the basis for evaluating econometric 
forecast accuracy measurement and subsequent downside risk integration. The next chapter details the 
research design adopted to accomplish the aim of the study.
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CHAPTER 3.  
METHODOLOGY – PRAGMATIC RESEARCH DESIGN 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter explores the theoretical overview of methodology, philosophical orientation, strategies of 
inquiry, methods of data collection, and analysis, and links them to the research objectives of this study. 
The research will be conducted in four phases, as tabulated in Table 3.1 below. 
Table 3.1: Methodological Framework for Achieving Research Objectives 
Research objectives Approach 
1. To examine and evaluate commercial property market forecast theory and 
models used in forecasting market performance. 
2. To define and analyse downside risk exposure and strategies to manage risks 
in a real estate environment. 
Phase I:  
Literature review 
3. To test the accuracy of commercial property market and economic forecasts 
and to determine whether they capture downside risks. 
4. To analyse and discuss the relationship between property forecast errors and 
economic forecast errors. 
Phase II: Quantitative 
phase 
5. To explore the current state of the Australian commercial property market 
forecasting practice and its exposure to downside risks. 
Phase III: Qualitative 
phase 
6. To develop a decision making model to improve forecast accuracy of 
Australian commercial property market performance. 
Phase IV:  
Model development 
and validation 
Phase I of the study involved a thorough review of the literature. This was presented in the preceding 
chapter under two main headings: commercial property market forecasting, and uncertainties in the 
commercial real estate environment. In Phase II, the researcher intends to achieve Objectives Three and 
Four of the study with the aid of a quantitative approach. Based on the quantitative results, the research 
is then carried forward to the qualitative phase (Phase III) to achieve Objective Five. Finally, the 
researcher develops the conceptual models and ensures their validity in Phase IV. This chapter examines 
the research design for Phases II, III and IV, focussing on a mixed method approach. The theoretical 
perspective of the research is discussed first, followed by the proposed methodological framework. 
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3.2 OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY 
3.2.1 RESEARCH PROCESS 
The word ‘research’ merges two concepts, re and search. The former as a prefix means again, anew or 
over again, while the latter as a verb means to examine closely and carefully to test and try, or to inquire. 
Together they form a term grounded in the existing literature describing a structured inquiry that applies 
to the accepted scientific methodology of observation, clarification and interpretation of data to solve 
problems, and contributes to the knowledge bank that is generally applicable. In other words, research 
is a process of collecting, analysing and interpreting data to transfer into information which answers the 
research questions. To qualify as research, the process must retain certain characteristics: as far as 
possible it must be controlled, rigorous, systematic, valid, verifiable, empirical, and critical (Grinnell, 
cited in Kumar 2004). 
Research follows a step by step approach to inquiry which comprises three main phases, as illustrated 
in Figure 3.1. In Phase I, the researcher needs to decide what research questions to answer. In Phase II, 
the researcher determines how to gather evidence to answer the research questions. In the final phase of 
the research, the researcher creates an original contribution to knowledge by collecting, processing and 
interpreting data. 
Formulating 
a research 
problem
Conceptualising 
a research 
design
Constructing an 
instrument for 
data collection
Selecting
a sample
Writing a 
research 
proposal
Collecting 
data
Processing 
data
Writing a 
research 
report
Phase I
Deciding 
WHAT
Phase II
Planning 
HOW
Phase III
Conducting the study
PROCESS
 
Figure 3.1: The Research Process 
Source: Kumar (2004) 
The sequence of the steps above is not fixed but generic in nature, acting as signposts along the research 
journey. At each operational step in the process, the researcher is required to choose from a multiplicity 
of methods, procedures and models of research methodology to achieve the research objectives (Kumar 
2004). 
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3.2.2 RESEARCH DESIGN 
Research design involves all facets of the study from assessing the philosophical idea behind the inquiry 
to the detailed data collection and analysis procedures. Crotty (1998) established that the groundwork 
of designing a research proposal needs to answer four questions: what epistemology; what theoretical 
perspective; what methodology; and what methods. With these underlying ideas, Creswell (2014) 
conceptualised three questions central to the design of research as follows: 
(i) What knowledge claims are being made by the researcher? 
(ii) What strategies of inquiry will inform the procedures? 
(iii) What methods of data collection and analysis will be used? (p. 5) 
According to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2016), the above stated principal questions in research 
design are split into six layers, as shown in Figure 3.2 which represents the research onion: philosophy, 
approach to theory development, methodological choice, strategies, time horizon, and techniques. 
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research
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Interpretivism
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modernism
Pragmatism
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Figure 3.2: The Research Onion 
Author, adapted from Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2016, p. 124) 
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The elements in the research onion that fall into the current research are emphasised in the diagram and 
are discussed in subsequent sections. The following sections describe the theoretical overview of the 
aforementioned three questions of how designing a research study aligns with the perspectives of the 
research onion. This discussion is followed by a description of the methodological framework used in 
this study. 
3.3 PHILOSOPHICAL ORIENTATION 
The researcher commences a study with certain beliefs and assumptions about the development of 
knowledge in terms of how they will learn and what they will learn during their inquiry. These 
assumptions are known as knowledge claims. Philosophically, researchers make claims about what is 
knowledge in terms of: the nature of reality (ontology); how we know it in terms of what constitutes 
acceptable, valid and legitimate knowledge; how we can communicate knowledge to others 
(epistemology); and what values influence the research process (axiology) (Creswell 2014; Crotty 1998; 
Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016).  
The following Table 3.2 summarises the major elements of four categories of knowledge claim 
positions: postpostivism, constructivism, advocacy/participatory, and pragmatism (Creswell 2014).  
Table 3.2: Alternative Knowledge Claim Positions 
Postpositivism 
Determination 
Reductionism 
Empirical observation and measurement 
Theory verification 
Constructivism 
Understanding 
Multiple participant meanings 
Social and historical construction 
Theory generation 
Advocacy/Participatory 
Political 
Empowerment issue-oriented 
Collaborative 
Change-oriented 
Pragmatism 
Consequences of actions 
Problem-centred 
Pluralistic 
Real-world practice oriented 
Source: Creswell (2014 p. 6) 
As per the research onion, there are five major philosophies: positivism, critical realism, interpretivism, 
postmodernism, and pragmatism (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016), as summarised below: 
• Positivism relates to the philosophical stance of the natural scientist and entails working with an 
observable social reality to produce law-like generalisations. 
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• Critical realism focuses on explaining what we see and experience, in terms of the underlying 
structures of reality that shape the observable events. 
• Interpretivism emphasises that humans are different from physical phenomena because of the 
ability to create meanings. The purpose of interpretivist research is to create new, richer 
understandings and interpretations of social worlds and contexts.  
• Postmodernism emphasises the role of language and of power relations, seeking to question 
accepted ways of thinking and give voice to alternative marginalised views. 
• Pragmatism starts with the research questions and aims to contribute practical solutions that 
inform future practice through a mixture of philosophical positions. Pragmatism argues that the 
most important determinant for research design and strategy is the nature of the research questions, 
the research context, and likely research consequences. 
Further, research philosophies are scattered between two opposing extremes: objectivism and 
subjectivism. Ontologically, objectivism means realism while subjectivism means nominalism in its 
most extreme form. Epistemologically, objectivists seek to discover the truth about the social world, 
through the medium of observable, measurable facts, from which law-like generalisations can be drawn 
about universal social reality. On the other hand, the subjectivist researcher is interested in different 
opinions and narratives that can help to account for different social realities of different social actors. 
Hence, there is no underlying reality of the social world and it makes more sense to talk about multiple 
realities rather than a single reality that is the same for everyone. Axiologically, objectivists seek to 
remain detached from their own values and beliefs throughout the research process, which they believe 
could bias their findings. Subjectivists believe that as they actively use these data they cannot detach 
themselves from their own values (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). 
In consideration of the current study, the research falls into the pragmatism claim position which uses 
pluralistic approaches to derive the knowledge about the research questions. As stated earlier, one 
particular philosophical view can be appropriated for answering specific questions while another 
philosophical view may be relevant for another set of research questions. Hence, Objectives Three and 
Four of the study (refer Table 3.1) require generalised conclusions about the forecast accuracy of 
Australian commercial property market performance which falls into positivism philosophy. Objectives 
Five and Six directly relate to the primary research question: ‘How do we integrate downside risks to 
improve the accuracy of forecasting the Australian commercial property market performance?’ The 
response to this question is framed using a critical realism philosophical orientation. This orientation 
focusses on what we see and experience in terms of the underlying structures of reality in the Australian 
commercial property market. Hence, this research study looks at both objectivism and subjectivism to 
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deliver the best conclusions. This mirrors a theme of incorporating both quantitative and qualitative 
paradigms within one study under a mixed methods mode of inquiry. Thus, Tashakkori, Abbas and 
Teddlie (1998) contended that pragmatism is intuitively appealing largely due to the fact that it avoids 
the pointless debates about concepts as truth and reality. As per their views, pragmatism involves 
studying in distinct ways which the researcher finds appropriate and using the results in a manner that 
offers positive outcomes for the research. 
3.4 STRATEGIES OF INQUIRY 
The use of a theory may or may not be made explicit in the design of the research, although it will be 
made explicit in the presentation of the final output. The extent to which the researcher is clear about 
the theory at the beginning of the research raises an important question concerning the research design. 
This is often portrayed as two contrasting approaches to the reasoning: deductive or inductive. With 
deductive reasoning, a theory and hypothesis (or hypotheses) are developed and a research strategy 
designed to test the hypothesis. In contrast, inductive reasoning involves theory development as a result 
of data analysis (Ketokivi & Mantere 2010; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). The following Table 
3.3 shows the major differences in deductive and inductive approaches to research. 
Table 3.3: Major Differences between Deductive and Inductive Approaches to Research 
Deduction emphasises Induction emphasises 
• Scientific principles 
• Moving from theory to data 
• The need to explain causal relationships between 
variables 
• The collection of quantitative data 
• The application of controls to ensure the validity  
• The operationalisation of concepts to ensure clarity of 
definitions 
• A highly structured approach 
• Researcher independence of what is being researched 
• The necessity of select samples of sufficient size to 
generalise conclusions 
• Gaining an understanding of the meanings 
humans attach to events 
• A close understanding of the research 
context 
• The collection of qualitative data 
• A more flexible structure to permit changes 
of research emphasis as the research 
progresses 
• A realisation that the researcher is part of 
the research process 
• Less concern with the need to generalise 
Source: Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2016, p. 127) 
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There is also a third approach to theory development which is common in research. In abductive 
reasoning, data are used to explore a phenomenon, identify themes and explain patterns, to generate a 
new or modify an existing theory which is subsequently tested, often through additional data collection. 
Instead of moving from theory to data (as in deduction) or data to theory (as in induction), an abductive 
approach involves the effect of combining deduction and induction (Ketokivi & Mantere 2010; 
Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016; Suddaby 2006). 
In the real estate context, Clapp and Myers, cited in Leishman (2003), stated that deductive reasoning 
has dominated real estate economics research since the 1960s. Some commentators generalise this 
dominant paradigm as ‘neoclassical analyses’ which focus on the construction of sophisticated models 
using quantitative techniques. Change in the research paradigm has been advanced with the idea of 
behavioural real estate market research which captures the behaviour of firms and individuals through 
qualitative methods. Ball, Lizieri and MacGregor (1998) described the research belonging to this agenda 
as ‘behavioural institutionalism’. This research study has components of both deductive reasoning and 
inductive reasoning when answering particular research questions. Thus, it is more predominantly 
inductive reasoning as the research emphasis lies in exploring a new theory of real estate forecasting 
integrating downside risk events which have not been conceptualised before. 
In the perspective of the mode of inquiry, there are three approaches in the social science research which 
differ from each other based on the extent of flexibility. The quantitative approach follows a rigid, 
structured and predetermined set of procedures. This emphasises the objectivity of the process based on 
large sample size, and the importance of validity and reliability of the findings as a basis to draw 
conclusions that can be generalised. On the other hand, a qualitative approach follows an open, flexible 
and unstructured procedure to explore diversity rather than quantification. The findings are descriptive 
or narrative rather than analytical (Creswell 2014; Kumar 2004).  
As an emerging trend, the mixed approach uses the strengths of both approaches aiming at selecting the 
best methods to answer research questions. According to Creswell and Clark (2011), mixed methods 
research involves a mixture of quantitative and qualitative approaches in the research process. As a 
method, it focusses in collecting and analysing both quantitative and qualitative data in a single study. 
As per the research onion illustrated in Figure 3.2, different research strategies of inquiry include 
experiment, survey, case study, action research, grounded theory, ethnography, archival analysis, and 
narrative inquiry. Further, Creswell (2014) added phenomenology as another alternative strategy of 
inquiry. These strategies are listed in Table 3.4 under three modes of inquiry, followed by a discussion. 
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Table 3.4: Alternative Strategies of Inquiry  
Quantitative Qualitative 
Experimental designs 
Non-experimental designs, such as 
surveys 
Narratives 
Phenomenologies 
Ethnographies 
Grounded theory 
Case studies 
Mixed 
Sequential, Concurrent, Embedded, Transformative 
Source: Creswell (2014) 
• Experiment studies causal links: whether a change in one independent variable produces a change 
in another dependent variable, controlling for all other factors that might influence that outcome 
(Hakim, cited in Creswell 2014; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). 
• Surveys represent one of the common types of quantitative social science research or numeric 
description of trends, attitudes, or opinions, generalising from a sample to a population (Creswell 
2014; Fowler Jr 2014; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). 
• Case study involves an empirical investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within 
its real-life context using multiple sources of evidence. This enables the researcher to gain a rich 
understanding of the context. There are four case study strategies based on two discrete dimensions: 
single vs. multiple; holistic vs. embedded (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016; Yin 2014). 
• Action research focusses on change: the recognition that time needs to be devoted to diagnosing, 
planning, taking action and evaluating, and the involvement of practitioners throughout the process 
(Coghlan & Brannick 2014). 
• Grounded theory attempts to derive a theory grounded in the views of participants in a study. This 
strategy involves constant comparison of data with emergent categories and theoretical sampling 
of different groups to compare and contrast similarities and dissimilarities (Stake, cited in Creswell 
2014; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016; Suddaby 2006).  
• Ethnography studies an intact cultural group in a natural setting over a prolonged period through 
observations (LeCompte & Schensul, cited in Creswell 2014; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). 
• Archival research uses administrative records and documents as the principal sources of data. This 
strategy enables answering research questions which focus on the past and changes over time. Thus, 
part of the reality is studied rather than having been collected originally as data for research 
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purposes (Moustakas, cited in Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). 
• Narrative research studies the stories about the lives of individuals and the information is 
subsequently re-storied into a narrative chronology,  combining views from the participant’s life 
with those from the researcher’s life  (Clandinin & Connelly, cited in Creswell 2014). 
• Phenomenological research identifies the underlying human experiences and perceptions 
concerning a phenomenon. Phenomenological approaches are based on a paradigm of personal 
knowledge and subjectivity, and emphasise the importance of personal perspective and 
interpretation. This design typically involves conducting interviews. This method is particularly 
effective at bringing forth the experiences and perceptions of individuals, and therefore challenging 
structural or normative assumptions (Creswell 2014; Giorgi 2009; Lester 1999). 
Several definitions for mixed methods have emerged over the years. It is a mixed methods approach 
when the elements of the research process are combined from both quantitative and qualitative 
paradigms (Creswell & Clark 2011; Kumar 2004). According to Greene et al., cited in Bryman (2006), 
there are five justifications for combining quantitative and qualitative paradigms. They are triangulation, 
complementarity, development, initiation, and expansion. As shown in Table 3.4, mixed methods can 
use quantitative and qualitative strategies sequentially or concurrently, with or without transformative 
procedures. Transformative procedures use a theoretical lens as an overarching perspective within a 
design that contains both quantitative and qualitative data (Creswell 2014).  
This research uses a mixed approach, with pragmatic assumptions, which follows a pluralistic paradigm 
to achieve objectives sequentially through quantitative strategies, followed by qualitative strategies, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.3.  
 
Figure 3.3: Sequential Exploratory Design 
Author, adapted from Creswell (2014) 
The predominance is given to the qualitative methodology as it attempts to explore the underrated 
phenomenon in real estate forecasting. Hence in Figure 3.3, uppercase letters indicate the primary 
method while lower case letters indicate the secondary method. However, this arrangement has not been 
revealed in the literature on research methodology. According to the literature, prioritisation of QUAN 
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followed by qual explains the sequential explanatory mixed methods, whereas QUAL followed by quan 
explains the sequential exploratory mixed method (Creswell 2014; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016).  
The quan → QUAL approach commenced with the archival research strategy in the quantitative mode 
of inquiry. This approach was adopted to achieve the second and third objectives of the study which 
seek to determine the accuracy of forecasts over a past period of time. Subsequently, the research 
translates into gathering in depth information and perceptions through inductive reasoning, applying the 
phenomenological research strategy in the qualitative mode of inquiry. The purpose of the 
phenomenological approach is to understand the deep uncertainties in the real estate frontier and how 
they are perceived by the actors in the Australian property market. Adding an interpretive dimension to 
phenomenological research forms a basis for a practical theory, and informs, supports or challenges 
policy and action (Lester 1999).  
In a nutshell, the ways of mixing methods can be summarised in Figure 3.4 which highlights the 
strategies selected for this study. As illustrated in Figure 3.4, there is a clear distinction between multiple 
methods and mixed methods, rather using them interchangeably. In a multiple methods approach, the 
methods are selected from one paradigm only; that is, either quantitative or qualitative. 
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Figure 3.4: The Ways of Mixing Methods 
Author, adapted from Kumar (2004) 
Once the strategies of inquiries are decided, the researcher needs to ask whether the research will be a 
snapshot taken at a particular time, or be a representation of events over time. In other words, research 
can be a cross-sectional study or a longitudinal study (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). Even though 
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there is a component of a longitudinal archival analysis over the period of 2001-2011 which tests forecast 
accuracy using secondary data, this doctoral research is time constrained over three years. Therefore, 
this research is a cross-sectional study reflecting market performance expressed by the experts 
interviewed at a point in time. 
3.5 METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS  
As previously discussed, the third major question conceptualised by Creswell (2014) in designing the 
research is: ‘What methods of data collection and analysis will be used?’ Table 3.5 presents the full 
range of data collection possibilities, including the degree of predetermination, the use of close-ended 
versus open-ended questioning, and the focus of numeric and non-numeric data analysis. The following 
sub-sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 detail the theoretical aspects of data collection and data analysis and the 
proposed methods in this research study 
Table 3.5: Quantitative, Qualitative and Mixed Methods Procedures 
Quantitative research 
methods 
Qualitative research 
methods 
Mixed methods research 
methods 
• Predetermined 
• Instrument based questions 
• Performance data, attitude 
data, observational data, and 
census data 
• Emerging methods 
• Open-ended questions 
• Interview data, observation 
data, document data and 
audio-visual data 
• Both predetermined and 
emerging methods 
• Both open and closed-ended 
questions 
• Multiple forms of data drawing 
on all possibilities 
Statistical analysis Text and image analysis Statistical and text analysis 
Source: Creswell (2014, p. 17) 
3.5.1 DATA COLLECTION 
 DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES 
Information about a situation, problem or phenomenon can be gathered by two approaches. In most 
cases, the researcher has to conduct data collection to gather the required information; however, in some 
situations, the required information is readily available and only needs to be extracted (Kumar 2004). In 
other words, data can be obtained from primary sources and secondary sources as illustrated in Figure 
3.5. In this study, it is intended to gather data from both primary and secondary sources, and the follow-
up methods are emphasised in the diagram. 
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Methods of data collection
Secondary sources Primary sources
Documents
• Govt publications
• Earlier research
• Census
• Published records
• Personal records
• Client records
• Service records
Observations Interviewing Questionnaire
Participants
Non-participants
Unstructured
Semi-structured
Structured
Mailed questionnaire
Collective questionnaire
Online questionnaire
 
Figure 3.5: Methods of Data Collection 
Source: Kumar (2004) 
The choice of methods by a researcher depends on whether the intent is to specify the type of information 
to be collected in advance of the study or to allow the information to emerge from participants in the 
study. As mentioned previously, the intention of the current study is to gather a specific type of 
information through a quantitative paradigm and emerging information through a qualitative paradigm. 
According to Creswell (2014), ‘instrument data augmented with the open-ended observations or census 
data may be followed by in-depth exploratory views' (p. 17). This is exactly what is proposed for this 
study. Many researchers, including Creswell (2014), Kumar (2004) and Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 
(2016), have identified four main methods of data collection, as briefly discussed below: 
• Documents classified as secondary data include data extracted from the census, the use of an 
organisation’s records to ascertain its activities, and data collected through articles, journals, books 
and periodicals to obtain historical and other types of information. Secondary data must be viewed 
with the same caution as primary data. Hence, overall suitability, precise suitability, and cost benefit 
comparison, should be undertaken when evaluating the secondary sources. 
• Observation collects primary data where accurate information cannot be elicited by questioning. 
It is a systematic way of watching and listening to an interaction or phenomenon as it takes place 
contemporarily. The researcher can be an active or a passive observer when collecting data. 
• Interview involves a verbal interchange, often face to face or over the phone, in which an 
interviewer tries to elicit information from the interviewee. The process of questioning can be in 
different degrees of flexibility. Unstructured interviews enable complete freedom in terms of 
structure, contents, question wording and order. This is extremely useful for digging deeper into 
the problem, exploring intensively and extensively, and not inhibiting the interviewee into a 
particular thought process or cache. On the other hand, a predetermined set of questions in an 
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interview schedule is used in structured interviews. 
• Questionnaires use a written list of questions in an interactive style to get the required information 
from the respondents. The respondents read the questions, interpret what is expected from them, 
and then provide answers. A layout of the questionnaire should be developed. 
This study involves sequential data collection with a historical data review, followed by semi-structured 
interviews. Secondary data for the archival research include Australian commercial property market data 
and macroeconomic data (actual and forecast data) which were collected for a 10-year period (2001-
2011). Secondary data collection arrangements are detailed in Chapter Four – Quantitative analysis. 
A pilot study was conducted to test the adequacy and appropriateness of the interview questions. A pilot 
study provides early warning alerts about possible failures in the main research project, where research 
protocols may not be followed, or whether proposed methods or instruments are inappropriate or too 
complicated. Hence, well-designed and well-conducted pilot studies can suggest the best research 
process, and occasionally, likely outcomes (Baker 1994; Van Teijlingen & Hundley 2002).  
Following the pilot study, primary data from semi-structured interviews were collated from property 
professionals, including property analysts, economists, and property fund executives, investment 
management executives, and property market lenders. Primary data collection arrangement is further 
detailed in Chapter Five – Qualitative analysis. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with an open 
framework which allows for focused, conversational and two-way communication. It provides the 
opportunity to generate rich data with a range of insights into the phenomenon concerned in this study. 
Semi-structured context is regarded as less intrusive to those being interviewed as opposed to the rigid 
format of structured interviews. At the same time, it allows controlling the format through pre-set themes 
in the interview guideline. Semi-structured interview guidelines are provided in Appendix 3.  
During the interview process, respondents answered open-ended questions as they might in a discussion. 
The research focuses on their own experience, so the questions were not strictly structured. The issues 
covered in the interview included: experience and expertise in forecasting, the current state of 
commercial property market forecasting within an uncertain environment, and their opinion about how 
to improve the accuracy of forecasts integrating downside risks. Interviews were free from adverse 
consequences, and there were no perceived risks outside their day-to-day activities. 
 SELECTING A SAMPLE 
Sampling is the process of selecting a subgroup from a population as the basis of estimating an unknown 
piece of information, situation or outcome about the population (Kumar 2004). The selection of a sample 
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in quantitative and qualitative is guided by two opposing paradigms. Table 3.6 summarises the 
difference between sampling in quantitative and qualitative research paradigms. 
Table 3.6: The Differences between Sampling in Quantitative and Qualitative Research 
Quantitative research Qualitative research 
The purpose of sampling is to draw inferences with 
respect to the focus of inquiry 
The purpose is to gain in-depth knowledge that 
identifies the spread of diversity, not its magnitude 
Sample size is predetermined Sample size is not predetermined. The data 
collection phase is extended until the researcher 
reaches to a point of data saturation 
A considerable emphasis is made on large sample size Sample size does not play any significant role 
Randomisation is used to ensure that sample is 
unbiased and represents the population 
Purposely select information rich respondents for 
the purpose of gaining required information 
Both probability sampling and non-probability 
sampling are used 
Only the non-probability sampling designs can be 
used 
Source: Kumar (2004) 
The sampling techniques can be broadly divided into random/probability/representative sampling, and 
non-random/non-probability/judgemental sampling. Sampling techniques are illustrated in Figure 3.6. 
Non-random expert sampling is the selected technique for this study. 
Types of sampling
Non-probability sampling
Multi-stage
Simple random
Stratified random
Cluster
Probability sampling Mixed sampling
Quota
Judgemental
Snowball
Convenience
Accidental
Expert
Systematic
 
Figure 3.6: Types of Sampling 
Source: Kumar (2004); Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2016) 
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In probability sampling, it is imperative that each element in the study population has an equal and 
independent chance of selection. The researcher estimates the statistical characteristics of the population 
based on the sample. Thus, probability sampling is often allied with experimental and survey research 
strategies. On the other hand, non-probability sampling does not follow the theory of probability as the 
name implies. These designs are used when the sampling population is unknown, or the elements cannot 
be individually identified. The researcher needs to generalise the findings, but not on statistical grounds 
(Kumar 2004; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). 
Since the primary data collection is conducted during the qualitative research inquiry, this study involves 
non-probability sampling based on the justification made in Table 3.6. According to Kumar (2004) and 
Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2016), a brief explanation of each non-probability sampling technique 
is given below: 
• Quota sampling uses visible characteristics when selecting an individual/case for the sample. 
Therefore, this is a type of stratified sampling, but the selection of the sample within the strata is 
entirely non-random. 
• Judgemental sampling uses researcher’s judgement in selecting the sample of respondents to 
construct a historical reality, describe a phenomenon, or develop something which is less known. 
This is commonly used in case study research and in grounded theory research strategies. 
• Snowball sampling selects a sample using networks. This is commonly used when it is difficult to 
identify the members of the desired population. It is initiated with a few individuals/cases and 
collects information from them, and they are then asked to identify further cases. 
• Convenience sampling involves selecting haphazardly those cases/individuals that are easy to 
obtain for the sample. Such easiness includes easy accessibility, geographical proximity, known 
contacts, ready approval to undertake the study, or being a part of the group. 
• Accidental sampling is based on access to the sample population that may or may not be 
convenient to the researcher. For this reason, this differs from convenience sampling. 
• Expert sampling uses the principles of judgemental sampling, but the respondents must be known 
experts in the field of interest to the researcher. This is often used in qualitative research and the 
number of respondents is dependent upon the saturation point. First, respondents with known 
expertise are identified, their consent for participation sought, and finally information is collected 
either individually, or collectively in the form of a group. 
This study will employ expert sampling under non-probability sampling as emphasised in the above 
diagram. In qualitative research, researchers predominantly use judgemental and accidental sampling 
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techniques to select respondents. Expert sampling is similar to judgemental sampling except that the 
sampling population consists of experts in the field of inquiry (Kumar 2004). Hence, the recruited 
participants will be most experienced experts in their field or profession. The potential list of respondents 
will be identified from sources such as industry association, professional body websites, and networking 
through the supervisors’ industry contacts. 
Furthermore, in qualitative data collection the concept of ‘saturation point’ has been a key consideration. 
The data are usually collected to a point where no new information emerges. Hence, the saturation point 
determines the sample size in qualitative research. This point is highly subjective; it depends on how 
diverse is the situation or phenomenon under study. This concept is more applicable to a situation where 
the researcher is collecting information on a one-to-one basis. In a situation where information is 
obtained collectively through focus groups, community forums or panel discussions, the researcher 
strives to gather as diverse information as possible (Kumar 2004). In this study, the researcher collected 
information on a one-to-one basis and determined the number of interviews by identifying the point at 
which no new information was emerging. 
3.5.2 DATA ANALYSIS 
The next step in the research is to analyse raw data to draw valid conclusions. Data analysis involves a 
number of closely related operations performed to derive answers to research questions. Data analysis 
in mixed methods research consists of quantitative and qualitative analysis. For both forms of analysis, 
researchers follow a similar set of steps: preparing data for analysis, exploring data, analysing data, 
representing the analysis, and validating the data, as shown in Table 3.7 (Creswell & Clark 2011). Many 
researchers have come up with similar steps in data processing. Simply stated, the process involves 
editing, coding and analysing raw data (Guthrie et al. 2004; Kumar 2004). 
Table 3.7: Procedures in Quantitative and Qualitative Data Analysis 
Quantitative procedures Procedures Qualitative procedures 
• Coding data by assigning numerical 
values 
• Cleaning database 
• Recording or computing new variables 
for computer analysis 
• Establishing codebook 
Preparing the 
data for 
analysis 
• Organising documents and visual data 
• Transcribing text 
• Preparing the data for computer analysis 
• Visually inspecting data 
• Conducting a descriptive analysis 
• Checking for trends and distributions 
Exploring the 
data 
• Reading through the data 
• Writing memos 
• Developing qualitative codebook 
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Quantitative procedures Procedures Qualitative procedures 
• Choosing the right statistical test 
• Analysing to answer research questions 
or test hypothesis 
• Reporting inferential tests, effect sizes, 
confidence intervals 
• Using statistical software 
Analysing the 
data 
• Coding the data 
• Assigning labels to codes 
• Grouping codes into themes 
• Interrelating themes or abstracting to 
smaller set of themes 
• Using qualitative software programs 
• Representing results in statement of 
results 
• Providing results in tables and figure 
Representing 
the data 
analysis 
• Representing findings in discussions of 
themes 
• Presenting visual models, figures and 
tables 
• Using external standards 
• Validating and checking the reliability 
of scores from past instrument use 
• Establishing validity and reliability  
Validating the 
data 
• Using researcher, participant and 
reviewer standards 
• Employing validation strategies (for 
example, member checking, 
triangulation, peer review) 
Author, adapted from Creswell and Clark (2011, p. 129) 
In this current study, generic quantitative procedures need to be altered and tailormade for the analysis 
of longitudinal secondary data. The main objective of this part of the analysis is to utilise time series 
regression methodology to test the accuracy of forecasts and analyse whether forecasts capture downside 
risks beyond what is observed through the mainstream economic indicators. The latest data analysis 
toolkit in Microsoft Excel 2016 software, and EViews 9.5 Student/Lite Version software, are used for 
the quantitative analysis. This statistical analysis involves the following three main steps: (i) testing for 
forecast accuracy, (ii) analysing outliers of forecast errors and (iii) testing for causal relationships. A 
full description of the quantitative analysis procedure is discussed in Chapter Four. 
The qualitative procedures presented in Table 3.7 were directly applied to the raw data generated from 
semi-structured interview transcripts: major themes and sub-themes were formulated in accordance with 
the requirements of the objectives. Coding structure was developed accordingly. QSR NVIVO software, 
which was the latest version of the qualitative data analysis toolkit, was used to simplify the work 
relating to qualitative analysis. It was used to organise, and assist with analysis of, themes from 
interviews. The use of the computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software assists during the 
qualitative analysis with regard to data organisation, exploration, coding, retrieval of data, searching, 
interrogating to build propositions and theories, and recording systematically (Saunders, Lewis & 
Thornhill 2016). 
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There are several approaches to analysing qualitative data, including: thematic analysis; template 
analysis; explanation building and testing; grounded theory method; narrative analysis; discourse 
analysis; content analysis; and data display and analysis. A brief discussion of these techniques is given 
in this section: 
• Thematic analysis involves coding the qualitative data to identify themes or patterns occurring 
across a data set so that relationships are recognised, and propositions tested. The analysis is 
systematic as it provides an orderly and logical way to analyse qualitative data. Also, this is a 
flexible technique in terms of philosophical orientation, approach to theory development, and the 
size of the data set (Braun & Clarke 2006; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). 
• Template analysis starts by coding a sufficient part of the data to develop an initial coding 
template, and they are then arranged and rearranged until a satisfactory template is developed. 
Subsequent transcripts are coded using the codes from the initial template which is modified with 
the emerging codes (King 2012; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). 
• Grounded theory method involves the development of an emergent idea or theory from the data 
rather than using a priori codes derived from existing theory. This method is tied to a philosophical 
position, and is part of a wider strategy that provides a holistic approach throughout the research 
process (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016; Strauss & Corbin 1998). 
• Narrative analysis preserves the integrity and narrative value of data collected as a whole unit or 
narrative sequence, rather than fragmented by coding and assigned to analytical categories as in the 
above three techniques (Maitlis 2012; Riessman 2008; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). 
• Explanation building, and testing involves three techniques: (i) Analytic induction seeks to 
develop and test an explanation by intensively examining the phenomenon being explored through 
the successive selection of purposive cases; (ii) Deductive explanation building attempts to build 
an explanation by testing and refining a predetermined theoretical proposition; and (iii) Pattern 
matching involves finding patterns of outcomes that aligns with the conceptual framework drawn 
from literature review (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016; Yin 2014). 
• Discourse analysis explores how language is used to shape the meaning-making process to 
construct social reality. The focus of discourse analysis ranges from finely graded analysis by close 
reading of a text to in-depth theoretical abstractions about the nature of social practice (Saunders, 
Lewis & Thornhill 2016). 
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• Content analysis follows a systematic sequential process that categorises data to analyse them 
quantitatively. Key concepts in this technique are objective, systematic, quantitative description, 
and manifest content (Flick 2009; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). 
• Data display and analysis involves three concurrent sub-processes of data condensation, data 
display, and drawing and verifying conclusions. Data condensation includes summarising and 
simplifying the data collected and/or selectively focussing on some parts of this data. Data display 
involves organising and assembling the data into summary diagrammatic and visual displays such 
as matrices and networks. The use of data display enables data interpretation and drawing meaning 
from it (Miles, Huberman & Saldana 2013; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). 
Based on the theoretical understanding of qualitative analysis techniques, grounded theory method and 
narrative analysis are underpinned by a philosophical position. Further, this research predominantly 
follows inductive reasoning to gather primary data for accomplishing the primary aim of the study. 
Hence, explanation building, and testing technique is also inappropriate as it follows a deductive 
approach to theory testing. Also, the purpose of the research is not to formulate meaning and perceptions 
by following discourse analysis. Therefore, the stand-alone techniques that may be useful for inductive 
reasoning are: thematic analysis; template analysis; content analysis; and data display and analysis. 
The rich data obtained from expert interviews requires thematic analysis to identify patterns and 
relationships, rather than explicit building up of coding structure or quantitative frequency analysis of 
words and phrases, as in content analysis. Though template analysis is a type of thematic analysis to 
code only a proportion of the data items before developing an initial list of codes and themes, it is the 
researcher’s preference to code all the transcripts first, before the search for themes, as in the thematic 
analytical approach. Subsequently, each theme leads to further analysis through applying a data display 
and analysis technique, following three steps as mentioned: data reduction, data display, and drawing 
and verifying conclusions. Therefore, it is a blend of two qualitative data analysis techniques.  
This qualitative analysis procedure does not occur in a simple linear progression. Instead, they are often 
concurrent and recursive, involving a number of steps: familiarisation with the data; coding data; 
searching for themes; recognising relationships; refining themes; and testing propositions and 
interpretation (Creswell 2014; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). The full description of the qualitative 
analysis procedure is discussed in Chapter Five. 
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3.6 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 
The credibility of research findings needs to ensure two key aspects: validity and reliability. However, 
there are prominent differences in quantitative and qualitative research. Since the current research 
approach follows a mixed method design, the following explanation describes the concept from two 
different perspectives. The concepts of validity and reliability are well developed in the quantitative 
paradigm. However, in qualitative research, these concepts cannot be rigorously applied due to the 
flexibility, freedom and spontaneity given to a researcher (Creswell & Clark 2011; Kumar 2004). 
In quantitative research, validity refers to the extent to which an empirical measure adequately reflects 
the real meaning of the concept under study (Kumar 2004; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). There 
are three types of validity in quantitative research: face and content validity, concurrent and predictive 
validity, and construct validity. Face and content validity is primarily based on the logical link between 
the research questions and the research objectives. In a situation where a scale is developed as an 
instrument, predictive validity is judged by the extent to which the instrument can forecast an outcome, 
and concurrent validity is judged by how well an instrument compares with a second assessment done 
concurrently. The last measure of validity, construct validity, refers to an indication of the quality of the 
instrument for measuring what it claims to measure. It is determined by ascertaining the contribution of 
each construct to the total variance observed in a phenomenon (Kumar 2004).  
Whereas the concept reliability of quantitative research refers to the extent that repeat measurements 
made under the constant conditions give the consistent results (Moser & Kalton, cited in Kumar 2004; 
Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016), external consistency and internal consistency are two procedures 
for determining the reliability of an instrument. External consistency uses two independent processes of 
data collection for the purpose of verifying the reliability, while internal consistency involves randomly 
selecting a few items from the pool in the same context to test the reliability (Kumar 2004). 
In qualitative research, focus is given to validity which determines whether the account provided by the 
researcher and the participants is accurate, can be trusted, and is credible. Trustworthiness in qualitative 
research can be determined by four indicators which are closely related to validity and reliability. These 
indicators are: credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, cited in 
Kumar 2004). There have been many commentaries regarding the choice of adopting an approach to 
test validity in qualitative research. Member checking is a frequently used approach, in which the 
researcher summarises the findings and returns to key participants in the study and asks them to confirm. 
Triangulation of the data from different sources or different individuals is another form of validation. 
Further, reporting disconfirming/negative evidence is another form of validation. This is the process in 
which the researcher searches for evidence to disconfirm established evidence. Further, disconfirming 
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evidence should not overshadow confirming evidence. A final approach is to ask others who are familiar 
with qualitative research and the content of the research to examine the data. However, in qualitative 
research reliability plays a minor role. This can be tested through intercoder agreement which involves 
comparing results after multiple individuals code a transcript (Creswell & Clark 2011; Creswell & Miller 
2000). 
In this study, validity and reliability must be ascertained during the two phases of research design. First, 
the researcher evaluates the validity and the reliability of secondary sources used in the quantitative 
method, based on overall suitability and precise suitability. Overall suitability can be measured through 
measuring validity and coverage. Measurement validity confirms that information from secondary 
sources meets the research objectives, whereas data coverage involves determining whether secondary 
data covers the sampling population, time periods and data variables which the researcher intends to 
investigate (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2016). The precise suitability, reliability and validity of the 
data set can be determined by assessing the authority and reputation of the sources (Saunders, Lewis & 
Thornhill 2016).  
Since the secondary data (economic and property variables) for the archival analysis are used to meet 
Objective Two of this study, and the data was obtained across Australian Central Business Districts 
(CBDs) for the 10-year period from 2001 to 2011, the research meets the criteria for overall suitability. 
Further, all secondary sources of data are commercially available and the continued existence of the data 
providers (Property Council of Australia, Australian Bureau of Statistics, Reserve Bank of Australia, 
Australian Financial Review) indicates the data is likely to be valid and reliable in terms of precise 
suitability.  
Subsequently, the validity of the qualitative process is ensured through member checking of key 
participants. Results from the research were presented to a panel of three industry experts who had 
initially been part of the qualitative phase of the research. Their selection was based on the researcher’s 
judgement of their valuable contribution to the research outcome. The objective of this validation 
process is to evaluate the key findings by identifying whether they reflect current practice, and to identify 
any gaps and potential improvements to the models. Reliability was achieved through conducting 
intercoder agreement to critically compare the coding structure of different individuals. 
3.7 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
As explained in the national statement on ethical conduct in human research, all human interaction, 
including in human research, has ethical dimensions. Attention to ethical considerations needs to be 
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given to the nature of the interaction between the researcher and participants (National Health Medical 
Research Council, Australian Research Council & Australian Vice-Chancellors’ Committee 2007). 
Hence, ethics approval for the research was sought from RMIT University’s Human Research Ethics 
Committee (HREC) to ensure protection of the rights, welfare and dignity of participants. Human 
research is carried out at RMIT University according to the national statement on ethical conduct in 
human research and the Australian code for the responsible conduct of research. 
There are four ethical risk levels for human research at RMIT: exempt from review; negligible risk; low 
risk; and more than low-risk. Research that falls into the first category, exempt from review, does not 
require ethics approval. However, research that is either negligible, low, or more than low-risk, requires 
ethics approval. This approval should be obtained from HREC for the higher than low risk research 
studies, or for low risk research studies from the College Human Ethics Advisory Network (CHEAN). 
Since the quantitative phase of this research uses archived materials, secondary data collection is 
recognised as research that is exempt from review. In complying with the human research ethics policies 
of the University, formal approval was sought before carrying out the primary data collection phase. 
This was included in a formal ethics application which provided a summary of the research, research 
aims and significance, research methodology, and information about the participants involved in the 
research.  
The Participants Information and Consent Form (PICF) was given to all potential participants, which 
sought their written consent to take part in the research voluntarily prior to data collection by the 
researcher. PICF tables detail project information, benefits, risks, the rights of the participants, and what 
is required from the participants. A copy of the approved PICF is at Appendix 4. Participants were 
assured the information they provided would be confidential and for the purpose of research only, and 
would remain anonymous in the published research report and related journal articles and conference 
papers. Their involvement was voluntary, they had the right to withdraw from participation at any time, 
and also had the right to have any unprocessed data withdrawn and destroyed. 
3.8 SUMMARY 
The research design used in this study is built on four key phases: literature survey, quantitative phase, 
qualitative phase, and model development and validation phase. The review of literature (Chapter Two) 
provided the theoretical overview for the subsequent data collection designs. This chapter examined the 
philosophical orientation, methodology, and design for data collection and analysis. 
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The research falls into the pragmatism claim position which uses pluralistic approaches to derive 
knowledge about the research questions. In the pragmatist worldview, this research study adopted both 
objectivism and subjectivism to draw the best conclusions. This mirrors a theme that gives the possibility 
of incorporating both quantitative and qualitative paradigms within one study under mixed methods of 
inquiry. The research uses a sequential mixed methods design; that is, quantitative strategies followed 
by qualitative strategies (quan → QUAL). This brings both deductive reasoning and inductive reasoning 
into play when answering particular research questions. Predominance is given to qualitative strategies 
as the research emphasis lies in exploring real estate forecasting beyond econometric modelling.  
The quan → QUAL approach starts with an archival research strategy in the quantitative mode of 
inquiry. In doing this, the researcher collected secondary data to measure forecast accuracy statistically, 
for achieving Objectives Three and Four of the study. Before moving to the main qualitative phase, a 
pilot study is conducted to refine research design and interview questions. Then the research translates 
into phenomenological strategy gathering primary data through semi-structured interviews to 
understand how the stakeholders perceived deep uncertainties in the real estate frontier. Quantitative 
data are analysed through statistical analysis while qualitative data is analysed through thematic 
analysis, and data display and analysis. Secondary data and primary data collection arrangements are 
further detailed respectively in Chapter Four – Quantitative analysis, and Chapter Five – Qualitative 
analysis. 
Validity and reliability were ascertained during each phase of the research design. First, the researcher 
evaluates overall suitability and precise suitability of secondary sources used in the quantitative phase. 
In the qualitative phase, the research findings were presented to a panel of three experts to validate the 
research output and assess the industry applicability. 
Sequential design reports can be presented in the order they were conducted, or the way the questions 
were answered (Leech 2012; Tashakkori, A & Teddlie 2003). The results are presented in the order of 
investigation: the quantitative strand (Chapter Four) is followed by the qualitative strand (Chapter Five). 
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CHAPTER 4.  
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS –  
EVALUATING COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET 
FORECAST ACCURACY 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The methodology chapter detailed the pluralistic approach of the research design. This chapter provides 
the quantitative phase of the pragmatism methodology. The review of literature highlighted that 
emerging disruptive factors are marginalised as statistical outliers in real estate modelling. For this 
reason, well-formulated forecast models are still conjectures that can be proven incorrect by one 
unknown event. Therefore, this chapter is primarily aimed at utilising quantitative methodology to test 
the Australian office market forecast accuracy and analyse whether the forecasts capture extreme 
downside risk events beyond what is captured through the mainstream economic indicators. This 
exploratory quantitative analysis of secondary data aims to achieve Objectives Three and Four of the 
research study. 
Objective Three: To test the accuracy of commercial property market and economic forecasts and to 
determine whether they capture downside risks. 
Objective Four: To analyse and discuss the relationship between property forecast errors and economic 
forecast errors. 
To achieve these objectives, the forecast accuracy evaluation encompasses the measurement of 
economic and property forecasts under the following phases: 
(i) Testing for the forecast accuracy. 
(ii) Analysing outliers of forecast errors. 
(iii) Testing for causal relationships. 
These three phases are not mutually exclusive; precedent results are supportive to the subsequent steps 
of understanding the overall picture of the current forecast accuracy. These three main steps are further 
expanded to 10 sequential steps which achieve the objectives, as given in Figure 4.1. The following sub-
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sections detail the analysis, empirical results, and discussion. The aim of quantitative analysis at the 
initial stage is to provide conclusive evidence about the inaccuracy of commercial property forecasting 
around extreme uncertainties, and to link the discussion to the next phase of the study to find ways of 
integrating extreme downside risk events in commercial property market forecasting. 
 
Figure 4.1: The Sequential Approach for the Quantitative Analysis  
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4.2 SECONDARY DATA ARRANGEMENT  
4.2.1 SECONDARY DATA COLLECTION 
Australian commercial property market data and macroeconomic data, including both actual and 
forecast data, were collected for a 10-year period (2001-2011). This time boundary, considered in this 
study, limits the comparison between economic and property variables after 2011 due to the 
discontinuation of the main source of economic forecast data: the Australian Financial Review (AFR) 
quarterly survey of economists. 
Economic data comprise the Australian Official Cash Rate (Cash Rate), Australian 10-year Bond Rate 
(Bond Rate), $AUD/$USD (AUD/USD) and Australian S&P/ASX 200 (Australian Equities). The cash 
rate is the weighted average interest rate in the money market on overnight unsecured loans between 
banks settled in the Reserve Bank Information and Transfer System (Reserve Bank of Australia 2018c). 
Australian 10-year Bond Rate is the midpoint of predominant bid and offer quotations in the market 
(Reserve Bank of Australia 2018a). AUD/USD is the rate shown for the US dollar is the WM/Reuters 
Australian Dollar Fix at 4.00 pm (Sydney) on the day concerned (Reserve Bank of Australia 2018b). 
The S&P/ASX 200 Index (XJO) is recognised as the investable benchmark for the Australian equity 
market characterised by sufficient size and liquidity (ASX 2018). However, this is not the ASX 200 
Accumulation index which is now officially referred to as the S&P/ASX 200 Total Return index 
(XJOA). Accumulation index is the price index (XJO) adjusted for the notional reinvestment of 
dividends. Even though XJOA is a good tool used by investors for assessing how their portfolio has 
performed relative to the general market, the quantitative analysis is limited to the forecast data available 
for XJO as published in the AFR quarterly survey.  
Data availability restricted the choice of variables in the analysis. Australian Equities and Bond Rate are 
identified as key input determinants of property forecasts through the extensive literature review. The 
reason for including AUD/USD in the analysis is that most of the interviewees in the second phase of 
data collection noted the effects of US economic movements on the Australian property market (refer 
sub-section 5.3.3.2). Hence, AUD/USD is intended to capture this exposure. Though inflation, Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) growth and employment are important indicators, they are not considered in 
this data analysis due to limited number of AFR data points to form a full-time series. This gap will be 
addressed in depth in the next phase by gathering primary data.  
Since the early 1990s, the Reserve Bank of Australia has pursued an inflation target regime whereby the 
cash rate was incrementally adjusted to achieve the inflation ‘target’. Therefore, any deviation from this 
target would see a commensurate change in the cash rate (AFR 2016). The inflation target is generally 
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a range of rates, while the Cash Rate is one rate. If inflation is expected to be higher than the target for 
a prolonged period, the RBA would typically increase the Cash Rate and vice versa. Therefore, the cash 
rate is used to dampen or stimulate economic activity so that inflation is consistent with the target. Thus, 
the Cash Rate could be a proxy for inflation. Currently, the RBA has maintained its firmly neutral stance, 
holding the Cash Rate at the historic low of 1.5%, below the target inflation range (2-3%). 
Also, GDP growth rate and employment to population ratio (slow-moving trend) have a relatively 
narrow span of the data values in the y-axis, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Even if there is a small forecast 
error, the result given in percentages will exaggerate the error. Consequently, regressing one on the other 
will not generate any interesting results. However, they do not possess multicollinearity problem as 
measured by variance inflation factors (VIF) and tolerance to exclude from the analysis on that basis. A 
limited number of AFR data points to form a full-time series restrained this part of the analysis.  
 
Figure 4.2: The Australian GDP Growth Rate and Employment to Population Ratio 
Author, adapted from ABS (2018) 
The list of private economists in AFR’s survey is detailed in Table 4.1 under three categories: investment 
banks, asset management, and independent. The researcher has taken the mean value of the individual 
forecasts of private economists for the quantitative analysis. The actual economic data for the selected 
variables were obtained from Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA), 
World Bank, Yahoo Finance and Exfin – The Australian Expatriate’s Gateway. 
Table 4.1: The List of Economists in the AFR’s Quarterly Survey of Economists (2001-2011) 
Investment Bank ANZ*, Commonwealth Bank*, BankWest, Deutsche Bank, National Australia Bank*, 
HSBC Bank*, Bank of America, Merrill Lynch, BNP Paribas, ABN Amro Bank, 
Macquarie Bank, Royal Bank of Scotland, Barclays Investment Bank, Citigroup, 
Credit Suisse First Boston, Goldman Sachs, HBOS Australia, JP Morgan, Royal Bank 
of Canada, Societe Generale Australia, St George Bank, TD Securities, WestLB, 
Westpac 
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Asset 
Management  
AMP Capital Investors, AMP Henderson, Global Investors, Ausbil Investment 
Management, BT Financial Group, BT Fund Management, Deutsche Asset 
Management, JBWere, Nomura Group, Rothschild, Schroder Investment Management, 
Sequoia Capital Management, UBS Global Asset Management 
Independent  AFR, BIS Shrapnel, Zurich, Erskinomics Consulting, ICAP, Melbourne Business 
School, Melbourne Institute, Moody's Economy.com, Zurich 
* Investment division of the bank 
Australian commercial property market data focussed on the Australian CBD office markets. Forecast 
data in industrial and retail markets is limited and thus excluded from the research. Both prime and 
secondary office property data were collected. Prime properties are located in major commercial centres 
with access to public transport, built with quality design, have good energy efficiency ratings, and have 
financially strong tenant covenants. An asset without these criteria is generally recognised as secondary 
property (Niu 2013). Property variables include Rental Movement – Prime (RMP), Rental Movement – 
Secondary (RMS), Yield – Prime (YP), Yield – Secondary (YS) Direct Vacancy Rate (DV), Total 
Vacancy Rate (TV), and Net Absorption Rate – 6 months (NA6), with data collected for Canberra Civic, 
Sydney CBD, Brisbane CBD, Adelaide Core, Melbourne CBD, and Perth CBD. The CBD boundaries 
are well defined by PCA. 
However, Hobart CBD and Darwin CBD were excluded from the analysis due to their relatively lesser 
total stock as per office market report for July 2011, tabulated in Table 4.2 below. In the second phase 
of data collection, interview respondents expressed a common view that the current practice of deriving 
the country’s overall performance is based on these six key CBDs. 
Table 4.2: Market Share of Australian CBD Office Markets - July 2011  
Australian CBD 
Office 
Total Stock 
(m2) 
Market Share as a 
% of Total Stock 
Market Share as a % of Total Stock 
excluding Hobart and Darwin 
Canberra Civic 2,233,749 13.69% 14.17% 
Sydney CBD 4,904,928 30.06% 31.12% 
Brisbane CBD 2,039,686 12.50% 12.94% 
Adelaide Core 1,010,671 6.19% 6.41% 
Melbourne CBD 4,108,650 25.18% 26.07% 
Perth CBD 1,462,856 8.96% 9.28% 
Hobart CBD 350,087 2.15% - 
Darwin CBD 207,391 1.27% - 
 
16,318,018 100.00% 100.00% 
Source: Authors Computations from PCA (2011) 
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Property forecast data for the 6 months-out forecast horizon was obtained from the Australian office 
market report produced quarterly by PCA. Property professionals in CB Richard Ellis (CBRE), Colliers 
Jardine, JLL, Colliers International, Knight Frank, m3property, Savills, McCann & Associates, Ray 
White Commercial, Tim Green Commercial and LandMark White contributed their individual 
predictions in each periodic report. Subsequently, the researcher has taken the simple average of all the 
individual forecasts for the successive quantitative analysis. The actual property data was obtained from 
office market report of PCA, CBRE global research gateway and Savills Australia. All the above 
mentioned data are commercially available. 
It is useful to follow the movement of macroeconomic variables (Cash Rate, Bond Rate, AUD/USD and 
Australian Equities) relative to property variables for the selected period. A critical review of the 
literature revealed that economic variables have been the driving forces of property forecasts. Therefore, 
by examining the economic and property variables under one umbrella, the researcher intends to 
triangulate the empirical results with the literature findings. 
4.2.2 TIME SERIES ARRANGEMENT 
The following bi-annual time series (January-July) were arranged for each economic and property 
variable. 
• Forecasts (F). 
• Forecast error (FE). 
• Naïve forecasts (NF). 
• Naïve forecast error (NFE). 
• Actuals (A). 
• Forecast error as a percentage to actual (FE%). 
• Naïve forecast error as a percentage to actual 
(NFE%). 
If property market decisions are based on ‘naïve expectations’, the forecasts for such variables are 
assumed to remain constant in the future (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998). Hence, the naïve forecast 
time series was arranged based on the assumption that future values are equivalent to the last realised 
value. In other words, the naïve forecast time series is the actual time series with a lag of one period. 
The forecast error time series was formed by taking away the actuals from the forecasts for each 
respective period, and the naïve forecast error time series was arranged in the same way. Therefore, the 
naïve forecast error can be calculated as given in Equation 4.1 below. 
; = ; 
; = ; − ; 
Equation 4.1: Naïve Forecasting Error  
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where:  - = forecasted value of y in period  + 1  
 = actual value of y in period   
- = error in period  + 1 
In other words, the naïve forecast at a point in time is for the 6 months before actual value. On the other 
hand, the time series for the forecast error as a percentage of the actual explains the deviation of forecasts 
from the actuals in a comparable way of presenting in percentages. There are certain assumptions 
underlying this time series arrangement, as listed below: 
• 3 months and 6 months ahead forecasts produced by the economists in the AFR’s survey were 
carried forward in the analysis. 
• Economic time series were arranged in the biannual format (January-July) to be consistent with 
property time series data which are readily available biannually. To that end, the data were filtered 
using the VLOOKUP function in Excel. 
• In situations where there are no exact January and July data in the economic data time series, then 
the most adjacent month (± 1-month) to January and July is taken to rearrange the bi-annual data 
time series. 
• In a situation where there are no ± 1-month data, then missing data were interpolated from 
preceding and succeeding data points to arrange the complete time series. This kind of averaging 
occurred in a few instances only. 
• In April 2000, the restructuring of the All Ordinaries index coincided with the introduction of 
S&P/ASX 200 by the Australian Securities Exchange. Since the importance of the All Ordinaries 
index has been significantly lessened by the introduction of these new indices, AFR’s survey which 
produced forecasts for All Ordinaries index was restructured after July 2005, and thereafter 
produced forecasts for S&P/ASX 200. Therefore, the time series consisted of two indicators. 
• Mainly in the property forecasts, some practitioners provided a range as the forecast. In such cases, 
the mid-point of the range has been taken for the analysis. 
• Since there are no forecasts for Australia at the national level, the researcher took the weighted 
average of Canberra Civic, Sydney CBD, Adelaide Core, Brisbane CBD, Melbourne CBD, and 
Perth CBD to derive the national performance. The weights are taken as a percentage to the total 
stock (m2), as demonstrated in the last column of Table 4.2, with market share as a percentage of 
total stock excluding Hobart and Darwin. 
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• All the time series were tested for stationarity using an Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test before 
testing for normality and for relationships to avoid spurious relationships. This process is further 
detailed in the next sub-section. 
• Time series were not smoothed or filtered to ensure statistical fidelity and consistency. This allows 
the variability in the time series to capture uncertainty inherent in the data. 
4.2.3 TESTING FOR STATIONARITY 
Each time series is tested separately for its stationarity. Stationarity tests determine whether a series is 
stationary or not. In this study, the Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test (ADF) is used in which it is assumed 
for the Null hypothesis (H0) that the series possesses a unit root and hence not stationary. EViews 9.5 
Student/Lite Version software was used to test for the unit root. 
The Forecast Error of Direct Vacancy in Adelaide is tested below as an example. The results for testing 
for the unit root in level is given in Table 4.3 where test statistic (-1.152721) is less than the critical 
value at 1% (-3.808546), regardless of the +/- sign. Therefore, H0 failed to be rejected and that 
concluded that this series has a unit root and the series is non-stationary.  
Table 4.3: Unit Root in Level 
Null Hypothesis: DV_FE_ADELAIDE has a unit root 
   
t-Statistic   Prob.*
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -1.152721  0.6732
Test critical values: 1% level -3.808546
 
5% level -3.020686
 
10% level -2.650413
Table 4.4: Unit Root in 1st Difference 
Null Hypothesis: D(DV_FE_ADELAIDE) has a unit root 
   
t-Statistic   Prob.* 
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -8.868618  0.0000 
Test critical values: 1% level 
 
-3.808546
 
 
5% level 
 
-3.020686
 
 
10% level 
 
-2.650413
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Subsequently, the unit root is tested again at the 1st difference, as in Table 4.4. The test statistic (-
8.868618) is more than the critical value at 1% (-3.808546). Therefore, H0 should be rejected, and that 
concluded this series has no unit root when differenced; thus, the series is stationary. Test results for all 
the economic and property variables are included in Appendix 5. While testing all the economic and 
property time series, some appeared to be stationary in their original form. Irrespective of this fact, the 
researcher has generated 1st difference time series for all the different economic and property variables, 
so that these variables are presented as growth rates. 
However, there are time series which are not stationary at the 1st difference. They are indicated in 
Appendix 5. Though researcher has tested for the 2nd difference, 1st differenced time series were used 
to avoid losing more than one data point in the series. 
4.3  TESTING FOR FORECAST ACCURACY 
Accuracy is assessed by characterising the size of past errors. The errors (Et) are simply given in Ft – At 
where Ft being the forecasted variable and At being the actual realised value. Before moving to the error 
measurement, at-a-glance views of the forecast errors were illustrated by simply constructing the line 
charts of the forecasts versus actuals. The following Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 demonstrate the 3 
months’ (3M) over 6 months’ (6M) forecasts together with the actuals for the economic indicators: Cash 
Rate, Bond Rate, AUD/USD and Australian Equities respectively. 
 
Figure 4.3: Cash Rate – Forecasts vs. Actuals 
 
Figure 4.4: Bond Rate – Forecasts vs. Actuals 
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Figure 4.5: AUD/USD – Forecasts vs. Actuals 
 
Figure 4.6: Australian Eq. – Forecasts vs. Actuals 
As per the above Figures 4.3 to 4.6, 3 months’ and 6 months’ forecasts are moving parallel with the 
actuals except for the periods indicated in the diagram. This indicated period can be recognised as a 
common window for all the economic variables. This section follows an in-depth analysis of errors and 
outliers for each variable separately, giving attention to significant periods. 
Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 demonstrate the forecasts and actuals for the property variables: Rental 
Movement-Prime (RMP), Yield-Prime (YP), Total Vacancy Rate (TV) and Net Absorption Rate – 6 
months (NA6). RMP is the movement or change in rental values of prime properties. YP is the 
percentage return of prime properties assessed from the net income and the market value. According to 
PCA (2017), TV is the vacant space available for occupation, both directly from owner (Direct Vacancy) 
and including sub-lease vacancy divided by the total space inventory. NA is the difference between the 
volume of occupied stock at the end of the period and at the beginning of the period. 
 
Figure 4.7: Rental Movement-Prime – Forecasts 
vs. Actuals 
 
Figure 4.8: Yield-Prime – Forecasts vs. Actuals 
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Figure 4.9: Total Vacancy – Forecasts vs. Actuals 
 
Figure 4.10: Net Absorption – Forecasts vs. 
Actuals 
In comparison with the economic variables, the spread between forecasts and actuals is considerable, 
mainly for Rental Movements and Net Absorption. Yields and Total vacancy forecasts go on a par with 
the actuals, albeit with lags at different point in time. Possible reasons for varying results across property 
variables could be the different drivers used in forecasting different parameters. Further discussions on 
this particular matter are detailed at the end of sub-section 4.3.4. Further, a specific time window cannot 
be identified since forecast errors are scattered across the period randomly. Though directional changes 
are picked up in the forecasts, the magnitude and the timing are varied and lagged. This simple tool of 
illustrating the snapshot of the overall picture does not capture the significance of the errors across the 
period. Hence, the following analysis has been carried forward with the error time series. 
4.3.1 ACCURACY MEASUREMENT OF ECONOMIC FORECASTS  
Each AFR’s quarterly survey gathered data for 3 months’ and 6 months’ forecasts. Therefore, it is 
required to determine which forecasts, either 3 months’ or 6 months’, should be used for the successive 
analysis based on their accuracy. Though it is deemed to be assumed that 3 months’ forecasts are more 
accurate considering time and the availability of information, empirical findings of the current study 
validated the results based on accuracy metrics: scale-dependent and scale-independent. The following 
analysis demonstrates the results comparing 3 months’ (3M) over 6 months’ (6M) forecast errors (FE) 
of four economic indicators: Cash Rate, Bond Rate, AUD/USD and Australian Equities. 
Statistical properties of forecast errors over the 10-year period have been described using the standard 
scale-dependent metrics: mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE), mean square error (MSE) and 
root mean square error (RMSE) (refer sub-section 2.3.4.2). These equations are given below, where Et, 
represents the error at period t. 
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ED = ∑ D		,  EFD = ∑ |D	|	,  EHD = ∑ D	!	,  AEHD = √EHD 
Since these measures cannot be compared against different variables, mean absolute percentage error 
(MAPE) is often used to check the accuracy. MAPE that is given in percentage terms allows comparison 
with other variables. However, MAPE is excluded from this part of the analysis because of the 
disadvantage of being infinite or having undefined statistics (∞) due to zero denominator (actual data) 
in some of the data points in the series, as is frequent for intermittent data. Table 4.5 shows the results 
for scaled-dependent results of economic forecast accuracy. 
Table 4.5: Economic Forecast Accuracy Based on Scaled-dependent Metrics – 3M Vs 6M 
Economic Variables 
Forecast Error 
Scale-dependent Statistics 
ME MAE MSE RMSE 
Cash Rate_3M 0.03 0.20 0.19 0.44 
Cash Rate_6M 0.12 0.47 0.86 0.93 
Bond Rate_3M 0.08 0.37 0.22 0.47 
Bond Rate_6M 0.25 0.49 0.45 0.67 
AUD/USD_3M -0.02 0.04 0.00 0.05 
AUD/USD_6M -0.03 0.07 0.01 0.09 
Australian Equities_3M 144.88 384.15 250577.27 500.58 
Australian Equities_6M 167.12 555.37 550628.44 742.04 
As shown in Table 4.5, 3 months’ forecasts are much better than 6 months’ forecasts, as demonstrated 
by all the statistics: ME, MAE, MSE and RMSE. A drawback of these scale-dependent measures is that 
they cannot be compared readily against various variables to determine which is more accurately 
presented. One way to overcome this problem is to normalise them; that is, to divide them by a statistic 
describing how large the values of the variables are (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; Hyndman 2006).  
Alternatively, scale-independent measurements such as Theil’s U1 and U2 coefficients and mean 
absolute scaled error (MASE), involve benchmarking against naïve forecast error (refer sub-section 
2.3.4.2). Naïve Forecast (NF) assumes that the following year’s outcome can be predicted by the current 
year’s outcome (Naïve 1), with no change adhering to the static assumption. As an alternative, the 
second naïve comparison forecast uses the long-term average up to the date of the forecast (Naïve 2). 
Matysiak, Papastamos and Stevenson (2012) made a comparison between both naïve assumptions (1 
and 2) when reassessing the accuracy of UK commercial property forecasts. In most cases, for the 
assumption Naïve 2, the long-term average figure tended to do a better job than Naïve 1 last year’s 
value. Yet, for the current analysis, the researcher has used Naïve 1, the last observed value, allowing 
the market volatility due consideration instead of using long-term averages. Theil’s U and MASE 
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Equations are given below, where Et, Yt and Xt represent the error, forecasted and actual realised values 
at period t respectively. 
O =  √EHD
Q∑ 	!	,L + Q∑ 	!	,L
 
O! = Q∑ R
(	 − 	)! S	,
Q∑ T((	) − 	)! U	,
=  √EHD√EHD
 
EFHD =  
 Z∣ D	 −  ∑ ∣  −  ∣,! ∣\ 
The MASE method involves scaling the errors based on the in-sample MAE from the naïve forecast 
method. The denominator of MASE is the MAE of the naïve method. The only circumstance when MAE 
would be undefined is when all the historical observations are equal. The difference between U2 and 
MASE is the use of square root in U2, whereas the denominator U1 restricts the variations of the 
coefficient between zero and one. The closer these three measurements arrived to zero, the better the 
prediction (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005). 
The following Figure 4.11 summarises the scale-independent results comparing 3 months’ over 6 
months’ forecast errors of economic indicators. The bar chart is illustrated in 2 y-axes, taking out Theil’s 
U1 to one y axis (RHS). In the y-axis (LHS), Theil’s U2 and MASE are taken together as they benchmark 
against the naïve forecasts. A cut-off line was drawn at one to make the comparison between the 
economists’ forecasts and naïve forecasts. If the MASE and U2 coefficient is one, then there is no 
difference between the prediction and the static naïve assumption. If the coefficients are beyond one 
then naïve forecasts are better. 
Overall, economic forecasts are better as reflected by minimal Theil’s U1 coefficients closer to zero 
across all the economic variables. Further, 3 months’ forecasts are more accurate than 6 months’ 
forecasts represented by lower Theil’s U1. U1 results are validated by MASE and U2 coefficients having 
minimal statistics for 3 months’ forecasts as compared to 6 months. Both these measurements assess the 
forecast error, benchmarking against the naïve forecast errors. The decision logic is, therefore, that if 
U2 and MASE coefficients equal to zero, then perfect accuracy of the forecasts against the static 
assumption is indicated.  
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LHS: Theil’s U2 and MASE RHS: Theil’s U1  
Figure 4.11: Economic Forecast Accuracy Based on Scaled-independent Metrics –3M Vs 6M 
Moreover, MASE and U2 statistics for 6 months’ forecasts are within proximity to the cut-off line drawn 
at one. That depicts no material difference between economists’ forecast errors and naïve forecast errors. 
In particular, 6 months’ naïve forecast errors are lesser for bond rate, AUD/USD and S&P/ASX 200, as 
portrayed by both coefficients. Conversely, MASE and U2 are more favourable for 3 months’ 
economists’ forecasts compared to naïve forecasts. Hence, the overall conclusion of this part of the 
section is to carry forward for the successive analysis the 3 months’ economists’ forecasts for 
comparison against property forecasts. 
4.3.2 ACCURACY MEASUREMENT OF PROPERTY FORECASTS  
The following analysis repeats the process of accuracy measurement for property variables based on 
scaled-dependent and scaled-independent metrics. To reflect geographical exposure, property variables 
were analysed (i) nationally, and (ii) at CBD level. The following sub-sections detail the forecast 
accuracy of key property variables, including Rental Movement-Prime (RMP), Yield-Prime (YP), Total 
Vacancy Rate (TV), and Net Absorption Rate – 6 months (NA6). 
 RENTAL MOVEMENT-PRIME  
Table 4.6 shows the scaled-dependent statistics for Rental Movement-Prime forecast errors. An initial 
overview of the Table reveals that negative values for the ME statistic showed that many forecasted 
3M 6M 3M 6M 3M 6M 3M 6M
Cash Rate Bond Rate AUD/USD Australian Equities
Theils U2 0.44 0.94 0.75 1.07 0.50 0.95 0.93 1.37
MASE 0.41 0.96 0.97 1.27 0.56 1.02 0.89 1.29
Theils U1 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.08
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Rental Movements are lesser than the actuals. Thus, this resulted in a negative ME even after cancelling 
out opposite signs (+/- errors). Regardless of the sign effect, the remaining error statistics portrayed a 
relatively higher error in Brisbane CBD RMP forecasts. 
Table 4.6: Rental Movement-Prime Forecast Accuracy Based on Scaled-dependent Metrics 
Rental Movement-
Prime  
Scale-dependent Statistics 
ME MAE MSE RMSE 
Canberra -0.48 2.48 9.15 3.02 
Sydney 0.24 5.93 64.83 8.05 
Brisbane -11.14 16.07 360.87 19.00 
Adelaide -4.96 8.27 100.20 10.01 
Melbourne -3.92 5.48 45.46 6.74 
Perth 0.37 7.59 76.25 8.73 
AUSTRALIA -2.74 5.95 45.02 6.71 
Apart from the scale-independent statistics, Theil’s U coefficients and MASE for RMP forecast errors 
are given in Figure 4.12. Like Figure 4.11, the bar chart uses a primary and secondary axis. Theil’s U1 
is shown on one x-axis (Top), and Theil’s U2 and MASE are shown on the other x-axis (Bottom). A 
cut-off line was drawn at one to make the comparison between forecasts and naïve forecasts. As per 
Theil’s U1 coefficient, forecasts are generally acceptable as they incline more towards 0, ranging 
between 0.25 - 0.43.  
 
Top:  U1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bottom: U2  
and MASE 
Figure 4.12: Rental Movement-Prime Forecast Accuracy Based on Scaled-independent Metrics 
However, the FE is not acceptable when compared against the naïve forecast error. In theory, the closer 
the results are to zero, the better the forecasts. MASE and Theil’s U2 values are moving away from zero. 
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Specifically, naïve forecasts are much better in Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth and overall in Australia, as 
per the values of Theil’s U2 and MASE above one. This understanding has led the researcher to think 
about the allocation of a higher relative importance to the actual value at the preceding period over other 
input determinants. Further, Brisbane has a relatively higher forecast error when benchmarking against 
the naïve predictions. This significance of Brisbane CBD is on a par with the scale-dependent statistics, 
as discussed above. 
 YIELD-PRIME  
Scale-dependent and scale-independent statistics for YP forecast accuracy is given in Table 4.7 and 
Figure 4.13 respectively. Though YP forecasts appeared to be more accurate than Rental Movement 
forecasts by observing all four summary statistics, scale dependent statistics cannot be compared across 
variables.  
As per Table 4.7, ME that allows sign differences (+/-) represents a comparatively lower statistic than 
the three other measurements. Even after cancelling out different signs, the residual values have given 
positive ME in all CBDs. That means the YP predictions are much higher than the actuals in many of 
the data points in the series for the 10-year window of focus.  
In the second phase of the data collection for this study, interviewees identified reasons for yields being 
more accurately presented over other property variables. The direction of yield movement is easier to 
forecast because it happens slowly, and leading indicators are typically definitive. Also, they are subject 
to ‘collective consciousness’ that means there is less divergence of opinion/variation among forecasters. 
Table 4.7: Yield-Prime Forecast Accuracy Based on Scaled-dependent Metrics 
Yield- Prime  
Scale-dependent Statistics 
ME MAE MSE RMSE 
Canberra 0.62 0.79 0.95 0.98 
Sydney 0.56 0.61 0.51 0.71 
Brisbane 0.03 0.32 0.16 0.40 
Adelaide 0.13 0.59 0.53 0.73 
Melbourne 0.04 0.41 0.41 0.64 
Perth 0.00 0.34 0.36 0.60 
AUSTRALIA 0.27 0.49 0.31 0.56 
The positive evidence from scale-dependent statistics is validated by Theil’s U1 coefficient, as featured 
in Figure 4.13, with values closer to zero. Though Theil’s U1 values represent better predictions, naïve 
forecasts seem better than the predictions in all the CBDs, which is reflected by MASE and Theil’s U2 
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coefficient beyond one. Hence, the naïve assumption must be incorporated as a key input variable in the 
proposed forecasting model. 
 
Top:  U1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bottom: U2  
and MASE 
Figure 4.13: Yield-Prime Forecast Accuracy Based on Scaled-independent Metrics 
 TOTAL VACANCY RATE  
Table 4.8 attempts to compare error statistics for TV FE in CBDs, as well as at national level. Like 
Rental Movement-Prime FE, negative values for the ME statistic show that many of the forecasts are 
underestimated. Further, there is no significant market that can be separated out through this FE analysis 
due to the error statistic fluctuating in a small range. 
Table 4.8: Total Vacancy Forecast Accuracy Based on Scaled-dependent Metrics 
Total Vacancy  
Scale-dependent Statistics 
ME MAE MSE RMSE 
Canberra 0.42 1.22 3.22 1.80 
Sydney -0.30 0.86 1.08 1.04 
Brisbane -0.06 0.83 1.42 1.19 
Adelaide 0.07 0.86 1.21 1.10 
Melbourne 0.30 0.69 0.90 0.95 
Perth 0.08 1.34 3.12 1.77 
AUSTRALIA 0.05 0.52 0.39 0.62 
Though Canberra TV FE is relatively above the average, the overall effect is not influential as the 
Canberra market is relatively smaller compared to other CBDs. Beyond the scale-dependent measures, 
MASE and Theil’s U coefficients given in Figure 4.14 can be used to compare different markets.  
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Figure 4.14: Total Vacancy Forecast Accuracy Based on Scaled-independent Metrics 
This revealed similar results for the Canberra office market TV FE, as highlighted in Table 4.8. 
Benchmarking against the naïve forecasts through MASE and Theil’s U2, the Canberra TV forecast is 
better viewed through the static assumption as the MSE of the naïve forecast is lower than MSE of 
economists’ forecast. 
 NET ABSORPTION  
The final key variable in this analysis is Net Absorption – 6 months, and its accuracy check based on 
summary statistics is outlined in Table 4.9. Since Net Absorption data were given in square metres, the 
values are highly subjective to scale dependency as they are given in square metres. The same 
consequence for negative ME statistic is also reflected in this variable due to the underestimation of the 
forecasts. With respect to the error statistics represented in absolute terms, Sydney and Melbourne 
forecasts are relatively more inaccurate. 
Table 4.9: Net Absorption Forecast Accuracy Based on Scaled-dependent Metrics 
Net Absorption  
Scale-dependent Statistics 
ME MAE MSE RMSE 
Canberra -8808.22 17087.75 548119240.19 23411.95 
Sydney 10641.34 38182.34 2194629139.26 46846.87 
Brisbane -2105.87 14933.70 334436037.82 18287.59 
Adelaide -1871.90 8654.10 110836506.02 10527.89 
Melbourne -4129.89 32413.60 1682966719.68 41023.98 
Perth 441.15 12997.42 282800738.76 16816.68 
AUSTRALIA 635.10 15029.16 383907992.89 19593.57 
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14
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Scale-independent results are given in Figure 4.15, reflecting a moderate Theil’s U1 value. The 
assessment against the naïve forecasts produced by MASE and Theil’s U2 coefficients illustrates a 
positive outcome in that predicted values are better than the naïve forecasts with static assumptions. 
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Figure 4.15: Net Absorption Forecast Accuracy Based on Scaled-independent Metrics 
4.3.3 SUMMARY OF FORECAST ACCURACY MEASUREMENT 
To enable comparison, Figure 4.16 summarises scale-independent statistical results, including MASE 
and Theil’s U1 and U2 coefficients, for all economic and property variables at the country level. The 
variables include economic variables, key property variables discussed in earlier sub-sections, as well 
as several secondary property variables. Rental Movement – Secondary, Yield – Secondary, and Direct 
Vacancy are the additional secondary property variables considered in this part of the study. 
 
LHS: Theil’s U2 and MASE RHS: Theil’s U1  
Figure 4.16: The Comparison of Economic and Property Forecast Accuracy 
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Table 4.10 summarises the benchmarking analysis in comparing forecast accuracy of naïve forecasts 
and expert forecasts to determine which method of forecasting is superior for various parameters. 
Table 4.10: The Comparison of Forecast Accuracy of Naïve Vs Expert Forecasts 
Economic variables Naïve  Expert  Economic variables Naïve  Expert  
Cash Rate x √ Rental Movement - Prime - - 
Bond Rate x √ Rental Movement - Secondary √ x 
AUD/USD x √ Yield - Prime √ x 
Australian Equities x √ Yield - Secondary √ x 
   Total Vacancy x √ 
   Direct Vacancy x √ 
   Net Absorption x √ 
As shown in Figure 4.16, Theil’s U1 coefficient revealed that forecast errors are negligible for the Cash 
Rate, Bond Rate and AUD/USD as economic variables, and for property yields. The focus must be on 
Rental Movement and Net Absorption forecast errors as they are the critical inaccurate predictions. 
Though yield forecast errors are minimal as per U1, naïve forecast errors (NFE) are smaller, which is 
reflected in a higher coefficient above one for MASE and U2. Further, there is no clear distinction 
between naïve forecasts (NF) and economists’ forecasts for Rental Movements, whereas economic 
forecasts are better than the static naïve assumption.  
Similarly, a study conducted by Newell and MacFarlane (2006) in Australia for the period 1999-2005 
using API property expectations survey, pointed out that the naïve forecasting strategies for CBD office 
and non-CBD office property outperformed forecasters. For the UK commercial property market, 
McAllister, Newell and Matysiak (2008) used the Investment Property Forum’s consensus survey to 
evaluate the accuracy of property forecasts and non-property forecasts. The results revealed a clear-cut 
evidence only for GDP (non-property forecast) that forecasters outperform the naïve forecast. 
Therefore, the naïve assumption must be incorporated as a key input variable in property forecasting. 
As compared with economic forecasts, property forecasts are not at the standard of economic forecasts 
as revealed by scaled-independent measures. The results are validated by the normality test which is 
discussed in the following sub-section. 
4.3.4 TESTING FOR THE NORMALITY OF FORECAST ERRORS 
According to Makridakis, Hogarth and Gaba (2009), for the model to be statistically accurate, its forecast 
errors (FE) must (i) follow a normal distribution, (ii) be constant, and most importantly, (iii) be 
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independent of each other. In this section, all economic and property forecast errors are tested for 
normality to see whether forecast errors considered in this study meets the normal distribution criterion. 
In the normality test, the null hypothesis states that the population is normally distributed, against the 
alternative hypothesis that it is not normally distributed. The decision rule is that when the p-value linked 
to a normality test is lower than the risk alpha (typically ≤ 0.05), then the corresponding distribution is 
significantly not-normal. For this purpose, XLSTAT add-on statistical software available in Microsoft 
Excel is used. XLSTAT offers four tests for testing the normality of a sample: the Shapiro-Wilk test, 
the Anderson-Darling test, the Lilliefors test, and the Jarque-Bera test.  
Prior to normality testing, all the time series were converted to stationary series following the sequential 
steps noted in sub-section 4.2.3, and presented as growth rates (1st difference) to avoid spurious 
relationships. The test results for the variables based on these four tests are given in Table 4.11. ‘D’ 
represents that these variables are given in 1st difference, as the computed p-values for Cash Rate, Bond 
Rate, Rental Movement-Prime and Net Absorption Rate forecast errors are lower than the significance 
level alpha (0.05) revealed by three or more tests. Therefore, one should reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. In other words, the population from which the sample was extracted 
does not follow a normal distribution. 
Table 4.11: Normality Test Output for Forecast Errors 
Variable\Test Shapiro-Wilk Anderson-Darling Lilliefors Jarque-Bera 
Cash Rate_FE_D 0.000 < 0.0001 0.000 0.000 
Bond Rate_FE_D 0.035 0.041 0.133 0.023 
AUD/USD_FE_D 0.046 0.066 0.316 0.425 
Australian Equities_FE_D * 0.160 0.300 0.211 0.117 
YP_FE_D * 0.271 0.177 0.182 0.361 
RMP_FE_D 0.020 0.004 0.026 0.363 
TV_FE_D * 0.531 0.386 0.476 0.852 
NA6_FE_D < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 
*
 statistically accurate models 
On the other hand, one cannot reject the null hypotheses for Australian S&P/ASX 200, Yield – Prime 
and Total Vacancy forecast errors, as revealed by all four test outputs. Hence, the forecast models are 
statistically accurate. The same results were demonstrated earlier in Figure 4.16; as these variables 
represent lower Theil’s U1 coefficient thus, forecast errors are minimal. However, these results are 
subjected to small sample limitation.  
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Further, different results may relate to the different drivers used in forecasting different property 
parameters. Figure 4.17 illustrates a structure of property forecast determinants derived from the 
literature. Arrows indicate the pathway to developing empirical models. 
Rental movement
Yield
Vacancy
Demand (take-up, absorption)
- Space market drivers
Supply
- Property market drivers
Capital Market
 
Figure 4.17: A Conceptual Structure of Property Market Forecast Determinants 
Since vacancy is considered as an indicator of demand and supply conditions, vacancy is free from 
capital market influences as illustrated in Figure 4.17. Therefore, capital market drivers may cause to 
produce forecast errors in rental movements. Even though modelling yield generally acknowledged an 
explanatory relationship relative to rental growth, rental movement forecast errors do not reflect on yield 
as per the forecast accuracy measurement and normality testing. The possible reasons could be offsetting 
of positive and negative errors with each other and additional yield specific determinants (for example, 
inflation, currency rate, cash rate, yield spreads, and elasticity – refer sub-section 5.3.3.2). However, it 
is not certain that these reasons for differences are generalisable. After this preliminary error assessment, 
a detailed outlier identification based on a descriptive statistic is discussed in the next section. 
4.4 ANALYSING OUTLIERS OF FORECAST ERRORS 
As discussed in the review of literature in Chapter Two, the Gaussian distribution is only applicable in 
a situation where a mild type of randomness exists in which outliers are simply marginalised in the 
definition. However, in the real-world scenario, this normality assumption can fail at the occurrence of 
extreme volatile scenarios that can be in either tail of the empirical distribution. Hence this part of the 
analysis deals with finding those statistical outliers in the error distributions. In other words, the intention 
is to find random large errors (more than two standard deviations) outside the realm of regular 
expectations. Even though ± 3 standard deviations (SD) is often used in the literature as the outside 
boundary for outliers, this part of the analysis employed ± 2 SD due to the increasing level of risk and 
uncertainties imposed by Known and unknown risks. 
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4.4.1 ANALYSING OUTLIERS OF ECONOMIC FORECAST ERRORS 
Table 4.12 shows descriptive statistics of FE for 3 months’ forecasts for each economic variable. The 
boundaries between ± 2 SD were computed for each economic variable. 
Table 4.12: Descriptive Statistics of FE for Economic Variables 
Descriptive Statistics Cash Rate Bond Rate AUD/USD Australian Equities  
Mean 0.02 0.03 -0.02 133.82 
 
Standard Error 0.09 0.11 0.01 105.14 
 
Median 0.01 0.14 -0.01 74.41 
 
Standard Deviation 0.39 0.51 0.04 481.83 
 
+ 2 SD 0.80 1.05 0.07 1097.47 
 
- 2 SD -0.76 -0.99 -0.11 -829.83 
 
Minimum 1.59 0.79 0.06 1125.27 
 
Maximum -0.46 -1.29 -0.11 -591.01 
 
Outliers beyond ± 2SD 
   
1125.27 Jan-08 
   1098.75 Jul-08 
1.59    Jan-09 
  -1.29 -0.11  Jul-09 
Subsequently, the outliers were identified by relating minimum and maximum values in the data set. 
Through this analysis, five data points were selected as random large errors in forecasts. Outliers beyond 
+ 2SD means the expectations are unusually higher than the actuals. Outliers beyond - 2SD means the 
opposite. There are particularly large errors around the 2008-2009 due to both overestimation and 
underestimation. 
Further, outlier analysis is extended to the Inter Quartile Range (IQR) rule for outliers. The data points 
between Q1 – 1.5×IQR and Q3 + 1.5×IQR are the reasonable values. Outliers lie outside those fences. 
The following Table 4.13 tabulates the statistical results of outliers based on the IQR rule. Outliers of 
FE in Cash Rate and Bond Rate are aligned with outliers given in Table 4.12. These outliers are clustered 
in year 2009. However, there are no outliers for AUD/USD and Australian Equities series as depicted 
through IQR rule. 
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Table 4.13: IQR rule for Outliers in Economic Forecast Errors 
 Cash Rate Bond Rate AUD/USD Australian Equities  
Q1 -0.17 -0.24 -0.05 -206.26  
Q3 0.05 0.43 0.01 486.81  
IQR = Q3-Q1 0.22 0.67 0.06 693.07  
-F = Q1-1.5*IQR -0.49 -1.25 -0.13 -1245.87  
+F = Q1+1.5*IQR 0.38 1.43 0.09 1526.42  
Outliers 1.59    Jan-09 
 -1.29   Jul-09 
4.4.2 ANALYSING OUTLIERS OF PROPERTY FORECAST ERRORS 
The next step in this study is to repeat the process of analysing outliers of property forecast errors 
identified beyond ± 2 standard deviations and based on the IQR rule for outliers. To reflect geographical 
exposure, forecast error outliers for property variables were analysed nationally and at CBD level. The 
following sub-sections detail the error outlier analysis of key property variables, including Rental 
Movement-Prime, Yield-Prime, Total Vacancy Rate and Net Absorption Rate – 6 months. 
 RENTAL MOVEMENT – PRIME 
Table 4.14 shows descriptive statistics for FE for Rental Movement – Prime. None of the data points 
scattered beyond ± 2 standard deviations. Hence, there are no random large errors compared to regular 
expectations. The same results were demonstrated in the following box-and-whisker plot, based on the 
IQR rule for outliers given in Figure 4.18.  
Table 4.14: Descriptive Statistics of FE for Rental Movement-Prime 
Descriptive Statistics CANB SYDN BRIS ADEL MELB PERTH AUS 
Mean -0.43 2.37 -5.97 -3.35 0.22 1.73 0.21 
Standard Error 0.80 1.87 3.87 2.21 2.03 1.89 1.75 
Median 0.18 1.78 -5.26 -2.67 0.87 3.54 -3.29 
Standard Deviation 2.99 7.93 16.40 9.38 8.60 8.02 7.43 
+ 2 SD 5.55 18.23 26.84 15.41 17.43 17.76 15.06 
- 2 SD -6.41 -13.49 -38.77 -22.10 -16.99 -14.30 -14.64 
Maximum 5.35 16.60 17.52 9.17 17.13 16.84 10.72 
Minimum -5.50 -10.38 -37.13 -18.59 -15.05 -11.36 -10.76 
Outliers beyond ± 2SD - - - - - - - 
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Figure 4.18: Box-and-Whisker Plot for Rental Movement – Prime Forecast Errors 
Rental Movement forecast errors are critical as per the accuracy metrics when all the data points in the 
time series were collectively considered. Yet, none of them was critical and recognised as an outlier 
when each data point was individually examined in this part of the analysis. 
 YIELD – PRIME 
Forecast error outliers in Yield – Prime forecasts, computed based on ± 2 standard deviations and based 
on IQR rule, are given in Table 4.15 and in Figure 4.19 respectively. As per Table 4.14, Outliers are 
scattered in the period of 2006-2009 across key Australian CBDs. In particular, there is a significant 
underestimation of yield forecasts around 2008-2009. 
Table 4.15: Descriptive Statistics of FE for Yield-Prime 
Descriptive Statistics CANB SYDN BRIS ADEL MELB PERTH AUS 
 
Mean 0.59 0.52 0.03 0.15 0.02 -0.06 0.24  
Standard Error 0.17 0.10 0.08 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.10  
Median 0.45 0.54 0.15 0.36 0.21 -0.04 0.33  
Standard Deviation 0.76 0.47 0.39 0.70 0.65 0.65 0.47  
+ 2 SD 2.12 1.47 0.81 1.55 1.31 1.25 1.19  
- 2 SD -0.93 -0.42 -0.75 -1.26 -1.28 -1.36 -0.70  
Maximum 2.25 1.20 0.58 0.91 0.86 2.29 1.02  
Minimum -0.67 -0.50 -0.98 -1.55 -2.40 -1.19 -0.95  
Outliers beyond ± 2SD 2.25       Jul-06 
      2.29  Jul-07 
     -2.40  -0.95 Jul-08 
  -0.50 -0.98 -1.55    Jan-09 
    -1.54    Jul-09 
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As in the descriptive analysis, negative outliers are common in the box-whisker plot diagram. Those 
outliers are scattered in the second half of the period considered in the analysis, 2006-2009, and are 
critical around the GFC period. However, there are mismatches between two computations which are 
pointed out ( ) in the analysis. Based on both types of analysis, Canberra, Brisbane and Adelaide CBDs 
are more prone to random large errors. 
 
Figure 4.19: Box-and-Whisker Plot for Yield – Prime Forecast Errors 
There are certain advantages of using the IQR rule for outlier identification. Like mean and standard 
deviation which is commonly understood, median and IQR measure the central tendency and spread 
respectively but are robust against outliers and non-normal data. Further, the skewness of the data set is 
considered when comparing the median to the quartile values. 
 TOTAL VACANCY 
The following discussion details forecast error outliers for the Total Vacancy. Table 4.16 portrays the 
results for outliers beyond ± 2SD, and Figure 4.20 shows the IQR rule for outliers. The mismatches 
between two computations are pointed out ( ) in the analysis. Outliers are scattered across 2003-2011 
without any significance given to a specific window.  
Each variable possesses one outlier in either tail of the empirical distribution that depicts 5% probability 
of having outliers beyond ± 2 standard deviations, which is more than what is generated from the thin 
tails of Gaussian distribution. However, the IQR analysis indicates two additional outliers in Canberra 
Civic, as pointed out in the box-and-whisker plot. That reflects 15% probability of having random large 
errors in the Canberra Total Vacancy forecast error series. Even though all the CBDs present forecast 
error outliers, the impact does not influence the weighted average value for Australia. 
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Table 4.16: Descriptive Statistics of FE for Total Vacancy 
Descriptive Statistics CANB SYDN BRIS ADEL MELB PERTH AUS 
 
Mean 0.50 -0.25 -0.07 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.08  
Standard Error 0.38 0.22 0.25 0.24 0.19 0.38 0.14  
Median 0.41 -0.37 0.02 -0.02 0.18 0.04 0.00  
Standard Deviation 1.79 1.02 1.19 1.11 0.90 1.77 0.64  
+ 2 SD 4.08 1.78 2.31 2.31 2.11 3.63 1.35  
- 2 SD -3.08 -2.29 -2.46 -2.11 -1.50 -3.44 -1.19  
Maximum 4.05 1.55 1.87 2.81 2.41 4.20 1.23  
Minimum -4.43 -2.48 -3.80 -1.67 -1.58 -3.37 -1.14  
Outliers beyond ± 2SD  -2.48      Jan-03 
      4.20  Jan-04 
     2.41   Jul-05 
    2.81    Jan-08 
   -3.80     Jul-09 
 -4.43       Jul-10 
     -1.58   Jan-11 
 
Figure 4.20: Box-and-Whisker Plot for Total Vacancy Forecast Errors 
 NET ABSORPTION 
The final key property variable in this outlier analysis is Net Absorption – 6 months, given in Table 4.17 
and Figure 4.21. As per the descriptive statistics beyond ± 2 standard deviations, random large errors of 
forecasts are visible in all CBDs and at the national level. They spanned the time series in an ad hoc 
manner rather than scattered around specific periods, as was so for the Total Vacancy forecast error 
outlier distribution.   
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Table 4.17: Descriptive Statistics of FE for Net Absorption 
Descriptive Statistics CANB SYDN BRIS ADEL MELB PERTH AUS 
 
Mean -8650 4989 -2998 -1894 -4652 189 -1378  
Standard Error 4736 11448 4063 2261 8922 3677 4724  
Median -9573 -758 -7404 -2329 4087 -3269 -3810  
Standard Deviation 21704 52462 18620 10361 40886 16850 21647  
+ 2 SD 48144 116373 41304 22982 90693 37378 48017  
- 2 SD -38672 -93476 -33177 -18460 -72849 -30024 -38570  
Maximum 61681 111568 43719 14348 52378 30304 49773  
Minimum -52231 -108055 -30965 -21846 -90122 -33979 -41634  
Outliers beyond + 2SD  -108055     -41634 Jan-01 
       49773 Jan-02 
     -90122   Jan-04 
      -33979  Jul-04 
      -31836  Jul-05 
    -21846    Jan-07 
    -19379 -75853   Jul-07 
 61681       Jul-08 
 -52231  43719     Jan-09 
However, there is a clear distinction between two computations. The outliers within the dotted margin 
are only recognised within the tails of the Gaussian distribution, whereas IQR analysis indicates outliers 
in Canberra Civic and at the country level. Compared to Sydney and Melbourne, shorter box-plots for 
Canberra, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth and at national level reveal a higher level of accuracy during the 
period. In contrast, Sydney and Melbourne spanned a wider range as represented in tall box plots, 
although no outliers were identified through the IQR analysis. Approximately equivalent median (50th 
percentile) for all the CBD distributions interprets a similar central tendency across different cities. 
 
Figure 4.21: Box-and-Whisker Plot for Net Absorption Forecast Errors 
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4.4.3 SUMMARY OF ANALYSING OUTLIERS 
The following Figure 4.22 summarises IQR analysis for outliers at the country level, comparing different 
economic and property variables. For this purpose, errors as a percentage to actuals were considered to 
bring the comparison to a common platform, so avoiding scale-dependency of the errors. The variables 
include economic variables, key property variables discussed in earlier sub-sections, and secondary 
property variables that include Yield-Secondary and Direct Vacancy forecast errors. However, Rental 
Movements and Net Absorption were excluded from the box-plot illustration due to significantly high 
percentage errors. 
  
Figure 4.22: Box-and-Whisker Plot for Economic and Property Forecast Errors 
The following Table 4.18 replicates Figure 4.22, tabulating the outliers presented in percentages in 
economic and property variables through the IQR analysis. Table 4.18 includes rental movement (prime 
and secondary) and Net Absorption forecast errors as a percentage to actuals, which is not included in 
the box and whisker plot illustration. Q1 – 1.5×IQR and Q3 + 1.5×IQR fences abbreviated as -F and +F. 
Figure 4.22 and Table 4.18 illustrate the criticality of forecast errors given in percentages which has not 
been captured in levels (forecast-actual), as per the IQR rule of analysis discussed in the preceding sub-
section. The Cash Rate outlier in January 2009 (49%), and Net Absorption forecast error outlier in 
January 2002 (162%), have been identified in levels as well. In an extremely volatile period, the RBA 
official Cash Rate went down to 3% in April 2009 from 7.25% in March 2008. This has become a reason 
for Cash Rate forecast error outliers that had not been captured in forecasts. All the remaining outliers 
in Table 4.18 are recognised only when the errors are presented in percentage terms. Percentage errors 
recognise the outliers relative to the actuals [(forecast-actual)/actual) *100] rather than given in levels. 
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Table 4.18: IQR Rule for Economic and Property Outliers Given in Error Percentage  
 Economic variables Property variables 
 
Cash 
Rate 
Bond 
Rate 
AUD/ 
USD 
Australian 
Equities 
RMP RMS YP YS DV TV NA6 
Q1 -2% -4% -6% -5% -165% -79% -1% 12% -4% -6% -55% 
Q3 1% 10% 1% 12% -47% 6% 8% 18% 11% 9% -1% 
IQR 4% 14% 7% 17% 118% 85% 9% 5% 15% 15% 54% 
- F -8% -25% -16% -30% -342% -206% -14% 4% -26% -29% -136% 
+ F 6% 31% 11% 37% 130% 134% 22% 26% 34% 31% 80% 
Outliers            
Jan-02     -1503%      -167% 
Jul-03           -197% 
Jan-04 -9%           
Jan-08         50% 32%  
Jul-08       -15% 2%    
Jan-09 49%    -14022%   -1%   1520% 
Jul-09 -10%       2%    
Jul-10     -2415% 185%      
Note: Bold and Italic figures indicate the outliers identified in levels 
The credibility of Rental Movement-Prime (RMP) forecasts have been diminished by having extremely 
large errors specified in percentage of actual. January 2009 was identified as a worst-case scenario with 
a very high overestimation of forecasts, where the forecast was 9.93% and actual movement was -0.07%. 
Further, secondary Rental Movement (RMS) and Net Absorption (NA6) forecast errors also could be 
highlighted but are not as critical as RMP.  
The significant outliers in NA6 are in January 2002 and July 2003 due to larger overestimation subjected 
to a directional mismatch between forecasted values and actuals. In January 2003, forecasted and actual 
values were 19893m2 and -29879m2 respectively. July 2003 forecasted and actual values were 4100m2 
and -4209m2 respectively. This could be a new supply timing issue. Reasons for these outliers are further 
investigated in the next phase of the research through gathering qualitative data from interviews.  
4.4.4 THE EFFECTS OF GFC ON FORECAST ACCURACY 
The stacked column chart in Figure 4.23 illustrates changes over time for several variables, emphasising 
peaks and valleys in the raw count. Figure 4.23 shows the stacked area chart for economic forecast errors 
in percentage terms. The chart demonstrates the magnitude of percentage error over the period from July 
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2002 to July 2010 for all the economic variables in total. The timeframe around 2008-2009 witnessed 
significant inaccuracy in economic forecasts, mainly for Australian Cash Rate, Australian 10-year Bond 
Rate, and S&P/ASX 200. These errors are subject to both underestimation and overestimation of 
forecasts, as shown by volatility spread across positive and negative values in Figure 4.23. The effects 
of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) may have led to this swing in forecast inaccuracy. 
 
Figure 4.23: Stacked Area Diagram for Economic Forecast Percentage Errors 
The same methodology was adopted for the property variables. A stacked chart is plotted for property 
variables to draw attention to the total error across the period, as shown in Figure 4.24. Like economic 
forecasts, property forecasts too were crucial around the GFC period. Comparatively, property forecast 
errors are significantly higher than the economic forecast errors as depicted by the percentage errors in 
the vertical axis (y-axis) of the plots. As discussed earlier, in the outlier analysis, Rental Movement 
forecasts are key drivers of significant percentage errors. 
 
Figure 4.24: Stacked Area Diagram for Property Forecasts Errors, in Percentages 
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Since Rental Movement forecast errors are critical as evidenced in the preceding analysis, the line 
diagram in Figure 4.25 is illustrated with two y-axes, showing Rental Movement on one y axis (LHS) 
and the other variables in the other y-axis (RHS). 
 
Figure 4.25: Line Diagram for Property Forecasts Errors in Percentages 
The timeframe around 2008-2009 witnessed significant inaccuracy in property forecasts. These errors 
were subject to both under and overestimation of forecasts, as shown by volatility spread across positive 
and negative values. The effects of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) may have led to this swing in 
forecast inaccuracy. Further, it can be stressed that there is another spike around the GFC caused by Net 
Absorption (NA6) forecast errors. However, that is not as critical as rental growth, but required attention. 
As concluding evidence, economists’ forecasts missed the GFC turning point which was a significant 
manmade Black Swan event in the economy. Apart from the GFC, two other significant periods need 
highlighting from the above diagrams: January 2002 and July 2010. The reasons for these errors require 
further investigation to identify the causal factors.  
This study investigates whether natural disasters have had any implications for these forecast errors. 
During the period July 2002-January 2003, the overall error percentage amounted to an error of -1398% 
in January 2003 and -1478% in January 2004, mainly due to errors in rent forecasts. The comparative 
analysis against the historic data for natural disasters revealed that during the period January 2002-
January 2003 the entire country suffered from drought that resulted in an overall economic loss of AUD 
3.9 billion. This was the most damaging event in Australia for the period 1980-2014  (Munich Re 2015). 
Further, during 2009-2010, the recorded evidence of Munich Re (2015) identified two other disasters 
which are included in the top 10 loss events in the Australian economy, as ordered by overall losses 
since 1980. A series of floods hit Queensland, Australia, beginning in December 2010 and continued 
GFC 
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into January 2011, which was accounted at AUD 3.6 billion. The Black Saturday bushfires were 
Australia's all-time worst bushfire that ignited across Victoria on and around Saturday, 7 February, 2009. 
This cost of this event was accounted at AUD 1.7 billion. These may have been the causes for the 
substantial errors in forecasts, but empirical justification is needed to give a conclusive evidence. This 
is addressed in the next phase of the research. 
4.5 TESTING FOR RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VARIABLES 
As discussed in the literature review chapter, macroeconomic factors have been the driving forces in 
modelling and forecasting real estate performance, as revealed in past scholarly comparative analysis 
on determinants (Brooks & Tsolacos 1999; D'Arcy, McGough & Tsolacos 1997; Giussani, Hsia & 
Tsolacos 1993). GDP growth rate, inflation, industrial production, interest rates, ASX indices, and 
employment, are significant in the Australian commercial property market sector. Hence, property 
market models have one overriding aim of producing reasonable estimates of key dependent variables 
through the independent drivers of core economic activity. Therefore, this part of the analysis deals with 
answering the following sub-questions. 
(i) Do economic forecasts drive property forecasts in the real practise as per the theoretical 
underpinning? 
(ii) If (i) is true, can property forecast errors be explained by economic forecast errors? 
Testing for relationships is based on two methodologies: multiple regression and vector auto regression 
(VAR), as discussed in sub-sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 respectively. Further, VAR can be considered as a 
means of conducting causality tests, or more specifically Granger causality tests. Hence, the analysis is 
extended to evaluate the dependent variable based on its own lags and the lags of the independent 
variables. This also enables capture of the linear interdependencies among multiple time series (bi-
directional causality).  
The application of regression methodologies assumes that the analysed signals are stationary. If the 
variables are non-stationary, the test is done using first differences to avoid spurious regression. While 
testing all the economic and property time series, some appeared to be stationary in their original form 
(at level). Irrespective of this fact, the researcher has generated 1st difference time series for all the 
different economic and property variables, so these variables are given as growth rates. Testing for 
stationarity has been previously discussed under sub-section 4.2.3. 
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Furthermore, multicollinearity in regression analysis was evaluated by variance inflation factors (VIF) 
and tolerance. Multicollinearity occurs when independent variables in a regression model are correlated, 
thus, reduces the precision of the estimated coefficients, which weakens the statistical power of the 
regression model. Hair, Ringle and Sarstedt (2011) recommended eliminating a variable to relax 
multicollinearity problems, if VIF value exceeding 5.0, or by tolerance less than 0.2. Table 4.19 shows 
the multicollinearity statistics for all the independent drivers of core economic activity used in this study.  
Table 4.19: Multicollinearity Statistics of Independent Variables 
Statistic Cash Rate_F_D Bond Rate_F_D AUD/USD_F_D Australian Equities_F_D 
Tolerance 0.444 0.371 0.404 0.384 
VIF 2.254 2.694 2.477 2.607 
In conclusion, there is only moderate multicollinearity among the independent variables which is not 
severe enough to warrant corrective measures. 
4.5.1 TESTING FOR RELATIONSHIPS: MULTIPLE REGRESSION METHODOLOGY  
This sub-section utilises time series multiple regression methodology to find relationships. Sub-section 
4.5.1.1 deals with finding relationships between the economic and property forecasts. Sub-section 
4.5.1.2 attempts to discover whether there is any relationship between the error time series of 
aforementioned variables.  
In addition to the independent variables of core economic activities, naïve forecasts are also included as 
an independent driver in the regression computation. Naïve forecast is the realised historic information 
(actuals) of the variable with a lag of one period. The intention of this section is not to form linear 
regression models, but to find whether economic variables, and each property variable’s historic 
information, offer any significant explanation of property variables. The multiple regression generated 
as an Excel output for each of the dependent property variable is shown separately in this sub-section. 
Attention should be given to Multiple R, R squared, significance F, t-statistic, and p-value. The 
following Table 4.20 interprets these statistical measures alongside the decision rule. 
Table 4.20: Interpretation of Multiple Regression Outputs 
Statistic Interpretation  Decision Rule 
Multiple R Coefficient of multiple correlation, the strength 
of the linear relationship. 
R close to 1 indicates a positive correlation, 
R close to -1 indicates a negative correlation 
and R equals to 0 reflects no relationship. 
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Statistic Interpretation  Decision Rule 
R squared Coefficient of determination, the percentage of 
variance in the dependent variable that can be 
explained by the predictors. 
R-squared is between 0 - 1. The higher the R-
squared, the better the model fits the data. 
Sig. F This is the p-value associated with the overall F 
test, which evaluates the overall significance of 
the model. 
A small p-value (typically ≤ 0.05) indicates 
strong regression as a whole. 
t-statistic This is the test statistic associated with individual 
t-tests of statistical significance. It is used to 
evaluate the statistical significance of individual 
(explanatory) variables. It is computed by 
subtracting the hypothesized value of beta under 
the assumption of the null hypothesis (usually 
zero) from the predicted value and dividing by 
the standard error of the estimate. 
A value in excess of ±1.645, 1.96 or 2.58 
indicates statistical significance at the 10%, 
5% and 1% level of significance respectively. 
Alternatively, the associated p-value of the t-
statistic may be used. 
p-value The probability of obtaining a test statistic more 
‘extreme’ than the observed value under the 
assumption of the null hypothesis. 
Values less than 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 indicate 
statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 
1% level of significance respectively. 
 RELATIONSHIP OF ECONOMIC VS PROPERTY FORECASTS 
In this part of analysis, property forecasts are tested to find whether there is any significant explanation 
by independent variables: economic forecasts and each property variable’s historic information. This is 
deductive reasoning being used to validate the theoretical underpinning of the structural econometric 
modelling. Table 4.21 shows the output for multiple regression when Rental Movement – Prime is 
considered as the dependent variable. ‘D’ represents that these variables are given in 1st difference.  
Table 4.21: Multiple Regression for Forecasts: Economic Vs RMP_D 
Regression Statistics 
 
Multiple R 0.86
 
R Square 0.74
 
Adjusted R Square 0.62 
Observations 17 
   
ANOVA 
  
 df SS MS F Sig. F
Regression 5 252.89 50.58 6.18 0.01
 
Residual 11 90.01 8.18
 
Total 16 342.90
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Coefficients Standard 
Error
t-
Stat
p-
value
Lower
95%
Upper
95%
Intercept 0.28 0.74 0.37 0.72 -1.36 1.91
Cash Rate_F_D 3.44 1.47 2.35 0.04 0.21 6.67
Bond Rate_F_D -2.15 1.99 -1.08 0.30 -6.54 2.23
AUD/USD_F_D -24.85 12.01 -2.07 0.06 -51.29 1.59
Australian Equities_F_D 0.00 0.00 -0.67 0.52 -0.01 0.00
RMP_NF_D 0.39 0.18 2.19 0.05 0.00 0.77
Note: Bold and Italic figures indicate statistical significance  
Multiple R explains the strength of the linear relationship. The value of 0.86 gives strong positive 
relationship among the variables. R squared of 74% indicates that the independent variables explain 
about 74% of variation in the dependent RMP forecasts. Further, the model is significant as the F–
statistic has a p-value is well below 0.05 and 0.01, or 5% and 1% levels of significance respectively. 
Looking at the economic input variables, Cash Rate and AUD/USD forecasts are statistically significant 
at 95% and 90% levels respectively. The naïve forecasts that provide a reflection of the history is also 
significant at the 95% level. The results explain that the economic forecasts and each variable’s own 
historic values drive property forecasts in real practice, as per the theoretical underpinning. 
A similar analysis is conducted for the dependent variable Yield – Prime, as shown in Table 4.22.  
Table 4.22: Multiple Regression for Forecasts: Economic Vs YP_D 
Regression Statistics 
 
Multiple R 0.77 
R Square 0.60 
Adjusted R Square 0.46 
Observations 20  
   
ANOVA 
  df SS MS F Sig. F
Regression 5 2.17 0.43 4.21 0.02 
Residual 14 1.45 0.10 
Total 19 3.62     
  
 
Coefficients Standard 
Error 
t-
Stat
p-
value
Lower
95%
Upper
95%
Intercept 0.01 0.08 0.18 0.86 -0.16 0.19
Cash Rate_F_D -0.25 0.17 -1.47 0.16 -0.62 0.12
Bond Rate_F_D 0.04 0.21 0.18 0.86 -0.40 0.48
AUD/USD_F_D 0.01 1.31 0.01 0.99 -2.80 2.81
Australian Equities_F_D 0.00 0.00 0.74 0.47 0.00 0.00
YP_NF_D 0.83 0.41 2.04 0.06 -0.04 1.71
Note: Bold and Italic figures indicate statistical significance  
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Multiple R gives a correlation coefficient of 0.77 which represents a strong relationship. R squared of 
60% indicates that the independent variables explain about 60% of variation in yields forecasts. Though 
Sig.F has a p-value of 0.02 which explains an overall model significance at the 95% confidence level, 
but none of the economic input variables has contributed to this overall significance. The 1-period lagged 
actuals were only statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. 
Total vacancy as a dependent variable in the multiple regression analysis is given in Table 4.23. At a 
glance, regression statistics provide a significant explanation to the Total Vacancy forecasts by 
independent variables. That depicts a multiple R of 0.95 reflecting a strong coefficient of multiple 
correlation. R2 as a goodness of fit indicates that the independent variables explain about 90% of 
variation in Total Vacancy. 
Table 4.23: Multiple Regression for Forecasts: Economic Vs TV_D 
Regression Statistics 
 
Multiple R 0.95 
R Square 0.90 
Adjusted R Square 0.86 
Observations 20  
 
ANOVA 
  df SS MS F Sig. F
Regression 5 20.76 4.15 24.43 0.00
Residual 14 2.38 0.17
 
Total 19 23.14     
  
 
Coefficients Standard 
Error
t-
Stat
p- 
value 
Lower
95%
Upper
95%
Intercept -0.09 0.10 -0.91 0.38 -0.30 0.12
Cash Rate_F_D -0.81 0.16 -4.99 0.00 -1.16 -0.46
Bond Rate_F_D 0.33 0.25 1.34 0.20 -0.20 0.87
AUD/USD_F_D 5.49 1.74 3.16 0.01 1.77 9.22
Australian Equities_F_D 0.00 0.00 -2.05 0.06 0.00 0.00
TV_NF_D 0.67 0.10 6.55 0.00 0.45 0.89
Note: Bold and Italic figures indicate statistical significance  
Further, the overall model for four economic forecasts and naïve forecasts is statistically significant with 
a p-value below 0.01, within the 99% confidence interval. At the individual variable level, Cash Rate 
and naïve forecasts of TV are statistically significant at the 99% level, and AUD/USD and Australian 
Equities forecasts are significant at the 95% level in driving the TV forecasts. That demonstrates the 
statistically significant explanation of the driving forces of current property forecasts. 
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As the final dependent variable, multiple regression for Net Absorption – 6 months (in m2) is given in 
Table 4.24. Though multiple R gives a moderate level of coefficient for multiple correlation, the F-
statistic explains the model significance at the 90% confidence level. At the individual variable level, 
only the Australian Equities forecast gave a statistically significant explanation to the Net Absorption 
forecasts at the 90% confidence level.  
Table 4.24: Multiple Regression for Forecasts: Economic Vs NA6_D 
Regression Statistics 
 
Multiple R 0.69 
R Square 0.47 
Adjusted R Square 0.27 
Observations 19  
 
ANOVA 
  df SS MS F Sig. F
Regression 5 3414582686 682916537 2.34 0.10
Residual 13 3799874303 292298023
Total 18 7214456988    
 
 
Coefficients Standard 
Error
t-
Stat
p-
value
Lower
95%
Upper
95%
Intercept 1528.84 4170.96 0.37 0.72 -7481.96 10539.65
Cash Rate_F_D -1151.24 8953.49 -0.13 0.90 -20494.08 18191.61
Bond Rate_F_D 12177.31 13466.03 0.90 0.38 -16914.28 41268.90
AUD/USD_F_D -96272.51 66630.71 -1.44 0.17 -240219.41 47674.39
Australian Equities_F_D 17.92 10.22 1.75 0.10 -4.16 40.01
TV_NF_D 0.28 0.19 1.46 0.17 -0.14 0.70
Note: Bold and Italic figures indicate statistical significance  
In summary, regression output is reproduced in Table 4.25. The conclusive evidence in this part of the 
analysis shows that the key property variables have a strong coefficient correlation, given in multiple R, 
with its own historic information and independent economic variables. Further, an overall output 
between variables gives a statistically significant p-value for the F-statistic, while individual 
independent variables have contributed to this overall significance. 
It must be noted that Total Vacancy as a dependent variable is highly significant and driven by 
independent variables. Thus, it can be concluded that a generalised interpretation is applicable, 
validating the literature analysis, and which states that there is a statistically significant explanation of 
property forecasts that has been driven by economic forecasts and their own historic values. Since 
property forecasters are generally dependent upon driver forecasts of the independent macroeconomic 
variables as explained in the literature review, their information efficiency and transmission attributes 
are reflected in the property forecasts. 
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Table 4.25: Multiple Regression for Forecasts: Property Vs Economic 
Regression Statistics RMP_D YP_D TV_D NA6_D 
Multiple R 0.86 0.77 0.95 0.69 
R Squared 0.74 0.60 0.90 0.47 
Adjusted R Square 0.62 0.46 0.86 0.27 
Sig. F 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.10 
p-value     
RMP_NF_D [i.e. RMP_A_D in Lag1] 0.05    
YP_NF_D [i.e. YP_A_D in Lag1]  0.06   
TV_NF_D [i.e. TV_A_D in Lag1]   0.00  
NA6_NF_D [i.e. NA6_A_D in Lag1]    0.17 
Cash Rate_F_D 0.04 0.16 0.00 0.90 
Bond Rate_F_D 0.30 0.86 0.20 0.38 
AUD/USD_F_D 0.06 0.99 0.01 0.17 
Australian Equities_F_D 0.52 0.47 0.06 0.10 
Note: Bold and Italic figures indicate statistical significance  
However, the scope of this regression analysis is limited to economic versus property forecasts, while 
interdependencies among property variables have not been re-tested. The following Table 4.26 shows 
the correlation matrix among key property variables. ‘F’ and ‘NF’ acronyms are used to abbreviate 
forecasts and naïve forecasts respectively.  
Table 4.26: Correlation Matrix of Key Property Forecasts 
  RMP_F_D YP_F_D TV_F_D NA6_F_D 
RMP_F_D 1.00 
   
RMP_NF_D 0.61 
   
YP_F_D -0.78 1.00 
  
YP_NF_D -0.71 0.70 
  
TV_F_D -0.76 0.75 1.00 
 
TV_NF_D -0.68 0.65 0.80 
 
NA6_F_D 0.06 -0.05 -0.15 1.00 
NA6_NF_D 0.63 -0.46 -0.34 0.34 
Note: Bold and Italic figures indicate statistical significance  
As identified earlier in the regression analysis, the significance of naïve forecasts to the predictions is 
highlighted in the correlation matrix (except for NA6). Further, Rental Movements, Yields and Vacancy 
rates are correlated with each other. Hence, property variables are interdependent in each property 
forecast, in addition to the independent variables of core economic activities. 
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 RELATIONSHIP OF ECONOMIC VS PROPERTY FORECAST ERRORS 
In this sub-section, property forecast errors are tested to determine whether there is any significant 
explanation by economic forecast errors and each property variable’s naïve forecast errors (actual 
forecast errors in the preceding period). The same methodology, multiple regression, is used for this 
purpose, with property forecast errors as dependent variables, and economic forecast errors as 
independent parameters. Table 4.27 tabulates the statistics for four dependent property variables. 
Table 4.27: Multiple Regression for Forecast Errors: Economic Vs Property 
Regression Statistics RMP_FE_D YP_FE_D TV_FE_D NA6_FE_D 
Multiple R 0.59 0.37 0.24 0.42 
R Square 0.35 0.14 0.06 0.17 
Adjusted R Square 0.13 -0.09 -0.19 -0.06 
Sig. F 0.24 0.67 0.92 0.58 
t-stat     
Cash Rate_FE_D 2.00 0.37 -0.45 -0.07 
Bond Rate_FE_D -1.56 -1.29 0.79 0.11 
AUD/USD_FE_D 0.45 1.33 -0.79 -1.36 
Australian Equities_FE_D -0.49 -1.30 -0.28 -0.36 
p-value     
Cash Rate_FE_D 0.07 0.22 0.66 0.94 
Bond Rate_FE_D 0.15 0.20 0.44 0.91 
AUD/USD_FE_D 0.66 0.21 0.44 0.20 
Australian Equities_FE_D 0.63 0.77 0.78 0.73 
However, this part of the analysis gives a contradictory result compared to the preceding analysis of 
economic and property forecasts. None of the regression statistics provide a strong relationship or a 
better explanation. Further, p-value of F-statistic is not significant in any of the property variables. Also, 
there are no statistically significant economic variables at the individual level.  
As per the following correlation matrix given in Table 4.28, there is a strong positive correlation between 
forecast errors (FE) with its respective naïve forecast errors (NFE). The researcher has used naïve 
forecasts as an independent variable in the preceding sub-section (4.5.1.1) but has not included it in this 
part of the analysis.  
Table 4.28: Correlation Matrix of Property Forecast Errors  
  RMP_FE_D YP_FE_D TV_FE_D NA6_FE_D 
RMP_NFE_D 0.81 
   
YP_NFE_D -0.50 0.75 
  
TV_NFE_D -0.63 0.31 0.73 
 
NA6_NFE_D 0.46 -0.50 -0.15 0.72 
Note: Bold and Italic figures indicate statistical significance  
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The main reason for using naïve forecasts is to reflect the actual time series (historic information) as an 
independent variable to predict the future value. This is a common practice for extrapolating the actual 
series. However, there is no valid reason to include naïve forecast errors to find causal factors in property 
forecast errors. 
Therefore, the conclusive evidence from this part of the analysis is that though there is a significant 
relationship between economic forecasts and property forecasts, there is no such significant relationship 
between property forecast errors and economic forecast errors. Thus, these contradictory results must 
be due to factors beyond econometric models. These factors are addressed in the primary data collection 
during which semi-structured interviews were conducted with property and economic experts. 
4.5.2 TESTING FOR RELATIONSHIPS: VECTOR AUTOREGRESSION METHODOLOGY 
Since property forecast errors cannot be explained by economic forecast errors as per the multiple 
regression analysis, this part of the analysis adopts a one step forward approach by using lagged values 
of independent variables, following the Vector Auto Regression (VAR) methodology. VAR provides a 
linear interdependency among multiple time series which superficially resembles simultaneous-
Equations modelling, considering several endogenous variables together. Each endogenous variable is 
explained by its own lagged values and the lagged values of other endogenous variables in the model 
(Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; Gujarati & Porter 2009). A theoretical overview of VAR was discussed 
in 2.2.3: quantitative forecasting methods. The Equations below explain how a VAR is estimated. 
Assume Y1 and Y2 variables have bilateral causality, and each Equation contains k lag values of Y1 
and Y2. Instead of having only two variables, the system could include a number variables such as Y1t, 
Y2t…… Ynt and each of which has an equation. 
	 = 3 + 4 $	>, + 4 !	>, + &	 
!	 = 3′ + 4 $!	>, + 4 !!	>, + &′	 
Vector Autoregressive Model  
One of the requirements of a VAR is that the variables must be all be I (0), which means they have the 
same order of integration and are not cointegrated. Since the variable set in this study is non-stationary 
in level, all the variables are converted to a stationary series after performing the Augmented Dickey-
Fuller test on differenced series. Then, all the variables must be tested for cointegration. Depending on 
the cointegration test results, the application of the model is either Vector error correction model 
(VECM)/restricted VAR or unrestricted VAR. VECM is used if the variables are cointegrated. VAR is 
used if the variables are not cointegrated. However, there is a limitation in having insufficient data to 
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perform the Johansen Cointegration test. Hence, the computation is carried forward with unrestricted 
VAR, with an underlying assumption of the same order of integration in variables. 
The next important point in VAR estimation is to determine the number of lags to use in the model. The 
two most common selection criteria are the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Schwarz’s Bayesian 
Information Criterion (SIC/BIC/SBIC). However, the 10-year bi-annual data series is insufficient to 
form more than one lag for this testing as one lag is based on six months. Hence, it would be irrational 
if the researcher considered values from 12 months ago and more (2 lags and more). Therefore, only 
one lag is used for the VAR and for subsequent Granger Causality testing. 
The full estimate for VAR for each variable is given in Appendix 6. Subsequently, the Granger Causality 
is developed under the VAR environment. Granger Causality seeks to answer how much of the current 
Y can be explained by past values of Y, and then analyses whether adding lagged values of X can 
improve the explanation. Y is said to be Granger-caused by X if X is a determinant of Y, or equivalently 
if the coefficients on the lagged X’s are statistically significant. Further, two-way causation also could 
result where X Granger causes Y and Y Granger causes X (Granger 1969). 
The following Tables 4.29, 4.30, 4.31 and 4.32, tabulate the summary of the Granger causality results. 
The Granger causality test is ascribed to the null hypothesis that the lagged independent variables cause 
the dependent variable. p-values less than 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 
5% and 1% level of significance respectively. The intention of this section is not to form linear 
regression models, but to find whether economic variables, and each property variable’s historic 
information, offer any significant explanation of property variables. If the lagged values of independent 
economic variables offer any significant explanation of property variables, then it will test for their bi-
directional causality. That is, whether the lagged value of property variable offers any significant 
explanation of economic variable/s. The test output is followed by a brief explanation where X ⇒G  Y 
means "X (lag 1) does Granger-cause Y". 
Table 4.29: Granger Causality between Rental Movement and Economic Forecast Errors 
Dependent variable: RMP_FE_D 
Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
Cash Rate_FE_D  0.322882 1  0.5699
Bond Rate_FE_D  0.019033 1  0.8903
Australian Eq_FE_D  6.036599 1  0.0140
AUD/USD_FE_D  0.455341 1  0.4998
All  12.25007 4  0.0156
 
 Dependent variable: Australian Eq_FE_D  
Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
RMP_FE_D  4.005070 1  0.0454
Cash Rate_FE_D  0.246010 1  0.6199
Bond Rate_FE_D  0.400442 1  0.5269
AUD/USD_FE_D  4.532049 1  0.0333
All  17.19280 4  0.0018
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Conclusion:  Australian Equities_FE_D (lag1) ⇒G RMP_FE_D  
RMP_FE_D (lag1) ⇒G Australian Equities_FE_D 
Table 4.30: Granger Causality between Property Yield-Prime and Economic Forecast Errors 
Dependent variable: YP_FE_D 
Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
Cash Rate_FE_D  0.079025 1  0.7786
Bond Rate_FE_D  0.219559 1  0.6394
Australian Eq_FE_D  7.814277 1  0.0052
AUD/USD_FE_D  0.406055 1  0.5240
All  10.70876 4  0.0300
 
 Dependent variable: Australian Eq _FE_D  
Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
YP_FE_D  0.618430 1  0.4316
Cash Rate_FE_D  1.174155 1  0.2785
Bond Rate_FE_D  0.021936 1  0.8823
AUD/USD_FE_D  0.004398 1  0.9471
All  4.638529 4   0.3264
 
Conclusion:  Australian Equities_FE_D (lag1) ⇒G YP_FE_D 
However, YP_FE_D (lag1) ⇏G Australian Equities_FE_D 
Table 4.31: Granger Causality between Property Total Vacancy and Economic Forecast Errors 
Dependent variable: TV_FE_D 
Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
Cash Rate_FE_D  0.104207 1  0.7468
Bond Rate_FE_D  0.626829 1  0.4285
Australian Eq_FE_D  3.055982 1  0.0804
AUD/USD_FE_D  0.408578 1  0.5227
All  10.63325 4  0.0310
 
 Dependent variable: Australian Eq _FE_D  
Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
TV_FE_D  4.400985 1  0.2020
Cash Rate_FE_D  0.292092 1  0.3004
Bond Rate_FE_D  1.165297 1  0.2054
AUD/USD_FE_D  1.821414 1  0.0141
All  10.37064 4  0.0936
 
Conclusion:  Australian Equities_FE_D (lag1) ⇒G TV_FE_D  
TV_FE_D (lag1) ⇒G Australian Equities_FE_D  
Table 4.32: Granger Causality between Property Total Vacancy and Economic Forecast Errors 
Dependent variable: NA6_FE_D 
Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
Cash Rate_FE_D  4.847444 1  0.0277
Bond Rate_FE_D  6.976446 1  0.0083
Australian Eq_FE_D  10.97290 1  0.0009
AUD/USD_FE_D  0.088180 1  0.7665
All  12.54215 4  0.0137
 
 Dependent variable: Cash Rate _FE_3M_D 
Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
NA6_FE_D  1.627957 1  0.2020
Bond Rate_FE_D  1.072435 1  0.3004
Australian Eq_FE_D  1.603881 1  0.2054
AUD/USD_FE_D  6.020434 1  0.0141
All  7.945812 4  0.0936
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Dependent variable: Bond Rate_FE_D 
Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
NA6_FE_D  0.005301 1  0.9420
Cash Rate_FE_D  0.571767 1  0.4496
Australian Eq_FE_D  0.336734 1  0.5617
AUD/USD_FE_D  2.436041 1  0.1186
All  5.638186 4  0.2278
 
 Dependent variable: Australian Eq_FE_D  
Excluded Chi-sq df Prob. 
NA6_FE_D  1.755746 1  0.1852
Cash Rate_FE_D  1.035291 1  0.3089
Bond Rate_FE_D  0.141455 1  0.7068
AUD/USD_FE_D  0.930698 1  0.3347
All  9.463609 4  0.0505
 
Conclusion:  Cash Rate_FE_D (lag1) ⇒G NA6_FE_D 
   Bond Rate_FE_D (lag1) ⇒G NA6_FE_D  
Australian Equities_FE_D (lag1) ⇒G NA6_FE_D 
However, YP_FE_D (lag1) ⇏G  Cash Rate_FE_D, Bond Rate_FE_D and  
Australian Equities_FE_D 
Note: Bold and Italic figures indicate statistical significance 
As a key finding, significant causality between Australian Equities forecast errors and all key property 
forecast errors. It could be stated that preceding forecast errors in Australian Equities has a causal effect 
on the current property forecast error. Therefore, the significant results from this Granger causality test 
show forecast error for Australian Equities has been a warning that signals the need to adjust current 
property forecasts to improve forecast accuracy. However, their consensus attributes of displaying the 
herding behaviour may be reflected as an information transfer issue in the property forecasts. 
Furthermore, there is a bi-directional causality where property forecast errors may give a warning sign 
to economic forecast errors. This causality is mirrored in Rental Movements and Total Vacancy forecast 
errors. This can be justified theoretically in that there is a close interdependency between rents and 
vacancy rates in the forecasting process. In turn, volatility in rental cash flows reflects on direct property 
investment and subsequently on Australian Equities. The summary of causal relationship between 
economic and property forecast errors derived from the Granger causality analysis under the VAR 
environment is shown in Figure 4.26. 
 
Figure 4.26: Granger Causality of Property and Economic Forecast Errors 
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However, as previously noted, the credibility of VAR estimates is limited due to small sample limitation 
when defining lag lengths and testing for cointegration. To reinforce the reader’s confidence in this piece 
of work, in Table 4.33 the researcher provides the Pearson correlation matrix for property forecast errors, 
with its own lagged values and the lagged values of economic forecast errors. The output revealed no 
correlation between the variables for the original forecast error series, which is similar to the multiple 
regression output for forecast errors shown in Table 4.27. 
Table 4.33: Correlation Matrix of Key Property and Economic Forecast Errors 
  RMP_FE_D YP_FE_D TV_FE_D NA6_FE_D 
RMP_FE_D (-1) Pearson Correlation 0.152       
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.575       
YP_FE_ D (-1) Pearson Correlation   0.070     
Sig. (2-tailed)   0.776     
TV_FE_ D (-1) Pearson Correlation     -.478*   
Sig. (2-tailed)     0.045   
NA6_FE_D (-1) Pearson Correlation       -0.010 
Sig. (2-tailed)       0.969 
Cash Rate_FE_D Pearson Correlation 0.179 -0.049 0.090 -0.005 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.492 0.836 0.715 0.983 
Cash Rate_FE_ D 
(-1) 
Pearson Correlation 0.478 -0.193 -0.296 0.191 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.061 0.428 0.233 0.464 
Bond Rate_FE_D Pearson Correlation -0.219 0.112 0.147 -0.292 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.398 0.638 0.549 0.239 
Bond Rate_FE_ D 
(-1) 
Pearson Correlation 0.445 -0.270 -.547* 0.042 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.084 0.263 0.019 0.873 
AUD/USD_D Pearson Correlation -0.146 -0.104 -0.113 -0.430 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.575 0.661 0.647 0.075 
AUD/USD_FE_ D 
(-1) 
Pearson Correlation -0.116 0.030 -0.052 -0.033 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.668 0.902 0.839 0.899 
Australian 
Eq_FE_D 
Pearson Correlation -0.351 0.090 0.021 -0.177 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.167 0.705 0.932 0.483 
Australian 
Eq_FE_ D (-1) 
Pearson Correlation .592* -.610** -.590** 0.471 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.016 0.006 0.010 0.057 
* Significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). ** Significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Yet, there is a significant correlation between property forecast errors, with the preceding period’s 
S&P/ASX 200 (with 1 lag) at the 95 % level of significance when aligned with the VAR estimates and 
Granger causality. Additionally, Total Vacancy forecast errors correlate with its own lagged values, 
along with the lagged bond rate forecast errors, at 95% confidence level. 
4.6 SUMMARY 
This chapter sought to meet Objective Two of the study to test the accuracy of economists’ forecasts to 
determine whether they capture extreme downside risks. The chapter critically presents the secondary 
data analysis, including testing of the Australian office market forecast accuracy, analysing outliers of 
forecast errors, and testing for relationships for the period 2001-2011, including the GFC. 
Both forecast and actual data was collected from reliable sources. Economic data comprised the Cash 
Rate, Bond Rate, AUD/USD, and Australian Equities. The property variables include Rental Movement, 
Yields, Vacancy Rate, and Net Absorption, across Australian cities (CBDs). Since the existing literature 
analysis revealed that economic variables have been the driving forces of property forecasts, the 
intention behind collecting economic variables is to find their forecast movements along with the 
property variables for triangulating the empirical results with the literature findings. 
The first quantitative assessment involved testing the forecast accuracy through scale-dependent and 
scale-independent metrics. Scale-dependent statistics include ME, MAE, MSE and RMSE which cannot 
be used to compare among different variables. Therefore, MASE, Theil’s U1 and U2 coefficients were 
used as scale-independent measures for comparison among different variables and CBDs. The forecast 
accuracy measurement highlighted Rental Movement and Net Absorption forecast errors as the critical 
inaccurate predictions. Since naïve forecasting strategies outperformed the forecasters, the researcher 
suggests that the naïve assumption must therefore be incorporated as a key input variable in property 
forecasting. In this study, the naïve assumption is the last observed value from 6 months ago. Many 
researchers (Chaplin 1999; Diebold 2006; Joyeux & Abelson 2000; Wilson et al. 2000) suggested the 
parsimony principle: other things being equal, simple models are preferable to complex models. The 
overall conclusion from the first part of the analysis is that property forecasts are not at the same standard 
as economic forecasts; a conclusion which is further validated by the normality test. As per the decision 
rule for the normality test, to be statistically accurate the model’s forecast errors must follow a normal 
distribution. 
After this preliminary error assessment, the study focussed on assessing outliers based on two 
methodologies: beyond ±2 standard deviations and through the IQR rule for outliers. There are certain 
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advantages of using IQR analysis which is robust against outliers and non-normal data. The credibility 
of Rental Movement-Prime (RMP) forecasts has been diminished by having extremely large errors. In 
particular, economists’ forecasts missed the GFC turning point; a significant manmade Black Swan 
economic event. Thus, forecasting uncertainty has become a more critical issue. Also, natural disasters 
may have caused issues in property forecasts, but empirical justification is needed to conclude the 
evidence. 
These results raised similar implications regarding the accuracy of commercial office market forecasting 
to that seen in the UK (McAllister, Newell & Matysiak 2008) and US (Ling 2005); particularly 
concerning commercial property forecasting uncertainty, level of inaccuracy, conservative forecasting 
and inertia. Although naïve strategy outperformed the forecasters, naïve strategy is a short-sighted 
expectation, particularly in property markets with sharp and substantial changes (Ball, Lizieri & 
MacGregor 1998). Therefore, future tests of forecasting and forecasters’ ability, however, should be 
based on the ability to improve the forecasting process. According to the literature review, property 
market models have one overriding aim of producing reasonable estimates of key dependent variables 
through the independent drivers of core economic activity. Hence, the final assessment dealt with testing 
for relationships between variables by utilising multiple regression and vector auto regression (VAR) 
methodologies. Each time series is tested separately for its stationarity to avoid spurious regression 
relationships. Hence, differenced time series were addressed in this analysis. 
The conclusive evidence from the multiple regression analysis is that the key property variables have a 
strong coefficient correlation with, and overall significance to, both independent economic variables and 
each variable’s historic information. It must be noted that Total Vacancy as a dependent variable is 
highly significant and driven by independent variables. Thus, a generalised interpretation which 
validates the literature analysis can be offered in conclusion: that is, a statistically significant explanation 
of property forecasts is driven by economic forecasts and each property variable’s historic values. 
However, property forecast errors cannot be explained by economic forecast errors using multiple 
regression analysis. These results may be due to some other factors beyond what is explained through 
the mainstream economic indicators.  
Furthermore, lagged values are considered under the VAR methodology to investigate any forward 
indicator for property forecast errors. As a key finding of the Granger causality test under the VAR 
environment, there is a significant causality between the lagged values of Australian Equities forecast 
errors and all the key property forecast errors. Hence, the forecast error in Australian Equities is a 
warning signal to adjust current property forecasts. Furthermore, there is a bi-directional causality of 
Rental Movements and Total Vacancy forecast errors with Australian Equities that can be theoretically 
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justified. Indirect investments are more liquid, tradable and transparent assets; therefore, they adjust to 
market dynamics much faster. This seems to be a forward indicator for the direct property market. This 
revealed a disconnection between property forecast fundamentals, and the property market tends to 
follow the broader capital market in terms of listed market performance. Due to certain limitations in 
VAR estimates, the Pearson correlation is used to validate VAR results.  
The quantitative analysis revealed that property forecast errors deviate significantly from economic 
forecast errors without any explanation from mainstream economic relationships. Though Australian 
Equities forecast errors could be used as a warning signal to adjust property forecasts, further 
improvement to forecasts are needed by looking beyond econometrics, as emphasised in the statement 
of the problem (refer sub-section 1.2). Apart from the GFC effects, the quantitative analysis lacks the 
explanation of causal factors for property forecast errors across the period of concern. The results needed 
further exploration. As such, a qualitative investigation was conducted, and qualitative results are 
discussed in the next Chapter. The qualitative analysis primarily focusses on understanding the practical 
industry dimensions in delivering property forecasts in the Australian commercial property market. The 
evaluation of current forecasting methodologies will identify the factors that aid and impede the 
accuracy of commercial property market performance in Australia.  
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CHAPTER 5.  
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS –  
DETERMINING THE CURRENT STATUS OF 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET FORECASTING 
AND THE LEVEL OF DOWNSIDE RISK EXPOSURE 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter reports on the qualitative phase of the mixed method research design. The analysis and 
discussion focusses on understanding the current state of forecasting practice and accuracy in the 
Australian commercial property market. Qualitative investigation was undertaken with 22 leading 
property and financial market experts. Thematic analysis is used to identify patterns and relationships 
in the primary data. The qualitative analysis involves a number of steps: familiarisation with the data; 
coding data; searching for themes; recognising relationships; refining themes; and testing propositions 
and interpreting. This qualitative analysis presented in this chapter sought to achieve Objective Five of 
this study. 
Objective Five: To explore the current state of the Australian commercial property market forecasting 
practice and its exposure to downside risks. 
This chapter begins with coverage of semi-structured interview respondents (Sub-section 5.2), followed 
by two main sections. Sub-section 5.3 is primarily concerned with the status of Australian commercial 
property market forecasting. The respondents’ views are categorised into four key themes: (i) the reason 
behind forecasting; (ii) forecast data collection; (iii) forecast input determinants; and (iv) forecast data 
processing methodology and forecast efficacy. The evaluation of current forecasting practice seeks to 
identify the factors that aid and impede the accuracy of commercial property market forecasting in 
Australia. In doing so, the most common classes of commercial property variables of interest to real 
estate analysts (demand, supply, rent, yield, vacancy, and net absorption rate) are studied. In sub-section 
5.4, downside risk exposure in the Australian commercial property market is evaluated. Respondents’ 
views are categorised into three key themes: (i) known risks built into the expectation; (ii) short-term 
Black Swan exposure; and (iii) medium and long-term structural changes. 
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5.2 SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW PLAN 
The purpose of qualitative research is to gain in-depth knowledge that supports identification of the 
spread of diversity, not its magnitude (Kumar 2004). Therefore, the sample size was not predetermined. 
The data collection phase was extended until the researcher reached the point of data saturation. In this 
study, primary data were collected from November 2016 to March 2017 through 22 semi-structured 
interviews. Data collection was performed through face to face and phone interviews. The recruited 
participants were experienced experts in their fields. A planned systematic interview approach was 
undertaken to obtain the best responses from the experts to achieve the objectives of this study. These 
interviews were conducted in Melbourne (59% of the interviews) and Sydney (41%).  
Figure 5.1 illustrates the interview approach to ensure an adequate coverage of key players in 
commercial property market forecasting, and considering the organisation as the unit of analysis. Key 
players comprised property analysts, economists, fund managers, and property market lenders. The 
arrows represent the effective communication channel for the end decision to acquire direct property 
investments. 
 
Figure 5.1: Semi-structured Interview Respondents Structures 
Most interviews were conducted with property analysts (9 interviews) and economists (4 interviews). 
They are the key players in the Australian property industry who provide real estate research and 
advisory services to commercial property investors. The property analysts group includes property 
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valuers, researchers, and financial analysts specialising in office, retail, industrial and residential 
markets. Economists utilise market data and trends to analyse the underlying economy, while property 
analysts advise individuals or organisations on commercial property investment by analysing the 
property market and financial market trends.  
Property market lenders are from two of four-major banking/financial institutions in Australia which 
provide a broad range of financial services to commercial, corporate, institutional and government 
clients. The information is then forwarded to fund managers who are responsible for managing the 
fund’s investments. Property fund executives were from A-REITs which invest, develop and manage 
Australian commercial property. Investment management executives are from investment houses 
specialising in management of Australian equities, and Australian listed and direct property products. 
The participants selected were either top management or middle management in their organisation, as 
tabulated in Table 5.1, along with their positions and divisions of employment. Most interviews were 
undertaken with the heads of research since they can provide more insights about property market 
conditions. In terms of the level of experience of the participants, all interviewees hold more than 10 
years of experience, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. Further, it must be noted that half the participants 
witnessed two economic cycles by having 20+ years of experience. 
Table 5.1: Semi-structured Interview Participants’ Profile 
Level of Management Position Division Number of 
participants 
Top management Managing director - 4 
Director Commercial property and econometrics 1 
Institutional valuation 1 
Property markets 2 
Research 1 
Middle management Head of division Research 7 
Manager Investments 2 
Portfolio 1 
Econometrics 1 
Stress testing 1 
Data science 1 
Total number of participants  22 
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Figure 5.2: Experience Level of the Respondents 
Appendix 7 provides further information on semi-structured interview respondents detailing the 
speciality of their organisations and each respondent’s role in the organisation. 
The hierarchical reporting relationships (chain of command) for the forecasting team is similar among 
the fund management organisations interviewed. A small team of three-four analysts is responsible for 
forecasting different sectors across different CBDs. The head of research, who has an overview role on 
the organisation’s view, reports to the chief investment officer for investment decision making based on 
the property market forecasts. The ultimate authority, and the hierarchical power, for approving any 
transactions lies with the Board. Specialist property analysts and organisations that provide economic 
advice are revenue centres responsible for providing market information to their clients. Responsibilities 
of the property analysts, whether in-house or out-of-house, are segregated into different property sectors 
across different CBDs. 
5.3 AUSTRALIAN COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET FORECASTING PRACTICE 
5.3.1 RESPONDENTS’ VIEWS ON WHYS AND WHEREFORES OF FORECASTING COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTY MARKET PERFORMANCE 
For property fund executives, property forecasting is an integral component within the property 
investment decision making process. It supports asset allocation, property fund strategy, and stock 
selection in a mixed-asset portfolio (Chaplin 1999; Mitchell & McNamara 1997). The following Table 
5.2 summarises interview respondents’ views on the reasons for forecasting commercial property market 
performance. Their objectives ranged from simple cash flow forecasts (rents and terminal yields) for the 
valuation methodology, understanding the dynamic market logic and behavioural changes necessary to 
protect against downside risk, and formulating propositions for investment and asset allocation. The 
identified objectives of forecasting are categorised under each respective cohort of respondents to yield 
an overall view. 
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Table 5.2: Respondent’s Objectives for Commercial Property Market Forecasting 
Lenders– 
Property 
Market 
• To estimate the impact on banks’ earnings and liquidity in different phases of the property 
market cycle. 
• To estimate the property prices to understand the mortgage risk. 
Fund 
Executives 
• To predict the cash flows (rents and terminal yields) for the valuation methodology. 
• To predict the investment performance (total returns) and property values. 
• To protect against downside risk and enhance the return through opportunities to the investor. 
• To develop stock valuation models for A-REITs (forecasting their profits and distributions) 
that forms the main basis for the asset allocation decisions. 
Property 
Analyst  
• To put forward a proposition to invest/asset allocation decisions. 
• To predict the cash flows (rents and terminal yields) for the valuation methodology. 
• To work out the value and the share price by forecasting profits. 
Economists • To predict turning points and risks. 
• To think beyond current circumstances, to understand the consequences of economic 
behaviour. 
• To understand how market logic and behaviour will change as circumstances and perceptions 
evolve. 
To accomplish the objectives of forecasting, interview respondents forecast property market supply and 
demand level, capital market activity and trends, rents, rental growth, income and capital returns, yields 
and vacancy rates, on a quarterly or bi-annual basis, for all three key sectors of the commercial property 
market. It is further asserted by the interview respondents that initial setting-up of forecast objectives is 
driven by forecast period of interest, forecast output style, forecast approach, and forecast users, as 
illustrated in Figure 5.3.  
 
Figure 5.3: Driving Factors for Setting-up Commercial Property Forecast Objectives 
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The following discussion explains each driving factor, and examines the many choices available when 
deciding on a clear objective for property performance forecasts. 
• Forecast period of interest 
A common interview respondents’ view was that the degree of confidence in forecasts diminishes with 
the increased length of projections; longer projections are subject to increasing levels of uncertainty. 
Similarly, it is evident in the quantitative analysis, as explained under sub-section 4.3.1, that 3 months’ 
forecasts are more accurate than 6 months’ forecasts, as demonstrated by lower Theil’s U1 and validated 
by MASE and Theil’s U2 coefficients. Likewise, an interview respondent – Property Analyst #3 who is 
quoted below – explained the weakening confidence levels with the increasing projected horizon.  
“I think the further out you go the less reliable it is and if I am going up in sort of probability, six months 
it might be – 80% comfortable. A year out it might be 70% comfortable, two years’ sort of 50/50 and 
then three years good luck” (Property Analyst #3). 
Regardless of the understanding of the confidence levels associated with the length of projection, the 
following three types of forecasts are being made in current practice. Table 5.3 summarises the 
respondent’s projected forecasting period, reliance on econometric models, and reasons behind the 
decision to make predictions at three levels in current property market practice.  
Table 5.3: Respondent’s Short-term, Medium-term and Long-term Forecasting Approaches 
Short-term Medium-term Long-term 
Projected forecasting period: 
• 6 – 18 months • 18 months – 5 years • 5 years + 
Reliance on econometric forecasts: 
• Lesser reliance on 
econometric models 
• Much reliance on 
econometric models 
• Reverting to long-term 
averages, trends and 
relativities 
Reasons behind the current practice: 
• Nature of the Audience • Ability to observe the 
business cycle, including 
leads and lags 
• Obligatory to produce long-
term forecasts for the 
valuation models 
 Commonly accepted approach  
The decision to make short-term forecasts depends on the nature of the audience. For example, investors 
seek short-term market information for their decision making. Yet, the tactical decisions are not based 
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on the near-term forecasts in current practice. It is critical due to the limited time for adapting to the 
changes in the economy. 
If you are dealing with short time horizons you do by default, limit the amount of time in which things 
can go wrong as opposed to long-term horizons” (Economist #4). 
From a short-term perspective, it is difficult to capture all the information in econometric modelling due 
to frequent noise, particularly in markets that are relatively illiquid. Therefore, short-term prediction 
involves a spatial data analysis of the market, as stated below. 
“A lot of the data or information from those meetings is anecdotal … It's not quantitative but says things 
look pretty quiet for the next couple of quarters. That's your short-term. Short-term you're looking at 
markets” (Property Analyst #1). 
On the other end of the spectrum, long-term rent and terminal yield forecasts are obligatory for standard 
valuation models. In response to the client’s requirement for 10-year forecasts, the mean reversion 
approach is often used in current practice to look at trends, relativities and long-term averages, as 
exemplified in the following quote: 
“Once you're getting that far out we tend to look very much at long-term trends, so we look at retail 
turnover growth, we look at white-collar employment trends over the long-term… once you get beyond 
five years it’s harder to do that. We then start to look at long-term trends and relativities” (Property 
Analyst #1). 
In the medium-term, property forecasters rely heavily on econometric models, with the aid of cyclical 
guidance to determine leads and lags in time series data, to responsibly offer property forecasts. 
Therefore, the current practice of performing medium-term property performance projections combining 
business cycles and growth models is satisfactory from a methodological point of view. Further 
elaborating this fact, there is a possibility of interpreting the property performance variables with regard 
to both the evolution of independent variables over the medium-term horizon and the underlying 
structure of the econometric model. Moreover, it is assumed among the property experts that the 
medium-term reflects the average period of a business cycle to a certain degree, and the average period 
of a property finance line. Therefore, the use of econometric models for medium-term forecasting has 
established a reasonable level of confidence about managing long-term uncertainty and short-term noise. 
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• Forecast output style 
A clear vision of output style is needed before deciding a suitable forecast methodology. According to 
Brooks and Tsolacos (2010), there are five styles of presenting forecast results: point forecasts; turning 
point forecasts; range/confidences; direction/trend; and scenario analysis. Additionally, relative 
forecasts and anecdotal forecasts were also identified through the qualitative data analysis in this 
research. The following discussion provides a summary of different output styles used in practice. 
In point forecasting, the forecaster is seeking an actual forecast value at one particular time. Interview 
respondents argued both in favour of and against point forecasting. Favourably, precise forecasts enable 
decision makers to allocate property funds in a more advantageous way at the right point in the economic 
cycle. However, point forecasting was commonly criticised by the interviewees because of the poor 
identification of the right point in time. This contradictory argument is evident below. 
“It's so good to forecast precisely that to see the office rents are going to grow from 2.5% to 3.5%… 
being able to make an investment in the office market at the right point in the cycle you can make serious 
money from that and simply buying too early you can lose serious money” (Investment Managed Fund 
Executive #2). 
Forecasting the possibility of a turning point is important, but current practice involves presenting the 
output as a directional change rather than the actual point forecast. According to the respondents, getting 
directional drive is beneficial for proactive strategic implementation. Some respondents noted that the 
directional shift in Sydney office markets in the last couple of years, for example, was not sighted in 
any of the predictions. Though the market was positive with a strong supply of new buildings being 
built, yet it has tightened up considerably in the last couple of years. Findings are consistent with a recent 
PCA (2018) market report showing vacancy rates dropped, with positive demand for space and some 
supply withdrawals driving this results. Positively, Australia’s tightening office markets provide a 
window into a strengthening economy. 
Thus, the inability to produce realistic point forecasts in an uncertain environment leads forecasters to 
focus more on range forecasts in current practice. These confidence estimates capture the risk and 
uncertainties based on probabilistic thinking. As per the triangular distribution, multiple forecasts 
backed up by different scenarios – the best-case, the most likely-case and the worst-case outcomes – are 
produced by factoring the risk component. 
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“That's probably more awareness around unexpected events and really managing that through making 
sure we provide not just a point estimate but interval estimates so that's probably the only way we really 
do cover risk” (Economist #3). 
For 32% of respondents, trend forecasting is another output style focusing on directional accuracy rather 
than getting an absolutely accurate value. A trend can be upward or downward, linear or non-linear, and 
observable over longer time series. The varying intensity of the trend relative to normality is also 
incorporated in the projection to capture the overall movement in the time series (that is, the trend 
forecast of X performance variable is upward/downward with gradual/faster/slower intensity than 
normal). The following quote elaborates the importance of directional accuracy over actual magnitude. 
“If I forecast let's say Sydney CBD office values are going to go up by 5% over the next couple of years, 
and they go up by 8 to 9% each year. Now, the difference in that obviously is massive, that's almost a 
doubling of what my consideration is… If I forecast that it's going to up by 5% it goes down by 2% or 
3% I have more concerns because I've actually got the direction wrong rather than the actual 
magnitude” (Lender – Property Market #1). 
These forecasts are made on a relative basis instead of providing a definitive outcome. Relative 
forecasting is used extensively by 10% of interview respondents. The forecasting is done relative to 
other asset classes, relative to the past, and between different grades of the same asset class. For example, 
according to Property Fund Executive #2, a significant declining vacancy in B grade stocks in the 
Sydney office market has required a relative adjustment to other grades. 
To improve the clarity of the interpretation of forecasts, anecdotal forecasting is another technique used 
by 10% of respondents. It depicts market conditions by using a storyline. The forecasting tells a story 
that makes sense rather than estimating an actual number. These descriptive forecasts involve fishbone 
reasoning (that is, causes and effects). Thus, it enhances the clarity of the projected values by moving 
away from complex mathematical solutions that are difficult to interpret. Additionally, there is a 
possibility of producing more combined output by merging two or more output styles. 
• Forecast approach  
For the interviewees, the forecast approach is another important driver in setting up forecasting 
objectives. In the process of projecting estimates, the approach to forecasting could be top-down or 
bottom-up; in other words, macro level or micro level respectively. Top-down forecast looks at the 
overall market performance through pursuing a macro trend evaluation. Bottom-up forecasts are much 
less inclined to look at economic forecasts but rather focus on individual levels to form an overall 
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picture. Micro level forecasting evolves at the tenant by tenant level and then moves along geographical 
lines (that is, at the level of key cities and state by state level). An interview respondent detailed the facts 
in a micro level forecasting checklist, as quoted below. 
“We do that at a detailed level I’d say, collecting a lot of information about supply coming on, and 
tenants’ commitments, what types of buildings are they living? When are they leaving that space? That 
back-fill space is going to come on the market. When is that? What does it look like? Are we assuming 
that or not? We might decide to take the building or take it out of stock and refurbish it because it’s 
probably dated or old or aged and may need to refurbish it back to high quality, just to be able to lease 
it again. We do a lot of that kind of micro looking into things” (Property Fund Executive #2). 
• Users of forecasts  
Interview respondents focus on target groups of forecast users to narrow down the scope of forecasting. 
As Figure 5.1 illustrates, fund managers, investors, direct property owners, securitised property owners 
and developers keenly review property market performance. Fund managers pursue macro estimates for 
their asset allocation decision making. Investors are more focussed on the terminal yield forecasts to 
determine capital value growth. Property owners explore individual micro forecasts of investment 
vehicles or direct physical assets. Therefore, the focus of users must be clearly identified at the 
commencement of work on forecasting.  
5.3.2 FORECAST DATA COLLECTION 
The consensus among respondents was that Australian property market analysis is mainly spread across 
key cities, including Sydney, Melbourne, Perth and Brisbane CBDs. 
“We split the market into the main geographic markets. Sydney, Melbourne, Perth and Brisbane that 
forms 90% plus of commercial property portfolios that the REITs own. We don’t really have to worry 
about forecasting the other markets. If there’s a REIT that owns property in another small submarket 
Adelaide, Canberra then we'll look at that specifically” (Investment Managed Fund Executive #2). 
The Australian property market is characterised by high quality, frequency and geographical spread of 
performance measurements, coupled with high standards of valuation methods and accurate market 
information with long data time series (JLL 2016). It was commonly agreed among the respondents that 
these characteristics are clearly visible in the Australian office market because of the homogeneity of 
the office data as compared to other property sectors. 
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“For instance, in the current quarter that rent lifted by 5% that’s probably, generally right for everyone 
it’s quite homogeneous, unlike say for retail just to clear on that comparison. Retail is a trade area by 
trade area… but office actually relatively acts the same. If rents are all going up, it’s unlikely that I’ve 
seen the building rent falling” (Property Fund Executive #2). 
High quality data that aids om accomplishing the objectives of forecasting (See Table 5.2) can be 
obtained from a variety of sources. The next sub-section details these sources of forecast data in current 
practice. 
 SOURCES OF FORECAST DATA COLLECTION 
Sources of forecast data are often categorised into primary and secondary sources, as illustrated in Figure 
5.4 together with examples. Primary sources provide firsthand evidence observed in the market. Most 
interviewees highlighted the collaborative responsibility for data collection by members of the 
forecasting team. The knowledge is shared between individuals within the team, and the group’s view 
is presented. Thus, the entire team is collectively responsible for the forecast output. These individuals 
iteratively provide information both for the analysis, and to provide feedback into the model.  
Sources of Data
Primary Sources Secondary Sources
Roundtable 
collaboration within   
the forecasting team
Lateral integration with 
other functions of the 
organisation
Third party information 
providers
+
+
• Economics Team 
• Finance Team
• Valuation Team 
• Leasing Team
• Risk Management Team
• Investment committee
• Investor Relations
• Marketing Team
• Sales Team
• Media Team
• Sustainability
• JLL
• CBRE
• Deloitte
• PCA
• URBIS 
• Core Logic
• BIS Shrapnel
• MacroPlan (Dimasi)
• Oxford Economis
 
Figure 5.4: Respondents’ Sources of Forecast Data Collection 
Primary sources of forecast data were also generated through the lateral cointegration with other 
functions of the organisation, as given in Figure 5.4. A significant contributory role remains with the 
economics team in setting up the base for forecasting other sectors in the economy with the help of 
macroeconomic projections. The information across different asset classes provides variables to 
determine the relative performance of the property market. 
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In addition, interview respondents stated that in larger organisations the property market research team 
typically works side-by-side with other functions of the organisation: finance, valuation, leasing, sales, 
risk management, investment committee, investor relations, marketing, sustainability, and media. 
Regular brainstorming sessions take place in current practice to share different viewpoints which are 
spontaneously contributed by individuals across the organisation. To capture the overall market 
performance, different types of relevant information for commercial property forecasting are obtained 
through knowledge sharing, such as changes in consumers’ preferences, retailers’ commitments, 
tenants’ commitments, development activities and capital flows. 
Although many of the organisations at which employees were interviewed produce their own property 
forecasts, it became very evident in the empirical analysis that they acquire economic and property 
forecasts produced by external organisations on a subscription basis. The list of third party information 
providers is given in Figure 5.4. Respondents noted that secondary data are gathered as a basis, as a 
benchmark, as a confirmation, and as a consensus, as explained below in Table 5.4. However, evidence 
of confirmation bias and consensus bias must be eliminated to produce credible forecasts, and 
adjustments to the forecast made for these reasons must be carefully interpreted. McAllister, Newell and 
Matysiak (2008); Newell and MacFarlane (2006) affirmed that the herding behavioural traits in the 
property forecasts to produce a similar pattern of consensus is often prone to substantial uncertainty. 
This is further described, along with strategies to minimise forecast errors, in Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4: Reasons for Obtaining Secondary Sources of Forecast Data 
Reasons Explanation Supportive Evidences 
As a basis The time series data obtained from a 
reputed third party on a subscription basis 
form the starting point for the data 
analysis and forecasting. Since external 
data is used as a basis, these analysts do 
not characterise themselves as primary 
data collectors. 
“We don't collect base data ourselves. We rely on 
JLL, CBRE for basics like rental growth, 
property level stuff” (Investment Managed Fund 
Executive #1). 
“We rely on Property Council of Australia data 
because we don't treat ourselves as data 
collectors. We are analysts” (Economist #1). 
As a 
benchmark 
Secondary data is used as a benchmark 
against the primary data collected by the 
in-house forecasters. An evaluation 
benchmark was put in place to test the 
credibility of the input data being 
modelled. 
“We subscribe to economic forecasting houses, 
we subscribe to Deloitte, we subscribe to Oxford 
economics, and again we don't necessarily 
accept their forecasts, but it gives us a 
benchmark” (Property Analyst #1). 
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Reasons Explanation Supportive Evidences 
As a 
confirmation 
Third party data can be used to confirm 
the conclusions drawn from the primary 
data, whereas secondary data hold the 
priority when blending with primary data 
sources. 
“We tend to look at external information given to 
us. And if it agrees with the view we already hold, 
we tend to look at it, give due weight. If it doesn't 
agree with the view that we already hold, we tend 
to ignore it or disbelieve it” (Property Fund 
Executive #1). 
As a 
consensus 
Economists use secondary data from two 
or more sources to create a consensus 
before it is fed into forecast modelling. 
Consensus decision making aligns with 
‘herd mentality’ in humans, rather than 
rely on their own instinct. 
“Economists tend to form a consensus, and they 
all tend to say the same thing. Then there’s a sort 
of a consensus bias among the economists” 
(Property Fund Executive #1). 
Further, it is evident in the literature that the property indices represent a smoothed and lagged version 
of the actual underlying series. Though it is identified as a drawback, in current practice many series of 
data are subjected to filtering to ensure statistical fidelity and consistency. In contradiction, a few 
interview respondents (14%) allow for variability in the time series. Since smoothing and filtering create 
artificially high correlations between any two-smoothed series, the uncertainty inherent in the data 
cannot be captured. 
 DEGREE OF RELIANCE ON HISTORICAL DATA 
It is evident in the qualitative data analysis that the building block used by forecasters is historical data, 
or the past performance of the market, which is relied on to predict future results. The range of observed 
data is used to extrapolate when making statistical predictions. Furthermore, historic data is scrutinised 
for the mean reversion approach to form long-term averages as per central tendency theory. However, 
long-term averages can be misleading and non-representative of market behaviour under relatively 
normal circumstances if extraordinary circumstances are applied to a particular data set in the series. 
Therefore, the result of reverting to long-term averages is part of the central tendency bias which must 
be counteracted. 
While all the interviewees believe historical data is critical to forecasting, according to Property Analyst 
#7, historic information is relevant only in the performance context relative to prevailing conditions. 
Thus, historical referencing is involved in searching for similar market characteristics in past market 
cycles to reflect likely market performance in current forecasts. Historical referencing is detailed, along 
with the strategies to minimise forecast errors, under sub-section 6.2. 
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At the outset of forecasting, forecasters must know where to position themselves in the timeline: whether 
it must be vectored backward, slightly forward, or positioned in the present state. Property analyst #2 
raised the following three questions to determine the depth of the input data collection for forecasting: 
(i) Do you want to sit behind where the evidence was? or  
(ii) Do you want to sit right at today, where it is happening right now? or  
(iii) Do you move slightly ahead of where it is going? 
Significant reliance on past observations in forecasting is underpinned by the assumption of ‘ceteris 
paribus’ (that is, all else being unchanged). In other words, forecasters assume historical characteristics 
will continue in the future. Indeed, history is a good predictor of the future but certainly not perfect. 
Thus, it is strongly recommended by interview respondents that historical facts need to be combined 
with current data and likely outcomes when producing property market forecasts, as illustrated in Figure 
5.5. 
Input Data
Historic Data Current Data Likely Outcomes
Assumption: Ceteris Paribus
‘All else unchanged’
Assumption: Mutatis Mutandis
‘Changes in factors’
 
Figure 5.5: Types of Input Data for Forecasting 
In the real world, things are ‘mutatis mutandis’; that is, changing what is necessary without altering the 
central objective. Those adjustments come from market intelligence and insights that often derive from 
scenario analysis. Forecast analysis based on over 30 years of actual demand and supply time series in 
the commercial property market is then subjected to an overlay, as exampled below. 
“Historic information would probably comprise at 60% of the input. In terms of the initial running of 
the forecast it's the key factor but then you overlay that. Take for example, office market in terms of a 
model I've got for that, I would take the expectations for white-collar worker employment. I will take the 
expectations for future supply over a three-year period. I would apply that to where the market currently 
sits and provide a forecast over the next three years” (Lender Property Market #1). 
Since forecasting is an information-driven property performance measurement, it is essential to use high 
quality input data. As revealed in the literature synthesis, available data may provide poor empirical 
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measures of the theoretical concepts being modelled (Ball et al. 1998, Brooks & Tsolacos 2010). 
Therefore, the following sub-section identifies the problems associated with data in the Australian 
commercial property market. 
 PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH PROPERTY DATA 
Redmond, cited in Higgins (2000), laid out criteria to improve the quality and adequacy of data. The 
criteria include: accuracy, flexibility, reliability, timeliness, transparency, global standardisation, and 
market coverage. Although the Australian property market is ranked second behind the UK, in the 
Global Real Estate Transparency Index 2016 (JLL 2016), interviewees identified key problems 
associated with the data as limited property market data, inconsistent data with irregularities, relying on 
economic data, and misleading information. These problems are briefly explained below. 
• Limited property market data: 
In this research, limited property market data mainly falls into three key groups: (i) limited variables 
(data sets), (ii) limited data points, and (iii) limited geographical markets across the country. 
It is evident in the quantitative analysis (Chapter 4) that property forecast errors have gone wild across 
the period of concern (2001-2011) as compared to economic forecast errors. Economists interviewed 
commonly identified the key reason behind this as the lack of information in the property market. The 
respondents highlighted that there are many factors affecting the property market in addition to the 
market fundamentals, but they cannot be captured at a given point in time in a coherent way. Further, 
participants identified ‘Big Data’ as the next evolution in quantitative analysis, albeit accompanied by 
same problem of not having enough property market data sets. The following respondent quote 
elaborates a failure in transposing a quantitative model from US to Australia due to lack of data.  
“A lot more transparency and fantastic models that were predicting rental growth in the US. He came 
to Australia when I was at... navigating through all the systems to get all the data on Australia. He went 
through and he started crunching all the data on Australia. It wouldn't work. His model didn't transpose 
from US to Australia. You know what his conclusion was? Data. It's all sensitive to the data” 
(Investment Managed Fund Executive #2). 
Furthermore, the respondents stated that the immaturity of property data is also a reason for the above 
conclusion. Some respondent comments include: 
- A small set of cherry picked property data creates difficulty in drawing robust conclusions about 
the population.  
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- Unlike the share market, the property market is not priced daily so that true volatility of property 
market cannot be captured with limited information.  
- If a property variable is only given quarterly, it would take 25 years of historic data to form 100 
data points in a time series. If subsequent statistical analysis involves lagged data, it will run out 
of the degrees of freedom expeditiously.  
- It requires data from five to seven cycles before raising a real confidence in an econometric 
model, but the present econometric analysis deals with the information from only three cycles. 
Though data set is simulated to produce number of data points in the series to create statistically 
worthy forecasts, it will not reflect the real picture of the market. 
Also, current property market information is obtained from six markets only: Sydney CBD, Melbourne 
CBD, Perth CBD, Brisbane CBD, Adelaide Core, and Canberra Civic. The same set of markets was 
used in the quantitative analysis (Chapter 4) due to the relatively high market share as a percentage of 
total stock. Since data is derived from these markets in a macro perspective, local market forecasting is 
problematic. On the other hand, macroeconomic variables are generally on a statewide basis, or on a 
national basis. An interview respondent explained this mismatch in an example: 
“…the New South Wales economy, that doesn't explain very much about Sydney. Sydney is more of a 
global city. If you look at Perth, the WA economy is a stronger lead indicator” (Property Analyst #1).   
• Inconsistent data with irregularities  
From the perspective of Fund Managers, real estate data item definitions are not consistent across 
regions in Australia, and data item definitions are also inconsistent internationally, which undermines 
comparative reliability and power. For example, referring to forecast input data collection in Australia, 
actual rent for a property is collected from the mid-range of a building, while in Asia simply the ground 
floor rent is obtained for analysis. Therefore, getting comparable data to form a standardised platform 
is a challenge. An interview respondent illustrated this fact of inconsistency of property data as 
compared with some other data sets in the economy. For this reason, real estate analysts make an effort 
to clean the data to reduce the level of anomalies. 
“There are some really great data sets around, credit cards for the banks and how people spend their 
money. But when it comes to property the data sets, even the stuff in Victoria doesn’t match it with the 
stuff in New South Wales. Our title systems very different so what we collect about titles, land size, 
zoning, they’re all in different systems they’re not really brought together” (Property Fund Executive 
#4). 
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• Reliance on economic data: 
According to the literature review, property market models have one overriding aim of producing 
reasonable estimates of key dependent variables (that include demand, supply, rent, yield, vacancy, and 
net absorption rate) through the independent drivers of core economic activity. Similarly, a generalised 
interpretation of the quantitative analysis, which validates the literature analysis, can be offered in 
conclusion: that is, a statistically significant explanation of property forecasts is driven by economic 
forecasts. Subsequently, it is triangulated by qualitative findings. However, Investment Managed Fund 
Executive #1 raised an argument that the use of potentially flawed economic forecasts amplified the 
effect on property forecasts. 
Further, economic data derived from the census study are criticised by an interview respondent – 
Property Fund Executive #4. “In a society moving towards an online environment, poorly formulated 
questions must be replaced by more insightful questions. Further, social media can generate more useful 
insights to understand people’s preferences.” 
• Misleading information 
Forecast error is further amplified by using realised (that is, actual) values that undergo a subjective 
appraisal by real estate analysts. Respondents pointed out that the actual number should not be an 
empirically generated estimate from a basket of properties as such forecasts will not capture the actual 
performance of the whole property market. In addition, the actual data series may not represent market 
performance relative to normal conditions due to extraordinary circumstances which may influence the 
data set. Some respondents further stated that since Australia is a transparent market, industry 
practitioners assume that any significant change in the market is reflected in the data series or in its 
lagged series. However, there was no real consensus. Due to the relatively minimal exposure of wild 
events in past data as compared with other major economies, respondents suggested Australian property 
market forecasts are somewhat optimistic. However, the real market scenario is as extracted below.  
“In the GFC, there were no transactions and you say, ‘Okay, so we have no evidence that the markets 
moved’… You must be real and say, ‘well, actually, just because there wasn't any transaction didn’t 
mean the market didn’t move” (Property Analyst #2).   
Even though such events are marginalised in normal market conditions, putting X-factors in the models 
to dummy out major events be misleading about the direct impact on the market. 
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5.3.3 FORECAST INPUT DETERMINANTS 
 REALITY CHECK OF THEORETICAL INPUT DETERMINANTS 
This sub-section evaluates the current use of forecast determinants that were empirically evaluated for 
their statistical significance in the available literature. Many researchers cited an interlinked relationship 
between space, capital and property markets. Therefore, identified forecast determinants for different 
types of commercial property sectors are further grouped under these three markets, as tabulated in Table 
5.5. If a forecast determinant is evident in current practice, (√) is marked in the checkbox, and if not, 
(X) is marked. Further, common determinants across the sectors are underlined. 
Table 5.5: Forecast Determinants of Dependent Property Variables (Y) 
 Office sector Industrial sector Retail sector 
Property 
market 
 Historical data of Y 
 Rents 
 Vacancy rates   
 Construction activities   
 Construction costs   
 Lease incentives   
 Workspace ratio   
 Historical data of Y 
 Rents 
 Construction activities   
 Construction costs   
 Historical data of Y 
 Rents 
 Construction activities   
 Occupancy costs  
 Capital growth  
Space 
market 
 GDP   
 Employment   
 Job adverts   
 GDP   
 Employment   
 Estimated utilisation 
capacity 
 Consumer sentiment 
index   
 GDP   
 Employment   
 Retail turnover   
 Population   
 Private disposable income   
 Consumer sentiment index   
Capital 
market 
 ASX indices   
 10-years bond yield   
 Inflation 
 10-years bond yield   
 Inflation   
 10-years bond yield   
 Inflation   
The list of determinants identified in the literature is validated in the qualitative data analysis. Except 
for the estimated utilisation capacity as an industrial rent determinant that measures the proportion of 
potential economic output to realised output, every other input determinant identified in the literature 
(Chapter 2) is validated in the qualitative data analysis. The participants drew attention to the following 
significant facts about determinants listed in Table 5.5: 
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• GDP and employment are key demand-side determinants in the office sector. 
• GDP and manufacturing output are key demand-side determinants in the industrial sector. 
• GDP, retail turnover and population are key demand-side determinants in the retail sector 
• Employment refers to the white-collar employment by sector.  
• Wage growth and household saving ratio are embedded in private disposable income. 
• The stock of total floor space is a key supply-side determinant that involves net additions and allows 
for withdrawals, conversions, demolitions and refurbishments. 
• Supply and rent have a bi-directional causality (that is, supply coupled with strong demand is 
pushing rents up, but in fact through the reverse logic rent is pushing up supply). 
• Vacancy is a function of supply and demand-determinants. 
• Rental forecasts are contributors to vacancy rates, long-term retail sales and the volume of 
manufacturing output, in office, retail and industrial sectors respectively. 
• Property yield considers the risk premium movements based on the Australian 10-year bond yield 
which is used to proxy the risk-free rate. 
• The capital market is a significant influence on commercial property. 
In addition to the views about the determinants listed in Table 5.5, further critical points were raised by 
a few property analysts individually. For example, a question was raised about whether to use actual 
rent or asking rent. According to Property Analysist #2, the asking rent and the effective rent may be 
different because the effective rent may have been negotiated lower during the leasing process. Unlike 
share prices, there is no absolute reference among the real estate analysts. Due to this circumstance, 
rental forecasts produced by different the researchers cannot be compared since many have different 
starting points. 
In the quantitative analysis, the S&P/ASX 200 Australian equities index was statistically identified as a 
forward indicator for the direct property market. More specifically, interview respondents identified the 
S&P/ASX 200 A-REIT index over other ASX indices as the market indicator for the direct property 
sector. Therefore, many interview participants emphasised that the leading indicators for real estate are 
now moving away from property market fundamentals and following broader capital market 
determinants. It appears that direct property market lags behind the indirect market when adjusted for 
market instability, as elaborated in the following quote. Further, this respondent proposes adjusting for 
market correction through limiting debt exposure.  
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“We had a correction and the REIT market dropped by 15% over the course of August and September 
[2016]. Some people think maybe the direct market obviously, they probably would say in 18 months 
would drop 10% to 15%. That's a big correction. That's on the equity side. If we do reverse at the 
gearing, it's probably more like a 5%, 10% correction in direct property. But that's a prediction using 
indirect markets as a predicter for the direct market” (Property Analyst #8). 
Respondents identified imports and exports as significant determinants in the property market. However, 
in the researcher’s point of view, a separate account of net exports (exports - imports) is not necessary 
since GDP captures net exports, as given in Equation 5.1, where C is consumption, I is investments, G 
is government spending, and NX is net exports. 
GDP = C + I + G + NX 
Equation 5.1: Gross Domestic Product  
Further, it is argued that CPI has prominence over GDP growth when determining rental escalation. 
Since local conditions can override the macro picture, state-based CPI is recommended. Property Fund 
Executive #1 backed this, sharing personal experience in forecasting. “Over time, simple model of CPI 
plus 1% for office market rents would be more accurate than increasing the complexity in forecast 
models when there is an under-supply in the market. The adjustment to the CPI in opposed when there 
is an over-supply in the economy.” This is because a good proportion of leases are set with annual rent 
reviews linked to CPI. 
For yield forecasts, Property Analyst #5 explained the use of nominal GDP as the base point, instead of 
accounting for inflation, because property returns are also presented in nominal terms. Therefore, 
nominal GDP on top of the risk-free rate is considered to be the key driver in core property yield 
forecasts, whereas additive premiums compensate the risks of being opportunistic and developing value 
addition in complex properties. 
Interestingly, in the view of a property fund executive, office demand is a better leading indicator of the 
economy, presenting a bi-directional causality irrespective of the theoretical relationship between 
property and economic variables, as quoted below. 
“If you want to forecast interest rates, you look at office demand. And although it's not a connection, 
you'll find that the actual trends in office demand will lead interest rates. So, if office demand falls, 
interest rates will typically fall later” (Property Fund Executive #1). 
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 CHANGES TO THE DETERMINANTS IDENTIFIED IN THE MARKET PRACTICE 
In addition to the forecast determinants identified in the preceding section, this section identifies new 
input determinants that are used in current industry practice, as tabulated in Table 5.6. These additional 
determinants are categorised under different markets and commercial property sectors. Furthermore, 
determinants that are common to all three sectors are given separately. 
Table 5.6: Additional Determinants in Commercial Property Market Forecasting 
 Office sector Industrial sector Retail sector Common 
Property 
market 
• Rent per capita - - • Development 
approval 
• Capital expenditure 
• Tenants’ 
commitments 
Space 
market 
• Business 
confidence 
• Office equipment 
imports 
• Number of 
containers being 
offloaded 
• Infrastructure 
spending 
• Online Retail 
Index 
• Retailer 
sentiment 
 
• Dow Jones index 
• US GDP 
• US ISM 
manufacturing index 
• Local market data 
Capital 
market 
- - - • Elasticity of yield 
• Yield spreads 
• 5-year bond yields 
• Cash rate 
• Currency rate 
Of these determinants, infrastructure spending and the online retail index are identified as related to 
structural changes and are discussed in detail under sub-section 5.4.3. From the viewpoint of the 
interview participants, the significance of the additional determinants in commercial property market 
forecasting is introduced below to the body of knowledge. 
• Property market determinants 
On the demand side of the model, the workspace ratio which measures square metres per person is less 
prominent due to the flexible workplace arrangements in the current property market. As a result of the 
downward trend in the workspace ratio, forecasts are continuing to fall. Therefore, rent per person, 
which is independent of workplace changes, is used in addition to the conventional determinant – space 
per capita.  
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On the supply side, property analysts subscribed to a third party provider to monitor city council 
development approvals. According to respondents, there seems to be solid evidence on the supply 
pipeline - 12 months, 18 months and two years in advance. Thus, forecast vision can be extended with 
this leading information in hand. Further, capital expenditure outflow (leakage) has not been considered 
as a part of supply side determinants. A fund manager gave examples of allowances for leakage as 
approximate percentages of capital expenditure draining from the annual cash flow: office buildings, 
2%; regional shopping centres, 1%; and industrial, 1.5%. These can be used as a measure to calibrate 
commercial property forecasts. 
Particularly in the office and industrial markets, the supply pipeline is not merely the volume of space 
entering the market. The supply pipeline should be matched against the level of the tenants’ 
commitment. Based on developments in the pipeline, and the level of pre-commitment activity in the 
market, property analysts estimate the equilibrium point of commercial precincts. However, the tenants’ 
commitment is less important in the retail sector due to its relatively low vacancy rate. Despite the 
demand-supply methodology, a small proportion of interview respondents (14%) stressed that their 
rental forecasts are based purely on vacancy rates.  
• Space market determinants 
The National Australia Bank’s Business Confidence Index is published monthly and based on results of 
a business confidence survey. Interview respondents recognise this index as a leading indicator for short-
term office demand forecasts. In addition, the Westpac consumer sentiment index is already recognised 
as a key retail sector space determinant in the literature reviewed. Interview participants indicated it is 
important to include retailer sentiment as well to capture their commitment to the business. For instance, 
if big players such as Myer, David Jones, Coles, Woolworths cease expanding their portfolio or investing 
in new stores that would have a direct influence on the retail market. 
Interview participants try out different kinds of new drivers to improve overall model performance. As 
a proxy for white-collar employment growth, imports of photocopy machines are substituted in the 
office demand model. The argument is that the need for office equipment captures the real footprint in 
an office building. Furthermore, the number of containers offloaded at key ports (Sydney and 
Melbourne) has historically been a useful leading indicator for industrial rents and industrial take-up. 
However, this new driver is only applicable to these two big container ports while it remains 
insignificant in the Perth industrial market. 
In the case of Sydney as a global market, strong leading indicators from the US economy were preferred 
by interview participants, including US GDP, Dow Jones index and US ISM manufacturing index. These 
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indicators are used as proxies for the broader US economy. As the economy changes over time, so does 
the composition of these indices. Hence, the reflection of the global market can be seen in the demand 
for property sectors. 
In addition to the objective consideration of GDP and CPI on a state basis, as discussed in the preceding 
section, different local market characteristics must be subjectively integrated into the model. For 
instance, Sydney is typically dominated by finance, insurance and real estate organisations; Melbourne 
is a more a stable market with considerable government side demand; Perth is resource dominated; 
Brisbane has high demand for student accommodation. In addition, different demand drivers must be 
clearly understood. On the supply side, there is an oversupply in Adelaide and undersupply in Sydney 
while there are underutilised spaces in Melbourne. 
• Capital market determinants 
Many of the interview participants emphasised that the leading indicators for real estate are now 
following the broader capital market determinants. The 10-year bond yield is widely used in the property 
yield equation. However, the independent influence of bond yield to property yield is questionable 
during periods of market correction. To reflect the relationship, an economist interviewed stressed the 
elasticity of yield that measures the interest rate effect on the property yield (that is, ∆ property yield / 
∆ 10-years bond yield). On the other hand, yield spread will position the performance of the property 
market as compared to local and international bond rates. Further, it is argued that property investors 
borrow at the five-years rate in the commercial property market. Therefore, it is argued that five-year 
bond yields create a stronger basis for determining the yield of a commercial property than the 10-years 
bond yield. 
Further, respondents highlighted the positive relationship between the cash rate and economic 
performance. The official cash rate is the rate of interest set by the RBA that banks charge other banks 
on the overnight market. Since mortgage rates generally follow the cash rate, changes in the cash rate 
affect the property market. Furthermore, AUD/USD is identified by interview respondents as a new 
demand side determinant which captures the effects of foreign capital flows on property market 
performance. Australia was experiencing a surge in demand for domestic property from the China due 
to the drastic depreciation of the currency against the USD. As AUD weakens, domestic property 
becomes more attractive to foreign investors.  
To summarise the above discussion, a few overriding determinants have been identified by the 
respondents. Instead of 10-year bond yields, some interview participants use 5-year bond yields, 
elasticity of yield and yield spreads. Further, some respondents swap workspace ratio for rent per person 
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to office workplace redesign which is reducing the real estate footprint while enhancing workplace 
flexibility. Moreover, imports of office equipment are used as a proxy for white-collar employment in 
the demand forecast models. 
5.3.4 FORECAST DATA PROCESSING METHODOLOGY AND FORECAST EFFICACY 
Current industry practice for forecast data processing follows demand-supply methodology. This 
involves quantification, distinction, and mapping of demand and supply, to project commercial property 
market performance. Real estate professionals have long been developing explicit and implicit forecasts 
based on the models and techniques discussed in this section. 
 FORECASTING MODELS AND TECHNIQUES 
The forecasting methods are primarily based on statistical (quantitative) application and subjective 
judgements (qualitative), as detailed in the literature review. These techniques, of course, are not used 
in isolation. As indicated by interview respondents, most property forecasts are derived by converging 
the estimates from econometric models with a qualitative overlay; a process which is subsequently 
followed by a validation process, as illustrated below in Figure 5.6. 
Forecasting Methodology
• Ordinary least squares
• Multiple regression 
• Exponential smoothing 
• ARIMA models
• VAR
• Simple correlation
• Moving averages
Quantitative Techniques
• Judgemental inputs
• Roundtable discussion  
• Expert opinion
• Market Research 
Qualitative Techniques
• Qualitative overlay
• Verification
• Sense-checking
Quan-Qual Combination
• Feedback Loop
• Competitor analysis
• Third party validation
Forecast Validation
 
Figure 5.6: Methodological Orientation of Commercial Property Market Forecasting 
In the literature review (Chapter 2), five main quantitative approaches to forecasting were identified. 
They are exponential smoothing methods, single-equation regression models, simultaneous-equation 
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regression models, ARIMA models, and VAR models. In addition to these five techniques, simple 
correlation and moving averages are also applied in current forecast model building. These models are 
performed using MS Excel, SPSS, and E-views statistical software packages. Interview participants 
further highlighted prerequisites for forecast modelling, such as log-transformation of the data series to 
achieve linearity for linear regression, differencing to achieve stationarity, and normalised seasonal 
components to seasonally adjust the data. 
To decide the relative importance of the determinants to the property variable being modelled, a 
correlation matrix is commonly used. In addition, the degree to which intuitively exercised judgement 
is used, based on a forecaster’s level of experience. In contrast, those who strongly rely on quantitative 
models expressed their disagreement with experience-based judgements. 
Like collaborative responsibility for data collection, roundtable discussion is a useful qualitative 
approach to data processing. As explained by the respondents, roundtables offer in-depth, more specific 
insights in areas where mathematical models do not reflect reality due to unrealistic assumptions. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to incorporate qualitative thinking so that agreement is reached. Further, 
expert opinion is often necessary due to lack of reliable information for use in econometric models. As 
an interactive forecasting method, respondents further stated that several rounds of Delphi interviews 
are conducted to gather expert opinions. These experts’ commentaries have the potential to dramatically 
affect market activity because market players adjust pursuant to these experts’ views.  
Expert opinion survey is part of the market research that consolidates market-specific prospects. Further, 
market research involves understanding the logic of different players in the market (that is, tenant’s 
logic, investor’s logic, developer’s logic and the like) and market behaviours. For example, similar to a 
residential auction, a bidding war in the Sydney commercial property market was identified by the 
respondents. Further, Investment Managed Fund Executive #1 stated that the number of secondary assets 
mis-priced over A grade assets has led to a fundamental disconnect in market behaviour. This particular 
market behaviour indicates a probable market correction in the near future. Additionally, structural 
behaviours in the market are separately identified under the PESTEL categorisation described in sub-
section 5.4.3. However, distortions are introduced by the ways individual views are captured in the 
qualitative assessments of market conditions. This brings a difference between ‘herd mentality’ (refer 
sub-section 5.3.2.1, consensus bias) and ‘stand out as different’, as explained in the following quote: 
 “We compare ourselves to other people at the end as a benchmarking approach. If we're different to 
the majority of other forecasters, we have a process where we say yes, we're happy to be different… We 
actually don't use the consensus forecast as a way of adjusting our own towards consensus” (Property 
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Fund Executive #1). Except for one property analyst who criticised the use of qualitative overlaying, all 
other respondents agreed on the proposition that the most appropriate approach to forecasting utilises a 
reflective practice in the form of a mixed method design. It brings together the econometric model 
explanation with deep insights into market knowledge that are systematically explored through applied 
behavioural real estate market research which captures the behaviour of firms and individuals through 
qualitative methods. Thus, a mixed method is introduced to moderate formal model outputs, allowing 
for more flexible decision making. Also, visual verification and sense checking of quantitative 
predictions against prevailing market conditions are being currently practiced to assure the 
reasonableness of forecast results. 
In fact, during the global financial crisis we carried on doing that models, but they became less 
important compared to the sort of the qualitative analysis… There wasn't any precedent except for 
qualitative precedence that we could use” (Property Analyst #4). 
Subsequently, forecast validation ensures delivery of intended forecasting outcomes. In current market 
practice, third party validation, competitor analysis, and feedback loops, are used to validate the 
forecasts before sending them out, as summarised in Figure 5.7. 
 
Figure 5.7: Forecast Output Validation 
However, forecast output validation is not extensively practised by interview participants, as shown 
above under each respective cohort of respondents. Compared with other cohorts of respondents, 
property analysts and property fund executives have a much keener interest in forecast validation, 
applying all three methods of validating the in-sample forecast results. 
Constructive feedback, founded in logical reasoning, is debated by the forecasters. The ground level 
people who gather data to feed into the models – valuers, leasing agents and sales agents – in turn 
provide feedback on the processed data. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Lenders - Property market
Economists
Investmnent Management Fund Executive
Property Fund Executive
Property Analysts
Feedback loop Competitor analysis Third party validation
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Competitor feedback and third party validation add further insights into the validation process. However, 
similarities and dissimilarities must be carefully interpreted to avoid the important issue of hidden biases 
associated with confirmation, consensus, and central tendency. Of these three validation methods in 
current property market practice, third party validation is commonly used as a benchmarking tool among 
the participants in different cohorts, as illustrated in Figure 5.7 and in the following quote:   
“We’re looking at other people and how they interpret the market, rather than just our research house, 
If the in-house view is there’s no growth, but everyone in the market thinks there is growth… So, we 
can’t be blind to either opinion (Property Analyst #8). 
 LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE OF FORECAST MODELS 
Based on the understanding of the current forecast methodology, this section analyses the responses 
from the interview participants on their level of satisfaction with forecasts. Forecasting with confidence 
is at its favourable level, as illustrated in Figure 5.8.  
 
 
Figure 5.8: Level of Confidence of Forecast Models  
Those who had given direct positive responses (45% of respondents) are very optimistic about their 
forecasts. Experience-based confidence enables them to assume their forecast models produce forecasts 
at an 80-95% level of confidence. On the other hand, two respondents expressed a negative level of 
confidence due to the uncertainty in the market. Therefore, model predictions undergo extensive 
moderation. The neutral responses highlighted moderate positive outcomes, with the need for 
improvement in forecast modelling. Despite producing definitive point estimates, they expressed their 
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concern about producing outcomes relative to other asset classes, relative to the past, and between 
different grades of the same asset class. Regardless of the output, neutral respondents are generally 
satisfied with their current forecasting process. 
 FORECAST MODEL ACCURACY MEASUREMENT 
The positive level of confidence in forecast models aligns with an elevated level of forecast accuracy. 
The literature offers a wide range of metrics to gauge the accuracy of forecasts. Similarly, scale-
dependent and scale-independent metrics are used in the quantitative analysis (Chapter 4) to achieve the 
third objective of this study. However, it is evident in the semi-structured interviews that the forecast 
accuracy assessment has not been regularly conducted among 20% of the interview participants, most 
of whom were property analysts who are providing major insights into the forecasting process. Figure 
5.9 highlights respondents’ forecast accuracy checking practice using a Yes/No decision analysis. 
Forecast 
Accuracy 
Check
• “I don't need to check it because my analysis is on actions”
• “We don't always look backwards and give ourselves a mark out of 10”
• “No we don't check forecast error, which is a funny thing isn't it?”
• “We certainly got enough clients to tell us if we get things wrong”
Why?
• Forecast Error metrics
• Directional accuracy test
• Comparison against valuation reports
• Impact analysis
How?
YesNo
 
Figure 5.9: Forecast Model Accuracy Measurement in Current Practice 
Some respondents highlighted that the key reason behind avoiding the forecast accuracy check is due to 
unrealistic confidence about the forecast model outputs. Further, forecasters tend to cease the process 
after an in-sample validation by drawing a feedback loop to demonstrate forecast accuracy. However, 
out-of-sample forecast validation against the realised values is much needed for better disclosure of 
forecast accuracy to retain public acceptance. Respondents noted that forecast accuracy must be 
reviewed on a quarterly basis. Back-testing is used in practice to perform a post-mortem analysis to test 
mainly the absolute error and directional error. In addition to the conventional evaluation, differences 
between the last valuation and the current valuation could be used for assessing forecast accuracy in the 
last valuation report. Further, Property Analyst #3 pointed out the importance of impact analysis that 
explains the consequences of inaccurate forecasts instead of indicating the forecast error derived from 
the formulae alone.  
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 PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH FORECAST MODELLING 
An empirical researcher in real estate is likely to run into some common pitfalls. Apart from problems 
with the data discussed in the sub-section 5.3.2.3, poor specifications of the model, Black Swan events 
and structural events threaten the accuracy of forecasts, as detailed in the literature synthesis. Issues in 
forecast modelling faced by the interview participants are listed below, followed by a brief discussion. 
The discussion is limited to the first three bullet points, while the remainder is discussed in detail in sub-
section 5.4. 
(i) Poor specifications of the model. - Setting different starting-points. 
- Unrealistic assumptions. 
- Losing the macro view. 
- Increasing complexity. 
- Failing to interpret results correctly. 
(ii) Conflicts of interest.   
(iii) Low public acceptance.  
(iv) Black Swan events.  
(v) Structural changes.  
• Poor specification of the model: 
The poor reputation for empirical accuracy of commercial property market forecast models is identified 
by the respondents. At the initial outset of modelling, a question was raised defining the starting point 
which is, however, inconsistent among different analysts. For instance, there is no clear answer among 
the real estate analysts about whether or not to use actual rent or asking rent in their rental forecast 
models. For yield forecasts, there is debate about the relative merits of using nominal GDP or real GDP. 
Due to these varying views, forecasters do not have a unified approach and consequently it is not 
possible to compare property market forecasts.  
Despite the increased sophistication in forecasting methodologies, unrealistic assumptions are pervasive 
and contribute to the failure in the predictive capacity of the models. Normalisation in econometric 
models is often criticised, and identified as the great intellectual fraud by Taleb (2008). The normality 
assumption for regression models applies to the residuals. If residuals form skewed distributions that 
depart substantially from the normal distribution, the prediction may be inaccurate. However, this may 
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not reflect the past if the time series has major irregular spikes; thus, rational judgement must be in 
place. In terms of examining the lag effects, unlike the share market lag effect is hard to determine due 
to the time gap between data points that result in four months’ and six months’ projections. As another 
assumption, historic data is scrutinised using the mean reversion approach to forecasting which, as per 
the central tendency theory, produces more generic, smooth forecasts. However, in the respondents’ 
view, there is a disconnection from the history of the model. Further, variables are assumed to be 
independent, which implies zero correlation (that is, no serial correlation). But in fact, there is probably 
a serial correlation in most of the property variables due to the subjective appraisal in forecasting, as 
elaborated below. 
“…because they're subjectively appraised by the agents. If they are sitting down in a committee to decide 
what the actual rent is for this quarter, which then gets published and we then use it. They have last 
quarter's rent in front of them. They discuss what it is this quarter and they give you the number for this 
quarter. There's likely to be a serial correlation from quarter to quarter in the data” (Property Fund 
Executive #1). 
In the process of projecting estimates for the future, being too narrow in the micro level of forecasting 
means it becomes easy to lose the sight of macro view. Adding extra complexity to a model by predicting 
the inputs will reduce the model’s performance after a certain point, at the significant cost of losing the 
scope. Therefore, a trade-off between improving the model and adding extra complexity is a desirable 
feature of a model. As an example of simplicity given by a fund manager, CPI plus 1% for office markets 
would over time produce a more accurate model rather than models with ± ten determinants. 
In the property respondent’s view, there is a difficulty in interpreting the model output correctly due to 
the complexity of the model structure and outputs. For instance, Monte Carlo simulation output is less 
useful to the ordinary investor unless it is backed up with valid reasoning on the results. Since there is 
no definitive view about the future, forecasters tend to interpret model outcomes with a contradictory 
statement attached to safeguard themselves, as explained by an interview participant below. 
“Then it always ends with a BUT. ‘Retail sales growth is reducing, but interest rates are much lower’. 
It's like an excuse to cover up. ‘Vacancy rates have dropped a bit, but owners have decided they're going 
to be more aggressive with their rents, and so they've kicked some tenants out’. ‘Returns on retail 
development are down, but if you do it then you're going to have a better centre’. That's what we do. 
Everything seems to finish with a contradictory response to justify” (Property Analyst #8). 
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• Conflicts of interest: 
A key characteristic of a forecaster is to remain impartial, providing an independent view of commercial 
property market performance throughout the forecasting process. However, it is apparent in the 
qualitative analysis that the model outputs are subjected to the expectations of senior management. The 
resistance to various types of biases depend on the organisational structure. There is another inherent 
form of conflict of interest in that the people who could make decisions about the funds under 
management often attempt to shield their business by not disclosing the modelled predictions about 
market performance if there is a perceived conflict of interest, as expressed below. 
“That's the challenge for some investors, particularly fund managers who have built a business around 
managing other people's money. You can't go back to them and say, ‘You should sell your real estate 
because the market is really, really hot’. Then they go, ‘That's good. Give us our money back’… I haven't 
got a job then [laughs]” (Property Analyst #8). 
• Low public acceptance: 
User acceptance of property market performance forecasts is not at a satisfactory level, as stated by 
interview participants. Further, there could be a possibility of getting negative public comments in 
response to significant statements issued by forecasters about market performance. For instance, 
“making big calls to get publicity”. Therefore, respondents experienced the difficulty of holding their 
view in a context of low level of public acceptance. Lack of public trust further developed due to the 
poor adaptive capacity of property market data in responding to market volatility. Since the underlying 
information is not readily adaptive to change, the predictive performance of the models is questionable.  
Black Swan events and structural changes are the most significant threats to forecast accuracy, as cited 
in the literature and also identified by the respondents. Therefore, the next section of qualitative analysis 
discusses the different type of risk exposures in the Australian commercial property market. 
5.4 DOWNSIDE RISK EXPOSURE IN THE AUSTRALIAN COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET 
An extensive literature review was conducted to achieve Objective Two of the research ‘To examine 
and evaluate the literature on downside risk exposure and strategies to manage risks in the real estate 
environment’. Since a large fraction of real-world risk management challenges falls in the domain of 
unknown risk category, literature was focussed on short-term Black Swan events and medium to long-
term structural changes such as Government policies can act to manage long-term changes. 
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The following sections (5.4.1, 5.4.2 and 5.4.3) provide insights from the data gathered from the interview 
participants in relation to risks and uncertainties in the Australian commercial property market context. 
The interview participants were asked to explain the Known risk drivers that are being already identified 
and factored into the commercial property market modelling and forecasting. In addition, participants 
were asked to identify the factors that should be considered beyond the reliance on econometric 
modelling checklist and the possibility integrating them to improve forecasting. Hence, the following 
sub-sections are organised accordingly. 
5.4.1 KNOWN RISKS FACTORED INTO THE FORECAST MODELS 
In response to the question raised by the researcher about the risks factored into the forecast models, 
several interview participants suggested the importance to clarify the difference between the risk of 
investing and the risk of producing wrong forecasts. The known risk of investing in the commercial 
property market must be factored into the forecast models, whilst it was commonly agreed among 
interview participants that the investor’s risk profile depends on the risk appetite of the investors and 
the inherent risk profiles of different asset classes.  
Investor’s risk appetite is the willingness of investors to take risk, which depends on the degree of 
uncertainty in the macro environment as commonly agreed among scholars, industry practitioners and 
professional bodies (Caldarelli et al. 2016; Ernst & Young 2015; Gai & Vause 2006; Price Waterhouse 
Coopers 2009). Investors’ different risk appetites for different scenarios are widely acknowledged by 
the interview participants. According to Property Analyst #4, the spread between BBB corporate bonds 
and AAA corporate bonds in the bond markets determines the investor’s appetite for risk. For instance, 
at certain times investors are willing to accept risky investments which is reflected in a lesser spread 
between BBB and AAA corporate bonds. 
Further extrapolating on wild noise in the market, interviewees recalled investors’ low risk appetite 
across the period of the GFC. Property Analyst #8 pointed to reduced extremity of wild randomness in 
the economic cycle because of different risk appetites among the investors. In other words, if something 
does occur, the difference between the peaks and troughs is unlikely to be at the extreme level. 
According to interview respondents, investors seek out their ability to manage the investment asset class. 
Therefore, the risk of investing also depends on nature of investments and the embedded risk profile of 
the asset. Economist #4 expressed the understanding of theoretical knowledge on the risk-return 
spectrum between core assets and opportunistic assets. 
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“We are not against risk per se, as long as we feel it's able to be managed. If you think about it in-terms-
of you know the low end of the risk scale you've got core stabilized assets. Fully tenanted low risk 
portfolios and at the high end, you've probably got opportunistic unregulated real-estate developments” 
(Economist #4) 
It is a known fact that there is a positive relationship between the return on investment and the risk 
undertaken in that investment. In the general hierarchy of the risk-return spectrum, it is widely 
acknowledged that real estate is either lower or on par with the risk-return profile of common stocks 
(Bardhan & Edelstein 2010). According to O'Roarty (2005), the risk-return spectrum for property can 
be categorised into three segments: lower risk (core investments), medium risk (value added 
investments), and high risk (development investments). Core investments are further divided into core 
and enhanced core investments (McMahan 2006). The total return expectations differ slightly  between 
the studies conducted by O'Roarty (2005) and McMahan (2006) in Australia and the United States 
respectively. The return expectation of a certain group of risk averse investors in return to the risk is as 
illustrated in the following comment made by an expert: 
“If you have a very -- narrow tolerance for risk because that's just the type of investor you are. You need 
the returns of being this band… We'll be happy to return somewhere between probably 3% and 8% ... 
we don’t want to be taking a 30% upside or 30% downside risk” (Property Fund Executive #4). 
In contrast, the degree of an investor’s risk aversion, as a part of intrinsic makeup for uncertainty, comes 
at an opportunity cost. Risk averse investments focusing on worst-case scenarios limit commercial 
property market performance, as Economist #2 explained: 
“If you think interest rates are going to go up and you might then not invest in the actual business that 
you're running. Which means it's going to affect your commercial property market because there'll be 
less buildings or whatever else, they might not upgrade their building, they might not extend the 
building, they might not move to a different premise or move to a different area. That comes with the 
opportunity cost, is a featured revenue flow” (Economist #2). 
In addition to the investor’s risk appetite, property forecasts are subjected to forecaster’s risk appetites. 
The econometric results are overridden by the risk appetite of the forecasters. By nature, they can be 
risk conservative or risk aggressive in their forecasting. They tend to soften or harden the econometric 
results depending on their risk perceptions about one off events and structural change. For instance, 
“Let's say the quant model spits out a rental growth of 5%. Some analysts who would be conservative 
and say, ‘Let's use 4%’ and that's the buffer… I'm looking for a high degree of certainty by softening 
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my forecasts… there will be forecasters who are more aggressive and trying to push their numbers 
higher” (Property Analyst #9). 
Economist #1 pointed out that forecasters who are regarded as very aggressive are innately conservative 
in the next phase of the cycle. Hence, a forecaster’s risk appetite cannot be categorised into one end of 
the spectrum in different phases of the economic cycle. However, with the issue of unpredictable market 
volatility, there is always a risk of producing wrong forecasts that can be measured by the forecast error. 
Accurate forecasts and critical directional errors of forecasts are identified by ‘√’ and ‘X’ respectively 
in the following Figure 5.10, which leads to fear or greed in decision making by the users of forecasts. 
The following interview quote further elaborates the risk of error. 
“I think what keeps our clients awake at night I think, is first of all worrying about the downside risk 
that something could just go badly wrong. The other thing that keeps them awake at night is worrying 
about opportunities which they might be missing” (Property Analyst #1). 
 
Figure 5.10: Greed vs Fear in Forecasting 
The literature reviewed on risk management focuses on lower tail risk or, in other words, downside risk 
(Granger 2010). The interview participants pointed out the same while the most concerning risk of error 
is underestimating the downside risk. For example, it is highly unlikely that another GFC factor is on 
the horizon, hence there is a tendency to underestimate the downside risk of exposure in real estate 
forecasting. A detailed discussion on the reasons for forecast error is presented in sub-section 5.3.4, 
along with accuracy of the forecast model. 
This section deals with risks to the investor when progressing with commercial property investments. 
The interview participants mainly identified six major risks faced by Australian property investors that 
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have been built into current practice expectations. Those risks are: gearing risk, liquidity risk, leasing 
risk, competition risk, risk of vacancy, and development risk.  
• Gearing risk: Excessive leverage, demonstrated by a high gearing ratio, is a vulnerability during 
economic downturns which may snowball into credit risk. Credit risk refers to the inability of 
investors to service interest rate payments and/or principal repayment. Factoring gearing risk into 
property forecast models is of paramount importance to property investors, more so than any other 
independent variable in mainstream economics, as is highlighted below by an interview participant. 
“You're not going to break a building because you get white-collar employment wrong. You will 
break it if you take on too much debt and you get the wrong point in the cycle” (Economist #4). 
Gearing risk could be captured through movement in bond rate. Typically, the higher the credit risk 
is, the higher the interest rate on the bond. 
• Liquidity risk: It is opportune to buy at the bottom of the property cycle and sell at the top of the 
cycle. These fundamental beliefs are changing over time from ‘Buy & Sell’ strategies to ‘Buy & 
Hold’ strategies. Nowadays, investors tend to maximise their wealth by acquiring properties at the 
right point in time, as elaborated by an interviewee: 
“Here are your yields. Hold. Buy. Hold. Buy. Hold. Never sell. You just choose the times at which 
you buy. That’s how you make money. You don’t make money by selling them. You make money by 
buying them at opportune times, over time” (Property Analyst #2). 
However, real estate assets are characterised by illiquidity. Hence, the liquidity risk equates to the 
inability to buy or sell a property investment when the need arises due to limited opportunities 
existing in the market (Wargent 2017). The circumstances under which potential sellers hold their 
properties rather than selling them will result in a change in expected market performance. Thus, 
forecasting the property market has become a challenge, as observed below. 
“You can't just pop in and buy. ‘I think I'll buy that’. If they're not selling it, you can’t. There are 
a lot of things about forecasting that are impractical” (Property Analyst #2). 
To integrate liquidity risk in forecasting, Property Analyst #4 captures the risk through the volume 
of property sales as a percentage of invested property stock.  
• Leasing risk: From the property owners’ perspective, the need for a secured income through 
guaranteed ongoing tenancy under a long-term lease, or the need for more flexibility through rental 
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increments under a short-term lease, must be clearly articulated during the negotiation of lease 
terms. It is essential to weigh up the benefits of longer versus shorter leases to determine the best 
fit, ensuring maximum income for the investment property. From the viewpoint of a property 
investment decision maker, the chances of producing wrong forecasts are much lower if the long-
term lease is chosen as it provides stable conditions throughout the period of the lease, as explained 
by one respondent: 
“… for six months or 12 months or three months, there is a lot more assumptions that you have to 
sort of embed in that cash flow. If you have got one nice one lease to go for 26 years and hopefully 
they pay the rent and there is nothing much really can go wrong other than the value reversion in 
the lease” (Property Fund Executive #4). 
• Competition risk: In one property fund executive’s opinion, it is requisite to include competitive 
forces as a Known risk component in property performance forecasting. In particular, local market 
growth rates are influenced by area-wide competition. The adjustment for competition could be an 
overlay on the economic view. However, forecasts could materially differ among economists based 
on the availability of knowledge about the level of competition, as explained by an interview 
respondent below. 
“What's your forecast? They’ll say, ‘In Melbourne I'm forecasting 5% vacancy’, and for us we’re 
sitting there with may be a 9 or 10. It’s more significantly higher… Our team who develop buildings 
are also aware of competitor XYZ are building a building… Any changes have typically been on 
the supply side of the equation. We have to make an assumption about competitor XYZ” (Property 
Fund Executive #2). 
Subsequently, the impact cascades down to other interlinked property variables such as effective 
rents and incentive levels that fall with the rising vacancy rate. This level of competition could be 
rephrased as the ‘fight for tenants’ because there is only a finite number of tenants rotating in the 
market. 
• Risk of vacancy: Since vacancy rate is a useful statistic to ascertain rental demand, bidding on the 
occupancy rate in forecasts must be carefully accounted for, and allow for tenancy downsides. 
Economist #4 maintains the following checklist of questions to quantify the risk of vacancy through 
assessing the impact, and understanding the impact management process, of vacancy or tenancy 
issues. 
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(i) What would be the impact of a tenant leaving? 
(ii) How the impact could be managed? 
a) Could the owner of the property convince the tenant to stay at a reasonable 
economic rate? 
b) If the owner of the property lets the tenant leave, how good are they, or is the 
building, at attracting new tenants to secure minimal disruption in cash flow? 
• Development risk: There is an intrinsic risk component in the process of property development. It 
is evident in the dialogue between Fund Executives who expect a 70-80% level of pre-commitment 
before proceeding with developments. However, property developers, especially private 
developers, are driven to engage in risk taking behaviour while disregarding the security of payback 
from the investments. 
It is the respondents’ view that Australian investors rely heavily on yield spreads when seeking 
investment products. Yield spread is often an indication of the risk premium for one investment product 
over another. The spread between property yield and the long-term bond rate is identified as a key risk 
measurement by interview participants. Though it has given a clear indication in the past, nowadays it 
is questioned since global bond yields are relatively low. Defensive investors are therefore attracted to 
property investments that have provided a guaranteed income stream. Thus, the aforementioned Known 
risks to property investment must be built into future expectation when progressing with investing. Risks 
categorised under uncertainty are discussed in the following sections. 
5.4.2 SHORT-TERM BLACK SWAN EXPOSURE 
Taleb (2008) coined the term ‘Black Swan’ to describe unforeseen positive and negative events which 
have three characteristics: rarity, extreme impact, and retrospective predictability. In describing the 
challenges to forecasting, many interview participants stated the difficulty of understanding the timing 
and magnitude of random large events. Black Swan effects in the Australian property market during the 
last decade are discussed in the next section, which is followed by a summary of causes of the GFC, the 
GFC’s effects on the property market, and a critical analysis of the pre-GFC situation compared to the 
present status of the Australian economy. 
 BLACK SWAN SCENARIOS EXPOSED IN THE AUSTRALIAN PROPERTY MARKET  
Short-term Black Swan events can arrive in various forms. Referring to the literature synthesis, they can 
be grouped under three types: natural, manmade, and hybrid. Though such events may occur in either 
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tail of the empirical distribution, interview participants focussed heavily on downside risk events over 
positive Black Swan events. The only positive manmade Black Swan event in Australia identified 
through the semi-structured interviews was the mining boom in Perth, Brisbane and Darwin which was 
an external shock to the property market on the demand side. Economists predicted the direction of the 
property market movement; however, the magnitude of the impact on property market performance 
remained unpredictable.  
Moving to negative Black Swan exposure, all the interview respondents characterised the GFC as a 
negative manmade Black Swan event validating quantitative analysis results on forecast error outliers 
around the period of the GFC. It is evident in the qualitative data that the GFC illustrates the fragility of 
knowledge; thus, the uncertainty could not be modelled with the information at hand. The following 
quotes from interview participants emphasised the modelling difficulty. Mainly, the GFC hit the 
rationale behind assumptions in the econometric models, as explained below. 
“Since the global financial crisis, a lot of these relationships just don't seem to be working very well… 
going back as old benchmarks probably doesn't really help” (Property Analyst #2). 
“The extremity of downturn is more difficult to forecast, because practically led by sentiment, try to 
forecast sentiment out in the field, it's very difficult” (Lender-Property market #1). 
Positively, the GFC also can be seen as a missed opportunity rather than a setback. A few respondents 
stated that there was potential for significant capital gain potential in investing rationally in the stock 
market during the downturn. However, it was a matter of confidence to invest which depended on the 
risk appetite of the investor. After the dust settled from the market crash, research evolved in Australia 
to consider risk control measures that limit the exposure to negative impacts.  
Though financial conditions were stressed in the Australian economy, McDonald, T and Morling (2011) 
found  that the economy did not fall into recession as did in other advanced economies. Possible 
explanations for the Australian economy’s relatively sound economic position and resilience include 
monetary and fiscal policy responses that increased effective demand, and the early recovery of 
consumer and business confidence. Further, the recovery of the Australia’s major trading partners, 
particularly China, was another reason for resilience. In addition, in the view of Property Fund Executive 
#3 who is involved in managing retail properties, the contribution of stimulus packages could be a reason 
why Australia was among the least affected countries. 
However, Property Analyst #8 pointed out the negative impact of the Australian Government’s AUD 
42 billion fiscal stimulus package which was designed to stave off the recession. Australian resident 
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taxpayers earning $100,000 or less were eligible to receive up to AUD 950. The government urged 
people to spend their cash bonus to boost the flagging economy. Consequently, retail sales grew strongly 
which mirrored rental growth with improved retailer profits. However, property values did crash mainly 
due to the issues of capital market liquidity. 
The British Exit, or Brexit referendum, is another Black Swan identified by the interview participants 
that will have flow-on effects on the Australian investment market. Economist #2 suspects a change in 
the import mix with the UK in the aftermath of the shock. Further, the interviewee pointed out that there 
will be a derived impact from those countries such as the USA and China that are significantly exposed 
to Europe. In the real estate context, it is reasonable to expect a significant impact from Brexit, whether 
the UK adaptation to the shock is positive or negative. A potential adverse consequence is that direct 
foreign investment in the UK will shrink due to future uncertainty. From an economist’s viewpoint, the 
European Union’s loss could be the Australian property market’s gain, particularly due to Australia’s 
long held reputation as a ‘safe haven’ for investment. 
Since these events are unforeseeable, Australian investors fear a potentially catastrophic Black Swan 
event in the near future. According to an interview participant, future prospects of the changes in the US 
and Chinese trade and investment policy may have the potential to disrupt supply and demand 
assumptions, as indicated in the quote below. 
“Maybe the biggest issue for us is China. I'd say that is a real risk because we rely on China [laughs] 
to buy our stuff. What's going to trigger that?  What happens if the US comes up with some policies, and 
the next minute there's a trade war with… we don't know, and if it happens, it could happen really 
quickly” (Property Analyst #8). 
However, interview participants commonly agreed on the fact that there is a different cause and different 
amplitude for each big event. Since no two scenarios were ever alike, the future cannot be viewed as a 
mirror image of the past in modelling, as elaborated by following quotes. 
“If you had to say, ‘GFC was a housing crisis in America’ brought about by, there are number of stories 
going around… But then if you go back to the crisis that came before that, that was in 2001, and that 
was the Dotcom, completely different, and then 1997 it was the Asian financial crisis, again completely 
different” (Economist #2). 
“The 90s crash was a very basic supply-demand imbalance. They over-built massively then it all fell in 
a heap; vacancy rates were like 50% in major cities… this turn around the time of GFC the fundamental 
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market is a lot healthier… it was actually worse because the debt they were employing in these structures 
was so much higher” (Economist #4). 
“There are behaviours in this cycle which are very different to last cycle. That's why we can't just go, 
‘It happened like this last time, it's going to be like this this time,’ because it won't. And that makes 
forecasting a challenge” (Property Analyst #8). 
In addition to manmade Black Swan events, interview participants discussed the effects of natural 
disasters on property market. For example, several high-profile Queensland office buildings sustained 
considerable damage during a major flood event (2010-2011) along the Brisbane river, which caused 
disruption. In the aftermath of the flood event, history of major events was factored into property 
forecasts. These adjustments to forecasting are limited to local areas that are prone to natural disasters. 
It is this researcher’s view that property forecast models could directly integrate readily available 
information on natural hazard risk assessments from reliable sources, rather than ask property 
researchers to reinvent the wheel. For instance, the Queensland Government supports and encourages 
the dissemination and exchange of information published in the Natural Hazards, Risk and Resilience: 
Technical Manual issued by the Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning. It 
outlines a reliable methodology which may be used to undertake hazards investigations and develop 
natural hazard maps (Queensland Government 2016). Similarly, property forecasting could identify 
disaster prone areas through integrating data drawn from geographic information systems (GIS) linked 
to hazard management in direct support of spatial decision making (Bonham-Carter 2014), a 
scientifically computed disaster risk index which compares countries and hazards (Hollnagel, Woods & 
Leveson 2007) and Bureau of Meteorology forecasts. 
A different perspective was held by several interview participants who argued it was unrealistic to model 
one-off disaster events which occur once in a hundred years. They indicated they were willing to ‘take 
the hit’ when it occurs, rather than spend time and money modelling Black Swan events. However, 
Economist #4 emphasised that the frequency of such events, while different in form, occur every 20 
years. Queensland flood events are a classic example: they occurred in 1893, 1974 and 2011. Given this 
variation, it is essential that assumptions are flexible enough to allow for more frequent occurrences of 
disaster events. 
 SUMMARY OF CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF THE GFC ON THE PROPERTY MARKET 
Interview respondents identified the root cause of the GFC as the credit crunch underpinned by a 
fraudulent toxic instrument: collateralised debt obligations (CDOs). Their view aligned with the body 
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of knowledge discussed in sub-section 2.5.2.4. According to the respondents, the GFC has given rise to 
more stringent bank policies. For instance, bank lending was limited to fully pre-committed 
developments. Investors then ended up being worse-off due to the need to reduce their gearing levels by 
restructuring balance sheets through selling properties at significant discounts. The following are 
extracts and comments from various interview respondents in relation to the key causes and effects. 
 “What was the cause? They bought billions of dollars of assets with short-term debt and blow up; it’s 
finance that created the problem, what created the Boom in the first place in 2006, 2007, it was gearing, 
so it was people with access to money” (Property Analyst #5). 
“The amount of debt being used in those transactions was increasing at a relatively slow level… The 
problem is that it's not a linear relationship. So, the sensitivity to the down side when you are taking on 
more and more debt increases exponentially. When capital/credit markets froze in 2008 any asset that 
was leveraged immediately came under fire” (Economist #4). 
“The only way it will repay the loan is to sell the asset unless you get some money from somewhere else. 
And if everyone sells the asset then the value of assets goes down. And that was what sort of happened 
in GFC” (Property Fund Executive #4). 
Further, the fall in property values cascaded into direct impacts on commercial property markets across 
the globe. The list of effects on property markets during the GFC, as identified by interview respondents, 
include: decline in property demand due to the slowdown in tenants’ activities; decline in new supply 
due to reduced property investment overall; rises in vacancy levels; rises in incentive levels for the 
purpose of attracting tenants; slowdown in effective rental growth; and a high number of employee 
redundancies in property development companies. 
Similar features in the Australian commercial property market were identified by Eves (2010) during 
the crisis. Further, Eves (2010) emphasised that the indirect impact related to employee redundancies 
was significant in property development companies, followed by the property investment sector, sales, 
and leasing and valuation firms. The next section critically evaluates the similarities between the pre-
GFC situation and the present commercial property market condition. 
 SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE PRE-GFC SITUATION AND THE PRESENT 
Respondents indicated that before the GFC a substantial development pipeline in a highly geared 
environment was evident. At the same time, property market fundamentals were strong, indicated by 
low vacancy levels, low incentive levels, strong face rents, and compressed yields. Interview participants 
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stated that the current property market condition is nearing the peak of the property cycle, reflecting the 
pre-crisis situation, although with different capital fundamentals.  
Similarly, the industrial market monitor report revealed that the construction pipeline is likely to reach 
the pre-GFC level in 2017, with the entry of Amazon being a potential structural shift. Thus, the 
industrial property market has delivered strong income returns for investors, outperforming other sectors 
of the commercial property market (LJ Hooker Commercial 2017). However, the correct position on the 
property cycle is hard to determine, as stated below. 
“At the moment, where we are at the moment in the cycle. See, you never exactly know where you are 
in the cycle… You never know if you're in a bubble. You might suspect you're in a bubble, but until you 
know definitely after the crash happens, it's very hard to tell before that” (Lender – Property Market 
#2). 
Economists identified another characteristic: prior to the pre-GFC property yields were compressing 
rapidly on trophy assets, with a spillover effect from secondary assets and into regional assets. In a 
structurally low interest rate environment, it is expected that compressed yields will continue until 
interest rates start rising. As discussed in the literature review (sub-section 2.2.5), for Australian 
commercial property market performance, the past decade has seen compressed property yields, and 
yields are forecasted to fall in all three submarkets: office, industrial and retail (See Figure 2.11). 
In contrast to pre-GFC conditions, the general consensus among respondents is that leverage is relatively 
low in the present market (December 2017). However, there is a chance that it will return to a high 
geared condition, causing the same effects in the market as exemplified in the quote below. 
“Now, the level of leverage this time around is generally lower. However, there's just a lot more 
weighted money in the market. If it unwinds, and credit again becomes hard to come by it'll have the 
same effect. It's a little bit difficult to tell whether it will be better or worse this time around, but it would 
get ugly” (Economist #4). 
5.4.3 MEDIUM TO LONG-TERM STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE AUSTRALIAN COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTY MARKET 
The literature review identified several reasons that explain potential structural changes in the 
commercial property sector, and classified them under the PESTEL framework. This section synthesises 
the primary data, specifically exploring structural changes in Australia to validate the conceptual map 
illustrated in Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11: Structural Changes in the Property Market 
 POLITICAL AND LEGAL STRUCTURAL CHANGES 
Interview participants asserted that political shifts and policy changes are unpredictable and there is a 
quite a high risk involved in investment decision making due to political fluctuations. Most experts 
interviewed indicated that it is hard to stick to a dummy variable in the econometric modelling to 
anticipate structural changes. Thus, investors are being driven to invest accordingly with the changing 
macroeconomic landscape. 
One interview respondent, Property Analyst #7, noted the impact planning policy changes made to 
building height limits and plot ratios on real estate developments. For instance, Western Sydney’s 
skyline had been dramatically changed with council approval to remove building height limits for the 
70-storied (243m) Aspire tower – Phase I in Parramatta, in accordance with the aviation regulations. 
Also, the proposed high-rise skyline plan of Parramatta was debated and reviewed after a New South 
Wales Government decision to ensure overshadowing did not reduce sunlight. 
Also, inherent characteristics of the direct property market have been a contributing factor in the 
cascading impact of policy changes. The following quotation from Property Analyst #1 emphasised the 
inability of inelastic supply to match rising demand due to political and legal pressures:  
“Things like changes in the planning regime, changes in rules about cross-border capital flows. If the 
Chinese decide to clamp down on flows of capital out of China… those shocks can be quite important 
for property because property tends to be a very inelastic and fixed asset, it doesn't react very well to 
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changes in demand. Inherently there's always a risk in property which you can't do very much about” 
(Property Analyst #1). 
Interview participants asserted that close monitoring and modelling of the behaviours of capital flows 
are required. However, the dynamic situation in the last few years has been challenging for the economy. 
For example, the Chinese government’s new policy restricting foreign investment structurally changes 
the forecast model behaviour by factoring in these transformational forces. Moreover, the US 
(Washington model) and the British (Westminster model) systems of government have had significant 
influence on the Australian system of government due to the ‘Wash-minster’ model implementation 
during 1980 across many sections of the economy and includes the property market (Parliamentary 
Education Office n.d.). 
 ECONOMIC STRUCTURAL CHANGES 
Most participants raised the mining boom as a key structural change in the Australian economy. 
Respondents also identified the following structural economic changes. 
• The rise in the US dollar, leading to the destruction of the competitiveness of US dollar exposed 
industries. 
• Employment as a key variable in macroeconomics is subjected to high mobility, with new industries 
changing workforce movements.  
• Structurally low interest rate environment in Australia is having a profound impact on commercial 
property yields. The lower cost of borrowing is having a structural shift on valuation metrics, 
resulting in lower investment hurdles (IRR). 
• The rise in cross border capital flows as a result of relatively higher yields in Australia has resulted 
in globalising real estate asset classes. Though interest rates are structurally low, they are still higher 
in real terms than in many other parts of the world. 
• A higher degree of outsourcing and subcontracting of professional services to smaller firms is 
apparent, with strong growth in smaller tenants leasing less than 1000m2 of space. Larger firms 
adopt more efficient work space configurations. 
• Emerging outer suburban cities compete with matured and more established cities by delivering 
better returns. Though it is evident on the ground, this change cannot be modelled statistically due 
to unavailability of time series data. 
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• The definition of A grade buildings continues to evolve as new buildings display superior quality 
compared to existing properties.  
• High growth in number of international students commencing their higher education in Australia. 
• The change in the function of the property product through conversions is becoming a trend, as 
demonstrated in Figure 5.12. 
These structural changes are reflected in the macroeconomic indicators such as exchange rate, national 
income, and the unemployment rate. However, the interview survey did not identify as significant the 
movement in the 10-year bond rate. The participants emphasised that this may be due to an Australian 
economy that is currently (December 2017) fuelled by a structurally low interest rate environment.  
The following Figure 5.12 shows property conversions that could be seen as a significant restructure of 
commercial precincts.  
 
Figure 5.12: Example of Commercial Property Conversions by Location 
Industrial buildings in the middle ring are likely to convert to residential. For example, an Investment 
Managed Fund Executive identified Footscray industrial markets as likely to convert to residential. In 
the inner ring suburbs of the Australian property market, there is an increased tendency for office 
property to be converted to residential apartments, student accommodations and hotels. A number of 
office buildings with good references are being withdrawn in response to high residential demand 
pursuant to population growth. From an investment point of view, buyers are willing to pay 
extraordinary prices for better-quality investments such as hotels and residential apartments. Therefore, 
office space has been converted to gain a competitive advantage. Further, there is a tendency for office 
buildings to be converted to student accommodation, as elaborated below. 
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“As a response to a lot of vacancy in a B grade office building next to our building… they decided to 
let’s just change the building and it’s all student accommodation they started putting in kitchens and 
bathrooms everywhere. Then the person across the road, just went – that’s a great idea, let’s do the 
same” (Property Fund Executive #2). 
On the contrary, the same respondent - Property Fund Executive #2 strongly recommended good quality 
corporates as tenants with good credit ratings and secured income streams over international students 
who are a group of thirsty absorbers and withdrawers of real estate stocks. 
 SOCIAL STRUCTURAL CHANGES 
According to the ABS (2017), Australia’s estimated population was 24.1 million at 30 June 2016, with 
constant growth rate of approximately 1.4% since 2014. All states and territories experienced population 
growth between 2015 and 2016. Victoria had the highest and the fastest growth (123,100 people, 2.1%), 
followed by New South Wales (105,600 people, 1.4%) and Queensland (64,700 people, 1.4%). The 
Northern Territory had the slowest growth (0.2%), followed by South Australia and Tasmania (both 
0.5%). Greater Melbourne had the largest and fastest growth of all capital cities (107,800 people, 2.4%), 
followed by Sydney (82,800 people, 1.8%) and Brisbane (41,100 people, 1.7%). 
All categories of interview participants affirmed the direct correlation between population growth and 
retail demand. Economists’ forecasts on population are factored into retail spending, and subsequently 
into demand side net absorption modelling. Further, younger demographics and their wide internet 
absorption has become a push factor for retail market improvement. Demographic growth is also 
increasing demand for industrial property assets. Infrastructure development is another key contributing 
factor to industrial demand. These relationships are illustrated in the following Figure 5.13, together 
with non-commercial demand for residential, healthcare and education assets. 
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Figure 5.13: Structural Changes Related to Demographics  
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As illustrated above, population growth is driven by infrastructure growth and vice versa. This was 
identified as location efficiency by Property Analyst #2. For instance, in the past, the value of properties 
closer to the CBD were worth more because they reduced travel costs for residents. Nowadays, declining 
travel costs anchored by infrastructure improvement mean suburbs in the outer ring become more 
valuable. Hence, business expansion and contraction plans are made on the basis of location-based cost.  
A similar bi-directional causal relationship can be seen between industrial demand and infrastructure 
development. Hence, a derived link can be formed between population growth and demand for industrial 
assets, as indicated in the diagram above. This is justified by the following response of an interviewee. 
“Industrial property is all today about logistics and labour, goods and infrastructure. The most 
significant feature in property is infrastructure. Infrastructure is investments… That is a materially 
significant feature, more than the other emerging features that haven't changed us anyway. It’s changed 
where we invest in industrial” (Property Analyst #5). 
Another social shift is apparent in that integrated property facilities are delivered in buildings, in addition 
to the core function of the building. According to the respondents, today’s shopping centres do not 
merely serve the core function; they also integrate more non-retail facilities such as restaurants and 
entertainment areas. It is more like a social hub, allowing people to socialise. These retail properties 
could be redesigned by mapping consumer behaviours with the aid of Big Data stream mining as an 
emerging class of real estate analysis. Economist #4 further elaborated the inception to this redesigning 
process in the following statement. 
“There's a lot more mapping of consumers going on. People will actually get trapped by their phones 
and, shopping centre owners will look at foot traffic paths and see where people cluster and this has 
obviously big implications for how you design shopping centres” (Economist #4). 
The same application is emerging in the office environment, with the key underlying purpose of the 
building differentiated by the availability of additional functions. For example, respondents highlighted 
the need for employers nowadays to provide washrooms, lockers for employees riding to work on 
bicycles, and other supportive facilities within the office complex which cater for employee wellbeing. 
Access to these functions helps in attracting tenants. However, these strategies are now more common 
and no longer an advantageous distinguishing feature. 
Failure to map changes in consumer demand patterns can result in being obsolete when compared to 
competitors. To explain the causes and effects of business failures, interview participants elaborated 
recent market case studies including the collapse of both electronic retailer Dick Smith’s and children’s 
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wear retailer Pumpkin Patch. These retailers were left with a large, inactive and obsolete inventory that 
led to falling sales and shrinking market share. An interviewee further explained the domino effect on 
occupancy cost (that is, the rent as a percentage of turnover). Occupancy cost will balloon as sales drop. 
Subsequently, continued rent increases will cause business failures. 
 TECHNOLOGICAL STRUCTURAL CHANGES 
All three sectors of the commercial property market were impacted by the factors illustrated in the 
conceptual map: online retailing, transport oriented industrial development, artificial intelligence, and 
reduced real estate footprint in office environment. These factors drive the performance of retail, 
industrial and office markets. However, quantification of the impact and the rate of change is a difficult 
task in a fast-moving environment. The respondents agreed on the transformational forces and further 
discussed their impact on real estate. 
The online retail sector is rapidly displacing the physical market. It is more efficiently and effectively 
filling the gaps in the market that bricks and mortar retail does not provide. Consequently, online 
linkages must be factored in when quantifying retail rental growth because sales in shopping centres do 
not represent total sales. Therefore, an online retail sales index could be a significant demand side 
determinant in the retail market.  
It is evident in the market that retailers tend to move towards digital presence, while some prefer both 
physical and digital presence run together. They continue to hold physical stores in locations that are 
convenient for their core customer base. Respondents highlight four real world business evolutions with 
‘clicks and bricks’ in different phases of the business lifecycle, as summarised in Figure 5.14. The 
underlying demand of the products has driven this evolution. 
However, online retailing has not yet made the physical asset redundant. Penetration of e-commerce in 
Australia has been slower than in other global markets. Citi Research (2016) found that despite its strong 
growth in recent years, e-commerce sales were only about 4.5% of total retail sales and according to 
National Australia Bank (2016) analysis, the impact of online retailing is 7.1% of bricks and mortar 
retail sales: in other words, 6.6% of total retail sales. Respondents further highlighted the Amazon 
effect’s potential impact on electronic retailers. However, respondents highlighted that further 
improvement in delivery and transportation structure removes a significant impediment which will then 
lead to a material impact on retail. In terms of forecasting, retail rental growth must carefully factor in 
the retail sales component and accounting for online linkage.  
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Figure 5.14: Physical and Digital Presence in Business Lifecycle 
In addition to online retailing, interview respondents identified the following disruptive technologies 
that will impact on physical retail. 
• Innovative self-driven cars will impact on shopping centre redesign as car parking spaces will no 
longer be required. 
• Smart booths with advanced computer algorithms can generate 3D views that enable customers to 
virtually assess the suitability of a product. 
• Advanced machine intelligence can enable digitisation of functions carried out by frontline in-store 
staff. 
• Big Data can track consumers’ traffic paths and redesign physical stores based on their movements. 
Digital disruption has caused the office market to reduce the average workspace ratio through cloud 
offices, activity-based working, casualisation, floating workstations/hot desking, and open plan, all of 
which allows greater workplace flexibility. Respondents noted that this has not led to a total industry 
disruption; it will only marginalise relatively menial tasks in an office environment. However, as stated 
below, being overly optimistic about the current role of employment has become the biggest problem. 
“Oh, all these people will lose their jobs, but I'll be all right because I'm not replaceable. The biggest 
problem with this kind of thinking is that you might not be replaceable with the technology that is in 
existence now” (Economist #4). 
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Contrary to the theoretical advantages of digitisation, participants explained the reality vs. expectation, 
elaborating that digital disruption has not yet been significant. It is more like a ‘Give and Take’ effect 
on the office environment, as explained by the following quote.  
“Companies use their space more efficiently like a lot of companies have hot-desking now… I reckon 
while some sounds good and they're getting down the space requirements but in return they have a lot 
more break out areas, video conferencing rooms, all that sort of stuff. It’s give and take. I don’t think 
there's a huge impact there. I think they'll always be demand for offices” (Investment Managed Fund 
Executive #2).  
In addition to the use of artificial intelligence in the industrial market, participants revealed a similar 
‘Give and Take’ effect in the retail market (give) and industrial market (take) through an offsetting effect 
from online retail. The industrial market is benefitting from more demand for logistics facilities due to 
widespread use of e-commerce facilities. This overall ‘Give and Take’ effect in the commercial property 
market is summarised in Figure 5.15. 
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Figure 5.15: The ‘Give and Take’ Effect in the Commercial Property Market 
Further, the medium and long-term impact of digitisation on property markets is still under question 
given the trend to return to CBD locations. Irrespective of the expected scattered office demand due to 
technological advancement, office tenants are clustered in the CBDs and this has resulted in high rental 
growth. Respondents cited the following factors as driving CBD office demand. 
• CBD recruitment resulted in engaging, attracting and retaining highly qualified employees. 
• Ease of access to public transport, services and amenities. 
• Proximity to shops, restaurants, entertainment and green open spaces. 
• Proximity to clients and key business partners in a centralised location enabled work in clusters and 
agglomerations. 
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• More flexible newly established operators/start-ups have been a big driver of office space demand, 
while big companies adhere to more efficient work space configurations. 
• A substantial take up particularly from the buoyant IT sectors towards CBD office space. 
 ENVIRONMENTAL STRUCTURAL CHANGES 
According to the National Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS (2017), the 
NABERS rating has influenced the way commercial buildings, and more specifically offices and 
shopping centres, are managed in Australia. NABERS measures energy efficiency, water usage, waste 
management and indoor environment quality of a building or tenancy, and their collective impact on the 
environment, in a 6-star rating system. A 6-star rating demonstrates market-leading performance, while 
a 1-star rating means poor performance with considerable scope for improvement. According to the 
respondents, NABERS ratings have influenced investment decisions for existing and new buildings. 
The office sector is also beginning to adopt the green agenda as a marketing tool to let properties in 
accordance with the mandatory compliance to disclose in leasing and selling related advertising. The 
PCA includes NABERS Energy targets in its ‘Guide to Office Building Quality’ matrix. For new 
Premium and Grade A buildings, a 5-stars NABERS rating or greater is required, and 4-stars or greater 
for Grade B buildings. Depending on the requirement, the property price is subject to a premium or a 
discount. Hence, the conjoining of internet communications technology and renewable energies in the 
sustainability agenda is giving rise to the third industrial revolution (Rifkin 2011). 
5.5 SUMMARY 
To accomplish Objective Five of the research, the current state of Australian commercial property 
market forecasting practice was explored. The objectives of forecasting the commercial property market 
performance ranged from simple cash flow analysis for valuation methodology to understanding the 
dynamic market logic and behavioural drivers to protect against downside risk for asset allocation 
strategies. These objectives are driven by the forecasting period, forecast output style, forecast approach, 
and forecast users. 
High quality data to carry out forecast objectives can be acquired from a mixture of primary sources and 
secondary roots. The knowledge is shared between individuals within the forecasting team and with 
other functions, particularly in larger organisation; thus, they are collectively responsible for the forecast 
output. In addition to in-house forecasts, it has become evident in the empirical analysis that they acquire 
on a subscription basis economic and property forecasts produced by external organisations. Secondary 
data is gathered for many reasons that includes as a basis, benchmark and, confirmation alongside 
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valuable consensus analysis. 
Historical data, or the past performance of the market, is the building block forecasters use to predict 
future results. The range of observed data is used to extrapolate when making statistical predictions. 
Significant reliance on past observations in forecasting is underpinned by the assumption ‘ceteris 
paribus’ (that is, all else unchanged). In the real world, things are ‘mutatis mutandis’, which means 
change what is necessary without altering the central objective. Thus, it is strongly recommended to 
converge historical facts with current data and likely outcomes. Although the Australian property market 
is ranked as the second most highly transparent property market globally, there are certain problems 
associated with forecast data including limited property market data, inconsistent data, relying on 
economic data, and mislabelled reporting of data. 
As the next step, the list of determinants identified in the literature was validated for its current practice 
in the body of primary data. The leading indicators for real estate now follow the broader capital market, 
validating the quantitative analysis. Further, additional determinants were identified by the interview 
participants. In the case of Sydney as a global market, strong leading indicators from the US economy 
were identified, including US GDP, Dow Jones Index, and US ISM Manufacturing Index, which can be 
used as proxies for the broader US economy. As the economy changes over time, so does the 
composition of these indices. Further, interview participants trial different kinds of new drivers to 
improve overall model performance. For instance, as a proxy for white-collar employment, office 
equipment imports are substituted. New capital market determinants were identified as elasticity of 
yield, yield spreads, 5-year bond yields, cash rate, and currency rate. 
The current industry practice of forecast data processing follows demand-supply methodology. This 
involves quantification, distinction and mapping of demand and supply, to project commercial property 
market performance. In current practice, most property forecasts converge econometric model 
explanation with deep insights from market knowledge, enabling systematic exploration through active 
behavioural real estate market research, and subsequently followed by a validation process. Currently, 
experienced based forecasts are at its favourable level, although the positive level of confidence may be 
challenged with forecast accuracy levels if circumstances change. However, the forecast accuracy check 
has not been regularly conducted among practitioners due to unrealistic confidence about the forecast 
models (refer sub-section 5.3.4.3). 
There are some common pitfalls that an empirical researcher in real estate is likely to run into. Poor 
specifications of the model, conflicts of interest, low public acceptance, downside risk events, have all 
threatened the accuracy of forecasts. In qualitative analysis, downside risk is categorised under Known 
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risk, Black Swan events, and structural changes. Six major risks faced by Australian property investors 
that have been built into the expectations through input determinants. Those risks are gearing, liquidity, 
leasing, competition, development, and risk of vacancy. For instance, gearing risk is captured through 
the movement in the bond yield. Typically, the higher the credit risk is, the higher the interest rate on 
the bond. 
The GFC and the British Exit (Brexit) referendum are the key Black Swan exposures identified by the 
interview participants that had, or will have, flow-on effects on the Australian investment market. With 
the due consideration of causes and effects of the GFC, it is the respondents’ view that the current 
property market condition is nearing the peak of the property cycle, reflecting the pre-crisis situation. 
Similarities include low vacancy level, strong face rents, strong construction pipeline, and yield 
compression. By contrast, leverage is relatively low in the present market compared to pre-GFC 
conditions. However, there is potential to revert to a highly geared scenario in a structurally low interest 
rate environment. 
The next part of the qualitative analysis involved identifying and mapping the potential impact of 
structural changes in commercial property market performance. Potential changes in the property sector 
were classified under the PESTEL framework. Key findings were as follows:  
• Political and Legal factors: political unrest, changes in rules about cross-border capital flows. 
• Economic factors: weakening Australian currency, structurally low interest rate, rise in cross border 
capital flows, more outsourcing and subcontracting, emerging outer suburb cities, high workforce 
mobility, high growth in international student numbers, property conversions. 
• Social factors: population growth, integrated property facilities. 
• Technological factors: e-commerce, transport oriented industrial developments, artificial 
intelligence and reduced real estate footprint, ‘Give and Take’ effect on the market space (that is, 
retail market (give) to industrial market (take) through offsetting effects of online retail). 
• Environmental factors: sustainability measurements – for example, NABERS compliance for the 
sustainable development. 
Based on the understanding of the current state of the Australian commercial property market forecasting 
given in Chapters Four and Five, the next Chapter presents the development of models highlighting 
recommended practices to improve forecast accuracy. Further, deliverables driven by recommended 
approaches for each key step in the commercial property market forecasting process will be presented 
in the form of a decision making model for the commercial property industry.
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CHAPTER 6.  
FORECAST DECISION MAKING MODEL 
DEVELOPMENT: INDUSTRY EVALUATION 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The evaluation of the current state of Australian commercial property market forecasting practice given 
in the preceding Chapter has provided useful insights into factors that aid and impede forecast accuracy. 
For instance, accuracy will be boosted by clear objective setting, a collaborative approach, market data 
analysis that captures changes in the determinants, and qualitative overlaying. Forecast accuracy is 
impeded by poor specifications of the forecast models, conflicts of interest, and downside risk exposure. 
Therefore, this Chapter presents a decision making model and industry expert feedback to achieve the 
Objective Six of the study as stated below.  
Objective Six: To develop a decision making model to improve forecast accuracy of Australian 
commercial property market performance. 
The predominant qualitative phase of the research has substantially contributed to development of the 
decision making model. However, it is acknowledged that the model’s construction reflects the 
respondents’ views in the cross-sectional analysis. The findings could be subjected to other 
interpretations due to the nature of qualitative studies. The structure of this chapter begins with best 
practices for improving forecast accuracy (Section 6.2), followed by an illustration of the recommended 
approaches in each key step in the forecasting process and its associated deliverables to demonstrate 
development of a forecast decision making model (Section 6.3). Subsequently, Section 6.4 provides a 
summary of the industry panel feedback to validate the models. A summary statement concludes the 
chapter. 
6.2 BEST PRACTICES FOR IMPROVING FORECAST ACCURACY 
The research identified that good forecasting may not require powerful algorithms. Rather, to boost 
forecast accuracy it is efficacious to follow the proposed ‘Ten best practices’ model for real-world 
forecasting. These practices are empirically demonstrated and are shown in the outer circle of Figure 
6.1. Most of the practices are introduced under preceding sections which presented the qualitative 
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analysis. The empirical model’s sequential approach of ‘Ten best practices’ and recommendations is 
outlined as follows.  
Historical 
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achievable objectives
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approach 
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Figure 6.1: The Onion Model for Improving Forecast Accuracy  
1. Setting up achievable objectives: Clearly defined forecast objectives must be established at the 
outset of the forecasting process. To define objectives, due consideration is made for the forecast 
period, forecast output style, forecast approach and forecast users (refer section 5.3.1). The level of 
confidence in forecasts diminishes with the time length of projections. A well-defined vision of 
output style is needed before determining an appropriate forecast methodology. The approach to 
forecasting could be top-down or bottom-up; in other words, macro level or micro level. As well, 
focussing on a target group of users is required to limit the scope of forecasting at the starting point.  
2. Collaborative approach: Collaborative responsibility is an initiative that exploits knowledge 
sharing between individuals within the research team, co-integration with other organisational 
functions, and knowledge from hired consultants (refer section 5.3.2.1). This offers in-depth 
insights that facilitate reaching an agreement. A wide range of information for commercial real 
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estate forecasting can be obtained through knowledge sharing, such as changes in consumers’ 
preferences, retailers’ commitment, tenants’ commitment, development activities, and capital 
flows. The overall performance of the marketplace can be captured. 
3. Market data analysis to capture changes in the determinants: Market data analysis seeks to 
explain the behaviours in a market with limited precedents. The changes in the drivers of economic 
performance that may impact on real estate forecasting can be captured in advance. These drivers 
include underlying macroeconomic determinants (refer section 5.3.3), potential Black Swan events 
(refer section 5.4.2) and structural changes under the PESTEL factors (refer section 5.4.3). 
4. Atheoretical quantitative approach: Theory-driven models work well under stable conditions, 
but they can fail when emerging disruptive factors, both direct and indirect, challenge the 
underlying assumptions. Further, quantitative study revealed the inconsistency in the explanation 
of underlying relationships from mainstream economics. Thus, an atheoretical (data-driven) 
approach to forecasting is highly recommended instead of theory-driven structural forecasting. For 
example, ARIMA and VAR models are suggested, implying that their construction and use is 
unconditional on any underlying theoretical model. According to Brooks and Tsolacos (2010), 
these models capture only empirically relevant properties of selected time series to produce 
forecasts. 
5. The parsimony principle: In-depth micro level forecasting will lose sight of the macro view. 
Therefore, the parsimony principle is a desirable feature of a model as it makes a trade-off between 
improving the model and adding extra complexity. In other words, Keep it Sophisticatedly Simple 
(KISS). Adding extra complexity will reduce the model’s performance after a certain point and at 
a significant cost of losing the scope. This best practice is validated through triangulating with the 
quantitative results and in the property forecasting literature. Theil’s U2 and MASE computation 
revealed that naïve forecasts outperform more complex economists’ forecasts. Similarly, Chaplin 
(1999),  Newell, Acheampong and Karantonis (2002); Newell and MacFarlane (2006), conclude 
that despite the increased complexity in forecast methodologies, simple models outperform 
complex structural modelling. 
6. Qualitative overlaying: The predictive capacity of models is enhanced through a reflective 
practice in the form of a mixed method approach that converges econometric estimates with deep 
insights into market information derived from behavioural real estate market research (refer section 
5.3.4.1). This approach moderates formal model outputs, allowing for more flexibility and 
verification to ascertain the reasonableness of forecast results. These techniques include, but are 
not limited to, expert judgements, market research, and roundtable collaboration. These are 
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particularly useful in areas where mathematical models do not reflect the truth due to unrealistic 
assumptions.  
7. Eliminating biases: The forecasting process should be attributed as an independent view of 
commercial property market performance by reducing the likelihood of biases, including 
confirmation bias, consensus bias, and central tendency bias. Also, it is apparent in the qualitative 
analysis that the model outputs are subjected to the expectations of senior management. To produce 
independent estimates, the organisational structure must reinforce resistance to biases and conflicts 
of interest. 
8. Conducting internal and external validation: Forecast validation ensures delivery of the intended 
forecasting outcomes (refer section 5.3.4.1). Third party validation, competitor analysis and 
feedback loops are used to validate the forecasts before disseminating them. Internal and external 
validation processes that evaluate forecast accuracy will improve public confidence. 
9. Integrating an error positive culture: A positive error culture admits errors as a means of learning 
about causal factors rather than suppressing them. Scale-free metrics, including MASE and Theil’s 
U inequality co-efficients (U1 and U2), can be used to compare various performance variables 
(refer section 2.3.4.2). Errors can be used as precedents in the timeline to improve forecasting.  
10. Reviewing, redefining and remodelling: Regardless of producing wrong forecasts, it is 
recommended that forecasting continues with ongoing review, redefinition and remodelling. This 
process ensures the validity and reliability of model performance for continued use. 
However, the increasing level of downside risk challenges the forecast accuracy. In addition to the ‘Ten 
best practices’ to improve forecast accuracy, the forecasting process involves special considerations 
when dealing with risk and uncertainty. The participants interviewed were asked to identify and describe 
their strategies for modelling uncertainties and the tail behaviour of the empirical distribution. The 
literature review (sub-section 2.6.1) offers many strategies that range from probabilistic risk assessment 
to more theory-based approaches.  
According to respondents, the inner circle of the onion model (Figure 6.1) shows the interdependent 
strategies that integrate known and unknown risks in commercial property market forecasting which 
improve the quality of forecasts by incorporating the tail behaviour of the empirical distribution. These 
strategies include historical referencing, stress testing, identification of warning flags, and the 
comprehensive analysis of investment decision makers’ responses to risk. The following discussion 
details the industry applications and the rationale behind these strategies. 
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• Historical referencing 
Historical referencing involves seeking precedent errors (past events that provide similar evidence) and 
risks to reflect the likely market performance in forecasts. While many interviewed experts believe that 
historical data is a critical component in forecasting, from the property analyst’s viewpoint, historic 
information is relevant only in contexts where market performance was subject to similar prevailing 
property, finance and economic market conditions. As synthesised in the literature chapter under section 
2.8.2, reference class forecasting attempts to utilise all the distributional information available from 
previous ventures. A timeline of past significant events was drawn with the identified cause and effects 
to inform the future distribution. For example, interview participants recognised similar characteristics 
in both pre-GFC conditions and aspects of the current property market, as detailed in sub-section 5.4.2.3. 
These include factors such as lower vacancy levels, strong face rents, strong construction pipeline, and 
yield compression. Further, historical analysis provides information necessary for determining warning 
signals, stress testing, and decision makers’ responses to risk, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. 
• Stress testing 
The GFC highlighted the need to have a deeper understanding of uncertainty, beyond the economic 
assumption based on either historical data or current or recent conditions. Thus, stress testing is widely 
practised and recommended by the interview respondents as a risk management technique. As illustrated 
in the inner circle of Figure 6.1, stress testing plays an important role in facilitating the identification of 
warning signals and the development of risk responses or contingency plans across a range of stressed 
conditions. Stress testing methodology includes scenario analysis, sensitivity analysis, and reverse stress 
testing, as illustrated in Figure 6.2, and is supported by examples of some respondent comments about 
their own practice of stress testing. Stress testing begins with a descriptive portrayal of possible futures, 
followed by an impact analysis embedded with the expected interactions of stress conditions. 
Stress Testing
Scenario 
analysis
Sensitivity 
analysis
Reverse stress 
testing
“What if interest rates go up 10% What is that impact in returns 
for our investors? How do they impact all the lines in the cash 
flow?” (Property Fund Executive #4)
"We try to incorporate the extreme events that have occurred in 
the past and scenarios such as China crisis, World War III, trade 
wars …. which events would be property events and require us to 
do that on an annual basis" (Lender-Property Market #1)
"Here's how much money the bank could need to lose to become 
insolvent, what sort of scenario could make that happen?" 
(Lender-Property Market #2)
 
Figure 6.2: Stress Testing Methodology in Property Market Practice 
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• Identification of warning signals 
According to interview respondents, the following identified warning signs anticipate a property market 
correction before leading to a crisis.  
- Large oversupply  
- Excess liquidity  
- Rising interest rates 
- Increasing debt levels 
- Inverted yield curve 
- Narrowing of yield spreads 
It is evident from the qualitative analysis that past property market boom periods were driven largely by 
speculation, and characterised by a huge oversupply of office space that was unable to be absorbed by 
the market. One interview respondent pointed out that a useful rule of thumb is that potential weakness 
in the office market is indicated when the two-year supply level is above the average. The fallout from 
overbuilding was large quantities of vacant office space in major cities during the pre-GFC period. 
Ample liquidity in the market is induced by overbuilding and higher spending. Excess liquidity, which 
has accumulated above the long-term average, may imply inflationary risks and market instability unless 
it is effectively managed by investing in long-term financial assets, either directly or indirectly via 
investment funds. Therefore, liquidity filters and risk management filters must be in place to detect the 
market corrections.  
Interview respondents are experiencing a possible phase of rising interest rates after an extended period 
of structurally low interest rate environment in Australia. Even a small incremental hike becomes 
significant for holders of large mortgages. This situation, coupled with a rising debt level, remains 
unresolved since the GFC. While gearing can improve property investment returns if the return on 
investment exceeds the cost of debt, it also can substantially amplify the level of risk.  
From the fund manager’s viewpoint, an inverted yield curve is considered a robust early warning flag 
of an upcoming economic downturn. A flat yield curve is often seen during the transition from a normal 
upward sloping yield curve. An inverted yield curve occurs when short-term interest rates exceed long-
term rates. Further, respondents pointed out that the narrow spread between property yield and bond 
yields have a knock-on effect on the market, suggesting an immediate correction, which was evident in 
the mid-noughties (around 2005) before the GFC. On the other hand, the narrow gap in yields between 
primary and secondary assets is characterised by overheating demand in the market. 
Also, in the quantitative analysis identified a significant causality for all key property forecast errors can 
be traced to lagged values in Australian Equities forecast errors. Indirect investments are more liquid, 
tradable and transparent; consequently, they adjust to market dynamics much faster. Therefore, 
Australian Equities forecast errors could be used as a warning signal for the direct property market. 
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• Comprehensive analysis of investment decision makers’ response to risk 
Comprehensive analysis of decision makers’ responses to risk was identified by interview participants 
as another Known risk integration strategy. These risk management measures have not been readily 
captured in the forecast models through the determinants. Therefore, forecasts derived from the models 
require an adjustment depending on their ability to respond to risks. 
The literature offers many risk management strategies that range from probabilistic risk assessment to a 
more antifragile outlook (refer sub-section 2.6.1). However, probabilistic risk assessment was openly 
debated because accurate forecasts can be performed only in a situation where there is adequate 
availability of quantitative data with few uncertainties. According to Taleb et al. (2009), instead of trying 
to anticipate low-probability, high-impact events, the most appropriate response is to reduce the 
vulnerability to them. Further, Taleb (2012) proposed Antifragility that is beyond robust and resilient 
strategies. Antifragility is defined as a positive convexity effect to an increase in volatility, as opposed 
to fragility which suffers from the variability of its environment beyond a certain pre-set threshold. 
Higgins and Perera (2016) demonstrated real estate examples within the antifragile viewpoint: designing 
for flexibility, implementing safety barriers, and corporate real estate partnership. 
According to the interview participants, Figure 6.3 illustrates an investment manager’s risk responses, 
depending on their risk appetite. Non-correlated diversification stands at the front-line of property risk 
management. Investment managers secure high quality assets in trophy cities with a diverse group of 
tenants while ensuring low correlation between the assets. 
Diversify
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Exit
Risk
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Figure 6.3: Investment Mangers’ Risk Response Strategies 
Trophy cities such as London, New York, Paris and Tokyo are the top group that possesses highly liquid 
real estate markets, and diverse and high quality commercial real estate stocks. In Australia, the Sydney 
property market holds these characteristics to a certain extent. Therefore, these geographical 
characteristics are important to build into local market yield and rental income forecast models. For 
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example, these cities produce yields above government bond rate even in a worst case scenario to protect 
investors from uncertainty as compared to other markets: 
“Most of the other cities you couldn't sell, you couldn't buy either because no one would sell unless they 
had to, so the only setting going on was forced selling… if you've got a willing buyer and absolutely 
desperate seller and the buyer knows that the seller's desperate, then that number isn't a fair number to 
put forward” (Property Analyst #4). 
As risk control measures, interview participants also addressed debt management, offsetting strategies, 
implementing safety barriers, and due diligence practice. Since excessive leverage is vulnerable during 
economic downturns, investors limit the gearing ratio as a proactive strategy. Offsetting strategies create 
an inverse correlation to the risk event by transparent dynamic hedging, such as interest rate hedging to 
control the risk exposure. However, implementing Black Swan vulnerable systems is conditional on the 
net benefits. It is often recommended to disseminate knowledge rather than set up and maintain the 
infrastructure, incurring substantial use of resources. Comprehensive due diligence on a prospective 
property investment ensures the investor is fully conversant with, and aware of, all the risks exposed in 
the investment.  
At a low probability high-risk exposure, risk can be transferred to a third party by insuring the direct 
property investment against major financial losses due to rental defaults and unforeseeable losses from 
catastrophic events. The level and types of insurance are decided by the cost of the insurance premium. 
However, there is no insurance against the possible loss of indirect property investments because the 
element of risk is inherent to investing. The return on investment reflects the risk of investment. 
At the top of the pyramid, the easiest way to manage real estate risks is to exit from the asset classes 
with inherent complexity and uncertainty. Therefore, investors can reduce the exposure to risk by 
investing in risk-free bonds which are held to maturity. However, given the environment of structurally 
low interest rates, this approach is unlikely to generate better yields. 
6.3 ADSV DECISION MAKING MODEL FOR INTEGRATING DOWNSIDE RISKS TO IMPROVE 
FORECAST ACCURACY 
As commercial property market forecasting is an integral element of decision making, this section 
presents the decision making model for improving the forecast accuracy of Australian commercial 
property market performance. The ADSV (Application > Determinants > Strategies > Validation) 
model was developed based on the quan-QUAL sequential analysis presented in the preceding two 
chapters. Figure 6.4 outlines the decision making model, illustrating the recommended approaches for 
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improving forecast accuracy and the deliverables for each key step in the forecasting process. In the 
Application phase, the objective of forecasting is determined with the methodological approach to 
forecasting. The collection of information on forecast determinants in which the objective resides is 
done in the second phase. Then, interdependent strategies are recommended to improve the quality of 
forecasts by integrating the downside risks. The final step of the decision making model involves 
validating the results to optimise the level of confidence. 
The Application phase begins with a clear definition of the forecasting purpose by setting an achievable 
objective, constraining forecasting horizon length, and specifying output style, forecast approach (micro 
view or macro view) and the users of forecasts. Further, collaborative responsibility is an initiative which 
exploits knowledge sharing that must be incorporated at the initial stage. In terms of deciding on the 
methodological orientation, a mixed method design is highly recommended, converging econometric 
results with qualitative overlaying. The atheoretical quantitative approach to forecasting is advised, 
based only on the data instead of theory-based structural modelling. For example, ARIMA and VAR 
models imply that their construction and use are not conditional on any theory. Furthermore, to produce 
independent forecasts, exposure to biases and conflicts of interest must be avoided.  
In the second phase, information on forecast Determinants is collected. The quality of the forecast is 
limited by the quality and quantity of information available. Such information includes general 
characteristics of the macroeconomic system, trends, seasonal and cyclical influences, causal 
relationships, and outliers. It is recommended to evaluate the statistical significance and relevance of 
empirically tested theoretical forecast determinants. Subsequently, changes to the forecast determinants 
could be captured in advance through an in-depth market data analysis which explains the behaviours 
in a market with limited precedents. It is evident that the leading indicators for real estate are now 
following the broader capital market, moving away from the property market fundamentals. In the cross-
sectional qualitative analysis, interview participants identified additional determinants that include, but 
are not limited to, US GDP, Dow Jones Index, and US ISM Manufacturing Index, all of which can be 
used as proxies to the broader US economy. New capital market determinants were identified as 
elasticity of yield, yield spreads, 5-year bond yields, cash rate and currency rate. Furthermore, market 
data analysis involved mapping the potential impact of Black Swan events and structural changes to 
reflect the likely commercial property market performance. Sub-section 5.4 extensively detailed the 
state of downside risk exposure in the present (December 2017) Australian commercial property market. 
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Application Determinants Strategies Validation
Recommended 
Approach
Deliverables 
• Objective setting
• Collaborative approach
- within the forecast team
- with other teams
• Atheoretical approach
• Mixed method
- Quantitative methods
- Qualitative methods
• Eliminating biases
• Reality check of the 
determinants
• Determining the statistical 
significance of the determinants 
• Market data analysis and 
behavioural investing
• Known risk analysis
• Historical referencing 
• Stress testing
- Scenario analysis
- Sensitivity analysis
- Reverse stress testing
• Identification of warning flags
• Analysis of risk management 
strategies
• Scale-independent Forecast 
Accuracy check
• Error positive culture
• External validation 
- Feedback loop
- Competitor analysis
- Third party validation
• Redefining and remodelling
• SMART objectives driven by
- Forecast duration
- Forecast output style
- Forecast approach 
- Users of forecasts
• Knowledge sharing
• Data driven models
- ARIMA
- VAR
• Qualitative overlaying
- Judgmental inputs
- Roundtable discussion
- Expert opinion
- Market research
• Independent estimates
• Identification of underlying 
drivers
• Including naïve forecasts/ 
lagged values as determinants
• Changes to the forecast 
determinants
• Increased importance of capital 
market drivers
• Identification of structural 
changes
- Political drivers
- Economical drivers
- Social drivers
- Technological drivers
- Environmental drivers
- Legal drivers
• Identification of Black Swan 
exposure
• Detailed risk overview
• Timeline of precedent risks and 
forecast errors
• Integration of dynamic function 
of driving forces
• Warning flags
- A huge oversupply 
- Excess liquidity
- Rising interest rates
- Rising debt level
- Inverted yield curve
- Narrowing of yield spreads
- Indirect market signals
• Risk response plan
- Diversity
- Control
- Transfer
- Exit
• Improved accuracy
• Lessons learned sessions
• Increased confidence level of 
forecasts
• Increased public confidence
• Continued forecasting
 
 Figure 6.4: ADSV Decision making Model for Integrating Downside Risks to Improve Forecast Accuracy 
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Forecasting is confronted by the increasing level of risk and uncertainties imposed by Known and 
unknown risks. Six major Known risks faced by Australian property investors include gearing, liquidity, 
leasing, competition, development, and high vacancy. The understanding of the market risks is built into 
the forecasts through the input determinants. For instance, gearing risk is captured through the 
movement in the bond yield. Typically, the higher the credit risk is, the higher the interest rate on the 
bond. Moving further out on the risk spectrum, interdependent Strategies are recommended to improve 
the quality of forecasts by integrating the tail behaviour of the empirical distribution, as depicted in the 
inner circle of Figure 6.1: The onion model of improving forecast accuracy. These strategies include 
historical referencing for precedent risk and errors in forecasts, stress testing for plausible events, but 
severe events by integrating a dynamic function relating to driving forces, identification of warning flags 
for property market correction which anticipate a crisis, and the comprehensive analysis of investment 
decision makers’ responses to risk.  
The final step of the decision making model involves Validating the results to optimise the level of 
confidence. The forecast accuracy check is an internal validation method that ensures delivery of 
reasonable estimates. The use of scale-independent forecast accuracy measures enables comparison 
across different variables. Further, an error positive culture is proposed that admits errors as a means of 
learning about causal factors, rather than suppressing them. Finally, externally validated forecasts gain 
public confidence. 
6.4 EXPERT PANEL COMMENTS, FEEDBACK AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
The results from the research were then presented to a panel of three recognised industry experts who 
provide real estate research and advisory services to commercial property investors. These experts had 
initially participated in the qualitative research phase. They were: Property Analyst #2, National Director 
of Research in a commercial real estate services company; Property Analyst #4, Global Head of 
Forecasting and Strategy Research in a commercial real estate services company; and Property Analyst 
#7, Director of Strategy and Research in a national investment group. These participants were recruited 
based on the researcher’s judgement about their valuable contribution to the research outcome. This 
method of validation is identified in the literature as ‘Member checking’ which is a frequently used 
approach (Creswell & Clark 2011). The objective of this exercise was to validate the key findings 
relating to their specific expertise; that is, to identify whether the research findings reflect current 
industry practice, and subsequently address any gaps and potential improvements to the models. This 
section provides a summary of the industry panel’s comments, feedback and recommendations. 
The experts highlighted the importance of this study elaborating several real-world scenarios that could 
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not be captured through forecast models unless otherwise followed by a thorough market behavioural 
analysis. Examples elaborated by the panel of experts are listed below: 
(i) Zero vacancy rate: It is argued that there is no space to absorb in the market when there is a zero 
percent vacancy rate. Hence, the econometric model results flatten to produce nil forecasts. 
However, in the reality, people tend to absorb into non-commercial space until new supply enters 
the market. Thereafter, a substantial amount of net absorption can be witnessed without any 
influence from economic conditions.  
(ii) Hidden vacancy: Despite increased use of office hoteling and other alternative workspace 
configuration strategies, tenants have to keep paying rent for underutilised space. These 
underutilised spaces are identified as the hidden vacancy. A gap still exists in vacancy forecast 
models to capture this hidden component.  
(iii) Inactive relationships between variables:  
• The positive relationship between the vacancy rate and incentive levels was inactive with the 
impact of the GFC. The liquidity hoarding behaviour of banks during the GFC resulted in 
landlords delivering incentives instead of banks. The landlord has become a financier by 
providing a cash contribution to the tenant’s fitout cost. The landlord can achieve payback on 
this outlay through effectively lending to the tenant. Regardless of what the vacancy rate is 
doing, every tenant now expects the landlord to pay for the fitout. Therefore, forecasting the 
incentive levels assumes that landlords will continue to offer incentives. 
• Employment growth in the past does not translate to the same amount of space in the future. 
It becomes difficult to forecast the appropriate rate of absorption due to technological 
advancement. Nowadays, a person can be employed at no extra absorption due to efficient 
workspace configuration. 
The overall feedback from the experts supported the key outcome of the research findings. The following 
discussion provides a summary of industry comments and recommendations for the key findings 
empirically generated from this study. The discussion begins with the experts’ feedback on the 
quantitative findings, followed by qualitative output validation. 
As a key finding in the quantitative phase, there is a significant causality for all the key property forecast 
errors by reference to the lagged values in Australian Equities forecast errors. In this study, one lag 
means using values for the previous six months. Hence, forecast error in Australian Equities has been a 
warning signal to adjust current property market forecast accuracy. Property Analyst #2 and Property 
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Analyst #7 agreed on this, elaborating the time sensitivity in different markets. For example, the share 
market, the economy and the property market plunged in a domino style one after the other during the 
GFC, but it takes 6-12 months to appear on a broad scale in the property market. Indirect investments 
are more liquid, tradable and transparent; therefore, they adjust to market dynamics much faster. This 
seems to be a forward indicator for the direct property market. Hence, content validity is attained with 
this conclusive explanation by the experts according to the extent to which an empirical measure 
adequately reflects the reality.  
Moving ahead with the qualitative analysis, the degree of confidence in forecasts diminishes with the 
increased length of projection in the longer time horizon and the level of uncertainty. Two of the experts’ 
views informed analysis in proposing production of forecasts that are equidistant (middle line) across 
the range of possible futures, as illustrated in Figure 6.5. Figure 6.5 depicts only two possible secnarios 
(worst case and best case). Further, a common view of the experts highlighted that the future will always 
fall inside a band. It cannot go below zero, so it is defined by the bottom limit. However, most forecasters 
do not set an upper limit in their forecasts. For example, there is a limit to how many spaces can be built, 
and there is a limit to how much people will pay before they move to an alternative. These limits are 
indicated by the way the market behaves. Market behaviours are captured through researching tenants’ 
logic, investors’ logic, developers’ logic and the like. The following quote illustrates a method which 
enables formulation of a reasonable view while informing their clients’ ‘what if’ conditions regarding 
possible futures.  
“Particularly when you explain the whys and I'll run scenarios. If interest rates go up dramatically, this 
is what happens. If demand evaporates and collapses, this is what happens” (Property Analyst #2).  
0 Lower limit
Upper limit
Confidence interval
Possible futuresMiddle line forecasting
Forecasted 
values
Length of 
projection
 
Figure 6.5: Middle Line of Forecasting within Limits 
As per the analysis discussed under the sub-section 5.3.2.1, knowledge sharing through a collaborative 
approach to forecasting (second best practice) is highly recommended. At the same time, two experts 
stressed that collaboration brings bias which misinterprets the reality. In general, these individuals are 
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interested in being positive and their models underpin that bias. Therefore, the forecaster must keep an 
eye on the use of inputs through collaboration since such information is only needed to form a view of 
current market performance. Through collaboration, each party can agree on the starting point for the 
forecasting process. However, to remain objective in the forecasting process, their personal views on 
the expected performance must be carefully interpreted and overly optimistic expectation must be 
disregarded. To produce independent estimates, a collaborative approach must be joined with 
eliminating biases (seventh best practice). Furthermore, the experts indicated that the organisations 
which do not have extensive resources to conduct roundtable collaboration face organisational bias due 
to the use of third party information on a subscription basis. Following the qualitative analysis, it is 
recommended that using secondary sources of information can reduce the tendency towards 
confirmation bias and consensus bias. Improving in-house resource capabilities could provide the ability 
to produce independent estimates. 
Similarly, quantitative atheoretical (data-driven) approaches to forecasting (fourth best practice), and 
historical referencing strategy, must be free from biases. While agreeing to an extensive degree about 
relying on historic data in the quantitative modelling, as discussed in sub-section 5.3.2.2, it was 
identified in the primary data analysis that forecast errors are amplified by using inaccurate historic data. 
Therefore, the experts pointed out that the bias in historical data must be filtered to get clean data series. 
Furthermore, a timeline of the history of real estate illustrating major upward and downward movements 
alongside the causes and effects is suggested to produce an at-a-glance view as an outcome of retrieving 
precedents through historical referencing. This will show the potential of what can happen in the future 
relative to the past, as noted below. 
“The past tells you how the market behaves under certain stresses. If you recreate those stresses, you 
will generally get the same response. It's more to do with momentum, direction, and scale, the size, the 
speed with which it happens. It's helpful to understand how the market behaves in those periods of time” 
(Property Analyst #2). 
The experts agreed upon the use of an approach to forecasting that commences with a data driven 
quantitative followed by qualitative overlaying (sixth best practice). However, a broader data-driven 
approach using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) is recommended rather than seeking auto-regression and 
moving averages in the data series, as per ARIMA and VAR models. The relevance of ARIMA and 
VAR models to a given data set is questionable as it cannot prejudge what the data itself is going to 
reveal. For instance:  
“Sometimes you are modelling and there just aren't any autoregressive or moving average bits in it. In 
which case you are left with an OLS. It's still data driven. One of the models I have just been doing on 
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risk pricing with yields and the MA system wasn't relevant in there… rents probably tend to have more 
of a MA system in them than yields do. So, you have that issue there” (Property Analyst #4). 
In the qualitative overlay, the experts raised the need for a qualitative framework. Under sub-section 
5.3.4.1, qualitative techniques such as judgement inputs, roundtable discussions, expert opinion surveys, 
and market research, and their uses, were identified. However, developing a framework for the 
qualitative overlay could be an area of further research. 
As part of conducting the validation process (seventh best practice), one expert strongly expressed the 
view that competitor analysis be excluded from the forecast validation process. Benchmarking against 
a competitor raised incomparability issues due to lack of knowledge about their underlying 
methodological approach to forecasting. Also, having a feedback loop for validating forecasts may 
generate an optimistic view about market performance that would lead to the same adverse consequences 
which were mentioned under the collaborative approach above. Therefore, objectivity must be 
maintained throughout the forecasting process until forecast validity is ensured. Moreover, the experts 
stated that integrating an error positive culture (eighth best practice) is underrated (as explained 
previously under sub-section 5.3.4.3), and they emphasised its importance for continued improvement 
in forecasting.  
Moving further into the inner ring of the Onion model, the experts concurred with the strategies for 
dealing with uncertainties and their interdependencies. In addition, they pointed out two other factors 
related to these strategies. First, the identified warning signals have a timing issue as some of them are 
closer to a negative turn in the market. Second, there are some restrictions imposed on responding to 
risk, and most Australian fund managers are restricted to Australian assets. Thus, limitations are applied 
when investing in high quality assets in other trophy cities around the world.  
As a concluding remark from this research output validation, the industry panel stated that the researcher 
has captured all the key elements to improve commercial property market forecasting. The experts 
mainly focussed on providing feedback on the themes developed rather than suggesting new themes to 
be added to the model. Further, they recommended allowing some flexibility in the model presentation 
because the themes do not have to be exactly in the illustrated order. 
6.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter sought to accomplish the final objective of the study by developing a decision making 
model to improve forecast accuracy of Australian commercial property market performance. The 
resulting themes generated through the analysis were presented in the forms of two models. The chapter 
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begins with best practices for improving forecast accuracy, followed by the decision making model 
illustrating the list of recommended approaches in each key step in the forecasting process, together with 
associated deliverables. Finally, the models were validated by an expert panel. 
The evaluation of Australian commercial property market forecasting practice has provided useful 
insights into factors that aid forecast accuracy. The research identified that good forecasting does not 
depend on complex mathematical solutions, but following empirically demonstrated best practices can 
improve forecast accuracy. An empirical sequential approach includes ‘Ten best practices’: (i) clear 
objective setting, (ii) collaborative approach to knowledge sharing, (iii) market data analysis to capture 
the changes in the determinants, (iv) atheoretical quantitative (data-driven) approach, (v) adhering to the 
parsimony principle, (vi) qualitative overlaying, (vii) eliminating biases to predict independent 
estimates, (viii) forecast validation, (ix) integrating an error positive culture, and (x) reviewing, 
redefining and remodelling. However, forecasting is challenged by the growing degree of downside risk. 
In addition to the ‘Ten best practices’ recommended to improve forecast accuracy, the forecasting 
process involves special considerations when dealing with risk and uncertainty. The inner circle of the 
Onion model (see Figure 6.1) shows the interdependent strategies for integrating unknown risks in 
commercial property market forecasting. These strategies include historical referencing for errors and 
risks, stress testing, identification of warning flags, and the analysis of investment decision makers’ 
response to risk.  
The overall research findings were then presented in the ADSV – Applications > Determinants > 
Strategies > Validation – decision making model, illustrating the recommended approaches and the 
deliverables for key steps in forecasting to improve the forecast accuracy. In the Application phase, the 
methodological approach to forecasting is determined, and is aligned to the objectives of forecasting. 
The collection of information on forecast determinants is done in the second phase. Then, the 
interdependent strategies are recommended to deal with known and unknown risks. The final step of the 
decision making model involves validating the forecasts to optimise the level of public confidence.  
Finally, the research findings were presented to an expert panel to validate the research output and assess 
the industry applicability of the models. The industry experts mostly supported the results and 
highlighted the importance of this study. In particular, the industry panel indicated the challenges in 
producing independent forecasts, the practical constraints of the applicability of different methods and 
techniques proposed in the model, and further improvements for envisioning of the future. 
The next chapter will conclude the thesis and address the research objectives envisaged at the outset of 
the research in Chapter One. Discussions about the contribution made by this research to the body of 
knowledge, and the recommendations for future research directions, will be provided.
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CHAPTER 7.  
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this research is to explore possible downside risk integration as a way of improving 
forecast accuracy for Australian commercial property market performance. The research evaluated the 
current state of the commercial property market forecasting process with a view to recommending best 
practices that would improve forecast accuracy. These recommendations form an important toolkit for 
investment decision makers in forecasting Australian commercial property market performance. 
This chapter presents the research conclusions that were undertaken in four key phases: literature review, 
quantitative phase, qualitative phase, and model development with validation. The structure of this 
chapter begins with a summary of thesis layout (Section 7.2), followed by key findings from the 
literature review, quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis, as aligned to the research objectives 
(Section 7.3). The chapter then discusses contributions to knowledge (Section 7.4), and provides 
recommendations arising from this study and suggestions on the research implications for the 
commercial property market (Section 7.5). Finally, Section 7.6 presents areas for further research.  
7.2 SUMMARY 
The layout of this thesis is detailed in Chapter One (See Figure 1.3). Table 7.1 summarises the 
methodological framework for this research. 
Table 7.1: Methodological Framework 
Research Objectives Approach 
1. To examine and evaluate commercial property market forecast theory and models 
used in forecasting market performance. 
2. To define and analyse downside risk exposure and strategies to manage risks in a 
real estate environment. 
Literature 
review 
3. To test the accuracy of commercial property market and economic forecasts and to 
determine whether they capture downside risks. 
4. To analyse and discuss the relationship between property forecast errors and 
economic forecast errors. 
Quantitative 
method 
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Research Objectives Approach 
5. To explore the current state of the Australian commercial property market 
forecasting practice and its exposure to downside risks. 
6. To develop a decision making model to improve forecast accuracy of Australian 
commercial property market performance. 
Qualitative 
method 
Chapter One (Introduction) provided a brief background to the research and identified the research 
problem, associated aim and objectives, along with a concise overview of the research methodology. 
Chapter One further described the scope and limitations of the research, contribution to the body of 
knowledge, and the structure of the thesis.  
Chapter Two (Literature review) was structured under two main headings aligned with Objective One 
and Two of the research. Section One provided the theoretical understanding and concepts related to 
commercial property market forecasting. Section Two synthesised the theoretical aspects of risk and 
uncertainties as key pitfalls in modelling and forecasting that directly and indirectly challenge 
commercial property market performance.  
Chapter Three (Methodology) outlined the research design and approach. The literature review 
highlighted that deductive reasoning has dominated real estate economics research, focussing on 
construction of sophisticated models using complex quantitative techniques. However, accurate 
forecasts can only be derived when there is an availability of adequate quantitative data with fewer 
uncertainties. Therefore, this research predominantly employed a qualitative research approach in a 
mixed method design to capture a behavioural understanding of forecasting. A sequential exploratory 
mixed method design was used, including a secondary data analysis (quantitative phase), followed by 
semi-structured interviews (qualitative phase). The status of Australian commercial property market 
forecast accuracy was ascertained statistically to build a strong argument for thinking beyond 
econometric models. Subsequently, the qualitative inquiry explored strategies which aid forecast 
accuracy, integrating the downside risk element. 
The quantitative analysis and results were presented in Chapter Four. Secondary economic and property 
data, including both actual and forecast data, were collected for a 10-year period (2001-2011) to 
statistically test the accuracy of economists’ forecasts and to determine whether the forecasts captured 
extreme downside risk events. The evaluation of forecast accuracy encompassed the measurement of 
economic and property forecasts under the following phases: (i) testing for forecast accuracy, (ii) 
analysing outliers of forecast errors, and (iii) testing for causal relationships. The results identified 
critically inaccurate predictions, outperforming forecast strategies, and forward indicators that could be 
used as warning signals to adjust direct property market forecasts.  
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Chapter Five (Qualitative analysis) presented the primary data analysis, evaluating the current state of 
Australian commercial property market forecasting in an uncertain environment. In particular, Chapter 
Five demonstrated the state of Australian commercial property market forecasting process, downside 
risk exposure, and mapping the potential impact of risk on property market performance. The data were 
collected from November 2016 to March 2017 through semi-structured interviews with 22 leading 
property and financial market experts in Australia. The evaluation provided useful insights into the 
factors that aid forecast accuracy. Based on the analysis, Chapter Six (Model Development) highlighted 
best practices to improve forecast accuracy, and deliverables for each key step in the commercial 
property market forecasting process. As part of the process for validating results, the research findings 
were presented to a panel of three participants interviewed in the qualitative phase. These participants 
were recruited based on the researcher’s judgement about their valuable contribution to the research 
outcome. The researcher summarised the findings and went back to key participants in the study to ask 
them for feedback on the findings and empirical models developed from the research. Further, Chapter 
Six discussed the application of the models in, and their implications for, the industry. 
The remaining sections in this chapter provide conclusions aligned with the respective research 
objectives, contributions to the body of knowledge, recommendations, and likely areas for further 
research. 
7.3 ACHIEVEMENT OF RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
As illustrated in Table 7.1, the research was designed to address six key objectives. The associated 
methods for investigation were detailed in Chapter Three. This research was undertaken in four phases: 
(i) literature review, (ii) quantitative phase, (iii) qualitative phase, and (iv) model development and 
validation. Each phase of investigation aligned with distinct sets of objectives. Thus, the conclusions of 
the research are summarised in the order of their achievement within the following themes. 
7.3.1 OBJECTIVES I AND II – COMMERCIAL PROPERTY MARKET FORECASTING AND THE 
OUTLOOK ON DOWNSIDE RISK EXPOSURE 
I. To examine and evaluate commercial property market forecast theory and models 
used in forecasting market performance. 
II. To define and analyse downside risk exposure and strategies to manage risks in a real 
estate environment. 
In Australia, direct commercial property investment transaction volumes amount to approximately 8% 
of GDP (JLL 2016). The commercial property marketplace is mostly split into broad sectors related to 
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its employment streams (office, industrial and retail). REITs, pension funds, life insurance companies 
and foreign investors are the major institutional investors. The commercial property market is best 
characterised as made up of two interlinked submarkets – the space market and the capital market – 
which set out economic relationships mostly relevant to the modelling of future performance (Archer & 
Ling 1997; Geltner & De Neufville 2015; Rowland 2010).  
Property market models have the overriding aim of producing reasonable estimates of key dependent 
variables based on the available data: demand, supply, rent, returns, yield, and vacancy (Brooks & 
Tsolacos 2003; Chaplin 2000). Changes in these variables can be quantified by the independent drivers 
of core property and economic activities. Further, property market models need to combine behavioural 
theories of expectations. The use of current values of important variables, assuming such key variables 
remain constant in the future, is termed ‘naïve expectations’. This is an unrealistic, quickly derived 
projection, particularly in markets experiencing critical changes. However, ‘rational expectations’ are 
desired, whereby versatile knowledge of the property market, the wider economy and the best available 
theories are deployed to formulate future outcomes (Ball, Lizieri & MacGregor 1998). 
The forecasting methods are primarily based on quantitative and/or qualitative methods. The main 
quantitative approaches include exponential smoothing, single-equation regression, simultaneous 
equation regression, Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), and Vector Autoregression 
(VAR). Murray (2000) identified the popularity of single and simultaneous equation regression models 
over univariate methods. Judgement methods, by contrast, are based exclusively on the forecaster’s 
judgement or intuition about, or experience in making, long-run predictions without using an explicit 
model. Nowadays, there is an increasing amount of integration between judgemental and statistical 
procedures (Armstrong 2001; Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005).  
An important task for property analysts is the application of various methodologies to identify the best 
performing models which provide better forecasts. However, this task requires time and knowledge to 
apply various methodologies in different scenarios. The characteristics of the data (for example, strongly 
trended, non-trended) can also determine the extent to which various methodologies can be used (Brooks 
& Tsolacos 2010; Matysiak & Tsolacos 2003). There have been several scholarly efforts to determine 
the outperforming models. For instance: D'Arcy, McGough and Tsolacos (1999); McGough, Tsolacos 
and Olli (2000), concluded a regression model has stronger forecasting ability compared to exponential 
smoothing, error correction models and naïve techniques; Jadevicius and Huston (2015) confirmed that 
increased complexity does not yield higher predictive capability, while less complex simple regression 
and ARIMA models produce greater modelling accuracy; Karakozova (2004) analysis suggested that 
the ARIMA model with exogenous explanatory variables (ARIMAX) outperforms regression equations; 
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Stevenson and McGarth (2003) examined Bayesian VAR and found it produces more accurate forecasts 
compared to ARIMA, single equation and  simultaneous equation regression. Irrespective of specific 
findings, all these different techniques have their own advantages and disadvantages, and can be used 
for various situations. For example, error correction models can be used when one has good reason to 
believe that the time series contains a unit root. Also, error correction models are useful if one is trying 
to determine how quickly the time series reverts to a long run mean following a shock. However, 
regression (for example, pooled Ordinary Least Squares) might be more useful if dealing with a simple 
cross-section of data.  
Assessment of the performance of forecast models is based on the evaluation of the size of forecast 
errors. The statistical properties of forecast errors
 
over the period can be described by two 
methodologies: scale-dependent and scale-independent metrics. Scale-dependent metrics include mean 
error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE), mean square error (MSE), root mean square error (RMSE), and 
geometric mean absolute error (GMAE) (Brooks & Tsolacos 2010; Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005). The 
use of absolute or squared forecast errors prevents positive and negative errors from offsetting each 
other. For assessing forecast accuracy on a single series, MAE is preferred because it is easiest to 
understand and compute; however, it is not meaningful for assessing accuracy across multiple series. A 
drawback of the above scale-dependent measures is that they cannot be readily compared across 
variables to determine which is more accurate. Therefore, a variant is often reported as a mean absolute 
percentage error (MAPE). However, if there are zero values in the series, MAPE has a disadvantage of 
being undefined (Carnot, Koen & Tissot 2005; Hyndman 2006). To address this issue in MAPE, the 
mean arctangent absolute percentage error (MAAPE) was proposed as a new measure of forecast 
accuracy (Kim & Kim 2016). Another way to overcome this problem is to normalise the values (Carnot, 
Koen & Tissot 2005; Hyndman 2006). Alternatively, scale-independent measurements such as Theil’s 
U1 and U2 coefficients, and mean absolute scaled error (MASE), can be used. U2 and MASE involve 
benchmarking against naïve forecast error (NFE). Naïve Forecast (NF) assumes that the following year’s 
outcome can be predicted by the current year’s outcome. 
According to Carnot, Koen and Tissot (2005), and Brooks and Tsolacos (2010), accuracy of forecasts is 
limited by many causes: mismeasurement of problems; misspecification of the model that includes 
statistical complications (such as non-normality), decisions or reactions; and biases related to the 
forecasters’ behaviour, unforeseeable shocks and structural events. According to Newell and 
MacFarlane (2006), uncertainty, disagreement, conservative forecasting and inertia have led to serious 
issues and concerns regarding the accuracy of commercial property forecasting. For instance, 
exceptionally inaccurate and overly optimistic forecasts during the GFC raised serious doubts about the 
reliability of forecasts. These major downside risks are often outside regular expectations and are 
